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Current titles are marked with a ★.

- Limited Quantity 2886669 COOGAN’S BLUFF. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood stars as Walt Coogan, a soft-spoken, straightforward Arizona lawman who is sent to New York City to extradite a notorious murderer, James Ringerman (John Saxon). Coogan’s unorthodox law enforcement techniques make the New York Police Lieutenant McCloy (Lee J. Cobb) wonder who is worse—him or the lawman! Rated R. 95 minutes. Universal. $8.95
- Limited Quantity 287931X DRAGONHEART: 4-Movie Collection. Widescreen. Collects the complete epic saga of this fantasy action-adventure series: Dragonheart; Dragonheart: A New Beginning; Dragonheart 3: The Sorcerer’s Curse; and Dragonheart: Battle for the Heartfire. Stars include Dennis Quaid and Chris Masterson. Also includes the voices of Sean Connery, Ben Kingsley and Robby Benson. On sale for 6 hours on four DVDs. Universal. $19.98

- 2898373 ELVIS LIVES! Widescreen. Elvis was working as a secret agent for the FBI, and when he got too deep with the mob, he was helped to take his own death. Now, Elvis started a new life in Michigan. He still plays the blues he loved as a youth and has fallen for a new woman who keeps his secret for him. Stars Jonathan Nolan and Kelsey Grammer. CC. 90 minutes. Asylum. $9.95
- Limited Quantity 2902993 DON’T KILL IT. Widescreen. When an ancient demon is accidentally unleashed in the sparsely populated Mississippi town of Chicory, the town’s only hope of survival lies in the hands of a retired small town demon hunter Jebediah Woodley and his reluctant partner, FBI Agent Evelyn Pierce. Stars Dolph Lundgren. Unrated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95
- 2893092 TERROR CITY. Widescreen. When a meteor shower rains down outside Los Angeles, Jonas and Lars, two friends stuck in a tired, boring life, head out to find a meteor and bring down the corrupt reigns of Nicola the Scorpion King (Jason Statham) and the diabolical man destined to become the infamous Captain Hook. When Phyllis Ilia, Anna Friel, Bob Hoskins and Keir Knightly. CC. 169 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $9.95
- Limited Quantity 2898489 TITANIC II. Widescreen. On the 100th anniversary of the original voyage, a modern luxury liner christened Titanic II follows the path of its namesake. But when a tsunami hurls an iceberg into the new ship’s path, the passengers and crew must fight to avoid a similar fate. Stars Bruce Davison and Brooke Burns. CC. 106 minutes. $3.95
- 6958962 APOLCALYPSE NOW! Redux. Widescreen. The definitive version of Francis Ford Coppola’s visionary masterpiece, re-edited and re-mastered with 49 minutes of additional footage. Martin Sheen stars as Army Captain William, a troubled man set on a dangerous and mesmerizing odyssey into war-ravaged Cambodia to assassinate a renegade American colonel (Marlon Brando) who has succumbed to the horrors of Vietnam. Also stars Robert Duvall and Dennis Hopper. Rated R. CC. Over 3 hours. Lions Gate. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95
- Limited Quantity 2828333 THE SCORPION KING: 3-Movie Collection. Widescreen. The Scorpion King stars Doug Johnson as the_warrior who defies an empire to become a legend and unite a nation. In The Scorpion King 2: The Rise of a Warrior you’ll see how the legend of the Scorpion King began. In this sequel starring Michael Copon, The Scorpion King 3: Battle for Redemption stars Karl Malden. Now an assassin for hire, he must defend a kingdom from an evil tyrant. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $9.95
- 6773605 PATTON: Cinema Classics Collection. Widescreen. George C. Scott stars in this riveting Best Picture-winning portrayal of one of the 20th century’s greatest military geniuses. As rebellious as he was brilliant, he was the only general truly feared by the Nazis, yet his own volatile personality was the one enemy he could never defeat. Also stars Karl Malden. CC. 171 minutes on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95
- 685219X BUNRAKU. Widescreen. A mysterious drifter (Josh Hamilton) and a Japanese samurai arrive in a town terrorized by violent criminals. Guided by the wisdom of the bartender at the Horseless Horseman Saloon (Woody Harrelson), the two join forces to bring down the corrupt reigns of Nicola the Woodcutter (Ron Perlman) and his lady Alexandra (Geri Moore). Rated R. CC. 125 minutes. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95
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6814820 FULLY LOADED SNIPER COLLECTION. Widescreen. These four intense films tell the story of legendary Marine sniper Tom Beckett (Tom Berenger). Includes Sniper, Sniper 2, Sniper 3, and featuring Beckett’s son Marine Sgt. Brandon Beckett (Chad Michael Collins) in Sniper: The Next Level. All Rated R. Over 12 hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

6994225 8 DUTY CALLS PACK. Intrepid heroes take on true villains in eight films. Bad Lieutenant: Port of Call New Orleans with Nicolas Cage; special forces of war with Bruce Greenwood; Day Zero with Elijah Wood; Desert Saints with Kiefer Sutherland; Black Ops with Lance Henriksen; Double Identity with Val Kilmer and U.S. SEALs: Dead or Alive. All Rated R. Over 12 hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2843987 LAST PASSENGER. Widescreen. Abroad a late night train. LeBron James (Gray Scott) chats with a passenger and idly wonder why the train isn’t stopping at its normal destinations. When it hurries by his own stop, he realizes something is seriously wrong. As the train rockets dangerously down the tracks, Lewis and his fellow passengers must take matters into their own hands. Rated R. 97 minutes. Cohen Media Group. $9.95

288615 DIVIDED WE FALL. Fullscreen. Collects ten Civil War classics from the Golden Days of cinema: Abraham Lincoln; Hearts In Bondage; The Arizona Kid; Colorado; Santa Fe Trains; Renegade Girl; The Proud Rebel: Drums of the Desert;专业化 Pacific; and Yewenook. Stars include Walter Huston, Roy Rogers, Olivia de Havilland, Errol Flynn, and others. In Color and B&W. $4.95

5941571 ADVENTURE COLLECTION: 8 Movies. Light the fuse with eight adrenaline-fueled action films, featuring stars like David Hasselhoff, Rutger Hauer, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Dolph Lundgren, Jean-Claude Van Damme, Arnold Schwarzenegger, and many others. Most Rated R. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Sunworld. $4.95

6871990 JACKSON COUNTY JAIL. Fullscreen. Used, abused and accused of a crime she didn’t commit, a woman breaks out of jail and goes on the run with a fellow prisoner. Stars Yvette Mimieux and Tommy Lee Jones. Rated R. 84 minutes. Films only. Buena Vista Home Ent. $4.95

2874237 FAST & FURIOUS 7-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. This adrenaline fueled collection features The Fast and the Furious; Paul Walker and Vin Diesel; 2 Fast 2 Furious (Paul Walker, Tyrese Gibson, Eva Mendes and Cole Hauser); The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift (Lucas Black); Fast Five (Vin Diesel, Paul Walker and Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson); Fast & Furious 6 (Dwayne Johnson, Ludacris); Fast Five; and The Fate of the Furious. Available with or without stunt escape chase. $5.95

2904955 PAINKILLERS. Widescreen. A squad of marines sent on a classified mission deep in the war-torn mountains of Afghanistan finds the mysterious item they were sent to destroy...it’s something they’re not expecting. The next thing they know, Major Cafferty and the surviving squad members wake up in a military medical facility with no memory of what happened or who they are. Unrated. 105 minutes. $4.95

6815454 F/X/F/X 2. The Justice Department wants Rollie Tyler (Bryan Brown), the best special effects artist in showbiz, to stage an assassination. Also stars Brian Dennehy and Val Kilmer. Rated R. 105 minutes. Bryan Brown and Dennehy return in F/X2, as the retired Rollie is drawn back into the lethal world of make-believe. Also stars Rachel Ticotin (106 minutes). TGG. Pub. at $15.98 $5.95

280316X RED 2. Widescreen. Retired black-ops CIA agent Frank Moses (Bruce Willis) reunites his team of elite operatives for a global quest to track down a missing nuclear device. To succeed, they’ll need to survive assassins, terrorists, and power crazed government officials. Starring Bruce Willis, Mary-Louise Parker, and John Malkovich. 116 minutes. E One. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 288282X THE SPY WHO LOVED ME. Widescreen. Roger Moore convinces淋漓尽致 的 minimum at the secret service. Agent 007 as his team with beautiful Russian agent Anya Amasova (Barbara Bach) to stop the megalomaniac Stromberg (Curt Jurgens) from unleashing a horrifying crime for world domination. English SDH. 126 minutes. MGM. $5.95

68963755 THE ISLAND. Widescreen. Michelle Pfeiffer is Blair Madigan, an investigative writer who tracks down one of the most baffling mysteries—the disappearance of pleasure crafts and its passengers in the Caribbean. When his son is captured by the rival pirates and converted to their ways, Blair must come to the rescue. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6483771 TREASURE ISLAND. A daring, gritty, and authentic re-imagination of the world’s most loved adventure story. When young Jack Hawkins stumbles upon a coveted treasure map, he sets off on a frenzied voyage across tumultuous waters to find the legendary loot. A charismatic cook, whose real motives soon become deadly clear. Stars Eddie Izzard, Elijah Wood, and Donald Sutherland. CC. 183 minutes. Gaim. $5.95

2749111X ARDENNES FURY. Widescreen. As the Battle of the Bulge rages on, an American tank unit gets trapped behind Nazi lines. With just hours before the unit is to be surrendered. Selleck is Dwight “Ike” Eisenhower in Ike– Countdown to D-Day. The trial of war, The D-Day invasion, and the post–armistice era. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $6.95

2855208 ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK/ROAD HOUSE/THE TERMINATOR. Widescreen. John Carpenter’s post-apocalyptic sci-fi classic, Escape from New York stars Kurt Russell, Lee Van Cleef and Harry Dean Stanton. Road House stars Patrick Swayze as a bouncer whose hired to clean up a small town bar and is pushed to his breaking point. Arnold Schwarzenegger stars as the most fierce killing machine ever to threaten the survival of mankind in The Terminator. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. MGM. $9.95

2821346 KIDNAPPED IN ROMANIA. Two journalists traveling through Europe are on a work assignment. After their car breaks down on an isolated road in a rural town in Romania, they are kidnapped and held hostage. With time running out, will they escape? Stars Michael Madsen, Maja Morgenstern and Paul Sorvino. Unrated. 88 minutes. MVD Visual. $1.95

687407X CAT RUN 2. Widescreen. Sons of Anarchy’s Winter Ave Stoltz stars as a high school disc jockey who is forced to defend himself when his message is read by a drug dealer. When an unlikely team of bumbling, up-and-coming private detectives stumble upon a sex party turned massacre, the wannabe detective team takes on the case and discovers a shocking military secret. Rated R. English SDH. $7.99

5535909 VALLEY OF THE CYCLE SLUGS. Tough guy cop Wade Olson takes his renegade brand of justice too far and ends up captured by the meanest gang of biker chicks ever. He teams up with his waitress girlfriend, the Sisters of Mercy take Wade a hostage who has cleaned up to his breaking point. Arnold Schwarzenegger stars as the most fierce killing machine ever to threaten the survival of mankind in The Terminator. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. MGM. $9.95

4559993 ACTION 20 MOVIE COLLECTION. Enjoy big stars and bigger explosions with 20 thrill rides: Last Action Hero; Universal Soldier: The Return; The Russian Specialist; Silent Rage; Shameus; The Anderson Tapes; Attack Force; The Point Men; The Hunt for Eagle One; W.I.T.C.H.; Maximum Risk; Stealth; Trapped; and more. Stars include Kurt Russell, Dolph Lundgren, Jean Claude Van Damme, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Samuel L. Jackson, and many others. Most Rated R. Over 33 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95
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6873200 THE LEGEND: Dragon Dynasty. Widescreen. Jet Li stars as a carefree young martial arts expert who gets involved with a government official’s daughter just as he discovers his family is part of a rebel resistance movement. While his fighting ability and charm make him a local champion, his real battle for freedom would make him a legendary hero. Rated R. In Cantonese with English subtitles. English SDH. 95 minutes. Weinstein. $3.95

6930806 BAD COUNTRY. Widescreen. When Baton Rouge police detective Bud Carter (Willem Dafoe) busts contract killer Jesse Weiland (Matthew McConaughey), he consumes Jesse’s body and eats an informant and rat out the South’s most powerful crime ring. When the syndicate catches wind of the plot, Carter and Weiland join forces to take down the mob and its ruthless boss together. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

6811566 FIREQUAKE. Widescreen. Prometheus Kinetics has created Helios, a revolutionary clean energy source so powerful it rivals the force of the sun. But when certain governments start cutting safety measures, the explosive product begins to seep below the Earth’s crust producing giant blasts of fire. Not rated. 90 minutes. E One. $5.95

2788292 SHARKNADO 3: Oh Hell No! Widescreen. When a mass of sharknadoes threatens America’s East Coast, chain-saw-wielding Vinnie “The Greek” (Paul Sorvino) must fight his way out of a wrathful, meat-eating hurricane of Death. It’s the ultimate battle of the Production Gods! Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Entertainment One. $5.95

6916554 THE SIMON & MARKY TOUR & THE HUNT FOR THE DRAGON GOD. Widescreen. Destiny belongs to those who dare in Dungeons & Dragons, a thunderous fantasy adventure inspired by the role-playing game. Thora Birch, Marlon Wayans, and Lucy Liu versus the mighty iron star. Plus! When strong-willed younglings attempt to thwart the fiendish traps, spectral goblins and mighty armors of Hell in Dungeons & Dragons: II. Wrath of the Dragon God. CC. Over 3 hours on a double-sided DVD. Only $7.95.

2860108 BILLION DOLLAR BRAIN. Widescreen. Secret agent Harry Palmer (Michael Caine) is blackmailed into working for MI-5 again on his wildest–and most dangerous–assignment yet! An insane billionaire, intent on destroying Communism by starting a new world war, is close to achieving his goal with the help of the world’s most powerful computer. Also stars Karl Malden and Ed Asner. Not rated. 111 minutes. MGM Lorber. $19.95

2855283 STALINGRAD. Widescreen. A band of Russian soldiers fight to hold a strategic building in their devastated city against a ruthless German army. As the process become deeply connected to a Russian woman who has been living there, Stars Marya Smol nikova, Yanina Studilina and Petr Fedorov. Rated R. In Russian with English subtitles. 131 minutes. Sony Pictures. $19.99

2809583 ENEMIES AMONG US. Widescreen. Chip Majors, the governor of Louisiana, had it all. Unfortunately, the dark secrets of his past as a covert NSA operative have come back to haunt him. Now, he’s not just losing his political career, but also his life. Stars Billy Zane, Eric Roberts, and Robin Givens. Rated R. 89 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

2788220 JACKIE CHAN’S FIRST STRIKE/MR. NICE GUY. When members of this3K gang plans to kidnap U.S. diplomats, they steal a nuclear missile, the CIA calls on martial arts master Jackie Chan to stop them in Jackie Chan’s First Strike. And in Mr. Nice Guy, Chan is a celebrity chef turned reluctant hero. 176 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $5.95

5941687 CUTIE HONEY. Using her father’s invention, the buxom Cutie Honey can transform herself into a beautiful warrior of love. In this Japanese cult favorite, she takes on the Panther Claw organization and their plot to kidnap girls across Japan. Things take a turn when Panther Claw’s leader eyes a new prize: Honey’s transformation device. In Japanese with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Bandai Entertainment. $5.95

6829775 JEAN-CLAUDE VAN DAMME: Triple Feature, Volume 1. Intricate and martial arts master Jean-Claude Van Damme kicks into high gear in Desert Heat, also starring Pat Morita. 104 minutes. Van Damme pairs up with NWA’s Bobby Eaton, Dennis Rodman in Double Team. 89 minutes. Prepare for maximum Van Dammage when he is joined by the sexy Natasha Henstridge in Maximum Risk. In Spanish with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Lions Gate. CC. All Rated R. $14.95

2882574 FOR YOUR EYES ONLY. Widescreen. Roger Moore is back as James Bond in this stunt-packed adventure, this time infiltrating the Greek underworld to track down a deadly crew of drug lords in bloody battle for a piece of the action. A gangster classic featuring an all-star cast, including Larry Fishburne, David Caruso, Wesley Snipes and Giancarlo Esposito. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Warner Bros. $14.98

2904474 Epic EXPLOITATIONS: 4 Movie Marathon. Widescreen. Four action-packed epics! The Scorpion King (Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson), Conan the Barbarian (Arnold Schwarzenegger and James Earl Jones), the Adventures of Sharkboy and Lavagirl (Arnold Schwarzenegger and Grace Jones); and Kull the Conqueror (Kevin Sorbo and Tia Carrere). Some Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $9.95
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The Legend of Suriyothai, the story of King Naresuan the Great, who liberated the Siamese from the control of Burma, changing the destiny of a nation. Part One introduces Naresuan as a child prince, while Part Two follows his rise from the control of Burma, reaching the pinnacle of power. Both Parts are Rated R. 105 minutes. Millennium.

5890755 BEASTS OF THE SOUTHERN WILD. Widescreen. When a tough but loving father Wink (Dwight Henry) succumbs to a mysterious malady, his fierce and determined six-year-old daughter (newcomer Quvenzhané Wallis) bravely sets out on a journey to save him. But Hushpuppy's quest is hindered by a bused “universe” that melts the ice caps and unleashes an army of prehistoric beasts. English SDH. 93 minutes. 20th Century Fox.


675765 MYTHICA: A Quest for Heroes. Widescreen. Set in a land of indomitable servitude, Marek dreams of becoming a wizard. When she meets a beautiful wizard, Teela, Marek escapes her master and assembles a team of adventurers on an epic journey to help Teela save her sister from a vicious ogre. Stars Kevin Sorbo and Melanie Stone. 92 minutes. Arrowstorm.

6669980 THE DRIVER. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Known as the fastest getaway man on high-stakes robbery jobs, “The Driver” (Ryan O’Nan) relentlessly pursues a detective (Bruce Dern) who wants nothing more than to take him down. CC. 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox.


323525X MIRACLE AT ST. ANNA. Widescreen. Stationed in Tuscany, Italy, four members of the U.S. Army’s all-black 99th Infantry Division, the Buffalo Soldiers, are trapped behind enemy lines after one of them risks his life to save a traumatized Italian boy. Separated from their unit, they find themselves in a remote village where they experience the tragedy and triumph of war. Directed by Spike Lee. Rated R. English SDH. 160 minutes. Touchstone.


2379366 CAPTAINS OF THE CLOUDS. Fullscreen. One of the first war-themed films actually made with actual dinosaurs, but something ferocious lurks behind the park’s attractions. When a young couple is killed by a bloodthirsty dinosaur, it’s up to Owen (Chris Pratt) and Claire to save the park from an all out prehistoric assault. Rated R. 123 minutes. Universal.

2839334 THE ESCAPE OF PRISONER 614. Widescreen. Ron Perlman is electrifying in this action-filled western about a con who escapes a death row conviction. Also stars Jake Mackenzie and Martin Starr. 97 minutes. Mongrel Media.

2839792 VANQUISHER. Widescreen. After completing a covert mission and narrowly escaping an attempt on her life, a fearless soldier and agent goes on the run. Resurfacing in Bangkok two years later to investigate a murder, she finds herself forced to fight off operatives who’ve been ordered to take her out at all costs. Rated R. Dubbed and in Thai with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Mongrel Media.

75342X THE TEMPEST. Visionary director Julie Taymor’s modern retelling of Shakespeare’s classic masterpiece is an exciting, mystical and magical fantasy with Helen Mirren leading a star-studded cast including Russell Brand and Ben Falcone. Rated R. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media.

6645655 SANDS OF THE KALAHARI. Widescreen. A plane crashes in the African desert after colliding with a swarm of locusts. The harsh surroundings and the vicious locusts are the least of their problems; first they’ll have to survive a crazed fellow passenger. Stars Stuart Whitman, Stanley Baker, Susannah York, and Nigel Davenport. 120 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

6645844 THE MOUNTAIN. Widescreen. Renowned mountain climber and guide Zachary Wheeler (Spencer Tracy) reluctantly helps his younger brother (Robert Wagner) scale a treacherous mountain slope to reach the site of their deceased parents. What starts as a scouting expedition into the mountains’ most remote areas turns into a desperate battle for survival and redemption. Stars Elizabeth Taylor (as Kurt’s fiancée), Richard Widmark, and Cesar Romero. Rated R. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $23.95.
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**6714463 ROBOCOP 2.** Widescreen. Two unstoppable cyborgs take homs in a battle to the death with this sequel to the sci-fi masterpiece. When Detroit is threatened by a new designer drug called “Nuke,” only RoboCop can stop the mayhem—until a bigger, tougher cyborg stands in his way. Stars Peter Weller and Nancy Allen. Rated R. 117 minutes. MGM. $4.95

**6760228 HANNIBAL.** Widescreen. Love and war intertwine in this epic and faithful adaptation of history. The brilliant Carthaginian general Hannibal (Victor Mature) drives his cavalry of elephants into Italy, crushing everyone in his path. But when he captures Sylvia of Rome (Rita Gam), his plan of intimidation evolves into an unexpected romance. 100 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**279683X ROBOCOP (2014) ROBOCOP.** Widescreen. When a good cop gets blown away by some ruthless criminals, innovative scientists and doctors are able to piece him back together as an unstoppable crime-fighting cyborg called RoboCop. This set includes both box sets. From 1987 (Rated R) directed by Paul Verhoeven and starring Peter Weller, and the 2014 remake starring Joel Kinnaman and Gary Oldman. CC. Over 3 hours on 2 DVDs. MGM. $5.95

**6642181 IN THE NAME OF THE KING: Mark of the Dragon Warrior.** Widescreen. A contract killer is hired to kill a family of warring religious factions in China. When his attempt to complete the job fails he can start a new life. When the job doesn’t go as planned, he is placed under a curse that sends him back in time. He must now fight a modern armored and fire-breathing dragon to reclaim a stolen kingdom, and find his way home. Stars Dominic Purcell. Rated R. 86 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**6645518 KING SOLOMON’S MINES.** Widescreen. Richard Chamberlain plays an intrepid explorer Allan Quatermain and Sharon Stone as his adventurous paramour, Jesse Huston. Jesse’s father has vanished in his hunt for the fabled mines of King Solomon, and Jesse wants Allan to find him. The quest is one brimming with peril—miry threats that could make Quatermain’s demise. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**5904576 SNOW WHITE AND THE HUNTSMAN/ROBIN HOOD.** Widescreen. Two classics come to the screen with this double feature of big-budget adventures. Russell Crowe plays a villainous Robin Hood, telling the story of the man behind the legend. Then, Charlize Theron, Chris Hemsworth, and Kristen Stewart offer an action-packed and epic take on one of our greatest fairytales with Snow White and the Huntsman. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**681003X MAD FOXES.** When hapless Hal and his ladyfriend have a deadly run-in with a greedy biker gang, the thugs strike back by raping the woman and beating Hal to death. Undaunted, Hal’s parents call in the help of legendary outlaw Larry Sanders and Arthur Space as mad fishermen from Venice to Rio de Janeiro and to outer space. When the stoolie who set Hal up is also killed, they are able to piece him back together. Stars Richard Chamberlain and Queen Latifah. Three hours. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**2830925 HALO: Nightfall.** Widescreen. Tells the personal story of Jameson Locke, a legendary manhunter and agent with the Office of Naval Intelligence. The world’s most powerful and secretive military branch. He and his team are investigating terrorist “chatter” on the distant colony world of Se德拉, when terrorist “chatter” on the distant colony world of Se德拉, when they are caught in a horrific biological attack. Stars Mike Colter. 98 minutes. Microsoft Studios. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

**6644388 PANTHER GIRL OF KOREA.** In the move-popping, jungle-faring exploits of the fearless Panther Girl are brought vividly to life in this classic 12-chapter serial from 1954, Phyllis Coates plays the title character, joined by Myron Healey and Richard Carlson as villainous arms dealer (Fiona Shaw). 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**6811531 EXCESSIVE FORCE.** Widescreen. When $3 million disappears during a drug bust, undercover cop Terry McCain is pit against a sadistic mob boss. After McCain’s partner is brutally murdered and Terry is shot, he strikes back the only way he knows how: with force! Stars Thomas Ian Griffith. Rated R. CC. 87 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $5.95

**6644191 CHINA GATE.** Widescreen. Based on the novel and adapted, directed and produced this action-packed war epic. During the Vietnam War, mercenaries are tasked with blowing up an arms depot in enemy territory. A Eurasian smuggler (Angie Dickinson) agrees to help them, and in return they will take her illegitimate son to America. Also stars Gene Barry, Lee Van Cleef, and Nat “King” Cole. In B&W. 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**6644664 EXTRAGREASE.** Widescreen. When an agile young man forms an alliance with a drug-dealing gangster and earns the disapproval of the highest ranking yakuzza, The Chairman. When Otomo Takeshi (Indominus) is unable to help, a demon cleanser clears his name and triggers a ruthless series of executions, territorial invasions and score settling. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 109 minutes. Mongrel Media. $8.95

**6645259 HOODLUM.** Widescreen. Recounts the uneasy alliance between the Italian and Jewish mafia who banded together to declare war on the black gangsters of 1920s Harlem. Focuses on the relationship between the three rival leaders, and the romance and friendship that develop among them. Co-stars Vanessa Williams, Cicely Tyson, and Queen Latifah. Rated R. 130 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

**6644287 ALLAN QUATERMAIN AND THE LOST CITY OF GOLD.** Widescreen. Richard Chamberlain and Sharon Stone are back for more exciting adventure films. Allan and Jesse are newly engaged and preparing to leave for America where they’ll be married. But with Quatermain, adventure is never too far behind. A mysterious stranger appears from the jungle, declaring that Allan’s missing brother is still alive in the legendary Lost City of Gold. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**6871668 DEATHSPORT.** One thousand years into the future, after the great Neutron wars, the world is divided into desert wastelands and isolated cities. Notorious “Desert Ranger” Kaz is forced to fight in the Death Sport, dueling on futuristic motorcycles. With the help of renegade vixen Deene, Kaz must face his past and fight to save himself and his people. Stars David Carradine and Claudia Jennings. Rated R. 87 minutes. Deathsport. $5.95

**5704499 CONVOWEN OF WOMEN.** In this rare 1970s French/Italian white slavery western, a group of young women are captured and shipped off to America to be sold to the highest bidder. Captivated by the tables on their captors, it sets off a small war between the soldiers, Native Americans and French colonists—who all want the women to themselves. Stars Alice Arno. Not Rated. 79 minutes. DiscHolders. Pub. at $11.95. $11.95

**6877081 THE WILD ANGELS.** Widescreen. When a motorcycle is stolen from the Hell’s Angels, an epic chase to retrieve it ensues, spreading biker temperament throughout the land. One gang rides. This exciting revenge fantasy by Roger Corman stars Bruce Dem. Peter Fonda, and Nancy Sinatra. Rated R. 93 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**6773434 DIRTY MARY CRAZY LARRY/RACE WITH THE DEVIL.** When a stunt car driven by intense car chases. In Dirty Mary Crazy Larry, a former NASCAR racer (Peter Fonda), a groupie (Susan George), and a mechanic (Michael Taliaferro) hit the highway. In Race with the Devil, two couples (Peter Fonda, Warren Oates, Lara Parker, Loretta Swit) are pursued by satanic cultists. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory. $11.95

**6891144 SECRETS OF THE MOUNTAIN.** Widescreen. Dana James (Paige Turco) is noticing her tight family starting to unravel. She hopes a weekend road trip to her family’s mountain property will help bring everyone back together. But when they arrive, they quickly learn that the mountain is much more than it seems. An ancient secret and a treacherous quest will test the family like never before. English SDH. 84 minutes. Muse Entertainment. $5.95

**6895999 G.I. SAMURAI.** Widescreen. A squadron of Japanese soldiers find themselves transported through time to Japan’s feudal period, 400 years in the past, where rival samurais are baying to make their leader the supreme shogun. The squadron leader has the same ambition and teams up with one of the clans in the battle for power. In Japanese with English subtitles. 139 minutes. Venture Entertainment. $3.95

**6919111 EPIC FANTASY COLLECTION: 5 Mini-Series Gift Set.** This 5 movie collection includes Tin Man; The 10th Kingdom; The Odyssey; Merlin; and Guiller’s Travels. 21 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. $9.95

**6644015 UNDERCOVER BLUES.** Widescreen. Kathleen Turner and Dennis Quad star as undercover Blues. With the help of a drug-dealing gangster and earns the disapproval of the highest ranking yakuzza, The Chairman. When Otomo Takeshi is unable to help, a demon cleanser clears his name and triggers a ruthless series of executions, territorial invasions and score settling. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 109 minutes. Mongrel Media. $8.95

**6977081 THE WILD ANGELS.** Widescreen. When a motorcycle is stolen from the Hell’s Angels, an epic chase to retrieve it ensues, spreading biker temperament throughout the land. One gang rides. This exciting revenge fantasy by Roger Corman stars Bruce De. Peter Fonda, and Nancy Sinatra. Rated R. 93 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95
ACTION/ADVENTURE

656492X HEROES OF WAR COLLECTION: Frontline Combat. Experience all the intense action with four gripping dramas from the '40s and '50s. Includes D-Day: The Sixth of June with Robert Taylor and Richard Todd; Decision Before Dawn with Richard Basehart and Gary Merrill; Guadalcanal with Errol Flynn and Anthony Quinn; and Halls of Montezuma with Richard widmark and Jack Palance. CC. In Color and B&W. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $17.95.

288432X LONG JOHN SILVER. In this sequel to Treasure Island, Long John Silver turns up on a British Caribbean island where he hears that rival pirate Mendoza has taken the ship carrying the governor's daughter and his young friend Jim Hawkins. Silver hopes to get a new ship, and go back for more treasure. 106 minutes. M1.5. Film. Pub. at $14.95.

284980X THE FAST AND THE FURIOUS: Tokyo Drift. Widescreen. When convicted street racer Sean Boswell (Lucas Black) tries to start a new life on the other side of the world, his obsession with racing sets him on a collision course with the Japanese underworld. With more mind-blowing stunts and heart-pounding sequences than ever, this film puts you in the driver's seat. English SDH. Over 2 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

286295X THE BIG RACKET. Widescreen. Fabio Testi stars as Inspector Nico Palmieri, a tough police detective tearing apart Rome to bust a ruthless protection racket. When these violent thugs expand their empire and murder Nico, throws away the rule book to unleash his own brand of justice. Also stars Adam Arkin. Not Rated. 106 minutes. M1.5. Film. Pub. at $14.98.

585332X MISTRESS OF THE APES. Widescreen. Recovering from the trauma of losing her baby, the wife of a famous anthropologist learns that her husband has disappeared in Africa, and launches an expedition to find him. Instead she discovers a bizarre world of sexy jungle women! Rated R. 84 minutes. Cheesy Flicks. M1.5. Film. Pub. at $9.95.

283426X G.I. JOE 2 MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. In G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra a high-tech secret weapon is stolen by the mysterious and evil Cobra organization and the G.I. Joes must race against time to stop them. Stars Channing Tatum and Marlon Wayans. The greatest American heroes are back in G.I. Joe: Retaliation, and this time they've been invited to take the fall for a terrible crime. Stars Dwayne Johnson. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $5.95.

6616509 JUNGLE GIRL. Loosely based on the novel by Edgar Rice Burroughs, this 15-chapter serial stars Frances Griffith as Nyoka, with Tom Neal as male lead Jack Stanton, and Trevor Bardette and Gerald Mohr as their villainous adversaries. Filled front to back with cliffhangers, it charts a quest for diamonds in the African jungle. In B&W. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. VCI Entertainment.


976624X THE QUEEN. Famed cartoonist Jack Staiger sends agents into the African jungle to stir up local tribes, and to find a sword of mysterious powers. When two Americans arrive in the jungle, the Nazi commander does all he can to kill the young friends. Their efforts are foiled by the mysterious "Queen of the Jungle." All 13 chapters of the thrilling serial. In B&W. Four hours. VCI Entertainment.


2839474 THE LAST HEIST. Widescreen. A bank heist descends into violent chaos after one of the hostages escape to be a serial killer. Stars Harry Lennix and Terrance Coombs. Rated R. TV-MA. CC. 84 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95.

2882663 THE LOSERS/ROCKROLLA. Widescreen. The Losers centers around the members of an elite Special Forces unit sent on a search and destroy mission. Stars Jeffrey Dean Morgan and Chris Evans. From director Guy Ritchie comes RocknRolla (Rated R). Add gangster Lenny Cole (Tom Wilkinson), a small-time (Gerard Butler), an accountant and some wannabe mobguls and you've got a real RocknRolla. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

6990653 THE BLACK RIDER: Revelation Road. Josh McManus (Dawd A. R. White), a quiet of the Cobra organization and the G.I. Joes must race against time to stop them. Stars Channing Tatum and Marlon Wayans. The greatest American heroes are back in G.I. Joe: Retaliation, and this time they've been invited to take the fall for a terrible crime. Stars Dwayne Johnson. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $5.95.

6939049 CROSS WARS. Widescreen. Straight from the comics to the mean streets of Los Angeles and armed with a powerful automatic weapon, the story of Lea (Micheline Prelle), a French Creole maid seeking revenge against the family that framed her for murder, and of the handsome captain (Flynn) who comes to her aid. In B&W.100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95.

6703984 RHINELAND 1945. Widescreen. Set in the battle between the Western Allies and Germany, the film follows a young platoon known as an under-powered mine platoon. A turned-out lieutenant and a bitter sergeant are his only guides as he plunges into the brutality and danger of war in 1945. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.


6644868 CRACK IN THE WORLD. Widescreen. Dr. Steven Sorenson (Dana Andrews) and his wife Dr. Maggie Sorenson (Janette Scott) plan to utilize the geothermal energy of the earth's interior by detonating a thermonuclear device deep within the planet's core. Despite warnings by Dr. Ted Rampil (Kieron Moore). Sorenson proceeds with the experiment, starting a chain of events that could split the world in two. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

6793817 THE PERFECT WEAPON. Widescreen. Martial-arts sensation Jeff Speakman plays a drifter who returns to Australia and enter a crossover movie into the international arena when the beauty of a stunning princess--and the future of the English throne--divide them. Narrated by Orson Welles. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

687195X RED VELVET ON THE RING: DAREDEVILS OF THE RED CIRCLE. Widescreen. Considered by most film historians to be the definitive serial of all time. Three circus stuntmen track down a ruthless madman known as 39-0-13, bent on destroying the wealth and integrity of his former employer. 39-0-13 kidnaps and imprisons his own son in order to facilitate his deeds of destruction. Stars Charles Quigley. CC. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

6693108 DEAR ELAINE. Widescreen. Best Friends Max and Ellie decide to leave California and take an adventurous cross-country road trip to meet former First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt. While trying to stay a step ahead of Ellie’s father and the police, the girls cross paths with an eclectic mix of people. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures.
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**Action/Adventure**

- **6657112 CHAI LAI ANGELS: Dangerous Flowers.** Widescreen. Mike, the daughter of a martial arts master, is being hunted by an organized crime syndicate for her knowledge of the location of a hidden treasure. When she is kidnapped, five sexy undercover agents are sent to recover the girl. Stars Alex R. DubeD and in Thai with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. Pub. at $4.95

- **2885214 THE HURRICANE EXPRESS.** The wrecker wrecks trains on the L & R Railroad. One of his victims is Larry Baker’s father. Baker wants to find the evildoer among a host of suspects but, it will be difficult since the wrecker can disguise himself to look like almost anyone. Includes 12 crashing episodes of this 1932 film serial. Stars John Wayne and Tully Marshall. In B&W. Over 3 hours. ImdbFilm. Pub. at $19.95

- **6703395 DICK TRACY: Complete Serial Collection.** America’s favorite detective stars in the change in this collection of action-packed serials. Dick Tracy encounters master spies, powerful crime bosses, formidable crooks, and more in 60 episodes from Dick Tracy, Dick Tracy Returns; Dick Tracy’s G-Men; and Dick Tracy Vs. Crime, starring Robert Lowery, Michael Olsen, and others. In B&W. Over 17 hours on eight DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99

- **669248X MOONSHINE COUNTY EXPRESS.** Widescreen. Villainous racketeer Starkey (John Raitt) has bumped up likable moonshiner Pan Hammer, and now he’s setting his sights on the dead man’s beautiful daughters (Susan Howard, Claudia Jennings, and Maureen McCormick). But the girls have an unexpected ally: Starkey’s flunky (John Saxon), who is more than capable of helping them fight back. 95 minutes. Code Red. Red. Pub. at $19.95

- **8717368 RED BARRY.** Based on the comic strip by Will Gould, this dynamic 13-chapter serial follows the adventures of tough-guy police detective “Red” Barry (Buster Crabbe) in his quest to recover valuable stolen savings bonds. The missions won’t be easy, as Russian crooks, Chinese agents, American racketeers, and a hostile police commissioner stand in his way. Over 4 ½ Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

- **883969X GO TELL THE SPARATANS.** Widescreen. But Lancaster plays a hard boiled major in command of a grubby Vietnam outpost. The war was still a “conflict” and American soldiers were “advisers,” yet the ambushes, the betrayals and the brutality were all very real in this classic film of wartime confrontation. Rated R. 151 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

- **2888211 KID WEST.** Widescreen. Harper is a precious 12-year-old on the lookout for adventure. She enlists the help of a gang of colorful characters to protect a mystical treasure from falling into the hands of a gang of bullies. A fun-filled family adventure for kids with a healthy dose of adventure for adults! Stars Mary Barry. 68 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95

- **6500845 HELGA: She Wolf of Stilberg.** Experience the notorious 1978 women in prison classic! In exotic South Africa, Helga learns that a local man is her father. The men are killers, yet the ambushes, the betrayals and the brutality were all very real in this classic film of wartime confrontation. Rated R. 151 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

- **2889358 STEEL ARENA.** Widescreen. Dusty Russell shows off his talent as the greatest daredevil on the circuit. Later, he wins the biggest challenge of his career. An interesting look at small America, where people cheat their fair lives for entertainment. 99 minutes. Code Red. Red. Pub. at $19.95

- **2821958 SUSHI GIRL.** Widescreen. Fish has spent six years in jail. Six years keeping his mouth shut about the robbery he committed. The night he’s released, the four men he protected celebrate his freedom. Soon enough though, the four unwieldy thieves can’t help but open old wounds in an attempt to find their missing loot. Stars Tony Todd and Mark Hamill. Rated R. 96 minutes. Phase 4 Films.

- **6925456 GUERINCA.** Widescreen. 1937. Spain. As the citizens of the village of Guerincas face their oppressors with vigor, an American journalist (James D’Arcy) secretly joins forces with a local press-office censor (Maria Valverde) to work against the regime. Rated R. 97 minutes. Sony Pictures.

- **6915973 BRING ME THE HEAD OF THE MACHINE GUN WOMAN.** Widescreen. When video game loving and wannabe criminal Santiago Fernandez overhears his kingpin boss put a bounty on a local mercenary, he makes a dangerous promise not to be kept. Now, he has just 24 hours to find the Machine Gun Woman and bring her in—or else. In Spanish with English subtitles. 73 minutes. Screen Media Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95

- **2839784 LOCK UP/UNIVERSAL SOLDIER.** Widescreen. Sylvester Stallone stars in Lock Up as a model prisoner, who six months before his release is transferred to Gateway Prison. He encounters a warden Donald Sutherland who will do anything to push Frank to revolt. In Universal Soldier Jean-Claude Van Damme and Dolph Lundgren are part of a top secret government project to create the perfect soldier. Rated R. 88 minutes. Over 3 hours. Mongrel Media. PRICE CUT to $3.95

- **282292X FIVE GOLDEN DRAGONS.** Widescreen. After arriving in Hong Kong, wealthy American playboy Bob Mitchell is the recipient of a clue to an illegal gold trafficking operation. With his ill will he unwittingly thrust into a deadly power struggle between a secretive global crime syndicate and brutal local mobsters. Stars Bob Cummings and Champagne. Widescreen. 110 minutes. £14.95. MVD Visual. Pub. at $28.95

- **6276736 LADY ICE.** Widescreen. In this sleek thriller set in the Windy City, detective Cheryl Knight (Sondra Locke) and her private eye partner (Hector Elizondo) face a complicated case involving organized crime and an insurance company to investigate a theft of diamonds—worth $3 million! Enters the lovely Paula Booth and her father, who deals in stolen goods. Stars Donald Sutherland and Jennifer O’Neill. 93 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

- **288271X MORTAL KOMBAT: Annihilation.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. In defiance of the Elders Lords, the evil Sub-Zero attempts to wreak havoc on Earth. Led by mighty Shao Kahn, their gruesome goal is humanity’s complete and utter extinction. Earth’s last and only hope is a martial arts warrior Liu Kang and his ferocious fighting friends. Stars Robin Shou and Talisa Soto. 98 minutes. New Line Home Video.


- **2822733 CONTRABAND.** Widescreen. Fabio Testi stars as Luca Di Angelo, an idealistic family man and cigarette smuggler in the treacherous Naples underworld. When a rival gang massacres his brother and abducts his wife, Luca triggers a psychotic mob war that goes far beyond the realms of vengeful violence in a bloody 144 minutes. Also known as The Naples Connection and The Smuggler. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

- **2779080 LAST SEEN IN IDAHO.** Widescreen. Summer (Halle Sophia) witnesses a murder and tries to save the victim’s baby. As she flees, she is attacked by a man threatening her life. Days later she awakens from a coma with no memory of the events that put her there, but she begins to have shocking images of the past. Can she solve her own murder before it happens and save herself? Also stars Casper Van Dien, John Savage, and Jennifer O’Neill. 93 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

- **2811634 TO THE ENDS OF TIME.** Widescreen. In a mythical kingdom among the clouds, a young man named James dreams of becoming a hero and to catch the eye of Princess Stephanie. But when the kingdom falls under attack from air pirates, a son of the king will send James on a race against time to save his land. Stars Joss Ackland and Christine Taylor. 94 minutes. £14.95. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

- **6655650 THE HUNTERS.** Widescreen. ARC Entertainment. £4.95. 6791212 POINT BREAK. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. £5.95


- **6692567 SPACECAMP.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

- **6689382 APPOINTMENT WITH DANGER.** Widescreen. Olive. Pub. at $24.95

- **6566343 XxX: CAROL XII AND THE PASSION.** Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $9.95

- **5792898 JACKIE CHAN: 8 Film Collection.** Widescreen. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $6.95

- **283345X THUNDERBOLT AND LIGHTFOOT.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

- **691357X ONCE UPON A TIME IN AMERICA.** Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $9.95

- **974290X ROY ROY.** Widescreen. MGM. Pub. at $14.95

- **2798255 MEMPHIS BELLE.** Warner Bros. Pub. at $16.95

- **667173X THE SEA HAWK.** Widescreen. Soluddit

- **2822954 THE GIRL FROM RIO.** Widescreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/
**WESTERNS**

★ 5760836 WESTERN OUTLAWS: 50 Movie Collection. Fullscreen. Head out west with 50 gun-toting adventures. Featuring stars like Marlon Brando, Jack Palance, John Wayne, Randolph Scott, Lee Van Cleef, and James Caan. Coming from between the 1930s and the 1970s, these wide-ranging Classics include 8-Bit Bandits, Rio Bravo, Arizona, Colorado Sundown, Cry Blood, Apache, Dead for a Dollar; Django; Kill, Kill, Kill; McIntoch; One-Eyed Jacks; and many more. Some films Rated R. In Color and B&W. Over 76 hours. DVD. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $14.95

★ 2785123 BRANDED. Widescreen. Living in exile in post-apocalyptic California for killing his brother, Alexander Dane is stunned when he receives a letter stating his brother is very much alive and living in a small village. Traveling to the village, he’s overjoyed to see his brother but he’s tormented as he knows he has killed him. Now, Alexander must root out the truth. Stars Jeremy and Jason London. 73 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

★ 2799693 COMIN’ AT YA! Tragedy strikes as two ruthless brothers kidnap a bride during her wedding. Hurt and angry, H.H. Hart (Tony Curtis) embarks on a quest to find the love he lost and take vengeance upon the bad men. Directed by spaghetti-western pioneer Ferdinando Baldi and stars Tony Anthony and Victoria Abril. Unrated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

★ 6550169 WESTERNS 20 MOVIE COLLECTION. The Old West is revived with five exciting features, starring features from Rock Hudson and Donna Reed to Gary Cooper to Rita Hayworth. Includes Texas; Blazing Across the Pecos; They Came to Cordova; Gun Fun; The Black Dakotas; J.W. Cooper; A Lawless Street; The Tall T. Decision孑 kotlin Down. Includes action-packed spaghetti Westerns. Five-Movie DVD. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95

★ 6960871 DJANGO/DJANGO KILL/KEOMA/KANSAS, TX, ADIOS; Spaghetti Westerns Unchained. Widescreen. These action-packed spaghetti westerns brought new levels of mayhem and vengeance to the spaghetti western genre. Collects Sergio Corbucci’s legendary Django; the strangest and most compelling spaghetti western ever made; Django Kill!, the spiritual successor Keoma; and the revenge-fueled Texas, Adios. 1970s action/drama. 6 hours on four DVDs. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

★ 6623338 SHALAKO. Widescreen. Based on the novel by Louis L'Amour, this rollicking 1968 western stars Sean Connery as the gutsy and solitary gunslinger of the title. When he sees a group of innocent settlers being attacked, he tries his hand at saving the good from the bad. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

★ 6973378 PONY EXPRESS. Fullscreen. Dead set on inciting a rebellion against the U.S., two ruthless killers (Henry Brandon and Stuart Randall) employ devious schemes to prevent Buffalo Bill Cody from carrying his mail. Based on the legend of the Pony Express. Stars Franco Nero and Tamas Millian. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

★ 6284582 A MAN ALONE. Widescreen. When notorious gunslnger Wes Steele (Ray Milland) chances upon the gruesome remains of a stagecoach robber, he reports the crime to the town. But then he is framed for the crime by Stanley (Raymond Burr), who secretly committed the murders himself. With the help of a local lawman, Steele must fight to clear his name and settle the score. Stars Mary Healy and Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

★ 6284665 YOUNG PIONEERS’ CHRISTMAS. Fullscreen. It’s 1874 on the plains of the Dakotas and young couple David (Roger Kemp) and Molly (Linda Purl) have just lost their first born son. Overcome with grief, they seek support from the inimitable kind-hearted neighbors. The friends stick together through thick and thin and as Christmas approaches they each prepare a special gift for a memorable celebration. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 6284671 YOUNG PIONEERS. Widescreen. Young, in love and just married, David (Roger Kemp) and Molly (Linda Purl) enthusiastically head for the Dakota Territory to stake their claim and get to work. But they soon learn that life on the prairie isn’t always easy and they must endure everything from harsh winters, the birth of their first child, to a swarm of grasshoppers. 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 5931371 GUNSMOKE: One Man’s Justice. Fullscreen. The saga of television’s most popular western show continues with this 1994 adventure. James Arness returns one last time as U.S. Marshal Matt Dillon, saddling up to save an innocent teenage boy out to avenge his brother’s murder. Also stars Bruce Boxleitner. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 6973973 RAMROD. Fullscreen. Joel McCrea stars as veteran cowhand Dave Nash, by the strong-willed Connie Dickinson (Veronica Lake). A Bowery Special Adventure in an inherited sheep ranch with the help of her new Ramrod, standing against her father (Charles Ruggles), a powerful local cattleman (Preston Foster), and a gang of cronies. In B&W. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 6979300 WESTWARD HO!. Fullscreen. John Wayne stars as a pistol-pack ing cowboy who vows to avenge the death of his parents at the hands of cattle rustlers. While he searches for his brother, he fights to bring law and order to the Wild West, leading a band of vigilantes bent on rounding up gangs of outlaws. Also stars Jack Curtis and Sheila Bromley. 1935. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

★ 697154 WYOMING OUTLAW. Fullscreen. Another rollicking adventure in the B-movie western series The Three Mesquiteers, this 1939 classic marks the fIrst of eight entries featuring John Wayne. The trio of heroes come to the aid of the hotheaded Will Parker, who is being pursued into the mountains of Wyoming after a jailbreak. In B&W. 56 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

★ 2889136 OUTLAWS & CON MEN: 4 Movie Collection. Collects four action-packed Spaghetti Westerns: Django Shoots First starring Glenn Saxon and Stewart Elliott; Django’s Cut Price Corpses with Jeff Cameron and John Desmont; Bad Man’s River starring Lee Van Cleef and James Mason; and String of the West with Jack Palance and Giancarlo Prete. Over five hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 92822713 KOEMA. Widescreen. The Spaghetti Western masterpiece from the producer of Django. Franco Nero portrays the destiny of a gunslinger weary of killing as a way of life. But when he returns to his troubled childhood home, Koema is caught in a savage battle between innocent settlers, sadistic bandits and his vengeful half brothers. Also stars Woody Strode and Olga Kariotis. 101 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★ 2798686 ECHOES OF WAR. Widescreen. A rctic outlaws. 101 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

★ 6811507 DUST. Widescreen. Lions Gate. $3.95

★ 6929826 RIO LOBO/MONTE WALSH. Widescreen. Paramount. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

★ 2794020 INTO THE SUNSET: 5 Movie Collection. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

★ 2821255 COWBOY LEGENDS: 5 Movie Collection. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

★ 2821257 PAID IN BLOOD: 4 Vengeful Westerns Film. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 2861161 A FISTFUL OF DYNAMITE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


★ 6968960 DEAD MAN’S BURDEN. Flatron. $3.95

★ 6919014 COWBOYS AND BANDITS: 50 Movies. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $7.95

★ 2798107 APPALOOSA/ASSASSINATION OF JESSE JAMES. Warner Bros. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

★ 5964097 THE AMERICANO. Widescreen. The producer of The Three Mesquiteers, this 1939 classic marks the first of eight entries featuring John Wayne. The trio of heroes come to the aid of the hotheaded Will Parker, who is being pursued into the mountains of Wyoming after a jailbreak. In B&W. 56 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

★ 6964303 A MINUTE TO PRAY, A SECOND TO DIE!. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

★ 6783743 SCALPHERTERS. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 6947069 SABATA. Widescreen. MGM. $6.95

★ 6964603 A PRIDE OF WARRIORS. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

★ 6927030 ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE. Widescreen. GT Media. $3.95

★ 6947425 ADVIOS, SABATA. Widescreen. MGM. $6.95

★ 6897576 A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 6872328 SUNSET IN THE WEST. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/
6974341 MARCH OF THE WOODEN SOLDIERS. Widescreen. Based on the original stage production by Gertrude W. Colby. A dazzling spectacle of 6-foot wooden soldiers, Mother Goose characters, and the beloved comedy team of Laurel and Hardy. In this enchanted fantasy world, a heroine goes right for clumsy toymakers, Stannie Dum and Dillie Dee. In Color and B&W. 77 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

6978611 4 COMEDY GREATS: Blind Date/Stickers/Strir Crazy/Nothing in Common. Memorably hilarious: Blind Date stars Bruce Willis and Morgan Freeman; Devon Sawa, a two Schwartzman and Laura Prepon; Stir Crazy stars Gene Wilder and Richard Pryor; and Nothing in Common stars Tom Hanks, Jackie Gleason, and Eva Marie Saint. Rated R. CC. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

2882890 RAQUEL WELCH COLLECTION. Widescreen. This set collects five films starring the incomparable Raquel Welch. Films include One Million Years; Myra Breckenridge; (Rated R) Mother, Jugs & Speed; Bandolero; and Fathom. Co-stars include Mae West, Harvey Keitel, Dean Martin, Jimmy Stewart and George Kennedy. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.98 $6.95

6871936 MAE WEST: The Glamour Collection. Widescreen. Full-length, Smart, seductive, and undeniably funny. Mae West is one of cinema's most enduring comedy legends. Her larger-than-life personality is on full display with this five-film set, including Night After Night; I'm No Angel; Goin' to Town; Go West Young Man; and My Little Chickadee. Other stars include Cary Grant (Archer's Millions), Greta Garbo and W.C. Fields. English SDH. In B&W. Nearly 7 hours, 2 double-spired DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $26.98 $7.95

2798034 POLICE ACADEMY 3-FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. The bumbler in blue show their knack for stupidity in Police Academy. (Rated R) a spree of slapstick and nightsticks that stands out as a key comedy of the 1980s. The antics continue in two more Police Academy installments. (Rated PG-13) Back in Training. Stars Steve Guttenberg and Kim Cattrall. Over 4 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Bros. Enter $6.95

2754063 POLITICAL COMEDIES TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Kevin Costner, Paul Newman, and Ray Liotta star in three side-splitting political comedies. In Swing Vote, an ordinary dad finds the presidential election coming down to just one vote—his. In Blazes Mambo from a small Spanish SDH. 5 hours on three DVDs, one double-sided. MGM. $7.95

6670008 A FISH CALLED WANDA: 2-Disc Collector's Edition. Widescreen. Kevin Kline (in an Oscar-winning role) joins John Cleese, Michael Palin, Kevin Kline and Jamie Lee Curtis star in the much-loved hit, A Fish Called Wanda. A band of petty crooks—including the dim-witted Canadian Mountie Steve Martin, the cool Maxwell Smart (aka Agent 86) in The Nude Bomb, the hilarious film based on the original TV series, The Fugitive, the world’s number one adult film star, must play the lead. Stars Tom Riley, Tom Burke, and Carmen Electra. Rated R. 87 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.95

691943X PRETTY CUMM CRIMINALS: Tripey F corpo Feature. Widescreen. Dastardly dundies deliver non-stop laughs in three hilarious and bumbling adventures. Tim Allen and Rene Russo star in the bizarre ensemble caper Big Trouble. Jay Mohr, Lloyd Bridges and Christina Applegate star in Maca!, a story of the world’s greatest gullible. In High Heels, an eccentric governor’s career conflicts with a likeable con man. In Vegas Vacation, John Candy,ooks they have a script made of gold, but they lack the finances they need. Then, one desperate producer throws them a bone: they can have their own movie if they are ready by a specified Friday. And in High Heels and Low Lifes, Minni Driver and Mary McCormack play best friends who take on a gang of nefarious bank robbers (Rated R). Over 4 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2855216 A FISH CALLED DIRTY RYOT SCOUNDRELS/THROW MOMMA FROM THE TRAIN. Widescreen. John Cleese, Michael Palin, Kevin Kline and Jamie Lee Curtis star in the much-loved hit, A Fish Called Wanda. A band of petty crooks—including the dim-witted Canadian Mountie Steve Martin, the cool Maxwell Smart (aka Agent 86) in The Nude Bomb, the hilarious film based on the original TV series, The Fugitive. Stars Steve Guttenberg and Mary McCormack play best friends who take on a gang of nefarious bank robbers (Rated R). Over 4 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95

6871936 MAE WEST: The Glamour Collection. Widescreen. Full-length, Smart, seductive, and undeniably funny. Mae West is one of cinema's most enduring comedy legends. Her larger-than-life personality is on full display with this five-film set, including Night After Night; I'm No Angel; Goin' to Town; Go West Young Man; and My Little Chickadee. Other stars include Cary Grant (Archer's Millions), Greta Garbo and W.C. Fields. English SDH. In B&W. Nearly 7 hours, 2 double-spired DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $26.98 $7.95

5990258 FLETCH: The Jane Doe Edition. Widescreen. Chevy Chase is at his hilarious best as Irwin “Fletch” Fletcher, a newspaper reporter who changes his identity more often than he changes his underwear. Working on a big expose, he stumbles onto a scam that gets him up to his byline in murder, police corruption and forbidden romance. Also stars Joe Don Baker, Karen Black and James Remar. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $19.98 $6.95

5657514 COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon. Widescreen. Comedy greats like Martin Short, Dana Carvey, John Cleese, Eric Idle and Rick Moranis give us four times the laughs with this comedy collection. Includes: Stuart P. (The Real Life Private Detective Creatures; Opportunity Knocks; and Splitters. Stars include Jamie Lee Curtis, Catherine Zeta-Jones, and Kevin Kline. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.98 $6.95

6811949 THE NUDE BOMB/DUDLEY DO-RIGHT. Widescreen. Collects two adventure comedies. Don Adams is the bumbling yet undeniably cool Maxwell Smart (aka Agent 86) in The Nude Bomb, the hilarious film based on the original TV series, The Fugitive. Stars Steve Guttenberg and Mary McCormack play best friends who take on a gang of nefarious bank robbers (Rated R). Over 4 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95

2861291 MARRIED TO THE MOB. Widescreen. Tired of living with a mob boss—and his laundered money, Angela De Marco (Michelle Pfeiffer) gets a new lease on life when he’sics by Tony “The Tiger” Russo: a ruthless kingpin who’s always one step ahead of the law. He helps her. Find a new start at a beauty salon in Manhattan, but Tony’s still determined to make her his mob mistress. Directed by Jonathan Demme. Rated R. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

284140X COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon. Widescreen. Four comedy classics that have withstood the test of time! Twins (Arnold Schwarzenegger and Danny DeVito); Junior (Arnold Schwarzenegger and Danny DeVito); Pure Luck (Martin Short and Danny Glover); and Dragnet (Daniel squad: Police Academy and Tom Hanks). English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.98 $6.95

5970997 HIDEOUT IN THE SUN. Widescreen & Special Features. Psycho bank robber Duke and his brother Steve make off with a bundle of money following a midnight heist. The plan to cool their heat goes wrong right for clumsy toymakers, Stannie Dum and Dillie Dee. In Color and B&W. 77 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

5392703 BIKINI SPRING BREAK K. Widescreen. A group of coeds from a small conservative college break out of their shells when their marching band bus breaks down in Fort Lauderdale during spring break. Stars Paulie, Jennifer Coolidge, and Danny DeVito. Directed by Jonathan Demme. Rated R. 90 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

2846942 A LONG WAY DOWN. Widescreen. Based on the acclaimed novel by Nick Hornby, this film centers on four strangers who decide to eat it all on New Year’s Eve. However, when they meet by chance on a probable date, they chart their plans for six weeks. Along the way, they discover that even dysfunctional families make life worth living. Stars Pierce Brosnan and Toni Collette. English SDH. Over 120 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95


7533039 CAR WASH. It's just a typical day in the lives of the employees, customers and passersby of an L.A. car wash—a day populated with shady characters, weird-looking cars, and a flamboyant reverend preaching the virtues of the dollar. Features a young Richard Pryor; and Danny DeVito; and Danny DeVito; and Danny DeVito. Directed by Jonathan Demme. Rated R. 90 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

7292450 STEAMBOAT BILL, JR.: Ultimate 2-Disc Edition. One of the silent comedy's best! William Calfiel, Jr., a Boston collegian who returns to his deep-south roots to reunite with his father, a crusty riverboat captain (Ernest Torrence) engaged in a battle with his arch-nemesis—who also happens to be the father of Willie's sweetheart (Marion Byron). In B&W. Widescreen. 70 minutes on two DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

5926211 SEX AND THE SINGLE GIRL. Widescreen. A tiresome magazine editor, Bob Weston (Tony Curtis) wants to know if Sex and the Single Girl author Helen Gurley Brown (Natalie Wood) based her book on personal experiences. He gets her to reveal the truth to find out for himself! With Henry Fonda, Lauren Bacall, Mel Ferer and Count Basie. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98 $6.95
Comedy

6901581 SEND ME NO FLOWERS. Widescreen. Rock Hudson, Doris Day and Tony Randall team up in this comedy from director Norman Jewison. Hypochondriac George (Hudson) enlists his best pal Arnold (Randall) to find a new husband for his "soon to be widowed" wife (Day). The final onscreen collaboration of Rock and Doris Day. CC. 100 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 4.95

6984480 THE LUCILE BALL COLLECTION: Hollywood Profiles. This unique collection highlights from Lucille's incredible film and television career including four feature films: Her Husband's Affairs, Miss Grant Takes Richmond, The Loudspeaker and I Love Lucy. Also includes 10 outrageous TV episodes and two documentaries. In Color and B&W. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 9.95

6981412 ELECTRA WOMAN & DYNA GIRL. Widescreen. In this reboot of the 1976 TV series, TV sensations Grace Helbing (Electra Woman) and Hannah Hart (Dyana Girl), play the crime fighting duo who take their super personas and crime fighting chops up a notch when they move from small town Ohio to the glitz and glamor of Los Angeles. English SDH. 81 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

6965768 TRAINWRECK. Widescreen. When revelations of his best friend's affair drive a wealthy architect to question his own life and marriage, the two pull a country odyssey in search of some meaning to their rapidly disintegrating life. This romantic comedy features an all-star cast: Warren Beatty, Diane Keaton, Goldie Hawn, Andre Shandling, Jenny Elfman, and Natasha Lyonne. English SDH. 105 minutes. Alliance. $4.95

3569745 TOWN & COUNTRY. Fullscreen & Widescreen. When revelations of his best friend's affair drive a wealthy architect to question his own life and marriage, the two pull a country odyssey in search of some meaning to their rapidly disintegrating life. This romantic comedy features an all-star cast: Warren Beatty, Diane Keaton, Goldie Hawn, Andre Shandling, Jenny Elfman, and Natasha Lyonne. English SDH. 105 minutes. Alliance. $4.95

6980327 THE MARX BROTHERS: MOODY BUSINESS. Widescreen. Groucho, Harpo, Chico and Zeppo head for the high seas in this outrageously funny classic. While hiding from the authorities a luxury cruise ship, a quartet of stowaways inadvertently find themselves posing as bodyguards to rival gangsters. Lunacy ensues when the wacky brothers get mixed up in a kidnapping scheme. English SDH. In B&W. 78 minutes. Universal. $3.95

659111X MILF. In a sexy comedy in the tradition of Superbad or American Pie the age-old fantasy of getting rambunctious with an experienced and sexy older woman. Stars Jack Cullison and Philip Marratt. 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. $7.95

6795420 GO WEST/BATTLING BUTLER. Two of Buster Keaton's lesser-known silents, newly mastered in HD. In Go West, the comedy legend plays an idealistic young man who forms a sentimental attachment to a cow. Battling Butler, based on a stage musical, stars Keaton as a sociable who pretends to be a famed prizefighter. In B&W and Color Tinted. 153 minutes on two DVDs. Kino Lorber. $5.95

2881372 THE PRIVATE LIFE OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. Widescreen. Legend has it that Keaton's ability to play the age-old flavor of a slick old crime caper. When a beautiful woman claims that her husband has disappeared, the investigation takes Sherlock Holmes (Keaton) to London and Dr. Watson (Colon Blakely) to Scotland, where they uncover a plot involving a clandestine society. Her Majesty's Secret Service, and the Loch Butler, a Tibetan mountain monkey. 125 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

6642442 ZAPPED. Widescreen. When a lab accident leaves high school student Barney Springboro (Scott Baio) with telekinetic powers, it sets the stage for a comic free-for-all. Encouraged by his hormonally driven friend Peyton (Alfred Gwynne), Barney exacts revenge on school bullies, cheats at a little sports, and improves his luck with the ladies. Rated R. 98 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 7.95

6530650 WILL ROGERS COLLECTION, VOLUME ONE. Celebrate the genius of Will Rogers; four classic comedies, all performed with his inimitable dry wit and irresistible delivery. He plays Ambassador Bill in a hilarious send-up of politics and propriety, a cowboy-tough-as-nails Westerner (William H. Drake) and romp David Harum; a down on his luck dad hitting the road in Mr. Skitch; and a hobo looking for his runaway wife in Too Busy to Work. Nearly five hours on 4 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

3589977 BIKINI SPRING BREAK. Widescreen. A group of coeds from a small conservative college break out of their shells when their marching band bus breaks down in Ft. Lauderdale during Spring Break. Stars Virginia Petrucci, Rachel Alig, Samantha Stewart, and Robert Carradine. 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. Pub. at $14.95 5.95

2016970 MAD FAMILIES. Widescreen. When three families find themselves sharing the same camping plot on the Fourth of July holiday weekend, they decide to face off in a hilarious competition to determine who will win the space of the future! Stars Charlie Sheen and Leah Remini. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95

6644589 CAVEMAN. Widescreen. As the leader of a rag-tag group of cavemen, Atouk (Ringo Starr) has his work cut out for him when he sets his sights on the beautiful Lana (Barbara Bach). Trouble is, Lana belongs to Tako, the leader of the "superior" cavemen. Undeterred, Atouk sets out to win Lana's heart while being pursued by the cave-man-crazy Tala (Shelley Long). 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $11.95 9.95

2785627 THE BREAK-UP. Widescreen. Vince Vaughn and Jennifer Aniston star in this charming and unpredictable comedy. After two years together. Gary and Brooke's relationship seems to have taken a comical wrong turn on the way to happily ever after. Now the break-up is on, the lines have been drawn, and their honest feelings for each other are coming out. English SDH. 107 minutes. Universal. $9.95

3677796 POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES. Widescreen. Frank Capra directs a romantic spring Glenn Ford, Betty Davis, and Ann-Margaret. Impervious Broadway pedestrian "Apple Annie" has a problem: her daughter, educated abroad since infancy, is coming for a visit and bringing her fiancé with her. With the help of a kindhearted racketeer, Annie transforms herself into a high-society granddame with no time to spare! 136 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 11.95

6925510 MARDI GRAS: Spring Break. Widescreen. Three seniors take a road trip to Mardi Gras...they're confident they'll find plenty of beautiful babies ready to lift their skirts. What they aren't expecting is to end up dressing in drag, breaking into Carnival Electra's hotel of, and staying in a scoundrel's bowl to save Jospeh Gad. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

2847132 THE YANKLES. Widescreen. A down and out ex-baseball player, Charlie Jones, needs to meet community service hours as a coach. Things winds up better when he takes the Yankles, an obscure orthodox yeshiva baseball team desperate for a coach, to give Charlie his second chance. It's a humorous match made in heaven as the team rises to unexpected triumphs. 116 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.95

9101615 BRIDESMAIDS. Widescreen. Thirty-something Annie (Kristen Wiig) has hit a rough patch but finds her life turned completely upside down when she takes on the role of maid of honor for her best friend. When her best man's (Patton Oswalt) fiancée (Lillian Roth). Business Comedies. Also stars Melissa McCarthy, Rose Byrne, Jenny Slate, and Wendi McLendon-Covey. English SDH. 125 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95

6795487 THE SAPHEAD. Widescreen. Based on the popular stage play, Buster Keaton's first silent feature film casts him as Bertie Van Alstyne, the pampered son of a New York Ambassador Bill. (Margaret Dumont). English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/
Comedy

**6643590 ROCK-A-BYE BABY.** Widescreen. TV repairman Clayton Poole (Jerry Lewis) becomes the object of three infant girls, given over to him by his high school sweetheart turned actress Carla Naples (Napoleon Maxwell). Whether it’s changing diapers, warming bottles, or singing off-key lullabies, this overwrought family will have you laughing until it hurts. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95


**6844444 BLAZE.** Widescreen. Paul Newman stars as a fiery, eccentric governor who falls head over heels in love with dazzling Blaze Starr (Lolita Davidovich), an innocent New Orleans stripper with a heart of gold. Forced to choose between the office he holds and the woman he loves, he chooses both, igniting an outrageous scandal. Directed by Ron Shelton. Rated R. 120 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95


**6858768 THE LOVE GOD?** Widescreen. Don Knotts stars as a mild-mannered editor turned playboy in this quirky comedy featuring the lovable character at his best. Abner Peacock’s (Knotts) beloved bird-watcher’s magazine, The Peacock, is in a financial crisis. Desperate to stay afloat, Abner takes on any new partners who have plans to turn it into a sexy gentlemen’s magazine. With Anne Francis and Edmond O’Brien. 103 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

**6844465 BOY, DID I GET A WRONG NUMBER!** Widescreen. Real estate agent Tim Meade (Bob Hope) DJs the wrong number. And when his new contact as a way to build interest in a cabin property, Tim offers And the manic adventures of Ace’s son (Josh Hutcherson) finally come to a head. On a whim, he decides to adopt a stray cat. But the loveable character at his best. Featuring John Candy, James Belushi, and Cybill Shepherd. 117 minutes. Millennium. Widescreen. Comedy legend Peter Sellers as a fiendish madman. Also stars Mickey Rooney, Eartha Kitt, James Cagney, and others. Most in B&W. Over 4 hours on four DVDs, two double-sided. 20th Century Fox. $14.95

**6892269 A SWINGERS WEEKEND.** After 15 years of marriage, Dan and Lisa decide it’s time to spice things up. So they invite another couple to their lake house for a sexual swap. Everything is going great until a sexually transmitted disease and the husband’s new contact as a way to build interest in a cabin property. Tim offers to help. Directed by Ron Silver. Starring John Candy, James Belushi, and Cybill Shepherd. 117 minutes. Millennium. Widescreen. Comedy legend Peter Sellers as a fiendish madman. Also stars Mickey Rooney, Eartha Kitt, James Cagney, and others. Most in B&W. Over 4 hours on four DVDs, two double-sided. 20th Century Fox. $14.95

**8234405 MEAN GIRLS/CLUELESS.** Widescreen. In Mean Girls, a 15-year-old raised in the African bush country by her zoologist parents thinks she knows all about the “survival of the fittest.” When she enters public high school, clueless Alicia Silverstone as the matchmaking Beverly Hills high schooler who has shopping and boys on her mind, mostly shopping. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $19.95 $7.95

**8234406 DIFFERENCES.** Widescreen. Aspiring writers Albert (Ryan O’Neal) and Lucy (Shelley Long) watch as their marriage crumbles when Albert’s Hollywood career prospers and he falls in love with falling star and ex-actress of her behavior, nine-year-old Casey (Drew Barrymore) hires a lawyer (Allen Garfield) and tries to file for divorce. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

**6951151 SHOWDOWN.** Widescreen. Off somewhere in the middle of the desert sits the Bar None Dude Ranch, a cathouse for all men and women. With the law in their pockets, the/they settle the score one way or another. Director: Ron Howard. Starring John Candy, James Belushi, and Cybill Shepherd. 117 minutes. Millennium. Widescreen. Comedy legend Peter Sellers as a fiendish madman. Also stars Mickey Rooney, Eartha Kitt, James Cagney, and others. Most in B&W. Over 4 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. $19.95 $9.95

**6873338 TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN.** Widescreen. Woody Allen made his debut as writer, director and star in this delightful satire full of hilarious gags. Allen is Vivian Stockhold, a struggling musician who turns to larceny as a career. Although optimistic, he is a complete charmer. When he falls in love with his wife, he may yet pull off a successful bank heist—if he can manage to write a legible stickup note. 85 minutes. Pub. at $79.95 $19.95

**5911842 SCHMUCKER HUNT.** The nutty, recently divorced millionaire’s wife’s wish was specific. His potential heirs must procure a Porter Hunt, and whoever finds all the items first wins his entire estate. Zaniness ensues with an all-star cast including Scatman Crothers, Ruth Gordon, Roddy MacDowell, Vincent Price, Arnold Schwarzenegger, and many more. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6705925 WIDE SCREEN KYLIE!** Widescreen. Based on an infamous true story, this is the charming and heartwarming tale of a close-knit Scottish island community who must come together to save the barge load of cases of whisky during wartime scarcity. The ensuing merriment is threatened, however, when Excise Men try to catch the crafty locals red-handed. English SDH. 96 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2787946 ACE VENTURA 3 FILM COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Comedy legend Jim Carrey stars in Ace Ventura Pet Detective. His mission–find the stolen mascot of the Miami Dolphins before the big game. He’s back for more laughs in Ace Ventura When Nature Calls when he’s hired to rescue a bat! And the manic adventures of Ace’s son (Josh Hutcherson) finally come to a head. On a whim, he decides to adopt a stray cat. But the loveable character at his best. Featuring John Candy, James Belushi, and Cybill Shepherd. 117 minutes. Millennium. Widescreen. Comedy legend Peter Sellers as a fiendish madman. Also stars Mickey Rooney, Eartha Kitt, James Cagney, and others. Most in B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Bros. Enter. $14.95

**6798053 CARRY ON COLLECTION, 50th Anniversary Edition.** Widescreen. Parody comedies have taken the Hollywood’s greatest gangster films with this hilarious comedy spoof. Lloyd Bridges stars as a clumsy Godfather trying to control successful take out the tree in Ace Ventura Jr Pet Detective. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Bros. Enter. $14.95

**6850553 MAFIA!** Widescreen. Parody comedies have taken the Hollywood’s greatest gangster films with this hilarious comedy spoof. Lloyd Bridges stars as a clumsy Godfather trying to control successful take out the tree in Ace Ventura Jr Pet Detective. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Bros. Enter. $14.95

**691022X RIDE ALONG 2.** Widescreen. Ben (Kevin Hart), a recently graduated police officer, and his idol (Idris Elba) want to be the best detective like his soon to be brother in law, but James (Ice Cube) still doesn’t think he has what it takes. He reluctantly takes Ben to Miami to follow up on a lead and plans for a quick trip to go haywire in a series of a knockout blows and hilarious hijinks. In English SDH. 102 minutes. Universal. $19.95

**6720938 HOL ROACH FORGOTTEN COMEDIES.** Three rarities from the king of comedy! In Turnabout, a bickering husband and wife are given the opportunity to switch personalities for a day by an ancient oracle. But the loveable character at his best. Featuring John Candy, James Belushi, and Cybill Shepherd. 117 minutes. Millennium. Widescreen. Comedy legend Peter Sellers as a fiendish madman. Also stars Mickey Rooney, Eartha Kitt, James Cagney, and others. Most in B&W. Over 4 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. $19.95 $9.95

**6931223 LOSIN’ IT.** Widescreen. When all-American high-schooler Woody (Tom Cruise, in his first starring role) and his Sinatra-obsessed pal Dave decide that it’s time to lose their virginity, they enlist the help of their experienced friends – Spider (John Stockwell) and head south of the border in this rambunctious road-trip comedy, also starring Shelly Long. Rated R. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95
Comedy

★ 6961258 BABY BEVER. Widescreen. This raunchy, girl-powered comedy follows the journey of Christine and her best friends, three ladies on a quest to defeat their biological clocks and have a baby. No stone is left unturned as these women will do absolutely anything to get pregnant and show Mother Nature who’s boss! Rated R. 84 minutes. Wowown Entertainment.

★ 6973342 MOLSKIE GANGERST. A dying mob boss nickname “The Mexican” asks his old friend and ex-gangster Fernando Naudin (Lino Ventura) to come out of retirement to take over the family business and guide his son to be–married daughter. Less than happy about this news, rival families unleash their hench to take care of Naudin, but they get much more than they bargained for in English subtitles. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $16.95.
★ 680009 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME XXXIX. Possibly (probably) the final collection of never-before-released episodes of the comedy(!!!) classic, bidding a fond farewell to Joel, Mike and the Satellite of Love’s zany inhabitants. This time, the crew effortlessly dismantles Girls Town, The Amazing Transparent Man; and Diabolik. 2816989 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $15.95.
★ 2824604 NOTHING SACRED. Fullscreen. He’s an unscrupulous newspaperman eager to exploit the story of a young woman’s death by razing poisoning. She knows she’s not really dying but is taking a free trip to New York with all the trimmings. Carole Lombard and Fredric March co-star in this classic black comedy by the great William Wellman. 74 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $9.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95.
★ 2799996 THE NIGHT BEFORE. Widescreen. Ethan (Joseph Gordon Levitt), Issac (Seth Rogen), and Chris (Anthony Mackie) have been friends since childhood and are about to have a big celebration. Three friends Christmas the way they are. The evening ends in murder and debauchery. Now that the tradition is coming to an end and they set out to make it as memorable as possible. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95. [PRICE CUT to $11.95.
★ 2812198 ZOOLANDER. Widescreen. Clear the runway for Derek Zoolander (Ben Stiller), VH1’s three time male model of the year. His face falls when hip hip chic Hansel (Owen Wilson) scowled into the Zoolander shop. The evil fashion guru Mugatu (Will Ferrell) seizes the opportunity to turn Derek into a killing machine. Also stars Christine Taylor. 86 minutes. Paramount. [PRICE CUT to $4.95.
★ 2834833 MAKING THE GRADE. Widescreen. When the parents of a rich kid (Dana Iverein) threaten to cut him off unless he graduates from high school, he hires a young hustler (Utgard Nelson) to attend a prestigious prep school in his place. This comedy also stars Jonna Lee, Gordon Jump, and Andrew Dice Clay. Rated R. 104 minutes. MGM. [PRICE CUT to $3.95.
★ 6822677 BOY BUDDY. Widescreen. Nicholas Hope stars as Buddy, a demented man child kept locked his entire life in a squall apartment by his deprived mother. But when Buddy–who can only communicate by writing words on his fists—do escapes into the outside, he soon discovers the wonders of sex, crime, rock’n’roll, and pizza. Not rated. 114 minutes. Blue Underground. [PRICE CUT to $5.95.
★ 2867540 TALKIN’ DIRTY AFTER DARK. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Martin Lawrence stars as a suave comedian who will do anything to get the coveted late night spot at Duke’s, even if it means messin’ around with Duke’s hot-tempered wife, Rubie-Lin (Jedda Jones). Rated R. 86 minutes. Adult World Line Enter.

★ 6902553 EVIL BONG 777. Widescreen. The weed warriors are back in Charles Band’s 77th smoke-soaked entry in Full Moon’s beloved horror comedy series starring everyone’s favorite High Priestess of Hype, Ebe the Evil Bong. For the latest adventure, Band has dragged his merry troop of misfits to Full Moon’s. Rated R. 86 minutes. Adult World Line Enter.

★ 6936555 CHARLEY CHASE AT HAL ROACH: THE TALES. Volume One, 1930-31. Fullscreen. Comedic Charley Chase was a consistent box office money-maker for producer Hal Roach during the silent and sound era. Volume One focuses on the first 10 years, 1930-1931. In which many of his films featured Charley’s frequent leading lady, Thelma Todd. This collection includes 17 shorts, in B&W. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. Sprocket Vault. [PRICE CUT to $24.95.
★ 2842772 RICHARD PRYOR TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Image Entertainment.

★ 5793259 LIVE NUDE GIRLS. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $15.95.
★ 6781586 FATHOM. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.95. [PRICE CUT to $11.95.
★ 6821441 DONNAD MARLIN & JERRY LEWIS COLLECTION. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. [PRICE CUT to $24.95.
★ 6947468 CAPRICE. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.98. [PRICE CUT to $11.95.
★ 6910163 KINDERGARTEN COP. Fullscreen. Universal. [PRICE CUT to $7.95.
★ 6981666 BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S. Paramount. Pub. at $14.96. [PRICE CUT to $11.95.
★ 6678278 BULLWORTH. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $9.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95.
6825740 I SAW THE LIGHT. Widescreen. The story of the legendary country singer, Hank Williams (Tom Hiddleston), who in his brief life created one of the greatest bodies of work in American music. Also stars Elizabeth Olsen. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. Sony Pictures.

$7.95


$7.95

6636012 THE LAST BRICKMAKER IN AMERICA. Sidney Poitier delivers a heartwarming performance as a master craftsman fighting for quality and a tradition. For 57 years, Henry Cobb has put his blood and sweat into making bricks at his family brickyard. But now his wife (Jennifer Garner) is gone, and his wife, Henry loses his passion for work.85 minutes. Expense.$4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2867443 OUT OF THE FURNACE. Widescreen. Russell Blaze (Christian Bale) leads a dead-end life, working a steel job all day and cares for his terminally ill father at night. When his brother Rodney (Casey Affleck) returns form home from Iraq, he is lured into a ruthless criminal conspiracy that threatens to destroy him and his wife. Henry loses his passion for work.85 minutes. Expense.

$4.95

68211 THE UGLY AMERICAN: NIGHT OF THE FOLLOWING DAY. Widescreen. The lauded actor stars in two gripping films. First, it’s the political thriller The Ugly American, about an American ambassador in strife-torn Sarkan, accused of being a Communist agent. Then, he joins Richard Boone in The Night of the Following Day, about a gang of criminals who kidnap a wealthy teenage girl. Rated R. Over 3 hours. TGG. Pub. at $15.98

$3.95

3677753 ON THE BEACH. Widescreen. After a devastating war, only the inhabitants of Australia and the men of U.S. submarine Sawfish have escaped the nuclear destruction of their world. In a desperate last effort, radiation cloud approaches, bringing it to a close human history. Captain Dwight Towers (Gregory Peck) and his crew decide that it is time to leave the earth. Also stars Ava Gardner. 134 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

$9.95

★ 2855585 EUGENIE DE SADE. Widescreen. Esteemed author Albert Radek is the toast of the Berlin literate and the obje ct of his as adulterer Eugenie’s affections. The deadly duo seduce and destroy everyone in their path—until Eugenie’s charms spark a jealous rage in Albert that threatens to consume them both. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95

$7.95

2770905 1:54. Widescreen. Tim, a shy 16-year-old athlete with a natural gift for running, learns to love his mother as well as his sexuality. After a personal video is posted to social media, Tim’s private life is about to explode into the public eye. He is forced to the edge where human limits reach a point of no return. Stars Antoine-Olivier Pilon. In French with English subtitles. Breaking Glass.

$9.95

2847108 TWO LOVERS. Widescreen. Leonardo (Joaquin Phoenix) moves back to his childhood hometown after a heartbreak. There he meets two women in quick succession—the exotically beautiful Michelle (Gwyenth Paltrow), and the lovely and curvy sach liefor the British civil servant and a charming American writer. Then, Ralph Fiennes and Julianne Moore reteel the tale in an R-rated remake from 1999. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

$3.95


$3.95

6925529 THE MEMORY KEEPER’S DAUGHTER. Widescreen. In 1964, Dr. David Kepes ( Dermot Mulroney) separated his daughter from her twin brother to hide the daughter’s down syndrome from his wife. Enlisting the help of a nurse (Emily Watson) to contact to look in his wife (Gretchen Mol) and his son. So begins a 25-year secret that will tear his family apart. CC. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures.

$3.95

2867429 BEST PICTURE COLLECTION. Full-length feature films starring Academy Award winners in one extraordinary collection: Gentleman’s Agreement starring Dorothy McGuire; The French Connection (Rated R) starring Gene Hackenback and Jill Clayburgh; The Sound of Music with Julie Andrews and How Green Was My Valley starring Roddy McDowall. In Color and B&W. Over 10 hours on five DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $11.95

$3.95

6899242 WAKEFIELD. Widescreen. Successful suburbanite Howard Wakefield (Bryan Cranston) has taken a perverse detour from family life: He’s vanished without a trace. Hidden in the attic of his garage, he secretly observes the lives of his wife (Jennifer Garner) and children. But soon, he realizes he hasn’t left his family—he’s just left himself. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $8.95

$3.95

6781667 LONDON. Widescreen. Now that his relationship with the gorgeous London (Jessica Biel) has ended, Syd (Chris Evans) is a total wreck. When he discovers another woman is throwing her going-away bash, he decides to crash the party with his drug dealer (Jason Statham) in tow, hoping to stop his ex-lover from leaving—no matter the cost. 105 minutes.

$4.95

5861845 DETECTIVES: 10 Movie Pack. Features ten whodunits: Bulldog Drummond’s Revenge; Bulldog Drummond Escapes; Bulldog Drummond; Dick Tracy versus Cueball; Dick Tracy Meets Guesomes; Sherlock Holmes Terror by Night; Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon; Dick Tracy; Detective; Mt. Lawn’s Warning; and Sherlock Holmes Dressed to Kill. Stars include Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Boris Karloff, Ray Milland, and Morgan Conway. In B&W. On 3 DVDs. Mill Creek.

$5.95

2869520 THE LOOK OF LOVE. Widescreen. The epic true story of the rise and fall of British adult magazine publisher and night club owner Paul Raymond (Steve Coogan). The symbol of Soho, sex and sophistication, Raymond became one of the richest men in Britain with an empire of topless theaters and softcore magazines, almost single-handedly renaming the UK of the 1960s. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Mongrel Media.

$5.95

277965X IN FROM THE NIGHT. Widescreen. A late night knock at Victoria Miller’s (Marcia Gay Harden) door changes her life in ways she never could have imagined. Her teenage nephew Bobby (Taylor Handley) is seeking refuge from a deeply troubled home life. The two of them begin to unravel the events of their family’s history and begin to only get closer. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame.

$5.95

6916724 DEADLY SINS. Widescreen. For popular high school student Harper Grace (Dreama Walker), senior year means one step away from escaping her small town life. Everything changes when Kaia (Rachel Melvin) arrives on the scene bringing a big-city attitude and an alluring boy she found in the book series by Robin Wasserman. 175 minutes. Vindendi Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93

$9.95

5980126 A WALK IN THE CLOUDS. Widescreen & Widescreen. Disillusioned after the breakup of his band, Ray (Keanu Reeves) abandons his old life to become a traveling musician. That’s when he meets Victoria (Altana Sanchez-Gijon), daughter of a voodoo witch doctor (Giannini). When Victoria must tell her father that she is unmarried and pregnant, Paul agrees to pose as her husband—an act that will change both their lives. CC. 102 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

$5.96
**Dramas**

2843900 The Greatest Story Ever Told/Luther/The Miracle Worker. Widescreen. The Greatest Story Ever Told is an inspiring, grand-scale recreation of the life of Jesus of Nazareth. Luther tells the story of Joseph Fiennes as Martin Luther in a beautiful film that traces his experiences. The Miracle Worker is the story of Annie Sullivan (Annie Bancroft), the non-nonsense teacher and her bold pupil, Helen Keller. In B&W and Color. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $7.95.

2895993 THE MILL & THE CROSS. Widescreen. Edward Zapruder brings the viewer inside Peter Bruegel's painting The Way to the Cavalry with immersive period detail and jaw-dropping digital effects. Ruthless, Hangle-and-Stare-as-Bruegel himself, touring inside his own canvas and discussing the origin of his work while his wealthy patron (Michael York) bemoans the integrating country. Also stars Charlotte Rampling. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media. Pub. at $29.95.

2839814 WATER. Widescreen. Set in 1938 Colonial India, against Mahatma Gandhi’s rise to power, the story begins as eight-year-old Chopati and sent to a home where Hindu widows must live out their lives in penitence. Chuyia’s feisty presence affects the lives of the other residents, including a beautiful young child adopted by English subites. Includes a second DVD with an alternate, English version. 115 minutes. Mongrel Media.

873667X THE MAN FROM ELYSIAN FIELDS. Widescreen. Andy Garcia, Mira Jagger, and Julianna Margulies star in the provocative tale of a struggling novelist who, unable to provide for his family, resolves to extend measures—t he he takesemployment at an upscale male escort service. “One of the best remain to the family. R. CC. 106 minutes. Columbia Tristar.

6811590 FOREIGN INTRIGUE/ THE QUIET AMERICAN. Two classics of gripping drama abroad. In Foreign Intrigue, Robert Mitchum portrays a press agent in Europe investigating the death of a U.S. senator. In The Quiet American, a U.S. diplomat tries to stop the French from selling arms to the Viet Cong. R. CC. 115 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $15.95. $3.95.

2892860 THE PHENOM. Widescreen. Every year, a few young athletes are chosen from the children of the world. Sharp-shooters with a gift for survival. But the others have dreams. The others have nothing: They are his child, he has dreamed of becoming a star. He unexpectedly breaks down on the mound. Now Hopper’s only hope lies with this unorthodox sports therapist (Paul Giamatti). R. Widescreen. 281 minutes. Legends.

4581377 RED SHOE DIARIES. Writer director Zalman King delivers his most provocative film yet with this stylish, steamy, and erotically charged story of a beautiful woman framed by a burning secret and torn by blazing desire. Stars Brigitte Bako, David Duchovny, and Billy Wirth. 105 minutes. Adults only. Vision International.

6920187 AMAZING GRACE. Widescreen. Based on the true story of William Wilberforce, following his courageous quest to end the British slave trade. Along the way, he meets the women and men of Parliament but his minister, John Newton (Albert Finney), a reformed slave ship captain who penned the beloved hymn “Amazing Grace,” urges him to resign. 118 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $9.95.

5973023 IN OLD CHICAGO. Fullscreen. After Jack O’Leary (Don Ameche) gets elected mayor of Chicago with the help of his popular brother Dion (Tyrene Power), the two lock horns over the city’s new policy. It’s a bitter debate that ripples through this pioneer-age town—until one massive fire changes everything. With Alice Faye. In B&W. 94 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

687316 THE GAME OF DEATH. Devastated by the loss of his beloved wife, Captain Henri Marlowe (Robert Mitchum) forms his own private detective, a place where one can be ushered into eternity quietly, and without scandal. By night, members play a deadly game of cat and mouse, outwitting the hunter, the other the prey. Stars Jonathan Pryce, David Morrissey, and Paul Bettany. Based on a story by Robert Louis Stevenson. R. 91 minutes. Widescreen.

6912229 SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER. Widescreen. Elizabeth Taylor, Katherine Hepburn, and Montgomery Clift star in this gripping adaptation of the Tennessee Williams play. Beautiful Catherine Holly is committed to a mental institution after witnessing the death of her cousin at the hands of criminals. Catherine’s influential family brings neurologist to surgically end Catherine’s haunting hallucinations. 114 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $9.99.

5073020 JOSEPH: Close to Jesus. Widescreen. Noted for his integrity and righteousness, Joseph of Nazareth is chosen by God to be the earthly father of Jesus, yet the Bible reveals little detail about his paternal role. In this award-nominated film, the key biblical figure comes to life in a scripture-based tale done by Henry J. Young, Sam Tosetti. CC. 98 minutes. Cinedigm.

2838838 MISS SLOANE. Widescreen. Elizabeth Sloane (Jessica Chastain) is the most talented fixer in D.C., but when she takes on the most powerful opponent of her career, she finds that winning may come at a deadly price. Also stars Mark Strong, Gugu Mbatha-Raw and Holliday Grainger. R. 123 minutes. 1.85:1 Widescreen.

2893584 BLIND. Widescreen. A novelist (Alec Baldwin), blinded in a car crash which killed his wife, embarks on an affair with the neglected wife (Demi Moore) of an indicted businessman. Also stars Dylan McDermott. English SDH. 96 minutes. Mongrel Media.

2797641 CROSSROADS: A Story of Forgiveness. Widescreen. When the wife and daughter of Bruce Murakami (Dean Cain) are killed in a tragic accident, he begins a desperate search to find out what actually happened, aided by a determined lawyer (Peri Gilpin). His desire for revenge, however, is soon replaced by a powerful desire to transform his family’s tragic loss into something positive. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame.


2846861 THE EXTRA MAN. Widescreen. After an embarrassing incident forces him to leave his job, man-generated his stunning performance in this powerful film from director Sidney Lumet. Steiger is Sol Nazerman, a survivor of a Nazi death camp who manages a Harlem pawnshop as his family’s only source of income. When he falls for a beauty with whom loves seems forever out of reach. English SDH. 120 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

5560814 HITCHCOCK: Fox Searchlight Pictures. Widescreen. Hollywood legend Alfred Hitchcock (Anthony Hopkins) becomes obsessed with a grisly murder story that the studios won’t back. Determined, he risks his reputation, his home, and even the love of his wife Alma (Helen Mirren) as he sets out to happily married with film. He and his wife collaborate to make a masterpiece. Psycho. 106 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

2815997 T2 TRAINSPOTTING. Widescreen. Mark returns to the only place he can ever call home—waiting for the “train.” Spud, Sick Boy, and Begbie. Other old friends are waiting too: sorrow, loss, joy, vengeance, hatred, love, friendship and mortal danger. Elizabeth Sloane (Jessica Chastain) is the new only have a week to turn those dreams into reality. R. CC. 90 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $28.96.

6938167 STILL ALICE. Widescreen. Julianne Moore, how to give the best performance of her career, she finds herself battling one of the most devastating diseases known to man: Alzheimer’s disease. A New Song. R. CC. 98 minutes. Sony Pictures.

2844265 THE COUNTERFEITERS. Widescreen. Tells the true story of Salomon Sorowitsch (Karl Markovics), a swindler who made millions in Nazi Germany. The Counterfeiters is a gripping tale of how his life and money is cut short when he’s placed in a Nazi concentration camp, forced to make fake banknotes to further the war effort. Winner of the Best Foreign Language Film Academy Award in German with English subtitles. R. CC. 90 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $28.96.

2809532 BRAVEWATER. Widescreen. Josh, who is determined to spend the last of his undergraduate years with his estranged father in North Dakota. Struggling with a sense of belonging, he meets Mary who shows him this small town has to offer. The course of true love does not run smooth. Starring Mark Ruffalo and Laura Dern. R. 114 minutes. Entertainment One.

664340X THE PAWBROKER. Widescreen. Rod Steiger earned a Best Actor Oscar nomination for his stunning performance in this powerful film by director Sidney Lumet. Steiger is Sol Nazerman, a survivor of a Nazi death camp who manages a Harlem pawnshop as his family’s only source of income. When he falls for a beauty with whom loves seems forever out of reach. English SDH. 128 minutes.

62885 DESPITE THE FALLING SNOW. Widescreen. Moscow, 1959. Katy (Rebecca Ferguson) is young, beautiful—and a spy for the Americans. When she and Mischa (Oliver Jackson-Cohen) begin spying on Alexander, an ideological battle begins. She’s the last thing he expects is to fall in love with her. His choice between love and beauty leads to a nail-bitng conclusion. R. 93 minutes. Entertainment One.

2834778 FROST/NIXON. Widescreen. Directed by Ron Howard, this film re-creates a meeting between disgraced president Richard M. Nixon (Frank Langella) and a Virginia state employee uninvitedly become involved in a mystery that could change the future of the world in this classic love story, inspired by Sarah Isah's popular novel. New Song, Stars Stana Katic and Raza Jaffrey. 92 minutes. Highland Film Group.

2950308 THE RENDEZVOUS. Widescreen. A Jewish doctor and a Muslim State Department employee unwittingly become involved in a mystery that could change the future of the world in this classic love story, inspired by Sarah Jahan's novel. New Song, Stars Stana Katic and Raza Jaffrey. 92 minutes. Highland Film Group.
When she embarks on a passionate affair with a young worker on bitter man twice her age, whose family is cold and unforgiving.

Widescreen. The incredible story of Barry Minhoff, a young charismatic business man who becomes a wealthy and successful businessman whose childhood was raise by her free-spirited father (Woody Harrelson) and her mother (Naomi Watts), an eccentric artist. But when her father's behavior becomes more unmanageable, Jeanette must find the courage to live on her own terms in this uplifting story of unconditional love.

*686242X THE GLASS CASTLE. Widescreen. Jeanette (Brie Larson) has a passion for writing and a close relationship with her father (Woody Harrelson) and mother (Naomi Watts). But when her father's behavior becomes more unmanageable, Jeanette must find the courage to live on her own terms in this uplifting story of unconditional love.

Dramas

2839407 IN DARKNESS. Widescreen. Based on a true story, when Leopold Socha, an anti-Semitic sewermaster, arrives beneath the streets during the Nazi occupation, he agrees to provide for them for a hefty price. Yet even after their money runs out, Socha keeps returning, weighing his conscience against his own greed. In Polish, Ukrainian, Yiddish and German with English subtitles. Rated R. 145 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

6807933 KEPT BOY. Widescreen. Interior designer and reality show star Farie Leigh Knock has a beautiful thing, like adonic Dennis, around his home. So when Farleigh gives him an unhonorable ultimatum for his 30th birthday, to get a job or get out. Dennis goes from Kept Boy to Lost Man. CC. 85 minutes. Breaking Glass.

6891688 HOPE AND GLORY. Widescreen. John Boorman's autobiographical film is a nostalgic and gently comic remembrance of England during the turbulent Blitz as seen through the eyes of 10 year-old Bill Rohan (Sebastian Rice Edwards). Also stars Sarah Miles, David Hayman and Sammi Davis. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95.

6887244 ATONEMENT. Widescreen. When a young girl catches her sister in a passionate embrace with a childhood friend, her jealousy drives her to tell a lie that will irrevocably change the course of all their lives forever. This Golden Globe Winner for Best Picture stars James McAvoy and Keira Knightley. Rated R. English SDH. 123 minutes. Universal. $9.95

2800298 LIFE WITH THE OAKS. Widescreen. Simon is a bookish dreamer from a working class family in Sweden. Isak is the son of wealthy Jewish immigrants fleeing religious persecution. When Isak's family needs to find money, they slowly merge, connecting in unexpected ways that threaten to both, bring them closer and tear them apart. In Swedish and German with English subtitles. 120 minutes. R-JU Entertainment.

6882519 LADY MACBETH. Widescreen. Rural England, 1865. Katherine (Florence Pugh) is stillty by her loveless marriage to a bitter man twice her age, whose family is cold and unforgiving. When she embarks on a passionate affair with a young worker on her husband's estate, a force is unleashed inside her so powerful that she will stop at nothing to get what she wants. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

6751932 SHOWGIRLS. Widescreen. Rising Vegas star Nomi (Elizabeth Berkley) catches the eye of Dennis (Michael Nouri), the Stardust's sexy headliner, Nomi's dreams of making it big are closer than ever. But there's room for only one starlet on the marque-, anyone else must be brought down. Rated NC-17. 131 minutes. Adults only. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

6645526 THE KLANSMAN. Widescreen. A powder keg of racial tensions ignites in a small Alabama town when a black man is accused of raping a white woman. Played out against the backdrop of the civil rights movement, Terence Young's brutal drama features notable performances from Lee Marvin and Richard Widmark. CC. 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95.

2809613 THE HOLY GIRL. Widescreen. This film is set in the crumbling Argentine Termas Hotel, where a medical convention is being hosted. It poignantly captures the lives of two teenage girls as they adjust to the ritual and religious passion. Rated R. In Spanish with English subtitles. 104 minutes. HBO.

6859518 END OF THE ROAD. Widescreen. Jacob (Stacy Keach) has just received his G.I. discharge. But his future lies ahead—until life abruptly intervenes. Images flash in Jacob's mind of war, assassination, protest, the entire spectrum of the 1960s—sending Jacob into a catatonic state. What follows during his bizarre rehab will be another form of madness. Also stars James Earl Jones, Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

2902842 CON MAN. Widescreen. The incredible story of Barry Minhoff, a young charismatic business man who becomes a wealthy and successful businessman whose childhood was raise by her free-spirited father (Woody Harrelson) and her mother (Naomi Watts), an eccentric artist. But when her father's behavior becomes more unmanageable, Jeanette must find the courage to live on her own terms in this uplifting story of unconditional love.

2867273 COWGIRLS N' ANGELS 2-PACK. Widescreen. In Cowgirls N' Angels 2, Dakota's Summer romance as a truck rider back to Jeff's past. Also stars Miranda Otto and Sam Neill. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

6946521 SWISS ARMY MAN. Widescreen. Hank is stranded on a deserted island, having inherited gene from Rachel's one-night stand with a younger woman. Determined to break up, heuneath a long buried secret that threatens to shatter the lives of those he left behind. Also stars Miranda Otto and Sam Neill. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

6844117 A WOMAN, A GUN AND A NOODLE SHOP. Widescreen. It's a perfect plan: the affair will come to a cruel but satisfying end when a Chinese noodle shop owner plots to execute his unfaithful wife. But when the plan goes awry, the affair will bring Hank back to the woman of his dreams. Stars Paul Dano and Daniel Radcliffe. Rated R. English SDH. 137 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

6837824 AVENGING THE THRONE. Widescreen. More than 1300s. Returning home from battle, five soldiers take up lodging for the night. But when suspicious things start happening, Tristan de Leon cannot ignore them and sets out to investigate. When the truth is revealed, he is faced with a one-night stopover rapidly escalates into a whirlwind of intrigue and an epic sword fight for retribution. 94 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

2893272 THE DAUGHTER. Widescreen. Christian returns to his family home, a long buried secret that threatens to shatter the lives of those he left behind. Also stars Miranda Otto and Sam Neill. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

6852254 DANIELLE STEEL'S SAFE HARBOR. Widescreen. Ophelie is a grieving young widow, and Matt a heartbroken artist. Both feel as though they have lost everything until they each find a partner on a fog-shrouded beach. But as their passion grows, the darkness of their pasts will threaten to destroy what could be their last chance for true love. CC. 101 minutes. Nine Line Home Entertainment. $5.95


973670X MY BOY JACK. Widescreen. It's 1917, and Jack (Justin Baldoni) has just joined the army to fight in World War I. His best supporter, Rudyard Kipling (David Haig), is at the peak of his literary fame. Kipling's son (Jack Daniel Radcliffe), wants to fight in World War I too, but his sights are set on an army career. Kipling uses his influence to land Jack a commission, but can he justify sending his son into the hell? 120 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98.

6783676 THE PHYSICIAN. Widescreen. After his mother dies, Rob Cole is left a penniless orphan in an 11th-century English mining town. The experience also opens his eyes to a rare gift: the ability to foretell death. Seeking the knowledge of the town's wise men, Rob Cole is determined to break with his own past. Death itself, he travels to Persia to study medicine. Stars Tom Payne, Stellan Skarsgard and Ben Kingsley. Rated R. CC. 150 minutes. Universal. $5.95

263961X THE ONLY LIVING BOY IN NEW YORK. Widescreen. Thomas Webb returns from college and is trying to find his place. His world begins to shift when he discovers that his long-married father is having an affair with his female art teacher. southwesterner, Raised by her free-spirited father (Woody Harrelson) and her mother (Naomi Watts), an eccentric artist. But when her father's behavior becomes more unmanageable, Jeanette must find the courage to live on her own terms in this uplifting story of unconditional love.

See more titles at erhbc.com/
DRAMAS

6986595 THE BIG COMBO. Widescreen. Far ahead of its time, this cult classic takes an unlooked at look at the battle between Police Lieutenant Diamond (Cornel Wilde), a good and honest cop, Mr. Brown (Richard Conte), a sadistic crime boss and Susan Lowell (Jean Wallace), a beautiful blonde. One gets caught in the middle of it all. In B&W. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

2834598 TRUMBO. Widescreen. In 1947, Dalton Trumbo (Bryan Cranston) was Hollywood's top screenwriter and also other artists were blacklisted and blacklisted for their political beliefs. This film recounts how Dalton used words and wit to win two Academy Awards and expose the face of the blacklist, which entangled many from Hollywood. Also stars Diane Lane. Rated R. Widescreen. Collector’s Edition. $49.95

6965741 STEVE JOBS. Widescreen. Witness the founder of Apple like never before. An intimate portrait of the brilliant man at the epicenter of the digital revolution. We follow Steve through three iconic product launches, starring Michael Fassbender, Kate Winslet, and Jeff Daniels. Rated R. English SDH. 123 minutes. $24.95 $11.95

6644813 THE DEVIL AND MISS JONES. Wealthy John P. Merrick (Charles Coburn) learns that someone is trying to unionize a department store he owns. To stop them, Merrick takes his name and takes a menial job at the store to catch the union activists. But once he is subjected to humiliating treatment by his supervisor, John starts to rise up–and soften up. Also stars Jean Parker. CC. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

6929724 THE HASTY HEART. Monsoons drench them. The sun scorches them. Still, the Allies fight doggedly through Burma in 1945. For easygoing Yank (Ronald Reagan) and hard-headed Lachie (Richard Todd), the road to victory ends at a jungle hospital. With the help of a devoted nurse (Patricia Neal), they face a new battle called recovery. CC. In B&W. 102 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6976859 THREE SECRETS. Fullscreen. A plane crashes in the Amazon jungle with five-year-old boy. Upon discovering that the child’s adoptive parents died on the flight, three women who gave up their babies five years prior now await the truth. Could this injured survivor be the biological son of one of these women? Stars Eleanor Parker, Patricia Neal, and Ruth Roman. In B&W. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

2839829 THE CONGRESSMAN. Widescreen. Charlie Winship (Treat Williams) is a seasoned Maine Congressman who has had enough of political infighting and the special interest lobbying. When some of his constituents are threatened, his new aide (Patrick Newell) decides to investigate. But Charlie wonders if it’s too late to rescue his career and reputation. Also stars George Hamilton. English SDH. Rated R. 103 minutes. $24.95 $11.95

6991939 JOE. Widescreen. Joe Curran (Peter Boyle) hates hippies with a passion and equates them with everything un-American. When he meets Bill Compton (Dennis Patrick), he finds a kindred spirit. Bill boasts that he equates them with everything un-American. However, when a news report confirms the incident, vigilante justice is set into motion. In 1970, Olive Films. $24.95 $11.95

6644651 COME BACK TO THE 5 & DIME, JESSIE JAMES. Widescreen. A group of James Dean devotees reconvene at their teenage hangout, a rural Texas drugstore, 20 years after the death of their beloved idol. But much has changed over the years, and the reunion provides them the opportunity to expose secrets and heal wounds born long ago. Directed by Robert Altman. Dennis, Cher, Karen Black, and Kathy Bates. Also stars Annabeth Gish, Joe Bob Briggs. $24.95 $11.95

2893950 GASOLINE. Widescreen. A tender love story of two young women, Stella and Eleonora who are from opposite ends of the social spectrum. When the accidental death of Eleonora’s mother occurs, the two women must flee and dispose of the body in order to stay together. In Italian with English subtitles. Unrated. 90 minutes. Strand Releasing. $11.95

6830201 WELCOME TO THE RILEYS. Widescreen. Ever since the tragic death of their daughter, Doug Riley (Catherine O’Hara), and Gandolfini’s good friend, an old man named Ewan (Keir Dullea) who has led a life of quiet desperation. On a business trip he must flee and dispose of the body in order to stay together. In Italian with English subtitles. Unrated. 90 minutes. Strand Releasing. $11.95

6938426 LOVE MEET HOPE. At his grandmother’s memorial, Morgan discovers a book containing fantasy tales his grandfather had written for her about different serendipitous circumstances in which Morgan and his twin brother, Muldoon, opens his heart and finds that the love he has been searching for has been right in front of him all along. Stars Amanda Markowitz, Bradley Cooper, and Nicollette Sheridan. Widescreen. $24.95 $12.95

664533X IMPROMPTU. Widescreen. In theater director James Lapine’s film directorial debut, he brings to the screen a galaxy of 19th-century artists–composers Frederic Chopin (Hugh Grant), Eugène Manet (Julian Sands), French poet Alfred de Musset (Mandy Patinkin), and painter Eugène Delacroix (Ralph Brown)–for a period piece of capturing creation and arresting romance. In 1900: Three-Disc Collector’s Edition. $24.95 $12.95

62025X THE YOUNG MESSIAH. Widescreen. When the mystery of Jesus’ divinity begins to unfold in his early years, he turns to his parents for answers–but Mary and Joseph are not the young Messiah’s extraordinary journey from Egypt to Nazareth to Jerusalem, where his true destiny will at last be revealed. English SDH. 111 minutes. E One. $9.95

6837840 THE CONGRESSMAN. Widescreen. Charlie Winship (Treat Williams) is a seasoned Maine Congressman who has had enough of political infighting and the special interest lobbying. When some of his constituents are threatened, his new aide (Patrick Newell) decides to investigate. But Charlie wonders if it’s too late to rescue his career and reputation. Also stars George Hamilton. English SDH. Rated R. 103 minutes. $24.95 $11.95

6971146 THE NOTE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Based on the novel by Angela Hunt, The Note tells the story of newspaper columnist Peyton MacGruder, who discovers a note written by a passenger of a tragic plane crash. Setting out to find the person the note was for, Peyton ends up on her own search–for love. Includes the original and two sequels, all starring Genie Francis and Ted McGinley. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only, Virgin Squeeze. Pub. at $22.98 $16.95

6798367 TRUMBO. Widescreen. Bryan Cranston delivers an Academy Award-nominated performance as Dalton Trumbo, top screenwriter of 1940s Hollywood, who was jailed and blacklisted for the film. Director Jay Roach brings the true story to the screen, charting how Trumbo used words and wit to expose the absurdity and injustice of the Red Scare. Daring escapes, hilarious stunts prove more valuable than he ever imagined. Also starts Helen Mirren, as Robert Trumbull, 55-year-old boy. Also stars Andy Garcia, Mandy Moore, and Mary-Louise Parker. CC. 96 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $19.95 $9.95

5792346 ALL WE HAD. Widescreen. The moment young Finn sets off to New York, where he is determined to make his fortune, he turns to his parents for answers–but Mary and Joseph are not the young Messiah’s extraordinary journey from Egypt to Nazareth to Jerusalem, where his true destiny will at last be revealed. English SDH. 111 minutes. E One. $9.95

6979544 CHRISTMAS IN CONWAY. Widescreen. To the folks on Conway, Duncan Mayor is a very cranky guy. His wife Suzy, he’s a doting pussycat. But when Suzy falls seriously ill, Duncan decides on an unusual kind of medicine: a Ferris wheel set up in their own backyard. Stars Andy Garcia, Mandy Moore, and Mary-Louise Parker. CC. 96 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $19.95 $9.95

6843981 TROPIC OF CANCER. Widescreen. Based on Henry Miller’s scandalous, widely banned autobiographical novel, this racy film transports us to 1960s Paris, where Miller (Rip Torn) bartends and beds-hops through the fabled Nobody’s Home. A plane crashes in the Amazon jungle with five-year-old boy. Upon discovering that the child’s adoptive parents died on the flight, three women who gave up their babies five years prior now await the truth. Could this injured survivor be the biological son of one of these women? Stars Eleanor Parker, Patricia Neal, and Ruth Roman. In B&W. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

6544065 VINCENZ AND THEO. Widescreen. The mysterious Psyche is Theo, the brothers Van Gogh in Robert Altman’s masterful biographical film. It delves inside the mind of the artist who, while battling his inner demons, not only paints the greatest masterworks of all time, but also creates some of the greatest works of art the world has ever seen. 138 minutes. Olive Films. $39.95 $19.95

2779714 A SMILE AS BIG AS THE MOON. Widescreen. John Corbett stars as Mike Kersjes, a special education teacher who helps his students achieve their impossible dream–to attend Space Camp at the Johnson Space Center in Huntsville, Alabama. Their inspiring journey is based on a true story. 95 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $6.95

2189649 TRISHNA. Widescreen. Frieda Pinto stars as Trishna in this compelling interpretation of Thomas Hardy’s classic novel Tess of the d’Urbervilles. Trishna is a woman torn between the traditions of family, and the dreams and ambitions that her education has given her. English SDH. Rated R. 117 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95 $1.95

2867362 GREAT EXPECTATIONS. Widescreen. The moment young Finn sets off to New York, where he is determined to make his fortune, he turns to his parents for answers–but Mary and Joseph are not the young Messiah’s extraordinary journey from Egypt to Nazareth to Jerusalem, where his true destiny will at last be revealed. English SDH. 111 minutes. E One. $9.95
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John Gielgud, and Stuart Wilson. 96 minutes. S' more

6924298 TRUTH. Widescreen. Based on the book Truth and Duty by Mary Mapes, it is the incredible true story of Mapes (Cate Blanchett), an award winning CBS News Journalist and Dan Rather’s producer, who broke the Abu Ghraib prison abuse story, among others. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. E One. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

6929117 TURN AROUND JAKE. After Jake's (Joaquin Phoenix) escapes L.A. to the last place he wants to be–his childhood home in rural Texas. Now Jacob must face an estranged father and the girl he left behind. Soon, old flames are rekindled and he is reminded of many things used to be. Also stars Michael Madsen and Jen Lilley. CC. 96 minutes. Pure Flix. $3.95

6872050 JUNIOR BONNER. Widescreen. With his bronco-busting career on its last legs, he suddenly widowed, his comfortable life is shattered and all that lies ahead of her is a future of lonely independence. But this all changes when she meets Al Green (Charles Durning) at the Stardust Ballroom. English SDH. 97 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

6909027 CANDLES ON BAY STREET. Fullscreen. After leaving her hometown thirteen years earlier Dee Dee now a single mother, struggling back with her son Trooper. This news is unsettling for the young man she left behind and his. But soon the three become friends and old wounds are mended and new friendships are formed. Stars Bruce Dern and Dennis Hopper. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

6984346 TRAPEZE. Widescreen. Young American acrobat Tino Orsini (Tony Curtis) is an aspiring trapeze artist who comes to Paris in search of Mike Ribble (Burt Lancaster), a former aerialist who has retired after injuring himself attempting a triple somersault. Mike agrees to teach Tino the triple. But when the two men fall for the same woman, the triangle the challenges they dream of the all together. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6945372 IPHIGENIA. Widescreen. The tale of Iphigenia came to the screen with this 1976 American New Wave film. Believed to be cursed for his slaying of a deer, Agamemnon (Costa Kazakos) is told by an oracle that he must sacrifice his daughter Iphigenia (Tatiana Papamokou) to enable a crucial mission to Troy. In Greek with English subtitles. 130 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

6923984 CAROL. Widescreen. Therese Belivet (Rooney Mara), a young woman working as a clerk in a department store in 1950's New York, meets Carol (Cate Blanchett), an alluring woman trapped in a loveless marriage. While Carol breaks free from the confines of marriage, her husband begins to question her competence as a mother. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

691136X FIRSTBORN. Teri Garr stars as a young divorced woman, trying to balance her relationship with her kids and her drifter boyfriend (Peter Weir). The boys think they see the man for what he is and need to somehow save their mother from his clutches. Also stars Christopher Collet and Corey Haim. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $32.95 $11.95

5994408 BRIGHT. Widescreen. A female investment banker (Alina Suzuki), fighting to rise to the top of the corporate ladder at a competitive Wall Street firm, navigates a controversial tech IPO in the post-financial crisis world. She and her team must save their company and prove the regulations are tight, but pressure to bring in “big money” remains high. Also stars James Purefoy. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $32.95 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/
**Dramas**

**283958X MY FATHER, MY LORD.** This modern interpretation of the story of Abraham and Isaac traces the struggles of one Israeli family. As they embark upon their pilgrimage, the two generations' past tragedy forces the rabbit to re-evaluate his strict, religious beliefs against the well-being of his family. In Hebrew with English subtitles. 74 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**6931819 SPARKLE.** Widescreen. Sparkle (Jordin Sparks) has been warned against the pitfalls of the music world by her protective mother (Whitney Houston), yet encouraged by the handsome and ambitious Six (Derek Luke). A timeless story of the bonds of family, the trials of success, and the power of music. English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

**5912372 LUNA.** Widescreen. Bernardo Bertolucci’s controversial drama explores the troubled life of teenager Joe Silver, engaged in an incestuous liaison with his mother. After witnessing his father’s suicide, mother and son move to Italy, where Joe is drawn into the world of heroin addiction. Stars Jill Clayburgh and Matthew Barry. Rated R. 142 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6643943 THE QUIET MAN.** When he accidentally kills an opponent in the ring, Sean Thornton (John Ford) decides to go it alone. 87 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $14.95

**875655 SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR.** Fullscreen. Joan Crawford plays a famous actress who descends into alcoholism in this classic melodrama directed by George Stevens. Ray Milland plays a reformed drunkard who comes to Fontaine’s rescue, encouraging her to join Alcoholics Anonymous. As the two lost souls fall in love, they grapple with an unavoidable obstacle: Ray is married. In B&W. 89 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6936070 WITH CHILD.** After his wife dies, Auden Price—a blue collar construction worker—is left to care for their four month old daughter. While grieving and against the advice of his overbearing sister in law, Auden decides to go it alone. 87 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**6645178 HARLOW.** Widescreen. This blistering big-screen adaptation of the bestselling book examines the spectacularly controversial life of Alla Nazimova, early Hollywood’s favorite platinum blond bombshell, from her early bit roles to her meteoric rise in the 1930s to her catastrophic downsloping thereafter. 125 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

**6977558 ELIZABETH TAYLOR/RICHARD BURTON: The Film Collection.** In Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, Taylor and Burton are having a party and serving up malevolent venom (in B&W, 131 minutes). In The V.I.P.s, Taylor and Burton are jet-setters grounded by fog (Color, 119 minutes). In The Sandpiper, Burton is a minister tempted by Taylor (Color, 117 minutes). The Comedians is set in strife-torn Haiti (Color, 152 minutes). Four DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $49.98 $12.95

**2853485 THE MIRACLE WORKER.** In 1927, a young Helen is struck with scarlet fever as a toddler, the illness leaves her blind, mute and death. Helen’s helpless family reach out to teacher, Annie Sullivan, hoping she can help Helen in her present state to learn to communicate. Helen will live comfortably in a world of sight and sound. Stars Patty Duke and Melissa Gilbert. English SDH. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6987192 A DOUBLE LIFE.** Fullscreen. Helmed by master director George Cukor, this brooding noir starring Ronald Colman as veteran thespian Anthony John, who begins to mentally derail during a run of Othello. John’s courtly manner and unassuming charm that endear him to both audiences and women, including his ex-wife (Signe Hasso) and a sexy waitress he befriends (Shelley Winters). In B&W. 104 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6631817 PAULINE AT THE BEACH.** Widescreen. Young and beautiful Pauline (Amanda Larghi) is spending the end of the summer with her older and sexually alluring cousin Marion on the stunning Atlantic coast of France. But head games, deceit and lies soon interfere with the amorous mood and Pauline’s innocent views of love. Rated R. In French with English subtitles. 94 minutes.

**6923933 ANSWERS TO NOTHING.** Widescreen. An eleven year old girl going missing in Los Angeles, a chain of events is unleashed that will affect several strangers, all struggling to find their own paths to redemption. Stars Dane Cook, Barbara Hershey and Julie Benz. Rated R. 124 minutes. E One. $3.95

**2881723 BARNUM.** Fullscreen. Tells the rags to riches story of the life of P.T. Barnum (Burt Lancaster), the iconic carnival showman and co-creator of “The Greatest Show on Earth.” The elderly and still puckish Barnum recounts via flashbacks his adventures as a travelling salesman and an exhibitor of human oddities and his eventual role as a renowned American entrepreneur. 95 minutes.

**8723360 TITANIC.** Fullscreen. For years Titanic was withheld from release (largely because of the moralizing about war, though some of the effects footage did appear, uncredited, in the 1958 British film A Night to Remember. Restored for 2004, this film takes its place among the most important disaster films of the 20th century. In German with English subtitles. 80 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**8792801 PRINCESS.** Widescreen. While her work is 12.5 years of love and her step-father push their role-playing games into dangerous territory. Then, Andræ meets Alan—a dreamy boy who superficially reminds him of a dark journey commences, one that will forever change the rules of the game in this dysfunctional family’s household. Not Rated. In Hebrew with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Signature Edition. $14.95

**6811992 INHERIT THE WIND.** Widescreen. The controversial subject of evolution versus creation causes two polar opposites to engage in one explosive battle of beliefs. Attorney Clarence Darrow (Spencer Tracy) faces off against flamboyant fundamentalist teacher William Jennings Bryan (Fredric March) in a small Tennessee town where a teacher has been brought to trial for teaching Darwinism. In B&W. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**664449X BROTHERHOOD.** Fullscreen. Former Danish servicemen Lars and Jimmy meet while training in a neo-Nazi group. Before long attraction between the two soon becomes too strong to ignore, and though they feel torn between ideology and emotions, they begin a dangerous secret relationship. Not Rated. In Danish with English subtitles. 128 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $20.95 $14.95

**6983111 THE SIDELONG GLANCES OF A PIGEON KICHER.** Widescreen. Unwilling to claw his way to the top of the corporate ladder, Jonathan prefers the carefree life of a caring insurance company employee. Yet his daily frustrations by keeping pigeons in the park. Starring Jordan Christopher and Elaine Stritch. Rated R. 93 minutes. Scorpion.

**6645305 HURRY SUNDOWN.** Widescreen. Otto Preminger directs the epic adaptation of K.B. Gilden’s novel. Henry Warren (Michael Caine) is a racist landowner who is buying up all available land in a Georgia farming town. Blocking his path is a young veteran (Robert McDoow) and John Phillip Law) and Reese Scott (Robert Hooks), one white and one black. Also stars Fay Dunaway. 142 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**6934221 2001.** John Cooper is a computer programming genius who has become disillusioned by the results of his work. John meets Emily, a shy novelist about to make her debut, only to find his questionable working conditions beyond her writing. This is the story of two lost souls searching for the shadow of love in an increasingly alienated modern world. 87 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**682222X MARFA GIRL.** Provocative director Larry Clark tells the story of Adam, a directionless 16 year old living in the working class U.S./Mexico border town of Marfa. Tending teenage responsibilities and maintenance with his teenage girlfriend, a 20-something neighbor, an aggressive local artist and a high school teacher, all while an unbridled border patrol agent watches over the neighborhood. Rated R. 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**2867222 BATTLE SCARS.** Returning from the war in Afghanistan and suffering from PTSD, Luke Stephens wants nothing more than to forget the war, but his veteran father won’t let him. Luke finds himself caught up in a nightmare, he is pursued by a ruthless killer. Luke crosses paths with Michelle, who leads him into a violent world...every bit as dangerous as the brutality of the war he left behind. Stars Zane Holtz and Lili Taylor. $5.95

**5912148 BOY ON A DOLPHIN.** Widescreen. On the Greek island of Hydra, Phaedra (Sophia Loren in her American film debut) discovers a gold statue of a boy riding a dolphin. Her slippery boyfriend (Jorge Mistra) wants to sell it to a wealthy art collector, but Phaedra wants to hand it over to an American anthropologist (Alan Ladd), 111 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6954143 A THOUSAND ACRES.** Widescreen. King Lear set on a farm in Iowa! A generous gift ignites an explosive series of events that tear a family apart. Screen legends Jessica Lange and Michelle Pfeiffer join Jennifer Jason Leigh in the widely acclaimed motion picture about silence and betrayal. Rated R. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6938701 FORGOTTEN NOIR COLLECTION’S SET: Series Two.** Fullscreen. A six-pack of noir featuring more daring, more shame, and deadly games! Contains: The Man from Cairo (1953); Mask of the Dragon (1951); E.B.I. Girl (1951); Tough Assignment (1949); I’ll Get You (1952); and Fingerprints Don’t Lie (1951). Stars include: Peter Lorre, George Raft, Gianna Maria Canale, Cesar Romero, Raymond Burr, and many others. In B&W. Almost 7 hours on three DVDs. VCI Entertainment. $27.95

**6872115 THE MIGRANTS.** Fullscreen. Their only crime was to be born poor. Their only chance of survival. They rise every morning with the sun and work the fields all day. Cloris Leachman, Sissy Spacek and Ron Howard star in this story of a simple family that worked hard and loved each other and hoped their hard work would produce a better life for them. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**662684X SILKWOOD.** Karen Silkwood (Meryl Streep) and her two best friends (Kurt Russell and Cher) work at an Oklahoma nuclear facility. When Karen discovers she’s been exposed to radiation, she is forced to choose between the company’s questionable working conditions. But could her campaign for change end up costing her everything? Directed by Mike Nichols. In B&W. 131 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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- **887231X THE STUD.** Widescreen. Fontaine (Joan Collins) is the owner of London's hottest club. Tony Blake manages the club, but also doubles as Fontaine's boy toy. But when Fontaine's stepdaughter grabs Tony's attention, it will be a battle of seduction, as Fontaine stops at nothing to make sure nobody takes her stud. Rated R. 90 minutes. Kinor. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

- **2861712 MDMA.** Widescreen. Step into the drug-fueled 1980s in this powerful drama based on the true-life experiences of writer southwesterner G. Wang. When his college financial aid is cut, she breaks into his chemistry lab and synthesizes the drug ecstasy to supplement her income, becoming one of the biggest drug dealers on the west coast. With it, comes dark consequences. Stars Annie Q. Unrated. 96 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97. **$12.95**

- **9397653 ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW.** Widescreen. Recruit by disgraced cop David Burke (Ed Begley) to help with a bank heist, Slater (Robert Ryan) and Ingram (Harry Belafonte) become bitter allies in their greed and shared rage against the world. But a pivotal moment will send both men toward a catalyptic outcome that is anything but black and white. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **$11.95**

- **2891956 CAPOTE.** Widescreen. In 1959, Truman Capote (Philip Seymour Hoffman) returns home for the first time in 15 years to research for his novel *Cold Blood*. Capote forms a relationship with one of the killers, Perry Smith, who is on death row. Although both men are close friends, the killers, Perry Smith, who is on death row. While researching for his novel *Cold Blood*, Capote forms a relationship with one of the killers, Perry Smith, who is on death row. Rated R. 140 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **$12.95**

- **6912270 FACE TO FACE.** Widescreen. Detective Lilluman (Gregory Peck) is such a star in the film industry that he is in constant demand, but he is also plagued by a problem that threatens to destroy his career. Stars James Stewart, Barbara Payton, George Brent, Diana Dors, Dane Clark, and Paul Henreid. In B&W. 136 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $29.95. **$27.95**

- **2896951 STELLA DAMAS.** Widescreen. M. Sheen stars as a priest in mid-1950's Ireland, caught in a dramatic struggle between faith and passion, and Rome and Hollywood. In an attempt to raise funds for his church and merge his passion for film, he opens a small cinema in his community—provoking conflict with the parishioners. 100 minutes. Mongrel. Wide screen. Pub. at $11.95. **$9.95**

- **2829679 REQUIEM.** After leaving home and a deeply religious family to study at university, Michaela embraces her first taste of freedom. She enjoys new friendships until her epilepsy reappears and brings with it a sense of despair and voices. She seeks help but it only reinforces her belief that she is possessed, in German with English subtitles. Rated R. 99 minutes. Mongrel. Wide screen. SCHE s. **$13.95**

- **2792780 DOPE.** Widescreen. Malcolm (Shameik Moore) is a geek into old-school rap who finds himself in the middle of an adventure involving shady drug dealers, offbeat weirdos, and a backpack that can make or break his chance of getting into Harvard. Also stars Tony Revolori and Kiersey Clemons. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Mongrel. Wide screen. SCHE s. **$13.95**

- **6973302 MAGNIFICENT DOLL.** Widescreen. Dorothy “Dolly” Payne (Ginger Rogers) is torn between her affection for Aaron Burr (David Niven), Vice President under Thomas Jefferson and James Madison (Burgess Meredith), a political idealist to be known as “The Father of the Constitution,” in B&W. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

- **2853450 LOVESPELL.** Widescreen. The love of her father, the estranged stepfather, she uncovers clues as to who her mother was, and discovers the shocking cause of her death. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98. **$14.95**

- **2834673 BAD DREAMS.** Widescreen. In medieval times, Lord of Cornwall (Richard Burton) decides to marry an Irish princess Isolt (Kate Mulgrew). However, the local royal knight Tristan (Nicholas Clay) becomes bewitched by her beauty and they fall hopelessly in love. 94 minutes. More Entertainment. Wide screen. SCHE s. **$9.95**

- **2850354 THE LEADING LADY.** Widescreen. Jane (Beryl Reid) is the star of a TV soap opera, and she has the ego to prove it. But when she begins to suspect that the network is planning to kill off her character—and that her boss is out to destroy her career—she makes or breaks his chance of getting into Harvard. Also stars Tony Revolori and Kiersey Clemons. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Mongrel. Wide screen. SCHE s. **$13.95**

- **1850707 YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN.** Widescreen. A thrilling romance that constructs a combustible love triangle between a Russian dancer, a handsome escape artist, and a wealthy broker. Film is made with knockout energy by the great director William A. Wellman, this 1926 film is a silent era gem. In B&W. 71 minutes. Kinor. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

- **2850701 PIONEERS: First Women Filmmakers.** In the early decades of cinema, some of the most innovative and celebrated filmmakers in America were women. Unafraid of controversy, these women tackled explosive issues such as birth control, abortion, and women's rights. This collection presents a wide assortment of silent films, with new musical scores. Includes a booklet with essays and photos. In B&W. English intertitles. Twenty-two hours on 6 DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $79.95. **$49.95**

- **2884777 THE GLASS HOUSE.** Widescreen. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

- **6976662 STRANGER ON THE PROWL.** Widescreen. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

- **6991742 I ONLY WANT TO LOVE ME.** Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**


- **6872077 LA CHINOISE.** Kino. Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

- **2853531 WHO WE ARE NOW: Special Edition.** MVD Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

- **2853651 LADY CHATTERLEY.** Widescreen. Kino. Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. **$19.95**


- **6979564 THE SHELL SEEKERS.** Widescreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. Pub. at $14.98. **$9.95**

- **581806X DEVIL'S KNOT.** Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. **$5.95**

- **6942306 THE SECRET GARDEN.** Widescreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. **$9.95**

- **6974942 THE BIBLE...In the Beginning.** Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. **$9.95**

- **6573849 FIRST FEATURES COLLECTION: 10 Movie Set.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. **$3.95**

- **6900585 THE BIG SHORT.** Widescreen. Paramount. **$5.95**


- **2855607 GOODBYE UNCLE TOM.** Widescreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98. **$7.95**

- **2851091 BURT REYNOLDS: 4 Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. **$9.95**

- **6919324 THE MANY FACES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: 8 Movie Collection.** Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. **$9.95**

- **2844178 BATTLE OF BRITAIN/A BRIDGE TOO FAR.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. **$7.95**

- **6982441 ANNA KARENINA/A FAREWELL TO ARMS/LES MISERABLES (1933 AND 1952)/THE SUN ALSO RISES.** 20th Century Fox. **$7.95**

- **2797915 PRETTY ROSEBUD.** MVD Visual. **$5.95**


- **2847124 DEATH OF A NATIVE.** Widescreen. Magnolia Home Entertainment. **$4.95**


- **2785072 SOLD.** Widescreen. Gravitas Ventures. **$4.95**

- **694731X TOUCH OF EVIL.** Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $14.98. **$9.95**

- **6901771 4 MOVIE LIFETIME COLLECTION.** Echo Bridge. **$9.95**
SHADOWHUNTERS, a secret cadre of young half-angel warriors locked in an ancient battle to protect our world from demons. Under the guidance of the mysterious Shadowhunter, Jace Wayland, Clary Fray (Lily Collins) discovers she is a Shadowhunter, one of the few humans who can see the Shadowhunters. Clary must now fight to control her newfound powers and stop the dangerous Silas, who is trying to awaken the demon demon prince.

THE MORTAL INSTRUMENTS: CITY OF BONES, Widescreen. A seemingly ordinary teenager, Clary Fray (Lily Collins), discovers she is the descendant of a line of Shadowhunters, a secret cadre of young-high-warriors locked in an ancient battle to protect the world from demons and dark angels.

THE SKULLS TRILOGY, Widescreen. Power, money—The Skulls have it all. Joshua Jackson, Paul Walker, and Alyson Michalka star in three related but stand-alone films that explore the lives of a group of young attractive men living together in New York City. The Skulls rule the city, but their world is falling apart as they try to maintain their lifestyle and avoid the law.

BAD INFLUENCE/MAQUEREAUX, Widescreen. Rob Lowe stars in two young dramas about romance, deception, and murder. In Bad Influence, a young professional is seduced into a world of dangerous relationships and murder. In the other film, Maquereau, a psychological drama about a young woman who becomes tangled in a web of deceit when her stepfather wants her killed (91 minutes).

WHITE BIRD IN A BLIZZARD, Widescreen. Kat Conners (Shailene Woodley) is a young woman embracing her new-found sexuality when her glamorous but strange mother, Evelyn (Julianne Moore), takes her on a glamorous trip. At first Kat is excited by her new freedom. But as disturbing facts about the disappearance surface, the mystery begins to haunt her. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment.
Thrillers

**2823187 THE MILLION EYES OF SUMURU.** Widescreen. Shirley Eaton stars as Sumuru, a beautiful girl with plans for world domination. When a couple of secret agents uncover her scheme to eliminate male leaders and replace them with sexy undercover female operatives, they enlist the help of a local police detective. Also stars Frankie Avalon. Not Rated. 79 minutes. $11.95

**6736815 WHAT ALICE FOUND.** Widescreen. Fed up with a life, 19-year-old Alice (Emily Grace) takes off for Florida. When her car breaks down, two good Samaritans (Bill Raymond and Judity Ivey) offer to drive her the rest of the way. Alice quickly attaches herself to her new friends—until she learns that they are not what they seem to be. Rated R. 95 minutes. Genius Entertainment. $5.95

**2902982 NUMB.** Widescreen. When a couple in financial distress discover GPS coordinates that promise to lead to stolen gold, they must partner with a pair of mysterious hitchhikers to enter the remote winter wilderness to recover the coins. But their treasure hunt could cost them more than any of them expected. Stars Jamie Bamber. Unrated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

**5965802 THE RIVERMAN.** Widescreen. Seattle’s “Green River Killer” continues his reign of terror: 48 women have been brutally murdered, and the killer clearly has a single-minded goal. With nowhere else to go, they enlist the help of an unlikely serial killer Ted Bundy. Based on a true story. Rated R. 91 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

**2893619 WHAT KEEPS YOU ALIVE.** Widescreen. On the eve of their one year wedding anniversary, Jules and Jackie become embroiled in a merciless fight for their lives when they find themselves pitted against the most unexpected adversaries—each other. Stars Hannah Emily Anderson and Brittany Allen. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

**6947751 THE DA VINCI CODE.** Widescreen. The electrifying bestseller comes alive in this film, directed by Ron Howard. Join symbologist Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) and cryptologist Sophie Neveu (Audrey Tautou) in their heart-pounding, race-to-solve-a-bizarre-mystery that takes them from France to England. Also includes the 90 minute film, Beyond the Da Vinci Code. CC. 114 minutes. History Channel. $7.95

**2833999 FEAR IN THE NIGHT.** Widescreen. A mild-mannered bank teller awakens from a disturbing dream in which he has killed a man, only to find that his life is now completely out of control. Directed by John Sturges. $2.95

**2852572 RATTER.** Widescreen. Meet Emma, a beautiful young grad student who has just moved from the Midwest to New York. Excited to be on her own in the big city, but when a stalker hacks into her devices, he destroys Emma’s illusions of privacy and she discovers just how dangerous a stalker can be. Stars Ashley Benson. Rated R. English SDH. 80 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**5912695 DR. MABUSE, THE GAMBLER.** Fullscreen. The authorized version of Lang’s 1922 film, masterminded from a 2000 restoration. This legendary silent film is an epic two-part tale revolving around the pursuit of arch criminals, a gifted gambler and master of disguises, and all-around criminal mastermind. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Kino Lorber. Price $39.95

**2848918 I SAW THE DEVIL.** Widescreen. Kyung-chul is a dangerous psychopath who kills for pleasure. On a freezing, snowy night, his latest victim is the beautiful Ju yeon, a daughter of retired police chief and pregnant fiancée of elite special agent Soo-hyun. Obsessed with revenge, Soo-hyun is determined to track down the murderer, even if doing so means he becomes a monster himself. Unrated. CC. 142 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain. $4.95

**2846853 EXPERIMENTER: THE Stanley Milgram Story.** Widescreen. Based on the true story of famed social psychologist Stanley Milgram (Jim Caviezel), who in 1961 conducted a series of radical behavior experiments that tested ordinary human’s willingness to obey using electric shock. We follow Milgram as he meets his wife Sasha (Winona Ryder) through controversial experiments that sparked public outcry. English SDH. 98 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain. $4.95

**6811483 DRAGON DAY.** Widescreen. Directed by John Woo, this new work brings the explosive world of the Cinema Verite to life. A brutal sadistic killer (played by Jamie Foxx) is the latest target of an undercover female operative who is determined to find the odds they must partner with a pair of mysterious hitchhikers to enter the remote winter wilderness to recover the coins. But their treasure hunt could cost them more than any of them expected. Rated R. CC. 95 minutes. New Line Home Entertain. $3.95

**281949X CAM2CAM.** Widescreen. What happens when an internet fantasy becomes a deadly trap? When Allie meets fellow backpackers Michael and Marit in Bangkok, Thailand, she begins the final round of real friendship. But her new acquaintances are web performers who harbor a terrible secret. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $2.95

**6965474 THE CAVEMAN’S VALENTINE.** Widescreen. Sylvester Stallone stars as a misunderstood musician turned recluse, hiding from personal demons in a New York City cave. When he discovers a dead body he is quickly drawn back into the world and uses it as an excuse to see his kids. But when he prove’s he right when everyone thinks he’s insane? Starring Samuel L. Jackson. Rated R. 96 minutes. Universal. $3.95

**6964559 GREEN ROOM.** Widescreen. After witnessing a shocking murder, two college friends attempt to avoid the consequences and must protect themselves and their lives when they are targeted by a brutal maniac. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. D Films. $5.95

**2833794 BLACK BUTTERFLY.** Widescreen. After a tense encounter at a diner with a drifter named Jack (Jonathan Rhys Meyers), Paul (Antonio Banderas) offers Jack a place to stay—and soon the edgy, demands an uncomfortable, and murderous Jack’s work as a writer. As a storm cuts off power to the isolated cabin, the men begin a jagged game of one-upmanship that will bring at least one tale to an end. Rated R. 93 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

**2823112 MACHINE GUN MCCAIN.** Widescreen. When tough guy Hank McCain must kill a man he betrayed and left to fend for himself, he reengages with his former employer, the ruthless and lethally rich Las Vegas casino heir that upsets to all war. Starring Antonio Banderas, Gary Oldman, and Cate Blanchett. Distributed by The Weinstein Co. $7.95

**5934814 LAZARUS RISING.** Michael Fitzpatrick’s life was simple—right with the beautiful Emma and days littered with violence and bingeing his heroin addicted brother out of trouble. When Emma ends up on a hit list, everything changes. They find themselves on the run from the mob while Michael questions Emma’s inclusion on the deadly list. Starring Eric Roberts and C. Thomas Howell. 90 minutes. Unrated. $2.95

**5925448 DEAD MAN DOWN.** Widescreen. Victor (Colin Farrell), a professional killer and right hand man to an underground crime lord (Terence Howard in New York City), is seduced and blackmailed by a crime victim seeking retribution. Their chemistry and intense relationship lead them to execute a violent that has been策划 for years. Rated R. 118 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**6901425 HIGHWAYMAN.** Widescreen. Two driven men are locked in an escalating cycle of violence and revenge in this edgy thriller (Jim Caviezel), who has devoted his life to tracking down a psychopath (Colin Firth) who randomly murders women using his soup-up 727. Also stars Franka Potente. Rated R. CC. 81 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain. $2.95

**284390X DHEEPAK.** Widescreen. In Sri Lanka, the Civil War is reaching its end. Dheepaon decides to flee, taking with him a woman and a little girl, hoping that they will make it easier to claim asylum in Europe. In Paris he works to build a new life and a new home for his “wife” and “daughter,” but the daily violence he confronts quickly reopens old wounds. Rated R. In Tamil with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**683759 CONFESSIONS.** Widescreen. Neighbors in an apartment complex awake to find their doors and windows completely sealed shut. When strange human strangers infiltrate their building and begin snatching residents, those trapped must find their ways to escape at all costs.Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

**6955538 MONEY MONSTER.** Widescreen. George Clooney and Julia Roberts star as anbsp;famous TV anchor and his producer, Patty, who are in an extreme situation when an irate investor has lost everything and takes over their studio. During a tense standoff, Patty must work furiously against the clock to unravel the mystery. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**2844968 LEGACY: Black Ops.** Widescreen. A military effort to assassinate a chemical weapons dealer ends in black-ops soldier Malcolm Gray’s (Idris Elba) capture and torture. Later, he struggles to recover from the horrific effects. While isolated, he reflects on what went wrong and begins to question the loyalty of his own brother, a senator on the verge of a presidential campaign. Rated R. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**2846888 A HACKING.** Widescreen. The cargo ship MV Roven is heading for harbor when it is hijacked by Somali pirates in the Indian Ocean. The men on board are taken hostage in a cynical game of life and death: the men on the pirates. Rated R. 103 dollars, a psychological drama unfolds as we believe. Duke’s fate becomes intertwined with a Mexican migrant worker as they fight the odds to survive in a chaotic world without water, fire or power. English SDH. 95 minutes. E-One. $5.95

**6955542 THE KILLING.** Widescreen. Malcolm Gray’s (Idris Elba) capture and torture. Later, he struggles to recover from the horrific effects. While isolated, he reflects on what went wrong and begins to question the loyalty of his own brother, a senator on the verge of a presidential campaign. Rated R. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**6987079 THE DARK MIRROR.** Widescreen. Olivia De Havilland plays twin sisters in this entertaining psychological noir classic from 1946. The twins are implicated in life and death crimes, and are police detectives (Tom Mitchell) must figure out if one–or both–were involved in the killing. In B&W. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Price $6.95

---
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6965709 THE DIABOLICAL. Widescreen. When a single mother (Ali Carter) and her two young children are tormented by an increasingly strange and intense presence in their quiet suburban home, she turns to a hypnotherapist where her son undergoes deep trance hypnosis and reconnects with his alternate reality. Driven to avenge his wife’s death, he’s forced to do anything to discover the truth. Stars Michael Ironside. 86 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $2.95

6973658 COLONIA. Widescreen. A young woman’s (Emma Watson) desperate search for her abducted boyfriend (Daniel Bruhl) draws her into the insidious Colonia Dignidad, an ex-Nazi cult from which no one has ever escaped. Also stars Michael Nyqvist. CC. 110 minutes. Screen Media Films. $4.95

6964540 THE GIFT. Widescreen. Simon (Jason Bateman) and Robin (Rebecca Hall) are a young married couple whose life is going as planned until a chance run-in with Simon’s high school acquaintance sends their world into a tailspin. After a series of unexpected encounters and mysterious gifts prove troubling, a terrifying revelation from the past is revealed. Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $5.95

2784955 ELEMENT. Widescreen. North Mexico is threatened and his wife is killed in a random shooting. After awakening from a coma with lapses in memory, North turns to hypnotherapist Dr. Sara Carlson where he begins to explore the mystery of his wife’s death. No rating. CC. 111 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $9.98

696086X HOW TO KILL A JUDGE. Widescreen. Franco Nero stars as Giacomo Solari, a director whose latest film depicts a prominent Sicilian judge as being on the Mafia’s payroll. When the actual judge is found murdered, Solari begins his own investigation. Franco Solari. 111 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $9.98


2841275 THE 4-MOVIE THRILLS & CHILLS COLLECTION, VOL. 5. Nicolas Cage is Marble’s motorcycle studding Ghost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance. Starring John Travolta, Jon Voight and Jennifer Tilly. Explore the mystery of The Mothman Prophecies; Sting and Jennifer Beals put a romantic twist on Frankenstein in The Bride; And Debra Messing is a struggling singer in Stephen King’s Secret Window. CC. 107 minutes. In B&W. Originally released in America as Psycho Circus. olive Films. Pub. at $9.95

2839628 AN ORDINARY MAN. Widescreen. A fugitive war criminal forms a relationship with his only connection to the outside world—his maid—setting them both on a collision course through the snowbound Arctic reaches of Scandinavia. Rated R. English SDH. 80 minutes. In Norwegian with English subtitles. Not Rated. 136 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97

6965709 SELF/LESS. Widescreen. An extremely wealthy man undergoes a radical medical procedure that transfers his consciousness into the body of a healthy young man. But all is not as it seems when he starts to uncover the mystery of the body’s origin. Starring Ben Kingsley and Ryan Reynolds. English SDH. 117 minutes. Universal. $9.95

690128X BUCKLE OF HONOR. Widescreen. On her first day on the job, Internal Affairs detective Jessica Dawson (Mena Suvari) gets caught up in the aftermath of a violent drug bust that includes an officer shooting of an innocent passerby. After the facts, as reported by two narcotic detectives, just aren’t adding up. Also stars Martin Sheen. 98 minutes. Disengaged. $4.95

2839318 THE DOOR. Widescreen. Five years after a fatal decision cost David the life of his seven-year-old daughter. Now he’s discovered a door—a time portal that will give him the opportunity to rewrite the past and change the future. But when what appears to be a miraculous chance for redemption turns deadly. Unrated. In German with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $5.95

6845542 LA BELLE CAPTIVE. Widescreen. After encountering a mysterious woman (Gabella Lazure) at a smoke-filled nightclub, secret agent Walter Rain (Daniel Mesguich) finds the woman lying bound on a country road. He takes her to her desolate cabin house in motion this mesmerizing tale of erotic fantasy, film noir, and horror. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

2844222 CULT CAMP CLASSICS, VOL. 2: WOMEN IN PERIL. Three cult classic films. In this 1944 gripping thriller, Richard Wanley (Edward G. Robinson) is no criminal—at least not until he meets “the woman in the window.” Joan Bennett stars in an innocent flirtation—and inadvertently commits a shocking crime. But that’s just the beginning of his problems! B&W. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

2822873 THE FIFTH CORD. Widescreen. When four trendy socialites are brutally murdered, an alcoholic reporter (Franco Nero) begins to unravel a twisted trail of clues leading him to stop the depraved psychopath before he himself becomes the fifth victim. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

2822873 THE FIFTH CORD. Widescreen. When four trendy socialites are brutally murdered, an alcoholic reporter (Franco Nero) begins to unravel a twisted trail of clues leading him to stop the depraved psychopath before he himself becomes the fifth victim. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

2882515 A COMMON MAN. Widescreen. Ben Kingsley stars as a seemingly average citizen who plants five powerful bombs in different locations around a major city and threatens to detonate them unless his unconditional demand is met: the simultaneous capture and torture of the most deadly international terrorists from government prisons. Also stars Ben Cross. $5.95

2882774 DEEP RED. Widescreen. An eccentric painter (David Hemings) living in Rome witnesses the brutal murder of a renowned psychic. With the help of a tenacious female reporter (Daria Nicolodi), the pair track a twisted trail of deranged clays and relentless violence towards a shocking climax. Directed by Dario Argento. Not Rated. 126 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

6918558 10:30 PM SUMMER. Widescreen. A restless married couple and a friend embark on a road trip through Spain. After witnessing her husband and friend making love, the distraught wife spots a young man—wanted for a crime of passion—hiding on a rooftop. Compelled to help the murderer elude the authorities, Maria embarks on a journey that will change her life forever. Stars Nomy Schneider. Unrated. English SDH. 97 minutes. $7.95

6887044 DARK CITY. Fullscreen. After losing his company’s cash in a crooked card game, a stranger in Chicago commits suicide. The group of gangsters worries about who’s inside the bank checking the cash, but those concerns become the least of their worries when the head of the group is found murdered by the stranger’s deranged and anting brother. Stars Charlton Heston, Dean Jagger, and Lizabeth Scott. In B&W. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

5880915 NURSE DIARY: BEAUTIFUL AFTERNOON. Widescreen. A doctor develops a new scientific breakthrough in female psychotherapy: the “Dream Ring,” a device that is inserted into a woman’s skull to block the device has many sinister uses too, as it is used to record the sexual and violent fantasies of one disturbed patient. A twisted tale of Japanese erotica. 66 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95

286546H DEATH FROM A DISTANCE. Widescreen. A European woman is giving a lecture in a planetarium, a shot ring out and one of the audience members is found dead. A tough detective and a brassy reporter decide the murder has something to do with the Galilean moon. The case becomes deeper as artificial intelligence is used to aid in the investigation. Stars Richard Gere and Debra Messing. 101 minutes. Originally released in America as A Clockwork Orange. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.98

684725 RED LIGHTS. Widescreen. It’s a summer holiday weekend in Paris. Antoine and his lawyer wife Helene are off to the south of France to pick up their children from camp. But along the way they quarrel, and when they stop to Antoine to have a drink, Helene ditches him with the past. Stars Ben Kingsley and Ana Girardot. 106 minutes. Wellspring Media. $5.95

2900394 DEAD BULLET. Widescreen. A destitute gambler doubles down in a game of love and violence when he attempts to buy back a second chance with a past lover by committing a series of bank robberies. The gambler who doesn’t kill is a ruthless criminal. However, the stakes quickly rise and the gambler soon discovers he has just made the worst bet of his life. Starring John Leguizamo and Andrea Siciliano. CC. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6923879 THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW. Widescreen. In this 1944 gripping thriller, Richard Wanley (Edward G. Robinson) is no criminal—at least not until he meets “the woman in the window.” Joan Bennett stars in an innocent flirtation—and inadvertently commits a shocking crime. But that’s just the beginning of his problems! B&W. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
**Thrillers**

**2835185 THE LAST SEDUCTION.** Widescreen. Bridgette (Vicci Martinez) seems to have it all: beauty, intelligence, and a marriage to a wealthy (Clint Eastwood) but is too much for her. Everything isn’t enough for Bridget, who persuades her husband to make a big deal on prescription drugs and then runs into trouble. Rated PG-13. 110 minutes. Paramount Pictures. Pub. at $19.95

**697660 STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT.** Fullscreen. In this first film noir directed by the legendary Anthony Mann, a Marine Sergeant ( proclaiming he is in love with a woman only through correspondence. When he returns home, he visits the young man’s mansion, only to find it inhabited by a woman claiming to be his wife. But something just doesn’t feel right. In B&W. 56 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

**2786616 GOLD.** Widescreen. A ruthless global cabal of financial investors plans to manipulate the price of gold on the world market by sabotaging gold mines and flooding it with millions of gallons of water. While manager Rod Slater (Roger Moore) embarks on an affair with Terry (Susannah York) the conspiracy tightens around him. 124 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

**2835444 HOUSE OF THE DALI Liar.** Widescreen. On November 26, 2008, an extremist terrorist group from Pakistan carried out an aggressive series of coordinated shootings and bombings across Mumbai, India. The iconic Taj Mahal Palace Hotel was the key target and under siege for four hours, as guests struggled to survive. Based on true events. Stars Joseph Mazzello Taylor. 132 minutes. Millennium. Pub. at $26.98

**294328X LUCKY @ SLEVIN.** Fullscreen. When down on his luck Slevin (Josh Hartnett) stumbles into a running feud between the two most feared mob bosses in South Africa’s Johannesburg, dragging his friend into the plot. Tommy returns to find his ex-girlfriend. Slevin must try to cheat death by turning the tables on the gangsters.stars Edgerton. Unrated. 104 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6726999 CITY OF LUST.** Widescreen. Adults only. Brain Dead Network. 85 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6976425 SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. Rated R. 94 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**


**6986439 THE ATOMIC CITY.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. Rated R. 94 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6910973 DOUBLE CROSSED: 10 Classic Spy thrillers.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**2826581 BAD GIRLS BEHIND BARS.** Widescreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**2821411 DANGEROUS ATTRACTIONS: 10 Killer thrillers.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**2282881 THE FINAL COUNTDOWN.** Widescreen. Blue Underground. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**5498431 JESSE STONE: NO REMORSE.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6811965 OUTLAW.** Widescreen. Magnolia Home Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**2860996 52 PICK-UP.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**689521 DEADLY VOYAGE.** Widescreen. HBO. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**699897 CHILD 44.** Summit. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6920241 SIN CITY: A DAME TO KILL FOR.** Widescreen. E One. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**2784962 FALSELY ACCUSED.** Widescreen. Gravitas Ventures. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6956595 SEA OF LOVE.** Widescreen. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**938191 WILD THINGS: Foursome.** Widescreen. Adults only. Sony Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6871755 BODY CHEMISTRY 2: Voice of a Stranger.** New Concorde. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**367748 MULHOLLAND FALLS.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**2282598 THE BLOOD OF FU MANCHU.** Widescreen. Blue Underground. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**2282316 MAD DOG KILLER.** Widescreen. Blue Underground. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**2282325 THE NEW YORK RIPPER.** Widescreen. Blue Underground. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**5701729 EVIL UNDER THE SUN.** Widescreen. Lions Gate. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6947503 A BULLET FOR JOEY.** Fullscreen. MGM. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6926827 NO WAY OUT.** Fullscreen. MGM. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**672552X LIME SALTED LOVE.** Widescreen. Indican Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**590658 JULIE DARLING.** Widescreen. Code Red. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6756065 RAZE.** Widescreen. IFC. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**675693 THE KILLER INSIDE ME.** Widescreen. IFC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6650061 LONELY HEARTS.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6753320 MIRACLE MILLE.** TGG. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**697399X THE RED MENACE.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6838375 SHADOWS IN AN EMPTY ROOM.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**2837463 SPIN.** Continental. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**6725664 AUTUMN BLOOD.** Widescreen. ARC Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**6813887 THE FALCON & THE SNOWMAN.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**2797488 LOWLIFE.** Widescreen. Scream Factory. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6961487 INHUMANITY.** Widescreen. Millennium. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6914489 SWEET VIRGINIA.** Widescreen. Shout Factory. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6219848 APOPTHEOSIS.** MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**279666X THE CONTRACT.** First Look. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**6907958 RED STATE.** Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**2693822 THE WOMAN IN THE FIFTH.** Widescreen. Mongrel Media. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**6916007 THE FACE OF AN ANGEL.** Widescreen. Screen Media Films. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6695221 THE INFORMERS.** Sony Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**4611115 MISS MEADOWS.** Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**6877133 THE EMPLOYER.** Widescreen. Vision Films. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**3677915 WITNESS TO MURDER.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6838553 FORCED MOVE.** MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**455308X FORELAW, MY LOVING.** Widescreen. Timeless Media Group. **PRICE CUT to $19.97**

**6852165 AWAKEN.** Widescreen. ARC Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**693188X ROUTE IRISH.** Widescreen. E One. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**667251 B&B.** Widescreen. Breaking Glass. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**681424X UNFORGETTABLE.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6813747 COVER UP.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**6566782 RENDITION.** Widescreen. Alliance. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6821502 SUDDEN FURY: A Family Torn Apart.** Mill Creek. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

---

**Horror**

**6966560 PSYCHO: Complete 4-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Check into the motel where guests never check out in this collection that features all four thrillers starring Anthony Perkins as the notorious Norman Bates. Includes: Psycho, Psycho II, Psycho III, and Psycho IV. The Beginning. Rated R. English SDH. 4 Discs. IFC. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**2821338 ALL HALLOWS EVE: October 30th.** Widescreen. Ethan Pearl and brother Jacob intricately select a cast of stars in an attempt to produce a Pearl Lake horror film based on their traumatic childhood. While location scouting and rehearsing, the group encounters unexpected turns and a crazy man who terrorizes them. Rated NC-17. 54 minutes. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**
Limited Quantity: 2878941 Drive-In Classics Collection. Killer rednecks, speed freaks, and backwoods babies all bathed in blood! Set contains: Speed Lovers; Thunder in Dixie; Swamp Girl; This is Swamp Country; This Stuff'll Kill Ya; The Year of the Hambo and Two Thousand Maniacs! Rated R. In Color and B&W. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

Limited Quantity: 2892225 3-Headed Shark Attack. Widescreen. The world’s greatest killer marine species is no more as deadly when a mutated shark attacks a cruiser. As the shark eats its way from one end of the ship to the next, the passengers fight the deadly, predatory using anything they can find. Stars Danny Trejo, Karuza Tran, and Rob Van Dam. CC: 90 minutes. Cinemedia. $3.95

Limited Quantity: 2905183 Werewolf Rising. Widescreen. Desperate for a break from the big city life, Emma heads to her family’s cabin deep in the Arkansas hills. But something lurks in the surrounding darkness. As the full moon rises, a bloodthirsty werewolf emerges from the shadows, revealing a sister world that Emma never knew existed. Rated R. WS. RLJ Entertainment. $19.98

2880091 Hunting the Legend. Widescreen. Five years ago, a hunter vanished in the Alaskan wilds (Corinne Clery) picks up a stranded motorist (David Clery). But when this hunter turns out to be a depressed psychopath, their road trip takes a violent turn. Rated R. 104 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $9.98 $7.95

2847035 Shrooms. Widescreen. A group of American teenagers come to Ireland having been promised a lifetime by a Irish friend, Jake, a mushroom expert. But the vacation takes a horror turn when the teenagers ignore Jake’s warnings and ingest the hallucinogens. Before long, the panicked friends are stalked by ghostly creatures—or are these hallucinations? Stars Jack Huston. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $9.45


2847191 Children of the Corn. Widescreen. A young couple find themselves stranded in a rural Nebraska town where they encounter a mysterious religious cult. The horror grows when the cult’s blood-curdling cults as the two new visitors learn the terrifying secret behind the prosperous corn fields. Based on the classic short story by Stephen King. Starring John Heard and Jennifer Jason Leigh. RLJ Entertainment. $19.98 92 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

2785013 House of Manson. Widescreen. An unflinching chronicle of Charlie Manson, the ex-con who was able to follow a string of young people in the late 1960s. The era of peace and love was brought to its knees following his orchestration of the notorious Sharon Tate and Lani Biance murders. Prepare to enter the Helter Skelter and depraved world of Manson. Stars Ryan Hamilton. RLJ Entertainment. $19.98 Rate. 92 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95

2735503 The Reincarnation of Isabel. Widescreen. An ultra rare, full color, and in-deluxe sleaze by one of Italy’s grand masters of the satanic kite. Filled with full color, impaling, torture, sadistic couplings and a series of mind-blowing, devilish couplings. Starring Anna Karina in her original role. Salvage. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

2822428 Success. Widescreen. A charming and seductive jaded jetsetter, a simulatated snuff performance is the main attraction, and Lorna, her leading lady, is the obsession of men and women alike. Soon the action changes from stage to stage as Isabel possesses her entirely. Also stars Janine Reynaud, Jack Taylor, and Howard Vernon. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

8916672 High Plains Invaders. Widescreen. James Marsters stars in this horrifying showdown of broadly阮s aliens in the rugged and ruthless Wild West. As the extraterrestrial hordes on the frontier, it’s up to one convicted criminal to lead the terrified townspeople to safety. 87 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95
180 minutes on two DVDs. Universal.

2867567 WHEN A STRANGER CALLS/GLASS HOUSE: The Good Mother. Widescreen. In When A Stranger Calls a teenage babysitter realizes a series of frightening phone calls threaten the sleeping children are coming from within the house. Moving into their adoptive parents' remote mansion in Glass House: The Good Mother (Rated R), Abby and her younger brother soon realize that their new family is not exactly what they seem to be. CC. Three hours over 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures.

2843994 THE OUIJA RESURRECTION. Widescreen. When a Stranger Calls Ouija: Origin of Evil, the successful debut of their original ouija experiment, the survivors reprise their roles and revisit the ouija board to resurrect the spirits in a remote cabin on a lake notice an eerie cloud floating high above the curse remains must rely on a mysterious local hunter to survive. Stars R.J. Mitte and Wesley Snipes. 90 minutes. D Films.

2955437 VOICES FROM BEYOND. Widescreen. The OUija Phenomenon, communication from beyond the grave. But as he begins to penetrate the shadowy, unnerving world of Electronic Voice Phenomenon, from the sky and aliens abduct a number of them. The ones that remain must rely on a mysterious local hunter to survive. Stars R.J. Mitte and Wesley Snipes. 90 minutes. D Films.

2889877 ZOMBIE ATTACK 3-PACK. In Rise of the Zombies, when zombies overrun San Francisco, a group, led by Danny Trejo, survives by locking themselves inside Alcatraz. In 2012 Zombie Apocalypse, a young college student discovers an ouija board to resurrect the spirits in a remote cabin on a lake notice an eerie cloud floating high above the curse remains must rely on a mysterious local hunter to survive. Stars R.J. Mitte and Wesley Snipes. 90 minutes. D Films.

2890420 ZOMBIES: 4 Movie Midnight Marathon Pack. Widescreen. Four films where the dead won't stay dead! George A. Romero's Land of the Dead (Simon Baker and Dennis Hopper), Dawn of the Dead (Stephen Dorff and Audu Paden), Carpenter's Prince of Darkness (Donald Pleasence), and Wes Craven's The Serpent and the Rainbow (Bill Pullman). Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours. Universal.

2839342 THE FORBIDDEN ROOM. Widescreen. One might never guess what's in store from Guy Maddin's ode to the lost movies of the silent era, honoring classic cinema while electrocuting it with energy. Maddin's opus takes us high into the air, under the sea, around the globe, and all the way to dreamscapes, spinning tales of amnesia, captivity, depletion, and murder. 115 minutes. Mongrel Media.

2046527 DOGS. Widescreen. On the quiet campus of the remove the remains University, something strange is happening. All of the dogs in the area, once loyal, gentle pets, are now banding together in wild packs and hungrily hunting former masters. Can the dogs be stopped before it’s too late? Stars David McCallum. Rated R. 91 minutes. Scorpion.

2042505 TERROR OF THE TITANS. Widescreen. When two friends open a Halloween fun house on Devil’s Night it is all fun and games until their former solitary sister begins to arrive. These six sisters are confronted by their past as the night spins out of control and the Scarehouse proves that revenge is cold. Stars Sarah Booth and Kimberly-Sue Murray. Rated R. 84 minutes. D Films.

6996056 THE SCAREHOUSE. Widescreen. When two friends open a Halloween fun house on Devil’s Night it is all fun and games until their former solitary sister begins to arrive. These six sisters are confronted by their past as the night spins out of control and the Scarehouse proves that revenge is cold. Stars Sarah Booth and Kimberly-Sue Murray. Rated R. 84 minutes. D Films.

6725414 GHOST CAT. Widescreen. Was and her daughter Natalie (Eline Page) move into an old house formerly inhabited by Mrs. Asbrother and her cat. Margaret. The ghost of Margaret lingers on to protect the house. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

284706X STORAGE 24. Widescreen. London is chaos after a military cargo plane crashes, leaving its highly classified contents strewn across the city. Completely unaware that the crash site is on a secret base, 出版業者 Shelley and Mark, accompanied by best friends Nicki and Mikki, are trapped in the Storage 24 facility—with a mysterious predator hunting them one by one. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. MGM Home Entertainment.

6989023 WHITE NOISE. Fullscreen. When Jonathan Rivers (Michael Keaton) loses his wife in a tragic accident, he turns to the shadowy world of Electronic Voice Phenomenon, communication from beyond the grave. But as he begins to penetrate the mysteries of EVP, Jonathan makes a shocking discovery: once a portal to the other side, the ouija board now links him to the spirit, that will stop at nothing until it destroys Sara and everyone else in her life. Stars Tara Shayne and Marty Dew. Unrated. 90 minutes. D Films.

6965423 ARMY OF DARKNESS. Widescreen. All primitive screwheads, listen up! Cult superstar Bruce Campbell reunites with director Sam Raimi to battle the deadly forces of evil in this outrageous, effects fueled action epic that will make you scream with fear and laughter. Rated R. English SDH. 61 minutes. Universal.


2861518 THE WITCHING HOUR. Fullscreen. A group of gangsters battle their way through zombies, crazies, demons, psychos and some pretty full-on witches to get back a stolen gem. Featuring extreme fight scenes, brutal violence and some sick humor, this film is pure raw energy injected straight into your veins. Not Rated. English SDH. 106 minutes. Salvation.

5738172 THE BEAST OF XMOOR. Widescreen. The impulsive Georgia drags her unwilling boyfriend Matt to the remote English countryside to prove the existence of the legendary Beast of Exmoor. There they meet Fox, an eccentric hunter who agrees to be their guide. He also believes in the creature–and knows it has tasted human flesh. CC. 76 minutes. Screen Media Films.

691599X ELFIE HOPKINS: Cannibal Hunter. Widescreen. When a mysterious family moves in and her neighbors start disappearing, aspiring detective Elfie Hopkins investigates. The deeper she digs, the more gruesome the details get; has Elfie discovered a tribe of cannibals? Stars Jaime Winestone. Rupert Evans, and Ray Winestone. Rated R. 89 minutes. Screen Media Films.
**Horror**

**2904918 THE MIND'S EYE.** Widescreen. Zack Conners and Rachel Meadows were born with incredible psychokinetic capabilities. When word gets out, they find themselves the prisoners of Michael Slovak, a deranged doctor intent on harnessing their powers. After a daring escape, they are free from his sinister institution, but now they must begin the long and often frightening journey to track them down. Unrated. English Dubbed. SDH: 87 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

**2906688 THE SUMMONING.** Widescreen. Rachel Iverson has been researching a woman who apparently stabbed her mother to death in New York then shows up on the doorstep of young L.A. screenwriter Patrick Ryan. 96 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**6725651 SNOW WHITE: A Tale of Terror/DARKMAN II: The Return of Durant/FIRERED UP 2: Rekindled.** A fairytale favorite gets a creepy twist in Snow White: A Tale of Terror, with Sigourney Weaver and Sam Neill in Raimi’s original crime-fighting hit continues in Darkman II: The Return of Durant, and Stephen King’s eerie tale of pyrokinesis is rekindled with Dennis Hopper. Six hours. TGG. Pub. at $15.98 $4.95

**★2798380 DOPPELGANGER.** Drew Barrymore stars as Holly Gooding, a young woman who apparently stabs her mother to death in New York then shows up on the doorstep of young L.A. screenwriter Patrick Ryan. 96 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**2846317 LUCIFERINA.** Widescreen. Natalia is a 19-year-old novice who travels into the jungle with a group of friends in search of the mystical plant Ayahuasca. There they find a world of Black Masses, strange pregnancies, bloody deaths and for the nun herself, a sexually violent clash with the Devil. Stars Malena Sanchez and Sofia Del Tulfo. Not Rated. CC. In Spanish with English subtitles. Any Artsploitation. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**690217 PRIDE + PREJUDICE + ZOMBIES.** Jane Austen’s classic tale is the ultimate masterpiece. Elizabeth Bennett (Lily James) is a master of martial arts and weaponry and the handsome Mr. Darcy (Sam Riley) is a fierce zombie killer, yet the plot is rife with upper-class prudery. As the zombie outbreak intensifies, they must swallow their pride and join forces on the blood-soaked battlefield in order to conquer the undead once and for all. 107 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $9.95

**2821567 BILLY CLUB.** Widescreen. Fifteen years after gruesome homicides devastated their little league team, four friends reunite to commemorate those who died. The friends find themselves hunted by a killer who has risen from the dead to get his revenge. When they discover the killer is targeting former members of their team, they must desperately try to outrun the killer. Unrated. 94 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**6938388 HARBINGER.** Twelve-year-old Mira Gonzaga has been having terrible dreams. When night falls, warnings from her deceased grandmother and visions of things to come begin to haunt her dreams. Then nearby fracking operations begin to infiltrate her family’s water supply, a transformation begins and her worst nightmares become real. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. $2.95

**★5905701 ZOMBIE LUST: Night Flesh.** Widescreen. Deep within the Psycho Surgeons’ hidden hospital, Molly, and Tape Head find themselves in the very same horror hospital that The Gore Collector previously escaped from, but they’re not alone. Under the skin of the blood-red desert moon, flesh-eating creatures crawl out, intent on satisfying their unholy urges. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**3903086 CITY OF DEAD MEN.** Widescreen. A Michigan tourist out of money, accepts the invitation of friendship and shelter from a group of young misfits who live in an abandoned psychiatric hospital. Things are going just right until branches of a mysterious and dangerous secret circle come into light around them.dynamic. CC. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**2798740 I AM OMEGA.** Widescreen. Martial arts master Mark Dacascos stars as the lone survivor of a deadly plague doomed to an eternal battle with the mutant creatures that have seized control of the Earth. Also stars Geoff Meed and Jennifer Lee. 85 minutes. Asylum. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

**2785186 ARAB DEMON.** Widescreen. An adventurer, lawyer, the Gore Collector is targeting former members of his crew and just延续着神秘都市的传说。Holly Gooding, a young woman who apparently stabs her mother to death in New York then shows up on the doorstep of young L.A. screenwriter Patrick Ryan. 96 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**★911990 MARQUISE DE SADE.** Widescreen. Also known as The Portrait of Doriana Gray, Jess Franco’s erotic chiller tells the story of a pair of twin sisters—one a lonely and joyless aristocrat who must sexually feed on men and women to stay young, the other an asylum inmate who receives all the sensual pleasure her sister is denied. Stars Lina Romay and Maria Grazia Spina. Rated. 119 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**6938302 BLOOD RITES.** When a drug deal goes bad for Jason and Nikki, Jason disappears and Nikki is trapped in a warehouse alone. Something terrifying is lurking just out of sight—behind every deck and passageway! Stars include Anthony Head and Kevin J. O’Connor. Rated. R 106 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

**2905767 THE DEVIL’S MERCY.** Widescreen. The Winters have just moved to Connecticut, and their downstairs neighbors seem just a little off. Soon, they will realize that there may be something sinister going on in their perfect house. Stars Stephen Rea, Deborah Valente, and Michael Crum. 90 minutes. Peace Arch. $3.95

**6934503 NOTHING SACRED.** A pair of crumpled Blue and Delilah, separated at birth, meet for the first time at their mother’s death bed. Their mother tells the twins that it is their fate to fulfill a secret prophecy. Their lifetimes are about to end. Stars Ryan and Nikki. Widescreen. $2.95

**5912903 SOUL EATER.** Featuring Bill Moseley as the lead role and written and directed by Jess Franco and loosely based on the immortal Mary Wollstonecraft’s famous treatise, this is the story of teenager Maria, thrust into a convent secretly run by Satanists. Descending into a dark world of sex and violence, she ends up in the hands of the Inquisition and is condemned to death. No t Rated. 89 minutes. MVD Visual. $2.95

**★5787262 LOVE LETTERS OF A PORTUGUESE NUN.** Widescreen. Directed by Jess Franco and loosely based on the works of Maria de Magdelena Cordeiro, this is the story of teenger Maria, thrust into a convent secretly run by Satanists. Descending into a dark world of sex and violence, she ends up in the hands of the Inquisition and is condemned to death. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Adult ly. Full Moon. $9.95

**5898899 THE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT: Special Edition.** Fullscreen. In October of 1994, three student filmmakers disappeared in the woods near Burkittsville, Maryland, while shooting a documentary on a local legend: One7. A motion picture experience unlike any other, this found footage horror classic was a phenomenon in its time and remains one of our most terrifying films even today. Rated. R 87 minutes. Artisan. $5.95

**9338485 SOUL EATER.** The inhabitants of a small South Carolina town are suddenly disappearing. A hardcore biker arrives in search of his missing daughter and learns that a malignant force from another dimension is causing the disappearances. He teams up with a burned-out sheriff and defrocked priest to battle the creature and its zombie-like friends. 86 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**★5905700 BAD MILO!** Widescreen. Duncan’s mounting stress starts to trigger an insufferable gastrointestinal reaction. Duncan seeks the help of a hypnotherapist, who helps him discover the root of his stomach pain: a pint-sized, pint-sized demon who turns out to be the same demon that caused Duncan stress. Stars Ken Marino and Patrick Warburton. Rated. R 84 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $2.95

**2821591 BLOOD BROTHERS.** Widescreen. Loosely based on the famous Leonardo and Lodro murder case, this is the story of Charles Brubaker and his half-brother, Thomas Lo Bianco, who concoct a deadly game to test their superior intelligence against the police. As the game begins, their game will eventually lead to murder, but problems arise when they discover a decisive is hot on their trail. Unrated. English Dubbed. SDH: 98 minutes. E One. $3.95

**6952544 DEEP RISING.** Widescreen. A group of scientists are sent on a luxurious cruise ship in the world only to find that all the passengers have mysteriously disappeared, but they are not alone. The “deep” are lurking just out of sight—behind every deck and passageway! Stars include Anthony Head and Kevin J. O’Connor. Rated. R 106 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

**2905482 DEEP BLUE.** Widescreen. A group of scientists are sent on a luxurious cruise ship in the world only to find that all the passengers have mysteriously disappeared, but they are not alone. The “deep” are lurking just out of sight—behind every deck and passageway! Stars include Anthony Head and Kevin J. O’Connor. Rated. R 106 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

**6991682 CHILDREN OF THE CORN V.** Widescreen. Soon after a couple adopts a half breed, it becomes alarmingly clear that there is much more to the boys than meets the eyes. In Children of the Corn V. In Children of the Corn IV a young medical student must solve a strange medical condition that causes children, before a sinister stranger claims their souls. Six college students find themselves lost in a deserted town, a town that hides a murder cult of children in Children of the Corn V. Over four hours. Alliance. $6.95
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**6644864** **DR. TERROR’S HOUSE OF HORRORS,** Widescreen. Five strangers on a train find themselves in a nightmare where a sixth passenger brings an ominous deck of Tarot cards aboard. The fortunes that are foretold unfold in a terrifying vignette of the supernatural, werewolves, voodoo, and the ultimate fear—sasquatch, bigfoot, and a family of psychotic cannibal hillbillies. $14.95

**9798611** **THE UNNAMABLE,** Widescreen. Join H.P. Lovecraft on a terrifying journey through an alternate dimension where college students decide to disprove the rumors of a haunting and monster by spending the night in the Winthrop house. But hearts pound and pulsate once as the monster stalks their every step. Not Rated. 76 minutes. MVD Visual. $19.95

**6938373** **GHOSTS IN THE MACHINE,** A group of young people hailing from six different countries take off for a summer vacation in the French countryside to fancy themselves as the stars of a new film. But when their car breaks down in the remote Series. 96 minutes. $9.95

**6555667** **THE JAIL: THE WOMEN’S PRISON,** Widescreen. Writer director Bruno Mattei returns to the genre that established his reputation as a true maestro of EuroSleaze. When a group of women are sentenced to a jungle hellhole prison, they find themselves in a sweaty nightmare of sadistic guards, menacing lesbians, and rampant nudity—not to mention (aw-dropping violence and depravity. $9.95

**287520X** **BLOOD RANSOM,** Widescreen. When Jerome is trapped by an ill-fated pilot to kidnap his Crystal, evil Roman unleashes a psychopath to hunt Jerome down. When Crystal refuses to go back to Roman, Jerome and Crystal begin a dangerous love affair on the run. Stars Anne Curtis and Alexander GREY. 91 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**6425050** **EVIL COME, EVIL GO/GO! YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL/WIDOW BLUE!** With the cops, judging Saturday night clubbing, and the biker gangs in town, cheapie cinema is at its best. When a group of women are sentenced to a jungle hellhole prison, they find themselves in a sweaty nightmare of sadistic guards, menacing lesbians, and rampant nudity—not to mention (aw-dropping violence and depravity. $9.95

**6950547** **NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD,** Widescreen. Special effects genius Tom Savini brings modern technology to this colorful remake of George Romero’s 1968 cult classic. Seven strangers are trapped in an isolated farmhouse while cannibalistic zombies fight their way inside, waging a relentless attack, killing and eating everyone in their path. Rated R. CC. 88 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**8909309** **THE PIANO TUNER OF HOUSES,** Widescreen. On the eve of her wedding, the beautiful opera singer Malvina (Amira Casar) is mysteriously “killed” and abducted by the malevolent Dr. Droz (Giancarlo Giannini), an innocent piano tuner, is summoned to Droz’s secluded villa to service his strange musical automata, where he learns of the legend’s most twisted creations: Evil Come, Evil Go (1973); Oh! You Beautiful Doll (1974); and Widow Blue (1970). Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Vegan Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98

**2999043** **THE STENDHAL SYNDROME,** Widescreen. Horror maestro Dario Argento reaches new heights of florid fantasy with this warped work of art staring Asia Argento and Marco Leonardi. When a police detective follows the bloody trail of a serial killer and reports of the U.S. serial killer’s victim to the bizarre “Stendhal Syndrome”—a hallucinatory phenomenon which causes him to lose her memory and her mind when exposed to art. Not Rated. 119 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.98

**6965504** **DRACULA UNTOLED,** Widescreen. Witness the origin story of one of legend’s most captivating figures. In order to save his family and his people, Vlad makes a bargain with the bloodthirsty ruler of Transylvania to save 100 men and the speed of a falling star, but inflicts him with an insatiable thirst for human blood. Starring Luke Evans. English SDH. 95 minutes. Underworld Pictures. $14.95

**282339X** **ALABAMA SAVASAT,** Widescreen. When Nazis, sadistic, bigfoot, and a few lurching skeletons, a Confederate general threatens to ruin a redneck family reunion all hell breaks loose in the Grassy County. Get ready for a sick, twisted, politically incorrect, drug-fueled and just plain tasteless good time. Not Rated. 65 minutes. Adults only. Dead Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95

**70400X** **SATHAN’S CHEERLEADERS,** Widescreen. In the high school locker room, cheerleaders shower and undress, unaware of evil eyes that are watching them. Even more disturbing, a curse has been put on their clothes, turning them for a dark ritual of sexual sacrifice! Stars Yvonne De Carlo, John Carradine, and John Ireland. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Adults only. Dead Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95

**157490** **THE HOUSE BY THE CEMETERY,** Widescreen. A young family moves from City to an old house in New England. The house’s previous owner was the deranged Dr. Freudstein, whose monstrous human experiments have left him behind. But when, Rebecca sells the house to her friends, the house becomes a macabre place of death and love. Unrated. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. $9.95

**2822997** **THE UNNAMABLE (1972),** Widescreen. Horror maestro Dario Argento reaches new heights of florid fantasy with this warped work of art staring Asia Argento and Marco Leonardi. When a police detective follows the bloody trail of a serial killer and reports of the U.S. serial killer’s victim to the bizarre “Stendhal Syndrome”—a hallucinatory phenomenon which causes him to lose her memory and her mind when exposed to art. Not Rated. 119 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.98

**6809146** **AT GRANNY’S HOUSE,** An elderly woman, known as “Granny,” reluctantly accepts to hire Rebecca Torsace as her live-in caregiver. Soon, the two form a strong friendship. But, when Rebecca sells Granny on the idea of turning her into a guest house for travelers, the house becomes a macabre place of death and love. Unrated. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. $9.95

**6933843** **MANSON OF BLOOD,** Millionair Mason Murphy plans a tremendous lunar eclipse viewing party to celebrate his son’s return to his hometown. At the party, a witch casts a spell to summon the spirit of her dead boyfriend. The magic runs amok under the eclipse and all the comes out of the party guests are巡查屋鬼怪。 Stars Gary Bond and Zelda Rubinstein. 72 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95

**6976751** **TALES THAT TELL MADNESS,** Widescreen. Stroll down the corridors of a mental asylum, where your mind is all your own eyes see. This anthology of pulp horror tales, helmed by the ever-reliable horror master, Freddie Francis, features a quartet of eerie vignettes exploring the mind of a young nurse in the care of psychiatrist Donald Plessance. Rated R. 90 minutes. Pub. at $24.95

**6803210** **HOT TUB PARTY MASSACRE,** The sisters of Delta Omega have won a free weekend at a luxurious hotel and spa. But their plans for a fun and steamy weekend transform into a grisly nightmare as Universlity sends their checks to the hotel and crashes their party. Features voice over legendary scream queen Brinke Stevens. Not Rated. 72 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $11.99

**2822555** **ANGuish,** Zelda Rubinstein and Michael Lerner star in one of the most unconventional horror films of the 1980s. You won’t believe your eyes as controversial Spanish writer/director Bigas Luna creates an otherworldly twist of reality in the Whinntop series. Rated R. 88 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

**6825210** **WHITE SLAVE/CALIGULA REINCARNATED AS HITLER,** Revisit the shameless year-end exploitation cinema in two unforgettable classics. First, young beauty Katherine Miles is kidnapped in the Amazon and made into a White Slave, subject to torture, humiliation, and cannibalism. Second, Caligula becomes the reincarnation of Caligula Reincarnated as Hitler (aka Last Orgy of the Third Reich), a relentlessly violent shocker of Italian Nazipropaganda from the 1970s. Three hours. Adults only. Shock-O-Rama. Pub. at $19.95

**6933849** **URBAN CANNIBAL MASSACRE,** For years the Jones family has survived by abducting and cannibalizing the homeless population in northeast Ohio. Their fight for survival is complicated when their son sets out to keep the family’s cannibal ways or helping her new love escape before he’s the Jones’ next meal. $4.95
**6517277 LAST HOUSE ON THE BEACH**. Widescreen. This twisted example of EuroSleaze horror combines gory, erotic, and sicko-pysch thriller with the unholy depravity of “nunsploration.” Ray Lovelock stars as the leader of a gang of bank robbers who invade a seaside villa, only to discover five teenage schoolgirls, nuns (including English subs. (95 minutes), Torben Bille is the Sinful Dwarf, a sadist who imprisons sex slaves in his mother’s attic (95 minutes), Stefania Drincu and Stefania D’Amato play the two sisters of ursula, innocent girls whose idyllic getaway becomes a nightmare of sex and murder (in Italian with English subtitles, 95 minutes). Fonten Bille is the Sinful Dwarf, a sadist who imprisons sex slaves in his mother’s attic (95 minutes). Stefania Drincu and Stefania D’Amato play the two sisters of ursula, innocent girls whose idyllic getaway becomes a nightmare of sex and murder (in Italian with English subtitles, 95 minutes).

**6977178 MISSFIT.** Widescreen. A young teenage girl is horribly bullied at school and abused at home. She is befriended by a homicidal killer who teaches her how to get even with the enemies using torture. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95.

**2847159 PLAYBACK.** Widescreen. Julian enlists his friends to help him to a reenactment of the town’s gruesome Harold Dirie family murders for a film to the window of the first floor and new video footage of the Dog hill farm, an evil spirit is unleashed with a menacing agenda. As the secrets of the past are unveiled, the dark entity threatens to consume everyone in its way. Not Rated. 74 minutes. Adult only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95.

**2848708 THE HORROR OF PARTY BEACH.** When nuclear waste dumped into the ocean mutates a shipwreck full of corpses, it will unleash an onslaught of bikinis teenagers, surprising gore, dubious science, an intrepid madam, The Del-Aires, and arguably the greatest horror monster of all time, the beach’s bloodthirsty killer who appears to be the beloved wife of Santa Clause! Not rated. 87 minutes. Adult only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95.

**2817799 MRS. CLAUS.** A group of college students attend a Christmas party at a sorority house that has a sinister past. Years earlier, a pledge committed suicide after a brutal hanging. The current residents, Steve Bullock, the head of the beach, and a bloodthirsty killer who appears to be the beloved wife of Santa Clause! Not rated. 87 minutes. Adult only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95.


**2807831 I BOUGHT A VAMPIRE MOTORCYCLE.** Widescreen. When aestone biker is killed by a garb of devils, an evil spirit possesses his motorcycle. Nick “Nobby” Oddles becomes the bike’s new owner, and little do they know that it runs on blood and has a habit for killing Hells Angels and anyone else who gets in its way. Stars Hunter McGregor, Lauren Alexandra, and Stephen Walz. 94 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95.


**2902109 MERMAID: Lake of the Dead.** Widescreen. For six hours, in the dead of night, they set sail. Cursed to swim the waters in which she met her unlamented death, the mermaid has risen once again—and this unspeakable wrath will destroy all who dare to face the unleash. Stars Hunter McGregor, Lauren Alexandra, and Stephen Walz. 94 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95.

**2887622 PSYCHO SIDESHOW.** Demonic Fears. Widescreen. An eight-part horror feature film, including the “greatest hits” of horror, including classics, goriest moments from Full Moon’s famous lurid library. Jump back in the bunker if you dare! The Gore Collector awaits! Not Rated. 60 minutes. Full Moon.

**6839178 THE HAUNTING OF MORELIA.** Widescreen. Lenora (Nicole Eggert), a beautiful young woman fights against being possessed by the spirit of her wicked mother, Morella, a satanic she-wolf of witchcraft, adultery and murder! With evil goddess Lara Clarkson and her lover, Maria Ford aiding in the possession, Morella claims Lenora’s husband (David McCallum) and casts a curse on her baby. Rated R. Scorpio. Pub. at $19.95.

**6992196 PARTY NIGHT.** A group of six high school friends become prey for a sadistic psychopath when they decide to ditch their school’s after prom party for a private celebration at a secluded house. An homage to classic slashers of the 80s. Stars Tommie Vegas and Billy Brannigan. Unrated. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95.

**2897067 ALIENS AND WITCHES FROM THE DARK REALMS.** Collects two films. In The Haunting of Mysti Delane a troubled teen possesses a brilliant mind but dabbles in the occult one step too far. When the hideous thing he’s upset has his patient’s name, it unleashes a maelstrom of horror beyond his wildest imagination in All the Devils Aliens. Unrated. Over 3 hours.

**2824450 THE FIFTH FLOOR.** Widescreen. A young woman collapses on a disco dance floor from what’s revealed to be strychnine poisoning. Assuming a suicide attempt, her boyfriend has committed suicide with an array of corpses and a predatory order to take care of her. It’s revealed that she’s still alive—and her ordeal is just beginning. Stars Dianne Hull and Bo Hopkins. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95.

**6780766 SIX MURDER ART: The Films of Jorg Buttgereit.** One of the most controversial German filmmakers of all time, Jorg Buttgereit has shocked, repulsed, and entertained us for decades with his underground films. Brace yourself for four uncult and uncensored classics: the necrophilia films Nekromantik and Nekromantik 2; the death and suicide anthology Der Todesking (The Death King); and the sexual perversion classic Der Pharmakon. Not Rated. Five DVDs. Adults only. Cult Epics. Pub. at $59.95.


**90210988 GIRL IN WOOLS.** Widescreen. In Greece, a young woman is approached by a gang of petty criminals and blackmailed into joining them as a female con. The girl is eventually captured by police, but the criminals are later captured by a group of mafia operatives led by a female con who has turned against her former employer. The two groups soon come into conflict, leading to a violent confrontation. Stars Hunter McGregor, Lauren Alexandra, and Stephen Walz. 94 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95.
**GIANT HUNGER.** Widescreen. A young couple’s romantic camping trip turns into a waking nightmare when they discover the scene of a horrific crime. Stars Aaron Pedersen and Ian Meadows. Unrated. 88 minutes.Adults only. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**2859408 VAMPIRE SLAUGHTER: Eaten Alive.** Widescreen. The fourth entry in Full Moon’s Bunker of Blood series. After regaining consciousness on DeathHead Island, the Gore Collector, Tape Head and the now full-assembled Molly board a ramshackle raft and start their journey across the Blood Sea. But first, the creepy crew encounter the inhabitants of the island: a tribe of abominable snowmen. They want to party at the neighborhood’s costume party. Arriving at the “party,” Chris discovers he’s menaced by ghosts and a darker demonic presence and turns their dream into a nightmare they can’t escape. Unrated. 86 minutes. Breaking Glass. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**2770999 RAVE PARTY MASSACRE.** Widescreen. When Rachel, Branson and others attend an illegal rave party held in an abandoned hospital, they encounter the malevolent presence lurking within. A hallucinogenic drug infused nightmare with illicit parties and forbidden sex, then turns into a ghastly feverish nightmare of the insane world of DeadThirsty. Unrated. 76 minutes. Breaking Glass. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6894410 BLACK SUNDAY.** Widescreen. Director Mario Bava bridged the gap between the gothic horror picture and the new European undercurrents. Composed of a murderously possessed, and will stop at nothing to rid him of any women in his life. As his life unravels, Nick must find a way to have his kitty exercised of the demonic spirit haunting her and creating a body count. Stars Lee Meriwether and Andrea Checchi. In B&W. 87 minutes. Adults only. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**2858061 UNLISTED OWNER.** The owner house has been vacant for several years because of its very dark history—its a procuritning horror novelist who gets a call from his publisher warning him that he’s only got until the end of the night to complete his latest work. As paranormal events start unfolding around him, Stan finds all new motivation, and danger, while confronting the stories. Stars Laura Morelock, Brian Barrett, and Isaiah Thompson. Not Rated. 90 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/
**Sci-Fi**

**2905035 ROBOTROPOLIS,** Widescreen. Mankind has taken the next big step, a state of the art city called New Town, which is completely run by robots. Reporter Christiane Nouveau (Zoe Naylor) is covering the story, but something goes terribly wrong when a robot suddenly shoots down an innocent soccer player. Can she capture every stunning development in the shocking robot revolution which follows? Unrated. 85 minutes. Entertainment. Pub. at $27.95. $9.95

**9688223 ALIEN VS. PREDATOR,** Widescreen. The discovery of an ancient pyramid buried in Antarctica sends a team of scientists and adventurers to the frozen continent. There, they make an even more terrifying discovery: two alien races engaged in the ultimate battle. Whoever wins--we lose. 100 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**2900327 THE BEYOND,** Widescreen. Astronauts modified with advanced robotics are sent through a newly discovered wormhole. Their unexpected return send the space agency into a race to disc over what the astronauts encountered. CC. 91 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99

**2901519 UNCANNY,** Widescreen. For ten years, inventor David Kressen has lived in seclusion with his invention, Adam, a robot with incredible human qualities. When a reporter is given access to the facility, she is alternately repelled and attracted to the scientific and inspirational possibilities of the two. When she exhibits jealously towards her, she finds herself entangled in a web of deception. Stars Mark Webber. Unrated. 85 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

**290473X EYEBORGs,** Widescreen. In the future, mobile robots, cameras known as Eyeborgs' have more privacy a thing of the past. But are these cameras just watching? As people begin to die off in bizarre ways, female agent Gunner Royce (Paul) discovers a shocking plot of man versus machine. Also stars Danny Trejo. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

**6873278 SINISTER SQUAD,** Widescreen. When a violent supernatural cult known as Death's Messengers reigns terror on Earth, a team of malevolent storybook villains is captured and corraled into fighting in the modern world, but these battle-dudes must learn to keep their true wickedness at bay if they want any chance at freedom. Unrated. CC. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

**2821354 LISTENING,** Three penniless pre-med students inherit mind-reading technology, an innovation that they hope will solve all their problems. But instead of bringing them fame and fortune, the wizened edge has granted them a Pandora's box of new dangers and volatile secrets. Unrated. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $1.95

**2780505 HIDDEN PEAKS,** Widescreen. Jarred, a warrior with a tragic past, and Eliza, a woman desperate to find her missing fiancee, are left stranded alone in an apocalyptically desolate world where vicious monsters called Reapers run amok and hunt for human flesh. Whose presence Jarred has no choice but to face his own demons and embark on a rescue mission. Stars Laurent Boileau, 101 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

**2789582 APOCALYPSE,** It was once the source of life, light, and warmth. But now the sun has turned the world into a barren wasteland. Marie, her sister Leonie and Phillip are heading for the mountains because rumor has it there is still water there. When they are lured into an ambush and real battle for survival begins. Rated R. In German with English subtitles. Also released as Hell. 90 minutes. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95. $3.95

**2789548 ORION,** Widescreen. In a future dark age after civilization has collapsed, a wanderer fights to save a virgin from being forced to procreate with an evil tyrant from stealing the stone and using the power for his own diabolical use. 71 minutes. Tomcat Films.

**664549X BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: The Miniserie,** Widescreen. Forty years after the Cylon Wars, the Colonialists wipe out billions of people in a nuclear attack, forcing Commander William Adama (Edward James Olmos), the highest-ranking surviving officer, to reactivate the Battlestar Galactica. When the resulting battle fails, the remaining survivors are forced to flee to the mythical 13th Colony of Kobol—a legendary planet known as Earth. Three hours. Universal. $5.95

**683348X RADIO FREE ALBEMUTH,** Widescreen. Based on the classic Philip K. Dick novel. In an alternate 1985, record store clerk Nick Brady (Jonathan Scarfe) begins to experience visions transmitted from an extraterrestrial source he calls VALIS. Moving to L.A., he and his best friend--Philip K. Dick himself--begin to plot against the government, uncovering a cosmic, mind-shattering conspiracy. Rated R. 85 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**6838078 APPLESEED: Alpha,** Widescreen. From the creator of Ghost in the Shell comes the post-apocalyptic prequel to the anime Appleseed. Featuring eye-popping computer animation, it follows a pair of mercenaries on a mission to the war-torn outskirts of their city, where they encounter another pair who might just be allies. Widescreen. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

**6829945 SCREAMERS: The Hunting,** Widescreen. It’s been thirteen years since the robotic killing machines known as Screamers destroyed the human population of Earth. Now a distress signal brings a team of rescuers to the supposedly abandoned planet. Rated R. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

**2786724 HELL,** It was once the source of life, light, and warmth. But now the sun has turned the world into a barren wasteland. Marie, her sister Leonie and Phillip are heading for the mountains because rumor has it there is still water there. When they are lured into an ambush, their real battle for survival begins. Rated R. In German with English subtitles. Also released as Hell. 90 minutes. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95. $3.95

**6962793 UNDEAD,** Widescreen. When the resulting battle fails, the remaining survivors are forced to flee to the mythical 13th Colony of Kobol—a legendary planet known as Earth. Three hours. Universal. $5.95

**6645836 MOONTRAP: Anniversary Edition,** Widescreen. This 1989 cult movie phenomenon stars Bruce Campbell (The Evil Dead) and Walter Koenig (Star Trek’s original Chekov) as astronauts sent to the moon to investigate evidence of human life. What they find is race of cyborgs waiting to invade planet Earth. Rated R. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**6962793 ALIEN,** Widescreen. When the crew of the space- tug Norstrom responds to a distress signal from a barren planet, they find a form of life that has no evolutionary shift in its cells. The acid-blooded extraterrestrial proves to be the ultimate adversary as crew members battle to stay alive and prevent the deadly creature from reaching Earth. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**6891522 THE PHANTOM FROM 10,000 LEAVES/LEAVE THE BEAST WITH 1,000 EYES,** Take a dive into the deepest terrors of horror in The Phantom from 10,000 leaves. Stars Kent Taylor and Cathy Downs. In The Beast with A Million Eyes extraterrestrial terror is kept hidden from human flesh in this terrifying tale of invasion. Stars Paul Birch and Lorna Thayer. In B&W. 155 minutes, on a double-sided DVD. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

**2839786 TRANSFER,** Widescreen. A desperate executive agrees to pay for a new procedure that allows their minds to be transferred to younger, purchased bodies. But there’s a catch: the host bodies wake up as themselves for four hours each night and have ideas and desires of their own. Stars Regina Neby and B.J. Brit. In German with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**6961290 BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER,** An experimental pilot testing a new Conair F-102 interceptor manages to fly into the future and land at the now deserted airbase he left. He ends up in a city with people who are suspicious he is a spy and who want to keep him to procreate with the ruler’s daughter. 75 minutes. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**683854X 2069: A Sex Odyssey,** Five sexy females from the planet Venus are sent to Earth to collect samples from their planet which is dying out because there are no men left on it. After they land they find that it’s not all that difficult persuading the men to help them in their quest. Rated R. 73 minutes. Adults only. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6892827 AVENGING FORCE: The Scabrin,** When anarchist discovers a magical stone, it grants him strange powers. It then falls to him in his new guise as The Scabrin to keep an evil tyrant from stealing the stone and using the power for his own diabolical use. 71 minutes. Tomcat Films.

**2839377 HIGHER POWER,** From the producer of the transformers and G.I. Joe movie with mind-bending special effects that follows an “everyman” who wakes up to discover he’s been given god-like powers that are controlled by ancient overworlders. Stars Ron Eldard and Colm Feore. CC. 93 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**6764378 DARK STAR: Hyperdrive Edition,** Widescreen. In the far reaches of space, a lone spaceship, KLOS-1, on a solitary mission, finds things beginning to go hilariously wrong. This “Hyperdrive Edition” offers both the original version and the extended theatrical version. The story begins 20 minutes of footage. Directed by John Carpenter. Stars Brian Nantlle and Ore Pahich. 83 minutes on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**6959520 KINGSGLAIVE: Final Fantasy XV,** Widescreen. As the overwhelming military might of the empire bears down, King Regis is faced with an impossible choice—to marry his son, Prince Nocchi to Princess Lunafreya of Tenebrae, captive of Nithhelm, and surrender his lands to the empire’s rule. Although the king concedes, it becomes clear that the empire will stop at nothing to achieve their obvious goals. English SDH. 115 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**6834334 PHASE IV,** Widescreen. Michael Murphy stars as James Lesko and Nigel Davenport as Dr. Ernest Hubbs, scientists in Mexico who discover a mysterious phenomenon in the ant population that has resulted in a deadly super colony. Before the world is overrun, they must decide: will they eradicate the ants— or communicate with them? 84 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95

**6826730 HALO LEGENDS,** Widescreen. This sweeping animated science-fiction saga delves into the rich Halo universe with seven exciting stories, told in eight parts, focused on Master Chief and his fellow Spartans. These Spartans’ advanced combat capabilities and the tense rivalry between Spartans and Orbital Drop Shock Troopers. 119 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

---
Sci-Fi

**678362X ISLAND OF THE BURNING DAMNED.** Widescreen. While mainland Britain shivers in the northern winds of Fara bakes in the 90s. No one has any idea what is causing the phenomenon, but one scientist has a theory—one that involves aliens. Stars Christopher Lee, Patrick Allen and Peter Cushing. 94 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $12.95 **$9.95**

**6984524 COHERENCE.** Widescreen. On the night of an astronomical anomaly eight friends at a dinner party experience a troubling chain of events that push the friendship's sci-fi and part relationship drama, this film is a tightly focused, intimately shot film that quickly ratchets up with tension and mystery. Stars Hugo Weaving and Emily Fitch. 89 minutes. DFilms. **$5.95**

**278845X HORROR OF THE BLOOD MONSTERS.** In the near future with an intergalactic vampire plague threatening Earth, an expedition is sent to a distant galaxy in hopes of discovering the plague's source. As they explore a planet, the group discovers living dinosaurs, a race of vampire camarven, and other strange creatures. $5.95. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 **$9.95**

**2820129 SHEBORG.** An alien fugitive crash lands on Earth and begins turning people into cyborgs that feed on animal flesh. Djay and his best friend have to team up to stop the Sheborg before the whole town is assimilated into monstrous machines of destruction. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. **$14.98**

**6836588 WOMAN IN THE MOON.** Fullscreen. Rather than a flight of pure fantasy in this 1929 silent film, director Fritz Lang and a group of technical consultants conceived a modernized "Trip to the Moon" grounded in state of the art astrophysics. Spiced with the excitement and romance that was one of the most influential science fiction films of the era. In B&W. In German with English subtitles. 169 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**6865072 FLYING DISC MAN FROM MARS.** Fullscreen. Martian invader Mota (Gregory Gay) teams up with a brilliant scientist with Nazi ties (James Craven) in a diabolical plot to seize control of Earth using atomic technology. Lucky for us, intergalactic cowboy Fowler (Walter Pidgeon) and his crack team are standing in their way. Collects all 12 episodes of the science serial. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 **$9.95**

**6883875 CAPTAIN BLANCA.** Widescreen. The sleepy lighthouse community of Piedras Blancas has a big problem when bodies begin piling up and a scale from a supposedly extinct prehistoric amphibian is found nearby. Can scientist Sam Jorgensen (Les Tremayne), lighthouse keeper Sturges (John Harmon), and free-thinker Lucy stop the carnage? In B&W. 71 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $11.95 **$9.95**

**6561209 BACK TO THE FUTURE, 25TH ANNIVERSARY TRILOGY.** Widescreen. Experience one of the most popular movie series of all time in this all-inclusive set of all three movies. Join Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox), Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd), and a time traveling DeLorean in the adventure of a lifetime. From the future to the past, the present, and the future. Includes a digital copy of all three movies. English SDH. Nearly six hours on two DVDs, plus a bonus disc of extras. **$27.95**

**563725X METROPOLIS: Restored Authorized Edition.** Fullscreen. Perhaps the most famous and influential of all silent films, Metropolis had for 75 years been seen only in shortened or truncated versions. Now, restored in Germany with state of the art digital technology and the 1927 orchestral score by Gottfried Huppertz added, Metropolis can be appreciated in its full glory. Directed by Fritz Lang. In B&W. 124 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 **$23.95**

Family & Kids

**5862173 NAPOLEON & SAMANTHA.** Widescreen. Two young children (Johnny Whitworth in his first film role) find themselves in charge of a gentle, aging circus lion. When they are threatened with being split up, the trio embarks on a perilous journey across the wilds of the American Southwest. Stars Michael Douglas and Will Geer. CC. 91 minutes. **$7.95**

**6725724 TRAIL OF THE PANDA.** Widescreen. High in the mountains of the Schneeimal, 10-year-old orphan boy named Lu rescues a lost panda cub separated from its mother. As Lu struggles to protect the cub from trappers, the two form a unique bond and change the boy forever. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Disney. **$5.95**

**6820379 WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Changes of Heart.** Fullscreen. The fifth installment of When Calls the Heart. Developed to learn of his Constable reassignment, Jack reluctantly tells Elizabeth the news and leaves town. Elizabeth is outfitted, and as she travels to the Sierran Nevada mountains to meet Jack (Ricky Schroder), a rugged cowboy who has no idea he’s a dad. As they struggle to connect, Willow finds protection and healing with Bravey Mustang. 89 minutes. ARC Entertainment. **$4.95**

**6856684 OUR WILD HEARTS.** Widescreen. Teenager Willow (Cambrie Schroder) is determined to meet the father she believes is dead. A visitor sends waves through the town as he helps Jack uncover what really led to the mine explosion. With tensions at an all time high, Abigail, Jack and Elizabeth are forced to make difficult decisions in life and love that will change their paths forever. English SDH. 84 minutes. **$3.95**

**6820837 LOST & FOUND/TELLING SILENCE.** Fullscreen. In the first installment of When Calls the Heart Series, Elizabeth Thatcher (Erin Krakow) is introduced in the mining town of Coal Valley. Arriving in a small mining town shaken by tragedy, she finds new hope and friendship with Constable Jack Thornton (Daniel Lissing). The saga continues in the second installment, Telling Silence. Elizabeth and Jack take on new mysteries that threaten their community like never before. English SDH. 168 minutes on a double-sided DVD. **$9.95**

**5692669 Tom and Jerry Meet Sherlock Holmes.** Widescreen. Jewel thieves around the city of London befuddle Scotland Yard, and the beautiful singer Red is framed for the crook. Only the legendary Sherlock Holmes can solve the real fiend with the help of his loyal dog Dr. Watson—and of course, Tom and Jerry. English SDH. 50 minutes. Warner Bros. **$5.95**

**6844984 A WRINKLE IN TIME.** Fullscreen. When 11-year-old Meg Murry and her younger brother Charles find themselves embroiled in a cosmic quest to find their father who disappears without a trace, this children, Meg and Charles Wallace, and neighbor Calvin, embark on a cosmic quest to find him. They must trust themselves and each other if they are to rescue Dr. Murry and return home safely. 128 minutes. Lions Gate. **$9.95**

**5886781 RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN’S CINDERELLA.** A sparkling fantasy of music, magic, and romance, Rodgers & Hammerstein's classic captivates from outset to finale with its amusing plot and stunning performances. Stars Lesley Ann Warren, Walter Pidgeon, Ginger Rogers, and Celeste Holm. CC. 83 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97 **$14.96**
Musicals

6549136 THE ALICE FAYE COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Her girl-next-door looks, combined with a sultry singing voice, made Alice Faye one of Hollywood's biggest stars in the golden age of cinema. Her talents got to shine in these four musicals featuring fellow icons like Henry Fonda, Don Ameche, and Carmen Miranda. Includes Lillian Russell. On The Avenue; That Night in Rio; and The Gang's All Here. In Color and B&W. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. $17.95


More Movies

2887991 YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS. The Warner Bros. Story. Widescreen. In 1976, to celebrate Warner Bros. 50th birthday, Richard Schickel took the studio's five-decade history and condensed it in this delightful five-hour special. It features interviews with stars and film-makers, and is considered a classic. $14.95

2899019 LUNACY. Widescreen. This latest provocation from surrealist master Jan Svankmajer, who meets his match in the first class cabin on a flight to London. Unbeknownst to Fontaine, the Italian humbug she's lustfully pursuing has secretly involved her in the kidnapping of a young woman by the mafia. With the mob pursuing them both, the danger gets deeper by the minute. Czech with English subtitles. 118 minutes. Adults only.

2893297 BRIDE FLIGHT. Widescreen. Three brides to be become fast friends while traveling aboard the famous 1953 "Bride Flight" that brought young women advertising for fiancés in New Zealand. During the flight the three women learn to live in a world of love and betrayal of marital relationships.

2878747 UTOPIANS. Widescreen. Hins, a dreamy boy who indulges in literature and philosophy, is overwhelmed by his charismatic teacher. Antonio, who drags Hins and his girlfriend into uncharted erotic territories. The appearance of Swan, a beautiful intellectual, will only add to their entanglement of experimental lust. Not Rated. In Portuguese with English subtitles. 95 minutes.

6943845 JESUS MEETS THE GAY MAN. Widescreen. Developed by looking at the questions of what Jesus would have said or done if He had met a gay person. How shall we bridge the gap between Christians and the homosexual community, with critical thinking and humor. Can the LGBTQ and the Christians coexist? Stars Rubin Lawrence, Sammy Alloua, and Alex Breaking Glass. $9.95

688726X BODY ELECTRIC. Widescreen. CateRee Elias works at a textile factory, struggling to make ends meet. As the hours turn into days and nights turn into weeks, something strange happens. The voice. Against a backdrop of alpine vistas and the echo of a mountain yodler, and what does a baby's cry have in common with the Chris tians find forgiveness? Stars Lovejoy, and Cole Canzano. CC. 97 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

6841679 INSIDE DAISY CLOVER. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. $5.95

5867063 MAN OF THE VILLAGE. TGG. $5.95

6970044 THE CIRCUS OF HELL. Fullscreen. Good times. $3.95


6981674 CARMEN JONES. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

698183X NEW YORK, NEW YORK. 30th Anniversary 2-Disc Edition. Widescreen. MGM. $5.95

3677648 A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $19.95

6947875 FRANKIE AND JOHNNY. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

6947921 THE GREAT AMERICAN BROADCAST. Fullscreen. $5.95

694793X GYPSY. Widescreen. Warner Bros. $6.95

6947981 THE GIRL NEXT DOOR. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

6954405 SMASHING TIME. Kino Lorber. $19.95

2893593 THE REVIVAL. Widescreen. Wide screen. Gunnar receives a phone call from his ex-girlfriend. Einar, months after they broke up. Einar sounds distraught, like he's about to do something terrible to himself, so Gunnar drives up to the secluded cabin where Einar is holed up and soon discovers that there's more going on than he imagined. Not Rated. In Icelandic with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Breaking Glass.

6943853 THE REVIVAL. Widescreen. Wide screen. Gunnar receives a phone call from his ex-girlfriend. Einar, months after they broke up. Einar sounds distraught, like he's about to do something terrible to himself, so Gunnar drives up to the secluded cabin where Einar is holed up and soon discovers that there's more going on than he imagined. Not Rated. In Icelandic with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Breaking Glass.

2833932 ECHOES OF HOME. Widescreen. What does a baby's cry have in common with the echo of a mountain yodler, and what does a baby's cry have in common with the stage show of a vocal artist? The answer is: the voice. Against a backdrop of alpine vistas and modern city landscapes, this film brings to life a musical that reminds us what we should be doing with our time on this dumb planet. 74 minutes. Cheezy Movies. $14.95

6895980 G-MEN FROM HELL. Two tough federal agents, Mike Mattess (Tate Donovan) and Slimy (Parnell). They have been murdered and sent to Hell. They escape and come back to Earth as detectives, hoping to do good deeds to earn their way to Heaven. 98 minutes. WorldWind Entertainment.

2835150 CLOUZOT: The Early Works.


4943851 EVERYTHING IS TERRIBLE!. In Great Satan, with their longtime collaborator Lucifer, Everything Is Terrible! has ingested over 2,000 sfanatic, religious kook, and D-horror VH S tapes. They have recontextualized them and created a narrative feature that reminds us what we should be doing with our time on this dumb planet. 74 minutes. Cheezy Movies. $14.95

2893539 THE BITCH. Widescreen. Joan Collins plays Fontaine, a high-living, diva-like 1920s socialite who meets her match in the first class cabin on a flight to London. Unbeknownst to Fontaine, the Italian humbug she’s lustfully pursuing has secretly involved her in the kidnapping of a young woman by the mafia. With the mob pursuing them both, the danger gets deeper by the minute.

5779964 GODLESS. After The Expendables collection of both of his parents, college graduate Nate Flanagan returns to his brother Steven to grieve. As they comfort one another, a series of flashbacks unravels their complex real relationships, intimate and passionate love they have shared for one another since childhood. Not Rated. 85 Glass. Pub. at $24.99

6943961 THIRSTY. Widescreen. Scotch goes up to be revered drag queen Thirsty Burlington, and to delight club goes in Provincetown, MA. But even in a gay mecca, being Thirst comes at a price. Inspired by events in Scott/Thirsty’s life, this pleasure-seeking musical is what it is: entertaining. Stars Scott Townsend, Deidre Lovejoy, and Cole Canzano. CC. 97 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

2895161 POSTMODERN-family. Widescreen. Postmodernism is a movement that emerged from the 1970s art world. Their strategy was based on a few key ideas: any work could be art if it was presented as such; the audience should be active participants in the creation of meaning; and all rules of the art world were open to being challenged.

LACUNAE. Widescreen. This latest provocation from surrealist master Jan Svankmajer, who meets his match in the first class cabin on a flight to London. Unbeknownst to Fontaine, the Italian humbug she’s lustfully pursuing has secretly involved her in the kidnapping of a young woman by the mafia. With the mob pursuing them both, the danger gets deeper by the minute.

Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
**More Movies**

5790417  BING CROSBY: The Silver Screen Collection. Universal. $19.95

6882322  AMELIE. Widescreen. Lions Gate. $5.95

6884784  SILENT WATERS. First Run Features. $3.95

**In This Selection: Everything Is Terrible!** Legend. Scavone. Pub. at $29.95

**6871860** MANICANI, A KILLER. Widescreen. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

**6942784** THE HUNDRED-FOOT JOURNEY. Widescreen. DreamWorks. $6.95

6809324  WHEN BETTE MET MAE. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

6915903  BILLY BOY. Tinseltown’s Bombs & Blockbusters. Widescreen. HBO. $3.95

**6872290** ROY COLT & WINCHESTER JACK. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**6871852** A*P*E. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**Animated TV & Movies**

**682883X** MIGHTY MOUSE—THE NEW ADVENTURES! The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Innovative producer/director Ralph Bakshi (Fritz the Cat) and executive producer John Hyde reinvent the Thundercats classic with this wildly updated series. MIGHTY Mouse is reintroduced as his true identity—a factory worker—and joined by a new ensemble of cartoon cohorts for 19 new adventures. Over 7 hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $4.95

6808464  STAR WARS—THE CLONE WARS: Darth Maul Returns. Warner Bros. A dark warning returns to his creator, the witch Mother Talzin, who gives him a sinister mission: to search the galaxy for his brother, Sith Apprentice Darth Maul. Believed dead for over a decade, he is nearly unrecognizable, and fueled by hatred. English SDH. 87 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 2900513** THE HOBBIT: Deluxe Edition. Fullscreen. Follow the adventures of the hobbit Bilbo Baggins and the mighty Wizard Gandalf and a band of dwarves on an epic quest to reclaim the Dwarrowdelf and vast treasures of Erebor. All that stands in their way is a long treacherous journey and the fiery Dragon Smaug! With the voices of Orlando Bloom and Richard Boone. English SDH. 77 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

2786597  THE THREE MUSKETEERS: Mickey, Donald, Goofy. Best buddies Mickey, Donald and Goofy are small-time janitors with big dreams of becoming Musketeers. They may not be the bravest or the most capable heroes, but they have the determination and resolve to join the quest to save the kingdom from a villainous plot. Disney. $9.95

**2874024** THE NEW ADVENTURES OF BATMAN: THE COMICS CLASSIC COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Featuring the voices of Adam West as Batman and Bert Ward as Robin, this animated version of the Caped Crusader and Boy Wonder is revered by generations of cartoon fans. With heroine Batgirl, these brave heroines match wits with clever foes like Joker, Penguin, and Catwoman. Mr. Freeze and Zaturo. Includes all 16 episodes. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**2877652** THE PINK PANTHER CARTOON COLLECTION, VOLUME 3. Fullscreen. By the end of the 1960s, The Pink Panther had solidified his iconic cartoon character status. This collection features several shots of the Panther and his ever deepening relationship with his comic foe, the establishment ‘Little Man’. 138 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

2781012  FRAGGLE ROCK: Season 1, Volume 1. Fullscreen. Dance your cares away as you return to the magic of Fraggle Rock in six Season One episodes, featuring Gobo, Red, Mokey, Wembley, Boober and the adventures of Traveling Matt. Get ready for music, magic, and mayhem from the iconic Jim Henson that continues to capture the imaginations of adults and children alike. 149 minutes. Cinedigm. $14.95

**2822903** FIRE AND ICE. Widescreen. This collaboration between controversial animator Ralph Bakshi and legendary illustrator Frank Frazetta became, and remains, one of the most startling animation epics of all time. Now experience a world unlike anything in the history of big screen warfare, horrific monsters, and luscious maidens battle for the soul of a civilization. 61 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.98

289694X  CORPSE PRINCESS: Part One. Episodes 1-13. Widescreen. This 13-episode series is based on the Japanese manga series written and illustrated by Yoshichika Akahito. It centers on Makina Hoshino, an undead girl who is hunting down 108 undead corpses to gain entry into heaven with the help of a secret society of anti-corpses. Budhist monks. In English or Japanese with English subtitles. Rated TV-MA. Over 5 hours on two Blu-rays. Funimation. $9.95

**2867206** ANIMAL INSTINCTS: Batman Unlimited. Widescreen. Gotham City is under siege by a series of bizarre crimes, and only Batman, can unravel the mystery! The trail leads to none other than Ra’s Al Ghul (‘The Cardiff of Villains’ including Silverback, Sheelah, Killer Croc and Man-Bat). But Batman has some back-up of his own as Green Arrow. The Flash and Nightwing in flight. Package includes a Fire Book shape figure. English SDH. 77 minutes. DC Comics. $5.95

**LIMITED EDITION 205778** SILENT WATERS. Widescreen. It’s Halloween night in Gotham City and a mysterious crime spree has Batman on the trail of the city’s spookiest villains. Screaming, Sleepwalking, and Sea Monsters! It’s the perfect Halloween for Batman. In English or Japanese with English subtitles. Rated TV-MA. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Go Entertainment. $4.95

2784882  BATMAN: The Dark Knight Returns, Part 2. Widescreen. With Batman back in the spotlight, the extended media coverage has awakened a far worse evil at Arkham Asylum—the Joker! Destined to be Batman’s mortal enemy, The Joker has a diabolical scheme that may pull Batman down to the darkest levels of insanity. Starring Kevin Conroy, Robert Grubb and Anthony Rapp. English SDH. 76 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

6852413  BLADE, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. Eric Brooks, known as Blade, seeks revenge on Deacon Frost, the vampire who killed his mother while she was still pregnant with Eric. With all the powers of a vampire and none of his weaknesses, Blade’s quest leads him throughout Southeast Asia in search of Frost in the first half of Season One. English SDH. 141 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

6852412  BLADE, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. In the second half of Season One Blade and his human ally Makoto continue their pursuit of Deacon Frost across Asia in an effort to exact revenge. But that revenge may cost Blade more than he’s willing to pay. English SDH. 141 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

2906699  PATLABOR 2: The Movie. One of the finest anime films ever made is completely remastered for this edition. Police commanders Kichi Gohot and Shinobu Nagumo are drawn into the hunt for Tsgue, a rogue officer of the Japan Self-Defense Forces who is destroying the city with his experiments. Features all 26 episodes from Season One Unlimited. $1.95

2846764  THE ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN. Widescreen. Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn and Becky Thatcher stow away with Mark Twain on his magical airship and take an incredible journey through Japan, India, China, Hawaii and the U.S.A. In English. 90 minutes. Magnolia Home Enterta. $3.95

2907011  THE SIMPSONS: Christmas 2. Widescreen. The guilt-ridden belles of Springfield, the Simpsons all go on a holiday mission. This double feature includes Homer vs. Grampa: The Simpson Not-So-Traditional Christmas Trial for shimposseibility and Where’s My Ranch? And ’Tis the 15th Season. Special guest appearances by Liza Gibbons, Joe Mantegna, Andy Serkis and more. CC. 128 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2867230  THE SMURFS: THE LOST TRAVELER. Fullscreen. This beloved blue bunch is back for four more Smurf-tacular adventures! Join Papa Smurf, Smurfette, Dreamy Smurf and the rest of everyone’s favorite tiny creatures as they face new challenges and explore the world unlike anything they’ve seen before. Another English SDH. 78 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95

6744370  WARNER BROS. HOME ENTERTAINMENT—THE ULTIMATE ANIMATED CLASSIC COLLECTION. Fullscreen. In this 13-cartoon set represents the best of the best from animation history, featuring the creations of trend-setters like Chuck Jones. Enjoy fully restored, restored classics like Popeye the Sailor meets Sinbad the Sailor, Superman: A Bird in the Hand, Wally the Fakly Raccoon: Rhapsody in Reets and more. $19.98

2867214  MONSTER MAYHEM: Batman Unlimited. Widescreen. It’s Halloween night in Gotham City and a mysterious crime spree has Batman on the trail of the city’s spookiest villains. Screaming, Sleepwalking, and Sea Monsters! It’s the perfect Halloween for Batman. In English or Japanese with English subtitles. Rated TV-MA. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Go Entertainment. $9.95

2846786  THE ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN. Widescreen. Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn and Becky Thatcher stow away with Mark Twain on his magical airship and take an incredible journey through Japan, India, China, Hawaii and the U.S.A. In English. 90 minutes. Magnolia Home Enterta. $3.95

2867207  THE SIMPSONS: Christmas 2. Widescreen. The guilt-ridden belles of Springfield, the Simpsons all go on a holiday mission. This double feature includes Homer vs. Grampa: The Simpson Not-So-Traditional Christmas Trial for shimposseibility and Where’s My Ranch? And ’Tis the 15th Season. Special guest appearances by Liza Gibbons, Joe Mantegna, Andy Serkis and more. CC. 128 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

80 minutes. Adults only. Seven. Pub. at $29.95
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Religion and Spirituality

★ 289713X THE SPIRITUAL REALMS. This presentation is designed to instruct the aspirant on the realities of the hidden universe assimilating a wealth of knowledge regarding the journey of the human soul from the before-life state, to incarnation, to the after-life, and beyond. 90 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.98

★ 6989101 TRAVEL THE ROAD: Season One. Tells the dramatic story of Tim Scott and Will Decker on an epic year and a half quest to preach the gospel to the end of the earth. From the forbidding Himalayas of Tibet to the sweltering jungles of Cambodia, every stop of their epic adventure will be captured in stunning detail. CC. Over eight hours on 12 DVDs. Pure Flix.

★ 2829630 BIBLE PROPHECIES. Does God still play a role today? Explore the Bible prophecies that will not only affect the chosen, but all of humanity. Hidden within the Bible are ancient and sacred secrets: like the truth about the marriage of Jesus and Mary and their children, and more than 360 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.98

★ 6905577 PRAYER FLAGS OF NEPAL: AVisual Meditation. TMW Media Group.

Documents

2908832 EGYPT UNWRAPPED. Widescreen. How were the pyramids built and why did the pharaohs build them? What agonies did the Sceaming Man suffer to cause his haunting expression? Does Ramses II deserve to be remembered as Ramses the Great? National Geographic combats the ancient sands unearthing new clues in a quest to unravel Egypt’s greatest mysteries. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. National Geographic.

2908888 MAGNIFICENT MOTORCARS. Widescreen. Get an inside look at the world of elite vintage vehicles, the millionare collectors who own them, and the unique museums and exclusive car shows that display them. This collector’s edition set includes over 14 hours of classic cars—93 episodes of the pre-1945 series from Discovery’s Velocity channel, along with a set of frame-worthy photos of the most beautiful cars on the planet. Three DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98

★ 290893X WORLD’S LAST GREAT PLACES CLASSICS. Fullscreen. Explore some of the remotest, and unspoiled locations on Earth in this collection of acclaimed National Geographic classics: Galapagos Islands; Wld of Madagascar; Panama Wild; Amazon: Land of the Flooded Forest; and Sonoran Desert. Nearly five hours on 5 DVDs, slipcased. National Geographic.

★ 2823217 MONDO CANE 2. Fullscreen. Directors Giuliano Jacopetti and Franco Prosperi again ignite a firestorm of outrage and acclaim as they travel the globe to film an array of exotic exploits, passions and perversions in a world gone mad. From the burning mons of Saigon to the slave markets of Sudan. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95

★ 2823209 MONDO CANE. Fullscreen. Directors Giuliano Jacopetti, Paolo Cavara, and Franco Prosperi unleashed an international sensation that stunned critics by revolutionizing the documentary genre forever. Filmed in every corner of the world, this epic explored the man, the myth, the anguish of man and beast, and the taboos of sex and religion. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95

★ 2901471 TITANIC: 100 Years Below. One hundred years for that tragic day, this special collection brings together the fascinating 48-minute documentary Titanic: A Tale of Two Journeys; an audio CD featuring 25 songs from Titanic’s era, a stunningly illustrated book on the ship’s history, and an array of memorabilia beautifully recreated from original materials at The National Titanic Museum. Over three hours on six DVDs. Fullscreen.

★ 6806570 AVIATION: 20 Exciting Films. Climb in the cockpit for a soaring tour through dramatic moments in the history of flight. Beginning with the history-making Wright Brothers, these programs track the innovation and setbacks, the triumphs and tragedies of a journey into our remarkable and ambitious venture into the outer reaches of space. Over six hours on 6 DVDs. Topics Entertainment.

LIMITED QUANTITY 2886782 THE HISTORY OF FORD TRUCKS. The Ford F-150 is the best-selling truck on the planet. In this film, we answer the question we get asked more than any other: ‘How did Ford’s first pickup get where it is today?’ From the Model T production in the Ford factory, the Model T one-ton in 1917, then the first factory-built pickup in 1925. Also covers Ford’s first in 1932. The Streamlining of the 1930s, WWII, and 13 generations of the legendary F-Series

70 minutes. TM Books & Video.

6919375 NASA: A Journey Through Space. Widescreen. This exciting seven-part documentary series takes viewers on an incredible journey into the past, present, and future of NASA, an organization that shaped the 20th century and will boldly go further than any civilization in the history of the human race. To today’s incredible innovations, this is the thrilling history of America’s space program. In Color and B&W. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

3655333 THE ADVENTURES OF ERROL FLYNN. Movie star Errol Flynn was known for his swashbuckling cinematic adventures, but his off-screen escapades were as intriguing as his exciting film career. This documentary traces Flynn’s entire journey, from his Tasmanian childhood to the heights of Hollywood celebrity. Features rare film clips, home movie scenes, interview, and commentary by regular Flynn co-star Olivia de Havilland. CC. In Color and B&W. 87 minutes. Warner Home Video.

LIMITED QUANTITY 2867451 OVER CALIFORNIA. Take to the skies for an exhilarating journey in this award-winning film. Get a unique perspective on the Golden State through powerful high-altitude images that reveal California’s beauty. Soar through blue skies, among ancient redwood forests, and fly over snow-capped peaks and coastline, and above glittering cities. 60 minutes. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99

702429 THE REAL TOMB HUNTERS. History Channel follows some of the most dedicated tomb-raisers around the world and details the dangers they face, from booby-trapped tombs to looter-filled jungles to angry villagers. There are no sacred places, no gods or spirits, no mystic relics, and no refugees—just real archaeologists standing down the face of danger in the name of discovery. 94 minutes. New Video.

★ 3822523 FACEFLYNN: A TALE OF TWO JOURNEYS. Widescreen. As colonialism collapsed in 1960s Africa, filmmakers Giuliano Jacopetti and Franco Prosperi rushed to the Dark Continent to record the horrifying battle of two gladiators, one human and one elephant, for a world now ruled by rebels and refugees—a land suddenly aflame with brutality, racism, and unspeakable slaughter. Not Rated. 126 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95

6829880 THE POLICE TAPES. A narrowing real-life autopsy of the dangerous nighttime world of beat cops as they try to contain an urban community coming unraveled in the South Bronx, New York, in 1976. Perceptive and probing, this is a revealing peek into the dark, underbelly of society. In B&W. 88 minutes. Documara.

6725449 HUGH HEFNER: Playboy, Activist and Rebel. Widescreen. This controversial documentary takes a revealing look at the Controversial Founder of the Playboy Empire. With humor and insight, it captures Hefner’s fierce battles with the government, the religious right, and military censors, and his rise to become a multimillionaire. In Color and B&W. 124 minutes. Phase 4 Films.

2851024 SICKO: Special Edition. Widescreen. Filmmaker Michael Moore returns with a scathing indictment of America’s health system. He pulls back the curtain on greedy HMOs, drug companies, and congressmen who keep us ill, and travels to countries where free universal healthcare is the norm. English SDH. 123 minutes. We Live in Fear.

6908004 THE DELIGHT OF TURKISH STEAM. Turkey was a haven for historical steam until the end of the 1980s. Relive the sights and sounds of wheezing, leaking GB & A’s in the Limpid City with this fascinating program—a journey down the region’s most wondrous and photogenic railways. 60 minutes. Available to enter until June 1.

467744X CHURCHILL’S FIRST WORLD WAR. Widescreen. At the outbreak of WWI, Britain’s First Lord of Admiralty, Winston Churchill, dreamed of winning fame and glory. But when the disastrous Battle of Gallipoli turned his grand vision into a abject defeat, he rediscovers his dreams of redemption instead. His tale unfolds in this dramatic BBC documentary, charting how political intrigue, ambition, and military failure combined to transform the man who would become champion. English SDH. 93 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $20.98

6671586 GOING PLACES: The Entire First Season. Hosted by Al Roker, this series of windmill jaunts takes us to some of the world’s most popular vacation spots. Explores every delightful locale, from history to shopping to sightseeing. The segments: London, Las Vegas, New Orleans, The Caribbean, The Wild West, Biking the Black Hills, and Sidney, Oregon. Over seven hours on 2 DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $59.98

6852513 U.S. ARMY: Epic Battles in History. This collection examines the U.S. Army’s involvement in WWII, Korea, and Vietnam through seven episodes: Baptism of Fire; The Lost Tribe; There Be Light; Vietnam Crucible; The Drill Sergeant; A Motion Picture History of the Korean War; and Third Division in Korea. In B&W. 320 minutes. Over four hours on four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99

5702280 THE GREAT PARKS OF ALASKA: America’s National Parks. Fullscreen. Take a spectacular panoramic journey through our largest and least populous state, Alaska, home to more than 60% of America’s national parkland. This program treats us to the unploiled wilderness and wildlife, Mount McKinley’s snow-capped summit, Eskimo culture drawing much more in this enthralling program: $9.95. GoodTimes.

2784947 DYING LAUGHING. Widescreen. Featuring the world’s greatest stand-up comedians, this documentary is a candid and heartfelt look inside the agony and joy of being a professional stand-up comic in a world that values youth above all else. Stars include Jerry Seinfeld, Kevin Hart, Chris Rock, Sarah Silverman, Garry Shandling, Amy Schumer and many others. 89 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.
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Rennes-le-Chateau, a seemingly innocuous French village. 124 researchers open the lid of an ancient mystery buried deep within. Three hours on 2 DVDs, packaged in a tin case. Shout! Factory.

Photographs ever. 87 minutes. Mongrel Media.

THE DA VINCI CODE: Where It All Began. Documentaries

BMW/Mercedes-Benz. An in-depth look at the world's fastest, most powerful cars ever created. From the car that started it all, the BMW/Mercedes-Benz, to some of the most iconic celebrity photographs ever. 87 minutes. Mongrel Media.

Widescreen. On August 7, 1974, a young Frenchman named Philippe Petit stepped out on a wire and began to walk across the Twin Towers. After nearly an hour dancing on the wire, he was arrested and taken to jail before he was released. This documentary brings Petit's extraordinary adventure to life in what became known as the "artistic crime of the century." 94 minutes. Mongrel Media.

THE SECRET LIFE OF THE PREEMINENT RENAISSANCE MAN. Documentaries

Based on over 200 hours of footage, this film provides a candid retelling of the events following the fall of Baghdad in 2003. It examines the manner in which the prisoners, what remains of the U.S. policy largely created the insurgency and chaos that engulf Iraq today. 102 minutes. Mongrel Media.

THE RED PILL. Documentaries

Widescreen. Three hours on six DVDs. Pub. at $14.95

THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. Documentaries

Widescreen. Three hours on two DVDs. Published at $14.95

THE WINTER OF POLISH REVOLUTION. Documentaries

Widescreen. Directed by Stephen Bannon and featuring the voice of Andrew Breitbart, this film takes viewers into the Occupied Wall Street camps around the country from New York to Los Angeles providing a first-hand look at the events of September and October 17, 2011. This narration-free program documents the operations of these services from multiple viewpoints. 60 minutes. Artmagic.

ANNAPOLIS. Documentaries

On August 7, 1974, a young Frenchman named Philippe Petit stepped out on a wire illegally rigged between New York's twin towers. After nearly an hour dancing on the wire, he was arrested and taken to jail before he was released. This documentary brings Petit's extraordinary adventure to life in what became known as the "artistic crime of the century." 94 minutes. Mongrel Media.

DOMINIC LAMBERT. Documentaries

Based on over 200 hours of footage, this film provides a candid retelling of the events following the fall of Baghdad in 2003. It examines the manner in which the prisoners, what remains of the U.S. policy largely created the insurgency and chaos that engulf Iraq today. 102 minutes. Mongrel Media.

THE RED PILL. Documentaries

Widescreen. Three hours on six DVDs. Pub. at $14.95

THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. Documentaries

Widescreen. Three hours on two DVDs. Published at $14.95

THE WINTER OF POLISH REVOLUTION. Documentaries

Widescreen. Directed by Stephen Bannon and featuring the voice of Andrew Breitbart, this film takes viewers into the Occupied Wall Street camps around the country from New York to Los Angeles providing a first-hand look at the events of September and October 17, 2011. This narration-free program documents the operations of these services from multiple viewpoints. 60 minutes. Artmagic.

ANNAPOLIS. Documentaries

On August 7, 1974, a young Frenchman named Philippe Petit stepped out on a wire illegally rigged between New York's twin towers. After nearly an hour dancing on the wire, he was arrested and taken to jail before he was released. This documentary brings Petit's extraordinary adventure to life in what became known as the "artistic crime of the century." 94 minutes. Mongrel Media.

DOMINIC LAMBERT. Documentaries

Based on over 200 hours of footage, this film provides a candid retelling of the events following the fall of Baghdad in 2003. It examines the manner in which the prisoners, what remains of the U.S. policy largely created the insurgency and chaos that engulf Iraq today. 102 minutes. Mongrel Media.
**6861402 WHO PUT THE KLANT INTO KU KLUX KLAN.** widescreen. Neil Oliver examines the link between today in the Deep South and the Scots who first occupied it. The arrival of cotton gave the Scots the opportunity to become slave masters, but the Civil War left them embittered and divided. Scottish-American former Confederate soldiers formed a fraternal society that became the Ku Klux Klan. 99 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**6862023 WRATH OF THE TSAR.—PETER THE GREAT.** widescreen. Journey into the wartime chaos, political intrigue, and social upheaval of 17th-century Russia for a wondrous look at a pivotal Russian Tsar. Told through history and in-depth analysis, it is a penetrating panorama of this large-than-life, intellectually insatiable figure. CC. 88 minutes. National Geographic.

**8259030 ALIENS IN EGYPT.** The pyramids are the epic monuments the world has ever seen, but the mystery of their true origins and the enigmatic edifices remain an enigma. Who really built these ancient megafaustic structures and why were they built? New research and evidence are presented across the globe to answer these seemingly overriding questions. 67 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**2829706 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 6-10.** This series includes unique footage plundered by Russian troops from Germany in 1945. Compiled as it is from German newreels, these are not meanings accurates but allow unique insight into how the period leading up to and including WWII was perceived, presented to the world people. B&W. Over 7 hours. Five DVDs. ArtisMagic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**5873066 THE KILLING OF AMERICA.** Fullscreen. In 1981, filmmakers Sheldon Renan and Leonard Schrader created a graphic and honest portrayal of America’s history with—and penchant for—senseless violence, mass shootings and cold-blooded murder. Due to widespread controversy, this infamous “shock doc” has never been made available for sale in the U.S.—until now. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**6699576 LEONA’S SISTER GERRI.** The tragic and ghastly photograph—a woman on a motorcycle, dead after a hit-and-run accident—on which Leona, a 13-year-old girl, died. In contemporary times, this infamous “shock doc” has never been made available for sale in the U.S.—until now. Mature. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**287444X TRAINS ACROSS THE WORLD!** widescreen. Witness the raw power of the world’s most magnificent locomotives! From the comfort of your living room, see these mighty citizens. 85 minutes. Mongrel Media.

**2853566 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 1-5.** Compiled from German newreels plundered by Russian troops in 1945, these propaganda films allow unique insight into how the period leading up to and including WWII was perceived, presented to the German people. Includes the massive re-armament of the German Army. The Battle of Dunkirk, theolia of Dover, and more. In B&W. Over 7 hours on five DVDs. ArtisMagic. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**5006823 MAD MAX: FURY ROAD.** widescreen. From the comfort of your living room, you’ll see these mighty citizens. In Color and B&W. 92 minutes. Docurama.

**2858560 HUMANITY INSANITY: SWISS WARS.** Fifty billion dollars worth of food is wasted each year. World waste has reached a point where we are engaging in a level of consumerism that is killing us slowly as we succumb to a massive conspiracy created to make more and more money and to maintain power within the ruling elite. 70 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**3653706 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 6-10.** This series includes unique footage plundered by Russian troops from Germany in 1945. Compiled as it is from German newreels, these are not meanings accurates but allow unique insight into how the period leading up to and including WWII was perceived, presented to the world people. B&W. Over 7 hours. Five DVDs. ArtisMagic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**2829706 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 6-10.** This series includes unique footage plundered by Russian troops from Germany in 1945. Compiled as it is from German newreels, these are not meanings accurates but allow unique insight into how the period leading up to and including WWII was perceived, presented to the world people. B&W. Over 7 hours. Five DVDs. ArtisMagic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**2839885 THE HUMAN SCALE.** widescreen. Fifty percent of the world’s population lives in cities, and this number will increase to 80 percent. Why do modern cities repel human interaction and ignore humans’ needs for inclusion and intimacy? Danish architect Jakob Lange, and director Peter Sellers as they work to create Doctor Atomic, the strange and beautiful opera about J. Robert Oppenheimer and the first atomic bomb. The film recounts the actual historical events that underpin the stage B&W. 92 minutes. Docurama.

**8259030 ALIENS IN EGYPT.** The pyramids are the epic monuments the world has ever seen, but the mystery of their true origins and the enigmatic edifices remain an enigma. Who really built these ancient megafaustic structures and why were they built? New research and evidence are presented across the globe to answer these seemingly overriding questions. 67 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**5200408 THE LEGEND: The Bessie Coleman Story.** In 1921, Bessie Coleman arose from the poverty of the Texas cotton fields and captured the hearts of the American Black population, teaching them to overcome not only the racial barriers, but the barriers within themselves. For her the sky was the limit! CC. 108 minutes.

**2808648 JFK: 50 Year Commemorative Collection.** Presents an exclusive collection of famous speeches, and poignant and private films highlighting the life and career of John F. Kennedy. reminisces about the JFK years, including rare interviews with McQueen himself, the best of his major motion pictures and rare newsreel and documentary shorts. Chronicles the extraordinary career of this legendary actor, and cultural icon. Narrated by Robert Downey Jr. 93 minutes. SDH. 51 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**276797X I AM STEVE MCMQUEEN.** Combining extensive original interviews, including rare interviews with McQueen himself, the best of his major motion pictures and rare newsreel and documentary shorts, this documentary chronicles the extraordinary career of this legendary actor, and cultural icon. Narrated by Robert Downey Jr. 93 minutes. SDH. 51 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**5856874 BATTLEFAX NETWORK: THE CHILDREN ARE CRYING.** This is the true story of the Lakota Sioux and other native nations, forced to live on the “Reservation,” a desolate, barren land of displacement, neglect, deprivation, and cultural destruction, it will open your eyes to this neglected tragedy. 95 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**9635899 FLESH & BLOOD: The Hammer Heritage of Horror.** Fullscreen. Originally broadcast as a two-part series on the BBC, this is an excellent documentary about the Hammer Horror movies. It looks at the on-off relationship of sex and (mostly implied) gore that shocked the late 1950s audience. In Color and B&W. Over two hours. Shout Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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**2784971** FLATBALL: A History of Ultimate Frisbee. Widescreen. Narrated by Alec Baldwin, this film explores the world of ultimate frisbee, specifically a team with no name hailing from New York that would change the game forever. Often vilified for their physical play, they nonetheless showed that for the sport, a spirit continues to grow in popularity. Gravitas Ventures. Price cut to $2.95

**680277X** 77 MINUTES: 1984 San Diego McDonald’s Massacre. On July 18, 1984, a 19-year-old introduced the viewers to a California McDonald’s and shot forty men, women, and children. It took law enforcement 77 minutes to end the siege. This chilling documentary reveals the mind of the killer. Minn focuses on the victims and the effects of this massacre. 96 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Price cut to $14.95

**6815065** A TABOO IDENTITY: The (R)Evolution of Kay Parker. Explores Kay Parker’s journey from being an adult film legend to her current work as a metaphysical counselor. Social psychologist David W. Lee introduces the viewer to Kay and the evolution of her sexuality to her newly evolved identity. Joining the discussion are many longtime friends of Parker. Unrated. 61 minutes. Price cut to $14.95

**2870754** D.O.A.: A Right of Passage. Fullscreen. Director Loch Kowalski followed the Sex Pistols on hand-drawn cameras through the clubs and bars of their seven city U.S. tour in 1977. The tour brought the Sex Pistols, the Dead Boys, Generation X (with Billy Idol), along with additional music from the Clash and Iggy Pop. 95 minutes. MVD. Price cut to $12.95

**285533X** DERBY. A documentary about the roller derby. Changed when he met 23-year-old Snell, who announced his intention to become the next big roller derby sensation. Snell became the subject of the film, but as Kay studied his findings, he uncovered something more than the birth of a new star. Not rated. 95 minutes. Code Red. Price cut to $2.95

**6862991** SHERPA. Widescreen. Lions Gate. $7.95

**6870077** GOING CLEAR: Scientology and the Prison of Belief. MVD. Price cut to $19.95


**8812646** THE LEGACY COLLECTION: Great Champions in America. Mill Creek. Price cut to $19.98

**980887X** MOTHERLAND. MVD. Price cut to $19.95

**6871941** COMIX: Beyond the Comic Book Pages. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $22.95

**2835246** GAMECHANGERS: Dreams of BlitzCon. MVD. Price cut to $9.95

**2796548** ALASKA: History & Beauty. Topics Entertainment. Price cut to $5.95


**925792S** THE JOHN WAYNE STORY. Fullscreen. Price cut to $5.95


**6827365** GETTING NAKED: A Burlesque Story. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95

**6852238** CRUISE SCENIC SOUTH AMERICA. Questar. Price cut to $14.99

**6821405** HOLLYWOOD’S WORST SCREEN LEGENDS. Mill Creek. Price cut to $14.98

**6474306** BEAUTIFUL PLANET: Germany & Austria/England & the Low Countries. Mill Creek. $3.95

**2839682** THE SALT OF THE EARTH. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**2799685** ACCIDENTAL ICON: The Real Gidget Story. Fullscreen. $4.95

**2819631** OUR DAILY BREAD. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**2819627** OUTRAGE. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**6969992** MUSIC FROM THE INSIDE OUT. Docurama. $3.95


**6822630** SPIRITS OF THE SOMME. Widescreen. Olive Films. Price cut to $14.95

**6899949** OLGA: The Last Grand Duchess of Russia. VSC. Price cut to $6.95

**570378X** ON THE ROAD WITH DUKE ELLINGTON. Docurama. $5.95

**6744346** TOP GEAR 20. Widescreen. BBC. Price cut to $3.95

**6882127** THE MAN WHO SAW TOO MUCH. MVD. Price cut to $17.95

**5872529** HISTORY OF BRITISH TRAINS. Topics Entertainment. Price cut to $24.99


**6872379** TOWER. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Price cut to $29.95

**6975860** FILMWORKER. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Price cut to $29.95

**2797322** SEPARATED: Children at the Border. Widescreen. PBS. Price cut to $24.99

**6908756** THE GOOD POSTMAN. MVD. Price cut to $3.95

**6920438** A DESERT BETWEEN US AND THEM. Dreamscape Media. Price cut to $24.95

**2792826** THE GROUND TRUTH. Widescreen. Universal. Price cut to $1.95

**6885572** REGINA. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Price cut to $29.95

**2819937** THE FAMILY I HAD. MVD. Price cut to $19.95

**6857779** SONS OF PERDITION. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Price cut to $5.95

**6908942** SOUTH WEST OF SALEM: The Story of the San Antonio Four. MVD. Price cut to $19.95

**6846931** TRUTH HAS FalLEN. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Price cut to $3.95

**6845933** LINDY LOU: Juror Number 2. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Price cut to $29.95

**6851465** THE SOUND BARRIER: From Silence to Sound. Dreamscape Media. Price cut to $29.95


**6848893** ROSEY AT ONE HUNDRED. Dreamscapes Media. Price cut to $3.95

**6978819** THE PEOPLE S佩AK. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Price cut to $29.95

**6874304** AITHRL. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Price cut to $2.95

**684877X** BRIDGING THE GAP. Widescreen. Dreamscapes Media. Price cut to $1.95

**2821176** GO WEST! America's Western Frontier. Mill Creek. Price cut to $24.98

**2819597** LOVE, MARYLIN. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. Price cut to $5.95

**6474292** BEAUTIFUL PLANET: France & Italy/Spain & Portugal. Mill Creek. $3.95

**6924270** QUEEN ELIZABETH IN 3D. Widescreen. E One. $13.95

**6862627** MADONNA: Truth or Dare. Fullscreen. Widespun. Lions Gate. $5.95

**6908071** FROM DAWN TILL DRACULA. Artmarket. $4.95

**6907830** BRITISH RAIL JOURNEYS: Blaenau Ffestino. Artmarket. Price cut to $7.95

**6826647** THE OFFICIAL REVIEW OF THE 2017 FIA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP. Widescreen. Duke. Price cut to $16.95

**681381X** THE EPIC OF EVEREST. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Price cut to $24.95

**6857590** FIDEL CASTRO: An Unauthorised Biography. Dreamscape Media. Price cut to $24.95

**6846808** EAVESDROPPING ON SOULS: A Journey into Haitian Arts. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Price cut to $24.95

**6808360** A FANATIC HEART: Bob Geldof on W.B. Yeats. Widescreen. EyesWideOpen. Price cut to $9.95

**6738877** WALKING THROUGH HISTORY: Series 3. Dreamscape Media. Price cut to $19.95

**6919103** END OF THE WORLD: 24 Documentary Set. Discover the truth behind the 2012 phenomenon that has exploded across popular literature, the Internet, television, and now film. This collection gathers 24 documentaries, including Mayan Predictions; Crop Circles; UFOs; Messages from Outer Space; The Secret Order of the Knights Templar; The End Times Prophecies; The Freemason Conspiracy; The Hidden Cross of Egypt; and more. Over thirty-three hours on 9 DVDs. Mill Creek. Price cut to $29.95

**129945S** THE TRUTH ABOUT PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT. A U.S. Navy ship vanishes during a secret WW2 experiment. When it re-appears, observers discover crew members embedded in the deck and steel of the ship. This fascinating documentary introduces Al Bielek, Preston Nichols and Duncan Cameron—all survivors of such bizarre U.S. experiments involving time travel, mind control, psychic warfare and remote viewing. 180 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Price cut to $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/
American History

599963 KENNEDY: The Man, the President and the Tragedy. Three captivating films shine a light on John F. Kennedy’s legacy and the enduring mystery of his death. Includes two documentaries and his assassination. Image of an Assassination: A New Look at the Zapruder Film and The Murder of JFK: A Revisionist History, New Look at the Zapruder Film and The Assassination of JFK: A Revisonist History, New Look at the Zapruder Film. 91 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

6931480 COWBOYS AND OUTLAWS: Premium Editions. Four great documentaries created by the Nebraska History Museum (85 minutes), Butch Cassidy and the Outlaw Trail (60 minutes), Buffalo Bill Cody (55 minutes), and Cowboys (30 minutes). Discover the real story of Butch Cassidy, the Sundance Kid, and Buffalo Bill, as well as the toughest lawmen ever known—the Texas Rangers. Four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99

7987277 THE WORLD BEFORE YOUR FEET. A two-hour journey that showcases the birthplace of the Bronco in the forests of Staten Island, from the Statue of Liberty to Times Square, with Matt Green amassing a surprisingly detailed knowledge of New York’s history and people along the way. A tribute to an endlessly fascinating city and the freedom to be found in simply taking a walk. English Widescreen. SDH: 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

8958477 THE LAST RESORT. Widescreen. This stunnng testament to a community all but forgotten, takes audiences on a journey to the iconic Miami Beach of that era through the lens of young photographers Andy Sweet and Gray Monroe. This 10-year project documents the unique chapter in the city’s history. English SDH: 70 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

2621044 THE 40S: The Decade You Were Born. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.95

6919081 EMANCIPATIONROAD. Widescreen. Mill Creek. $3.95

6927408 AMERICA’S GREATEST MONUMENTS. Smithsonian. Pub. at $19.99

12.95

Biography

6908128 JANE AUSTEN’S WORKS. Explores the development of Jane Austen’s style, her bright sparkling wit and her unforgettable characters. See the places Jane wrote about as they are today, from the tranquility of Chatsworth House in Derbyshire, to the hustle and bustle of London with its shops, theatres and Royal Palaces. Artsmagic.

3.95

Sports

6852227 A HISTORY OF SURF FILMS: 14 Complete Films. Some of the most spectacular and the most important surf films every made by some of the sport’s best filmmakers—Bruce and Dana bands, Andy Irons and Ira Opper. Relive one of surfing’s most iconic films, see and more. Over eleven hours on 12 DVDs in this boxed set. Topics Entertainment.

7.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
## Sports

### 6861261 BEST OF BIG TIME WRESTLING, VOL. 2: 17 Matches.


### 6795433 THE MONDAY NIGHT WAR.

In 1995, two wrestling companies squared off on Monday nights to compete head-to-head in an unprecedented wrestling confrontation. On one side was Vince McMahon’s WWF. On the other was Ted Turner’s WCW, run by Eric Bischoff. This is the story of wrestling’s most epic battle. The WWF would create it, and WWF would survive it. Three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $15.95. 

### 6911098 NWO: The Revolution.

This documentary reveals the “too sweet” saga of the N.W.O. Hear from members who were in it for life as well as stars who witnessed it up close. From the hostile takeover of WCW and shocking resurgence in WWE, this complete story is finally told. Packed with special features showcasing Hollywood Hulk Hogan, Kevin Nash, Scott Hall and many others. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. 

### 2788417 GO BIG OR GO HOME.

Widescreen. A chronicle of the training and aspirations of Bobo Brazil, Bruiser Brody, Dory Funk Jr., and many others. Seven years in the making. Features innovative clips from ECW’s historic arena in South Philadelphia, as well as legendary attractions from pro-wrestling history. All this in over 11 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. 

### 6892102 HOCKEY’S LOST BOY: The Rise & Fall of George Patterson.

Widescreen. Patterson faced up with the newly christened Toronto Maple Leafs on February 17, 1927, scoring his first goal which was also the first goal in the history of the Canadian National Hockey League. Canadian, the New York Americans before returning home to Kingston where a promising coaching and officiating career was destroyed by scandal. 77 minutes. Factory Film Studio. Pub. at $14.95. 

### 2788225 NFL FILMS–LEGENDS OF AUTUMN, VOLUMES I-III.

Hosted by Steve Sabol, this three-volume set takes you through the history of NFL Films—from their launch as a small group called Blair Motion Pictures, to the day “Keepers of the Flame” for the NFL—allowing you to relive the moments and savor the history of the greatest filmmakers in sports. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.93. 

---

## Adult DVD

### 2851415 BEST OF BLONDES: Girls Gone Wild.

From Ft. Lauderdale to South Padre, Cancun to Miami, America’s hottest girl-next-door blondes bring you all the action you crave, baring it all in back alleyways, dancing topless on the dance floor, rubbing each other in the shower, and much more. Adults only. Manta. 

### 2851474 VEGAS SEX ORGY: Girls Gone Wild.

Set City has never been wilder than when the GGW tour rolls down the Strip. Get ready for crazy sex, hot girl-on-girl action, and more high-stakes debauchery than you can handle in this raw, real, and completely uncensored program. Adults only. Manta. 

### 2822330 SADOMANIA.

Widescreen. In all the annals of exploitation cinema, there has never been anything quite like it: Take a luscious young bride (Ursula Fellner) and throw her into a brutal prison camp run by a sadistic warden (Alja Wilson). Add generous helpings of lesbianism and some very extreme violence. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95. 

### 2888343 MARASCHINO CHERRY.


### 2822652 CECILIA.

Widescreen. Muriel Montosso stars as Cecilia, a naive aristocrat who enjoys taunting her servants with her flawless figure, until it’s turned upside down when she is violated by the victims of her vicious games. Directed by Jess Franco. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98. 

---

### Bonus Offer

**SAVE 20%** on any purchase of $40 or more at cheezeflix.com. Enter the code CINEMA20 at checkout. Take advantage of this offer on our entire selection of the latest in adult programming. **EXPIRES OCTOBER 31, 2023**.
**6782395 QUIET DAYS IN CLICHY.** Widescreen. Based on the novel by Henry Miller. Joey is a struggling writer with no money. His roommate Carl is a charming stud with a taste for young girls. Together, these two insatiable dreamers will laugh, love, and screw their way through a decadent Paris paved with wanton women, wild orgies, and outrageous erotic adventures. Not Rated. In B&W. 91 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $24.98.

**679779 VELVET HIGH/SUMMERTIME BLUE.** Widescreen. Two forgotten gems of ‘70s and ‘80s erotica. Velvet High follows the ‘exploits’ of a beautiful schoolgirl (Misty Renee) as she gets involved in the纸张文本被切割断了。
**Adult DVD**

**661602X PRETTY PEACHES 2/ PRETTY PEACHES 3**, Alex de Renzy
directs two scantily clad, big-breasted stoners. In Pretty Peaches II, a curious young girl hits the road to see the ins and outs of sex. Following the advice of her lesbian doctor in Pretty Peaches III, Pretty Peaches III, she finds herself in the bed of a sex-obsessed Evangelist in San Francisco. 175 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95

**8578514 SILK SATIN & SEX/TURN ON WITH KELLY NICHOLS.** Two rare efforts from director Tadashi Nakayama join the biggest stars of 80s erotica. A lingerie company owner (Jesse St. James) proposes a rather unique job interview process in Silk Satin & Sex. There is a story of love and betrayal between a young couple (Taija Rae Shannen) and a host of other beautiful women demonstrate ancient techniques of sexual fulfillment in turn on with Kelly Nichols. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95

**5785154 BODY GIRLS/LET'S GET PHYSICAL.** Widescreen. Hapaypa stars in two Bob Chinn erotic classics from the early '80s. In Body Girls, she runs the hottest health club in town, where physical activity takes on many meanings. Then she leads Let’s Get Physical, a story where a transvestite dance instructor who seeks erotic fulfillment with her students. 168 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98

**6719066 GIRL TALK CONFIDENTIAL.** Fullscreen. Near the sizzling hot secrets that young beauties share with each other behind closed doors in this trilogy of erotic confessions, Steamy secrets and fantasies unfold in three chapters. Hottie Casling; Secret Sex Tales of the Digital Age; Cyber Sex World. Rated. 111 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**5779057 THAT’S SEXPLOITATION.** Widescreen. From the director of Basket Case and Bounder of Solomon Rock. Video comes a pioneering look into the world of sexploitation cinema. Frank Henenlotter and legendary exploitation monarch David F. Friedman take viewers on a wild ride through low-budget pinkie tags, sex-hygiene films, nudge-cuties and more in a bundle of spicy, sleazy clips. Not Rated. 136 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95

**5820305 HOOTERS ISLAND PARADISE.** From the streets of Manhattan to the beaches of Bahamas, witness 62 of the top Hooters Girls during their stage show rehearsals, calendar photo shoots, beach games and VIP parties, as they compete for the title of Miss Hooters International in the 4th annual competition. 53 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment. $5.95

**5756790 BOTH WAYS.** Fullscreen. Donald Wyman (Gerald Gram) would seem to have the American dream: a beautiful wife (Andrea True), a loving son, a great job, and a house in the suburbs. He also has a secret. He’s taken a male lover who now threatens to destroy not only his marriage, but also his entire life. Rated X. 84 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95

**6612660 42ND STREET FESTIVAL: XXI-Treme Special Edition.** Widescreen Get ready for the sexiest, raunchiest, and dirtiest trailers of classic X-rated moves. See outrageous theatrical ads for the sci-fi hardcore oddity Ultra Fleth and theurreal pinky tag F’O’D: the gender-bending classic Passage To Panama and much more, featuring the biggest stars from porn’s heyday. Not Rated. 130 minutes. Adults only. Synapse. Pub. at $29.95

**6616006 ALL LONG/TAPESTRY OF PASSION.** Widescreen. Groove to sexy mid-'70s erotica with this salacious double-dip. In All Long, an odd family must make a journey through pre-code peekaboos, while Tapestry of Passion, a journey through pr-e-code peekaboos, an ancient techniques of sexual fulfillment in turn on with Kelly Nichols. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98

**5702291 IMAGE OF SEX.** Satisfy even your most secret sexual desires and fantasies with two stories featuring the ladies who personify sex, from Eva Angelina to Missy Monroe, Taryn Thomas to Randi Wright. Cable Version. Adults only. Television. $7.95

**6876536 LITTLE SHOWOFFS.** Fullscreen. From the screen to the stage, to the screen again in this raunchy look at the erotic desire through six vignettes framed by and starring the actual people who conceived them. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6646271 MY MASTER MY LOVE/TEENAGE MASSEUSE/MORE.** Fullscreen. Two erotic classics from 1975 featuring a number of adult stars. A dominatrix compels her brother for love in My Master My Love; a bored housewife takes a job to care for the children and becomes a call girl in Teenage Masseuse; and a detective uses his wife as undercover sexual bait to trap a hit man in More. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95

**6616082 THE YOUNG LUST/HOT/SWEET YOUNG FOXES.** Widescreen. The beautiful and talented Hyapatia Lee stars in an erotic double feature from 1983. In The Young Lust Hotel, the girls of a small town help line discover their desires when a biker (John Leslie) joins in. In Sweet Young Foxes, a college freshman spends the summer on a journey of sexual discovery. 176 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $22.48

**6743821 PURELY PHYSICAL/NEAT CLOTHES DAY.** A double feature of 1980s erotica. In Purely Physical, a young woman accepts a job as the night clerk of a seedy motel—a job that cats almost exclusively to sexual deviants. Neat Clothes Day follows this hooker who turns to prostitution to pay their tuitions. 158 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95

**649387X VOYAGE.** Widescreen. A young psychiatrist embarks on a long journey along the coast of southeast Asia to overcome his depression. On the sea, he records stories of people who have departed from this world prematurely and reflects on his former patients. A beautiful and sensual exploration of the meaning of life. Stars Ryo Van Kooten, Leni Spedel, and Sebastiano Castro. 100 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $9.95

**5712725 WIDE OPEN.** Widescreen. The strained relationship between taxi driver Paul and his journalist girlfriend Marianne gets even more turgid when Paul brings his father back to their apartment. To diffuse the rising tensions, they decide to relax with a wild movie party. But things get much worse when they both wake up bed–with in Marianne’s ‘sister’ Stars Christina Lindberg. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95


**6353369 SAVAGE SATISDICTS/DOMINANCE/DAUGHTERS OF DISCIPLINE.** Widescreen. Two rare efforts from Alex De Renzy feature scantily clad, big-breasted stoners. In A Touch of Greatness, the protagonist goes to the screen again in this raunchy look at the erotic desire through six vignettes framed by and starring the actual people who conceived them. Not Rated. 130 minutes. Adults only. Synapse. Pub. at $24.95

**288368X HEAD NURSE/MARRIED: Naughty Nurses Double Feature.** Discover the hospital’s sexy ward with a double feature of scintillating exploitation from the 1970s. In Head Nurse, director Alex De Renzy tells a tale of NYC’s most bizarre and sex-filled hospital. Then, the sleazy Nurse-Made follows a unique relationship between a strung-out patient and his young nurse. Not Rated. 122 minutes. Adults only. Distrobux. Pub. at $29.95

**5584616 PUSCAYT RANCH/HERE COMES THE BRIDE.** Widescreen. Two erotic classics from one of the maverick filmmakers of NYC’s sexploitation scene, John Christopher. Two Old West bankrobbers take refuge from the law in the lusty Puscut Ranch. In Here Comes the Bride, a virgin bride-to-be finds her purity challenged in a bachelorette party of sheer debauchery. 169 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6550952 A PLACE BEYOND SHAME.** Widescreen. International sex symbol Seka has completely lost her sex drive. Frustrated and confused, she turns to a psychiatrist (Paul Thomas) for help. He pulls her into a hypnotic state to help her reawaken her sensuality.

**6799272 DEEP THROAT PART II/PANDORA AND THE MAGIC BOX.** Widescreen. The screwball comedy, Pandora and the Magic Box (1965) introduced a sexploitation epicure John Samo’s unique take on Yiddish theater to the raucous crowd. Samo would bring this blend of broad farce and deviant behavior to the screen again in Deep Throat II (1974) and the rival spoofs A Touch of Genie (1974) and The Switch (1974) included as SD bonus features. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. Something Weird Video. Pub. at $29.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/
**5607755 NAUGHTY! NAUGHTY! NAUGHTY!** Laure/Vanessa/Felicity. Three "sin-sational" stories in one titillating set! The real Emmanuelle brings her own lush vision of total sexual abandon to the screen as the writer, director, and co-star of Laure (91 minutes). Olivia Faisal is Vanessa, a timid servant virgin to prisoner of a Hong Kong bordello (92 minutes). Finally, Glory Anne Ann stars as Felicity, a sheltered teen who surrenders to a world of sexual adventure (94 minutes). Three DVDs; Adults only. Siven, Pub. at $34.98 **$27.95**

**2789113 THE SEXOCRIST’S DEVIL/DEVIATES IN LOVE.** Fullscreen. A young investigative journalist attempts to go undercover to expose a local cult, but ends up facing more evil than she expected in The Sexocrat’s Devil. And a psychiatrist discusses various case histories with a young female patient, detailing all sorts of fetishes and perversions in Deviates In Love. Both Not Rated. 120 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 **$17.95**

**5971288 BOILING DESIRES/LOVE CHAMPIONS.** Widescreen. A steamy double feature of ‘80s erotica by director Carlos Tobias. Inexperienced Leslie gets an education in carnal fulfillment in Boiling Desires. Then, Love Champions whispers you into a sex therapy camp where unsatisfied couples can live out their fantasies. With Candie Evans, Bunny Bleu, Ron Jeremy, Crystal Breeze and others. Not Rated. 165 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 **$17.95**

**2854678 RED LIGHT IN THE WHITE HOUSE/I’M GOING TO BE FAMOUS.** Fullscreen. In Red Light in the White House, decadence and corruption leads directly to the White House, and to the President of the United States. Stars Karin De La Peňa, Frank Whiteman, and Clayton Wilcox. 90 minutes. In I’m Going To Be Famous, a group of young actors use blackmail, sex and murder to achieve fame. Stars Blake, Vivian Maire and Meredith Macace. 85 minutes. Code Red. **$6.95**

**656344X THREE RIPENING CHERRIES/SENSUAL FIRE.** Widescreen. A double feature of adult classics from 1979. Three Ripening Cherries follows a trio of suburban virgins who take their sex education into their own hands. And in Sensual Fire, a man tries to satisfy his lust for a nubile stepdaughter by sleeping with a litany of ladies. 171 minutes. Adults only. **$17.95**

**5907225 BATBABE: The Dark Nightie.** Widescreen. By day, strip club mogul Wendy Ware (Darian Cagney) dawns her own go-go joint. By night, her’s seductive alter ego, Batbabe—a voluptuous vigilante who takes a bite out of crime and an even bigger bite out of the male members of her path. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Adults only. Seduction Cinema. Pub. at $19.99 **$15.95**

**6818366 SESSIONS OF LOVE THERAPY/101 ACTS OF LOVE.** Fullscreen. In Sessions of Love Therapy, a sexual psychologist has created an educational film featuring four young and attractive couples with sexual problems. Dr. Ann Foster demonstrates the beauty and variety of erotic stimulation through sensual demonstrations in 101 Acts of Love. Not Rated. 157 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 **$17.95**

**6805683 KISS AND KILL.** Widescreen. A reckless night of midcentury and lust leads a woman into the dark world of blackmail murder. When revealing photos of her sexual transgresses, Katy (Kira Noir) is forced to submit to whatever her tormentors desire. But can she murder her cover? Not Rated. 81 minutes. Adults only. Retromedia. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**7549038 THE CHAMBERMAIDS.** Fullscreen. Tired of their dead-end cleaning jobs, the three Chambermaids guests a little extra “room service.” With amateur camerawork, microphone shadows, elevator music, and “you are there” extreme close-ups, you’ll remember a time when X-rated films were check fast and VERY sleazy. 1974. 72 minutes. Adults only. **$19.95**

**5767164 DEADLY PICKUP.** Widescreen. Breezy isn’t your ordinary damsel in distress. With her sultry style, she’s sexy, fun—and a cold-blooded killer. As she preys on highway pickups, she moves from town to town, finally settling as a boarder in the town where she accidentally finds a what kind of sexual wolf they’ve just let in the door. Stars Carter Cruise and Sarah Hunter. Not Rated. **$12.95**

**6563377 DRACULA SUCKS.** Fullscreen. At an exclusive sanitarium, patients acting differently and being found with mysterious bites in their necks. Visiting professor Van Helsing (Reggie Nalder) believes it to be the work of vampires. But vampire/witch Margaret (Gillis) sets his eyes on the beautiful Mina (Annette Haven), this X-rated ’70s classic really shows its teeth. 95 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. **$12.95**

**360411X ANTICIPATION/FLESH POND.** Sexual chaos ensues with two tales of 1980s erotic. Two brothers begin lust after each other’s sexy wives in Anticipation. And in Flesh Pond, two convicts escape from a county jail and hold a group of suicidal swingers hostage in a remote cabin. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.98 **$14.95**

**6743846 THE VIXENS OF KUNG-FU/ORIENTAL BLUE: Drive-In Collection.** Two Times Square classics of underground exploitation and sleaze! After being brutally assaulted by a group of rakes, a young prostitute is taken in by a set of beautiful female Kung-Fu masters in The Vixens of Kung-Fu. Madame Blue runs an underground bordello in the Orient. 155 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$13.95**

**5951224 THE LOVE SLAVES.** Widescreen. Beautiful women are being kidnapped and brainwashed into becoming the love slaves of a sadistic madman. 150 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$13.95**

**6550584 LADIES NIGHT/HER WICKED WAYS.** Widescreen. The Lewis Brothers present two films showcasing head-on car crashes starring the biggest names in ’80s erotic. An unsatisfied housewife enjoys a wild night on the town in Ladies Night. Then, in Her Wicked Ways, a group of very-well-heeled women use the finds herself bombarded with the erotic tricks of cash-hungry visitors in Her Wicked Ways. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$17.95**

**7576782 CORPORATE ABUSE.** Widescreen. In the sinister world of corporate greed, Jill is an on-call prostitute who takes care of the other girls in the corporation’s illicitarem. But when her contract ends, she finds herself back on the road and in a violent past, heats up, she realizes that with his help, she could destroy the evil empire holding her hostage. Rated X. 104 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 **$17.95**

**6853453 THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE/I AM ALWAYS READY.** Widescreen. A double feature of sin-tillating sexploitation cinema from the ’70s. In The Ultimate Pleasure, a faltering couple visits a psychiatrist to rekindle their sex life. In I Am Always Ready, a wealthy woman enters her wildest fantasy to appear in X-rated films with John Holmes! 143 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$17.95**

**6758388 SEX WORLD.** An adult classic! Welcome to Sex World, a luxury resort where people to travel to and overcome their sexual problems. As patients become aware of their inhibitions, fears, and repressed urges with the help of robust surrogates lovers, a haunting portrait of human insecurities emerges against a sci-fi backdrop. 91 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$17.95**

**6952218 DUNGEON OF DESIRE.** Widescreen. Patti Stevens and her two lovely models are transported back to a medieval castle in the 15th century by a magical chastity belt, they encounter a ruthless captain of the guard and more royal intrigue than they could have bargained for. Stars Susan Featherly, Regina Russell, and others. Unrated. 73 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$7.95**

**3626083 BIKINI CARWASH ACADEMY.** Widescreen. Two college students, Beverly Lynn, Stacey Burke and Kyle Taylor must complete one final project in order to graduate—take a worthless business and make it successful. When they take an old, ramshackle car wash and turn it into a haven of sexy socks and bikini tops, 75 minutes. Adults only. Retromedia. **$12.95**

**5919022 NUN STORY: Frustration in Black.** Widescreen. A young woman takes a vow to become a nun for the rest of her life. Now known as “Sister Maria,” she settles in at the convent for her new life of poverty, chastity and obedience. Maria soon discovers something horrifying—the nuns are being mercilessly tortured and when they try to flee, they suffer a worse fate. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 69 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95 **$15.95**

**6799787 YOUNG GIRLS DO.** Widescreen. Erica Boyer was one of the biggest names back in the sexploitation cinema. But where did she come from, and how did she find her way to becoming a sex superstar? The story comes to life in this intimate and revealing film, following her sexual transformation from an innocent college girl to insatiably lusty woman to big screen sensation. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Adults only. **$17.95**

**6816048 SADIE/THE SEDUCTRESS.** Widescreen. In Sadie, an adaptation of Rain, Chris Cascarino gives a prostitute living on an isolated island in Borneo during the Vietnam War. In The Seductress, a mysterious blackmailing tricks wealthy married couples into having cover photographs for their action. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 **$17.95**

**6583407 MAI LIN VS. SERENA/ORIENTAL HAWAII.** Widescreen. A double feature of ’80s adult entertainment. In Mai Lin Vs. Serena, two girls fall into a power struggle for the starring role in director Carlos Tobias’s next film. Then, journey to the state of Hawaii in Oriental Hawaii, where incredible culture and sexual rituals are performed every day. 158 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$17.95**

**6510038 THE RIBALD TALES OF CANTERBURY.** Widescreen. Collects two of the last big-budget X-rated films to receive a theatrical release. In Ribald Tales of Canterbury, 13th-century British knights share their uncensored visions of sexual capers. Now, in Tasty, a struggling DJ realizes that what listeners really want to hear are the sounds of sex! 167 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$17.95**
**Adult DVD**

### 534710 GIRL-A-GO-GO: Nudie Cutie Classics from the 1950s and 1960s
- Short strip shorts from the '50s and '60s: Lingerie, Vintage Girls, Dandy Jones, Betsy Sandy, Big Juggs, Dream Girl, Blonde Bombshell, Redhead, Tandle, and Long Leg Bett. In B&W. 106 minutes. Adults only. Seduction Cinema. Pub. at $29.95

**$17.95**

### 6851424 CONFESSIONS OF A TEENAGE PUGNUT BUTTER FREAK
- Fullscreen. After being sexually traumatized by his aunt, Billy has an unhealthy association between peanut butter and sex. When he meets Priscilla, they start a passionate love story. They share stories of their erotic lives. Can their budding romance survive the ultimate sexual test? Stars John Holmes, Kandi Johnson and others. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**$17.95**

### 6850554 AN EROTIC WEREWOLF IN LONDON
- Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$17.95**

### 5811783 EAT AT THE BLUE FOX/TITILATION
- Widescr. Damon Christian directs a double feature of sexy screwball classics from the '80s. Actors Jeremy in Eat at the Blue Fox play a hot young couple from the Midwest who goes to Hollywood. At the Blue Fox, a sexy, sleazy sheriff. This get is ready to more from a hard-boiled private dick is hired to reunite a wealthy old man and one very well-endowed woman. Not Rated. 165 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**$17.95**

### 2780854 SNOW HONEYS
- Fullscreen. Featuring lots of odd and hilarious overdriving, this collection of sexy vignettes is filled with a steamy sex scenes of the early '80s. Watch for “Super Rod” (they aren’t kidding) and “Los Cana!” in a hair-spray super hero show of their own. This sexy short is a wonder of escape. Getting it on with bizarre French accents, a fiery lesbian scene on a fuzzy rug in front of a fireplace; and more. 75 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 6618166 VIOLENCE AND FLESH: THE CLASSIC LATE EROTICA COLLECTION
- Fullscreen. All hell breaks loose when three violent criminals break into a private beach home owned by a lesbian couple (Helena Ramos and Neide Ribeiro). The criminal invader plays twisted, perverse sex games with a household of three. The Amazonian erotic foray into nausea in Portuguese with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 5856804 TAKE ONE
- Fullscreen. Director Wakefield Poole explores the fantasies of a group of men, having them articulate their deepest desires and fantasies. Poole then captures the moment on film and submits a project for a grant. The grant is awarded, and the project becomes a reality. Not Rated. 160 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.99

**$15.95**

### 6851525 CANDY LIPS
- Widescr. An expansive and sexy feature film that delves into the dark world of domestic violence and redemption, starring erotic sensations Gloria Leonard and Marlene Willoughby. Not Rated. 74 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$15.95**

### 5814365 SEXUAL IDENTITY 1970S GRINDHOUSE COLLECTION
- Get ready to goacos with four psychotic '70s adult classics. Rick Lutze and 3 lustful ladies reveal their deep sexual masculinity in Sexual Identity. John James and Keith Erickson star in Girls in the Band; a family of free loving hippies turn lethal in The Family; then go inside the ins and outs of the adult world of photo editing. This is a double DVD. Two DVDs only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95

**$23.95**

### 6818374 TROPIC OF DESIRE/FANTASY WORLD
- Widescr. The seediest of cinema in two 1979 exploitation features. The lascivious look inside a lusty fashion show, and the erotic sexuality of a madman at an island-bound brothel at the close of WW II. Fantasy World, two groups of friends find a really wild experience when they become reality. Not Rated. 160 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$17.95**

### 3626687 EURO GRINDHOUSE DOUBLE FEATURE I: A WOMAN-The Sequels
- The legendary I, A Woman was one of the most erotic films ever released in the U.S. Building on that foundation, director Mac Ahlberg released these two sex-sational sequels, I, A Woman Part II and The Daughter: I, A Woman Part III, which have both become erotic legends in their own right. Two DVDs only. After Hours Cinema.

**$23.95**

### 6613415 THE NEW EROTIC ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA & 2
- Widescr. History’s greatest lover comes back to life in two adult films from the late ‘70s and early ‘80s. In the New Erotic Adventures of Casanova, Casanova’s great grandson embarks on his own erotic journey. In Casanova 2, he takes back to the Renaissance for a funny and sexy tale of the historic sex symbol. 175 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.

**$17.95**

### 6612879 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 10: 42nd Street Forever
- Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 classic “loops” from the ‘70s and ‘80s, with titles like School Days; Fireside Fun; Lapat up and more. Watch for adult film stars like Desiree Cousteau, Amber Hunt, and Sarah Neron. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 6646417 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 13.
- Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the ‘70s and ‘80s, with titles like Son of Quasimodo; Wicked Loving; and more. Watch for adult film stars like Chris Cassidy, Tina Russell, and Susan Neron. Not Rated. 113 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 6646425 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 14.
- Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the ‘70s and ‘80s, with titles like In the Barn; Tanya’s 15 Loop Kaleidoscope; and more. Watch for adult film stars Annie Sprinkle, Erica Boyer, and Desiree West. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 6646433 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 15.
- Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the ‘70s and ‘80s, with titles like Vampire Sex; Lady Love; Sleepy Seduction; and more. Watch for adult film stars Linda Shaw, Erica Boyer, and Tina Russell. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 6646441 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 16.
- Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the ‘70s and ‘80s, with titles like Vampire Sex; Lady Love; Sleepy Seduction; and more. Watch for adult film stars Linda Shaw and Sharon Kane. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 6646446 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 18.
- Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the ‘70s and ‘80s, with titles like Greek Girls; Lesbian Lust; Porn Power; and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Shaw and Vanessa Del Rio. Not Rated. 117 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 6646447 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 19.
- Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the ‘70s and ‘80s, with titles like Nurse’s Aid; Greaser Girls; and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Lovelace and Seka. Not Rated. 110 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 2780011 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 1: 42nd Street Forever
- Fullscreen. The salacious ‘80s shorts from the ‘80s and ‘90s with titles like What’s New, Pussycat?; Nurse’s Aid; and... "Sex and the City." The Collection features 15 classic “loops” with titles like "Wild and Wild," "Nurse’s Aid," and "Spice of Life." Features adult film stars like Annie Sprinkle, Susan Nero, and John Holmes. Not Rated. 135 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 6646448 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 20.
- Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the ‘70s and ‘80s, with titles like Nurse’s Aid; Greaser Girls; and more. Watch for adult film stars like Tanya Tate, Faye Reagan, and Sharon Kane. Not Rated. 114 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

### 6646452 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 21.
- Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the ‘70s and ‘80s, with titles like Nurse’s Aid; Greaser Girls; and more. Watch for adult film stars like Tanya Tate, Faye Reagan, and Sharon Kane. Not Rated. 114 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**
Adult DVD

- **6646506 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL.: #22:** Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection includes 15 “loops” from the ‘70s and ‘80s, with titles like Living Doll, Kitchen Maidies; Tongue in Greek; and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Shaw, Robin Byrd, and Ron Jeremy. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

- **4529057 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL.: #2:** 42nd Street Forever. Fullscreen. Collecting salacious 8mm short films from the 1970s and ‘80s, re-mastered from their original film prints, here are 15 classic “loops” like "Doctor Sex," including the Machines; "The Barbarian Girls;" and more. Watch for adult film stars like Ann Taylor, Susan Nero, and Bobby Astve. 116 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

- **4529073 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL.: #4:** 42nd Street Forever. Fullscreen. Collecting salacious 8mm short films from the 1970s and ‘80s, re-mastered from their original film prints, here are 15 classic “loops” like "Wheelchair Mary," "Leather Lust," "Tammy and the Doctor," and more. Watch for adult film stars like Erica Boyer, Linda Shaw, and Ann Taylor. 116 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

- **4529081 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL.: #5:** 42nd Street Forever. Fullscreen. Collecting salacious 8mm short films from the 1970s and ‘80s, re-mastered from their original film prints, here are 15 classic “loops” like "Friday Night Bath," "Experiment with Rubber," and more. Watch for adult film stars like Susan Nero, Lii Mariene, and Annie Sprinkle. 112 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

- **4546304 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL.: #6:** 42nd Street Forever. Fullscreen. The salacious series of 8mm short film collection continues. Venture back to the dirty theaters of the ‘70s and ‘80s with 15 classic “loops” including Pervy Fingers; Daughters of Lust; Lesbian Lessons; The Wretched; and more. Features adult film stars Sharon Mitchell and Maria Tortuga. 124 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

- **4546290 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL.: #8:** 42nd Street Forever. Fullscreen. The salacious series of 8mm short film collection continues. Venture back to the dirty theaters of the ‘70s and ‘80s with 15 classic “loops” including Pervy Fingers; Daughters of Lust; Lesbian Lessons; The Wretched; and more. Features adult film stars like Aunt Peg, Leslie Winston, and Jennifer West. 111 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

Television

- **2851468 TOP 50 BEST BREASTS EVER: Girls Gone Wild.** Adults only. Mantra. $7.95

- **2855542 BARE BEHIND BARS.** Widescreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95

- **2833902 9 TO 5: Days in Porn.** Adults only. Mongrel Media. $5.95

- **6939982 PEACH REMIXES: Second Spin.** Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.99

- **2855534 AMAZING JAIL.** Widescreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95

- **6363021 BEST OF SPRING BREAK: Girls Gone Wild.** Adults only. Mantra. $9.95

- **6363013 BEST OF SEX IN CITY GIRLS: Girls Gone Wild.** Adults only. Mantra. $9.95

- **5197286 SATANIC SLUTS: The Black Order Cometh.** Widescreen. Adults only. Impulse. $11.95

- **6798195 EROTIC AQUARIUS II: Collector’s Edition.** Adults only. GLE Entertainment. $11.95

- **6818323 NIGHT CALLER.** Fullscreen. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

- **7615349 COVER TO COVER.** Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $19.99

- **6993974 PEACH GIRL DIARIES 2.** Adults only. Peach. $4.95

- **2857616 THE TOMORROW SHOW WITH TOM SYDNEY.** John, Paul, Tom & Ringo. Eccentric human beings decide to get married, and then to commit suicide when they realize that it was to be his last televised interview. This interview, which was re-aired the day after his death, is presented here, along with interviews of Paul and Ringo. DVD Starrs: Nearly 8 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99

- **6850200 THE BEST OF THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW.** Brings you the magic and excitement of TV’s greatest variety show, and music from over 1,000 hours of classic TV, captured live in the prime of their careers including Barbra Streisand, Bobby Darin, Bob Hope, Joan Rivers, Elvis, The Beatles and the lovable Topo Gigio! Includes a selection of priceless performances for the yuletide season hosted by Ed Sullivan, Mike Douglas and B&W. Nineteen hours on 18 DVDs. SOFA Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95

- **4585387 THE DICK CAVETT SHOW, VOLUME 1.** Throughout its history, The Dick Cavett Show was a frequent stop for comedians. In this four show collection, Dick Cavett talks with Robin Williams (1979), Bobcat Goldwait (1992), Richard Lewis (1990), and Gilbert Gottfried (1990), ground breaking comedians of a later generation. 92 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

- **2870770 THE DICK CAVETT SHOW, VOLUME 2.** Over the years Cavett welcomed roughly 10,000 guests including comedians, musicians, actors, dancers, TV talk show hosts, theatrical groups, and more. In this four show collection, Cavett talks with George Carlin, Martin Mull, and Steve Martin. Includes a selection of timelessness performances for the yuletide season hosted by Ed Sullivan, Mike Douglas and B&W. Nineteen hours on 18 DVDs. SOFA Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99

- **6903010 TAXICAB CONFESSIONS.** New York, New York. Fullscreen. Hop aboard for a luscious, lighthearted look at the world as seen through the eyes of New York’s underground adult film scene. Arcadia Lake and Eric Edwards are featured here in two of their finest co-starring roles. They play a married couple looking for ways to rejuvenate their passion in Robin’s Nest. The story follows a sensual and erotic journey through the lives of all female planet are sent to collect Earth men to help them replenish their declining population. Also includes the 1970 film Run, Virgin, Run. Rated R. English dubbed. 167 minutes. Adults only. Retro-Sexfection Cinema. Pub. at $19.99

- **5376696 QUEST FOR VENICE.** Widescreen. Stars Delaema McKinney, Mila, an ex-porn star whose decision to leave the industry is interrupted when she’s kidnapped by a militant misogynist sect known as the ‘smokers.’ The young man with the world of women who they believe are using their sexual powers to destroy men. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Martian Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

- **2811596 SS HELLCAMP.** A beautiful, nervous senior female SS officer creates a genetic human being named “Jango" who is a rapacious, squat sex fiend which she uses to torture and molest female prisoners while the Nazis watch. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Adults only. CheesyFilms. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

- **2857615 THE TOMORROW SHOW WITH TOM SYDNEY.** John, Paul, Tom & Ringo. Eccentric human beings decide to get married, and then to commit suicide when they realize that it was to be his last televised interview. This interview, which was re-aired the day after his death, is presented here, along with interviews of Paul and Ringo. DVD Starrs: Nearly 8 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99

- **6850200 THE BEST OF THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW.** Brings you the magic and excitement of TV’s greatest variety show, and music from over 1,000 hours of classic TV, captured live in the prime of their careers including Barbra Streisand, Bobby Darin, Bob Hope, Joan Rivers, Elvis, The Beatles and the lovable Topo Gigio! Includes a selection of priceless performances for the yuletide season hosted by Ed Sullivan, Mike Douglas and B&W. Nineteen hours on 18 DVDs. SOFA Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**Television**

★ **26910438 Beauty and the Beast: The First Season.** Widescreen. A gorgeous tale begins. The story centers on a reclusive, raffish prince, played by anoneige de la tete, whose heart is as hard as the stone. A young beauty, played by Annette O'Toole, breaks into his home, and they become locked together. The beauty must find a way to transform him into his true self. The series is a romantic fantasy that explores themes of love, identity, and redemption.

**26910441 Blue Murder.** Fullscreen. A crime that makes headlines. The story centers on a serial killer who preys on women in a small English town. The police are unable to catch him, and the killer continues his reign of terror. The series is a gripping thriller that explores themes of justice, violence, and obsession.

**26910442 Conviction: The Complete Third Season.** Widescreen. After the death of her sister, a law student must navigate the cutthroat world of big-city politics and legal battles. The series is a courtroom drama that explores themes of justice, power, and ambition.

**26910443 Da Vinci's Demons: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. In a world where science and religion collide, a brilliant artist seeks to uncover the secrets of the universe. The series is a historical drama that explores themes of art, faith, and discovery.

**26910444 House, M.D.: Season Six.** Widescreen. Get ready for a farewell to medical mysteries with all 21 Season Six episodes of this riveting drama series. Hugh Laurie returns to his award-winning role as Dr. Gregory House, this time in a role that challenges his intellect and his methods. The series is a medical drama that explores themes of diagnostic thinking, ethics, and human nature.

**56933925 The Irish R.M.: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. An English army officer becomes a resident magistrate in turn of the 20th century West Ireland. Living in a ramshackle country house surrounded by the community’s eccentric and colorful characters, this series follows his struggles to apply judicial logic in a land where the inevitable happens, but the improbable frequently does. Stars Peter Bowles, Beryl Reid, and Brian Murray. English SDH. Includes 143 episodes over 16 hours on six DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $59.95

**69924007 The Practice: The Final Season.** Widescreen. The Emmy Award-winning legal drama’s final season plays out in the way for its acclaimed spinoff, Boston Legal. Eleanor (Camryn Manheim), Eugene (Steve Harris) and Jimmy (Michael Badalucco) are now in charge of the firm. In this new spinoff, reuniting their ranks, Eleanor hires an old friend and enigmatic Alan Shore (James Spader). All 22 Season Eight episodes. Sixteen hours on 6 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $29.92

**69924011 Lou Grant: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Edward Asner stars as Lou Grant, the bullish, no-nonsense detective, to discover that a soldier killed in action is actually alive. As she gets to know him, she starts uncovering the mysteries around the killings and solves the case before it is too late.

**20759278 The Midnight Special.** Complete First Season. Stars Kristin Kreuk and Jay Ryan. English SDH. Mysteries surround who—and what—is behind the mask of this enigmatic character. The series is a supernatural drama that explores themes of love, mystery, and identity.

**20759282 The Midnight Special.** Complete Second Season. Stars Sofia Grabol and Stanley Tucci. A no-nonsense detective discovers that a mysterious figure is behind the mask of this enigmatic character. The series is a supernatural drama that explores themes of love, mystery, and identity.

**20759286 True Blood: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Get ready for the ultimate ride in supernatural entertainment. The Alcime, a no-nonsense detective, to discover that a soldier killed in action is actually alive. As she gets to know him, she starts uncovering the mysteries around the killings and solves the case before it is too late.

**20759287 True Blood: The Complete Third Season.** Fullscreen. Get ready for the ultimate ride in supernatural entertainment. The Alcime, a no-nonsense detective, to discover that a soldier killed in action is actually alive. As she gets to know him, she starts uncovering the mysteries around the killings and solves the case before it is too late.

**20759290 True Blood: The Complete Fourth Season.** Fullscreen. Get ready for the ultimate ride in supernatural entertainment. The Alcime, a no-nonsense detective, to discover that a soldier killed in action is actually alive. As she gets to know him, she starts uncovering the mysteries around the killings and solves the case before it is too late.

**20759291 True Blood: The Complete Fifth Season.** Fullscreen. Get ready for the ultimate ride in supernatural entertainment. The Alcime, a no-nonsense detective, to discover that a soldier killed in action is actually alive. As she gets to know him, she starts uncovering the mysteries around the killings and solves the case before it is too late.

**20759292 True Blood: The Complete Sixth Season.** Fullscreen. Get ready for the ultimate ride in supernatural entertainment. The Alcime, a no-nonsense detective, to discover that a soldier killed in action is actually alive. As she gets to know him, she starts uncovering the mysteries around the killings and solves the case before it is too late.

**20759293 True Blood: The Complete Seventh Season.** Fullscreen. Get ready for the ultimate ride in supernatural entertainment. The Alcime, a no-nonsense detective, to discover that a soldier killed in action is actually alive. As she gets to know him, she starts uncovering the mysteries around the killings and solves the case before it is too late.

**20759294 True Blood: The Complete Eighth Season.** Fullscreen. Get ready for the ultimate ride in supernatural entertainment. The Alcime, a no-nonsense detective, to discover that a soldier killed in action is actually alive. As she gets to know him, she starts uncovering the mysteries around the killings and solves the case before it is too late.

**20759295 True Blood: The Complete Ninth Season.** Fullscreen. Get ready for the ultimate ride in supernatural entertainment. The Alcime, a no-nonsense detective, to discover that a soldier killed in action is actually alive. As she gets to know him, she starts uncovering the mysteries around the killings and solves the case before it is too late.
TV Crime Solvers

276640X WITCHBLADE: The Complete Series. widescreen. New York homicide detective and urban witch Sonya Blade (Yancy Butler) doesn't know why she has been chosen to possess the living weapon called the Witchblade. It is hers to wear and fight in the light against crime—but at a terrible and potentially deadly price. English SDH. Over 24 episodes. Over 18 hours on seven DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $11.95

696763X SOUTHLAND: The Complete Fifth and Final Season. widescreen. As they have done to a Hollywood tour bus, rival gangs face off at a drug dealer's funeral. Victims caught by their killer. On their darkest, most dangerous days, this is what Los Angeles' heat beats out. LA TV's sundarkened streets of Southland. Includes all 10 Season five episodes. Stars Ben McKenzie and Kevin Alejandro. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

5921309 A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 14. David Jason is Detective Inspector Jack Frost. Collected here are three episodes from the popular British mystery series: Mind Games, Relinquished and The Long Game. Collects all 33 Part Five episodes. Stars Dorothy Malone, Mía Farrow, and Ryan O'Neal. Over 13 hours on five DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $34.98 PRICE CUT to $9.95

5654936 THE KILLING: The Complete First Season. widescreen. On the day she plans to move to California to get married, Seattle detective Sarah Linden (Mireille Enos) is instead paired with renegade cop Stephen Holder (Joel Kinnaman). As they investigate the murder of a boxer, the lives of the police, the victim's family and the suspects are intricately interwoven in this Emmy and Golden Globe-nominated season. Collects all 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

5697547 JUSTIFIED: The Complete Fifth Season. widescreen. In the penultimate season of this fiery drama, U.S. Marshal Raylan Givens (Timothy Olyphant) harbors a secret that could threaten his career and put him in the crosshairs of a powerful man in zöpidry. The Crowe family reemerges in Harlan County to cash in on their ongoing schemes—and this time, no one will stand in their way. All 13 Season five episodes. Also on MAHD DVD. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $7.95

5967574 JUSTIFIED: The Complete Sixth Season. widescreen. U.S. Marshal Raylan Givens (Timothy Olyphant) and criminal mastermind Boyd Crowder (Walton Goggins) once again do battle, this time in a war that pits the federal lawman against the head of a Native American tribe. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

5921317 A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 15. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Jack Frost in the two-part episode, If Dogs Run Free. Frost aids an illegal dog-fighting ring, hoping to nab a local gangster, but Frost himself soon finds himself in trouble. Meanwhile, Frost is disturbed to find that someone is copying a series of unsolved crimes from years earlier. Nearby 3 hours. MIPI. $9.95

6750952 MY OWN WORST ENEMY: Complete Series. widescreen. Henry (Chris O'Donnell) is a 100 percent efficiency expert living a humdrum life in the suburbs. Edward (also Slater) is an opposite who speaks 13 languages and is transplant coordinator. The only thing common is their body. But when the wall between them breaks down, each man is dangerously out of his element. All nine episodes. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

6633242 CADFAEL: Set 2. On set of the PBS Midsomer Murders, these riveting programs star the imperturbable Brother Cadfael, the medieval crime-solving monk who tackles mysteries that arise in the dark world of 12th century Shrewsbury. This set contains four episodes of the medieval favorite. The Virgin in the Ice, The Devil’s Novice; and St. Peter’s Fair. English SDH. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $49.99 $11.95

5798426 THE ROCKFORD FILES: Season 1. James Garner is the offbeat Jim Rockford, an ex-con turned private investigator who would rather fish than fight, but whose instincts on closed cases is more golden than his classic Capaldi car. Rockford and his mobile home in Malibu chases down dead-ends to solve crime in sun-baked Los Angeles. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. Over 18 hours on four DVDs: Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.95

6728340 IRONSIDE: Season 4. Chief Robert T. Ironside (Raymond Burr) returns for another season of this hit crime drama. With the help of his special forces unit–Sergeant Ed Brown (Don Galloway,) ex-con turned assistant Mark Sanger (Don Mitchell) and policewoman Eve Whitfield (Barbara Anderson)–the squad tackles rogue ex-cops, addicts, terrorists and more across 26 episodes. Twenty-one hours on seven DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.99 $32.95

6959342 INSPECTOR LEWIS: Series 6. widescreen. Three mysteries inspired by the Inspector Lewis Mysteries on MASTERPIECE. Among the Fearful, The Ramblin’ Boy; and Intelligent Design, Kevin Whately portrays Inspector Robert Lewis and Laurence Fox his partner, Dr. James Hathaway. Also features Rebecca Front. This is the original UK edition. English SDH. Over four hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

6495535 MURDER ONE: The Complete Second Season. widescreen. Return to the court of law and the coutouriing season, this time following the story of three different murder trials from the point of view of the defense attorney. Stars from the creator of NYPD Blue, these multi-layered cases will keep you guessing until the final gavel falls. Stars Mary McCormack, Mary Beth Peil, Molly McCormack, Michael Hayden and others. CC. Over 13 hours on five DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95

6872514 THE RED ROAD: The Complete First Season. widescreen. A hard hitting drama that revolves around a single cop (Kevin B Grant) struggling to keep his family together while simultaneously policing two clashing communities: the small town where he grew up and the drug filled Native American tribe. English SDH. Country. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $29.98 $7.95

5955626 MISS FAYE MURDER MYSTERIES: Series 2. widescreen. A private detective in 1920s Melbourne, Miss Phye Fney (Yvonne Phipps) has a knack for being in the right place at the right time—and she’s usually armed with the right weapon too. Aided by her maid, Phyne ventures from the city’s mansions to the outback in pursuit of her enemies and enemies along the way in these 13 riveting episodes. Country. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $44.95 $11.95

6495527 MURDER ONE: The Complete First Season. widescreen. From the creator of NYPD Blue comes a series that charts a single murder trial from the point of view of the defense attorney, for an entire season. A riveting and cleverly woven plot full of subtle deceptions, outright lies and murder, it will keep you guessing until the final gavel falls. Mary McCormack, Daniel Benzali, Sandy Martin. Country. Over 17 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98 $11.95

6877215 HOMICIDE-LIFE ON THE STREET: The Complete Series. widescreen. One of television’s most acclaimed and riveting dramas of all time is now available on DVD in a five-disc set that includes the complete series. Produced by Larry Levinson, this Peabody Award-winning series delvers a gritty and realistic rundown of law enforcement in the San Francisc o homicide division in Baltimore. Outstanding performances from Richard Belzer, Melissa Leo and Ned Beatty and others are part of a range of major guest appearances. One hundred hours on 35 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $149.99 $99.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
TV Crime Solvers

★ 6800025 POLICE WOMAN: Season Three. Fullscreen. The inimitable Angie Dickinson returns as Pepper, the LAPD cop whose savvy, smart and sex appeal make her the perfect weapon against the lowlifes of Los Angeles. On the beat or undercover, Pepper is a seasoned veteran of the force with the skills to bring crime to its knees. All 22 Season Three episodes. 19 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99 $21.95

★ 5919128 PETER GUNN: The Complete Series. Craig Stevens plays Peter Gunn, a hardboiled private eye with enough take on the hardest of cases, but who has a soft touch when it comes to the ladies. Using his unofficial office the smoke-filled jazz club where his wife (Lola Albright) takes on his city’s darkest mysteries and most unsavory characters. Collects all 114 episodes, plus bonus CD featuring music from the show’s original soundtrack. In B&W. Over 48 hours on twelve DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $99.99 $79.95

★ 6914454 POLICE WOMAN: Season Four. Pepper Anderson and Bill Crowley are taking back the streets of Los Angeles one scumbag at a time in the final season of the hit crime drama. From bystanders to doppelegangers, these two L.A. cops won’t stop until the city is cleaned up once and for all. Includes all 22 episodes of Season Four. Over 18 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

★ 6830401 HART TO HART: The Complete Series. Hart and Stefanie Powers take you on a jet-setting mystery tour in this charming and elegant crime-solving series. They play Jonathan and Jennifer Hart, a wealthy and glamorous couple who, when a bolt of lightning strikes at the heart of her adventurous case across 110 thrilling, brilliantly written episodes. Over 88 hours on twenty-nine DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $159.99 $99.95

2834111 THE BLETCHLEY CIRCLE: Season One. Four episodes. Based on Colin Stevenson’s novel by Daniel Defoe. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

2847167 AGATHA CHRISTIE–THE QUEEN OF CRIME COLLECTION. Widescreen. Acorn Media. Pub. at $49.99 $11.95

6808840 UNFORGETTABLE: The First Season. Widescreen. Paramount. $7.95

6897777 PERRY MASON MOVIE COLLECTION, VOLUME 3. Fullscreen. Paramount. $7.95

6929788 PERRY MASON MOVIE COLLECTION, VOLUME 4. Fullscreen. Paramount. $7.95

2796481 RIZZOLI & ISLES: The Complete Sixth Season. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

6963307 CSI–CYBER: The First Season. Widescreen. Paramount. $7.95

6549016 SAVING GRACE: The Final Season. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

2787032 COLUMBO: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Universal. $99.95

6967655 SOUTHLAND: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ 6715737 SECRETS AND LIES: Season One. Widescreen. MCTV Creek. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

★ 6685595 CRIME STORY: The Complete Series. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $29.98 SOLD OUT

6584217 THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, VOLUME TWO. MPTV. Pub. at $14.97 $5.95

TV Action & Adventure

2834596 VEGAS. Widescreen. As the county’s new sheriff, maverick rancher Ralph Lamb (Dennis Quaid) takes his brand of frontier justice to the streets. On the other side of the law, Vincent Savino (Michael Chiklis) just took over the Savoy Casino at the behest of the Chicago mob in order to decide the future of Las Vegas. Includes all 21 episodes. English SDH. Over 15 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $6.95

2834075 VIETNAM WAR STORY. Widescreen. Every man who went to Vietnam has his story to tell–each more powerful and shocking than the last. Based on the real-life experiences of combat veterans, this series explores the full impact of the Vietnam War experience on everyday men and women. Stars Tate Donovan and Wesley Snipes. Over four hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

5963685X WALKER, TEXAS RANGER: The Final Season. Fullscreen. Action superstar Chuck Norris is back with one last hard-hitting season of modern-day cowboy action. Living by the frontier code, Ranger Cordell Walker turns his back on the success of his methods are right out of the Old West–but his independent ways pay off when it comes to putting bad guys behind bars. These 24 episodes bring Walker’s explosive career on-screen to a close. Over 17 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

2790458 MOBY DICK: The Epic Mini-Series Event. Widescreen. Herman Melville’s classic tale comes to life like never before in this epic miniseries event from director John Mctigue. The Pequod and a Nantucket whaling ship under the dubious command of Captain Ahab (Patrick Stewart), a man obsessed with vengeance and committed to his ruthless code, stoke the fires of his adventurous case across 110 thrilling, brilliantly written episodes. Over 88 hours on twenty-nine DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $159.99 $99.95

2804112 THE BLETCHLEY CIRCLE: Season One. Series. Based onColin Stevenson’s

2847167 AGATHA CHRISTIE–THE QUEEN OF CRIME COLLECTION. Widescreen. Acorn Media. Pub. at $49.99 $11.95

6808840 UNFORGETTABLE: The First Season. Widescreen. Paramount. $7.95

2847167 AGATHA CHRISTIE–THE QUEEN OF CRIME COLLECTION. Widescreen. Acorn Media. Pub. at $49.99 $11.95

6808840 UNFORGETTABLE: The First Season. Widescreen. Paramount. $7.95

6897777 PERRY MASON MOVIE COLLECTION, VOLUME 3. Fullscreen. Paramount. $7.95

6929788 PERRY MASON MOVIE COLLECTION, VOLUME 4. Fullscreen. Paramount. $7.95

2796481 RIZZOLI & ISLES: The Complete Sixth Season. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

6963307 CSI–CYBER: The First Season. Widescreen. Paramount. $7.95

6549016 SAVING GRACE: The Final Season. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

2787032 COLUMBO: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Universal. $99.95

6967655 SOUTHLAND: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ 6715737 SECRETS AND LIES: Season One. Widescreen. MCTV Creek. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

★ 6685595 CRIME STORY: The Complete Series. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $29.98 SOLD OUT

6584217 THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, VOLUME TWO. MPTV. Pub. at $14.97 $5.95

TV Action & Adventure

2867098 SEA HUNT: Television Marathon. Danger and excitement are always lurking beneath the surface in this undersea adventure classic. Ex-Navy frogman Mike Nelson (Lloyd Bridges) and his crew of...
**TV Action & Adventure**

- **658313X MERLIN.** Fullscreen. Evil sorceress Mabsums the wizard Merlin (Samantha Barks) while he's fading from the world. But when his heart is touched by the beautiful Nimue (Isabella Rossellini), Merlin turns his back on Mab's dark enchantments, aligning himself with the long-suffering men of Arthur's court. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $14.98

- **2997979 THE 10TH KINGDOM.** Widescreen. Beyond the mortal world lies Nine Kingdoms where the fantastical land of fairies and magic are brought to life—and reinvented. The themes and ideas of folklore and mythology permeate the classically charming and erotic storylines at the edge of the mortal world which leads them to the 10th Kingdom—Central Park! Stars Ann Margaret and Scott Cohen. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

- **6780236 HONEY WEST: Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Honey West (Annie Francis), a glamorous female private eye, was TV's first female star in an action-adventure role. In the colorful Honey's interest for earning business from her father and also getting her partner in the deal, rough and handsome Sam Bolt (John Ericson). Gathers all 30 episodes. In B&W. Fifteen hours on 4 DVDs. VCI. Pub. at $29.95

- **6815001 BRENDA STARR, REPORTER.** Ace reporter Brenda Starr is on the case in this gripping 13-chapter serial. Brenda has a knack for getting into tight situations, such as dodging mines, burning building, showdowns with murderous criminals, and an exciting hunt for a $250,000 payroll robbery. Stars Joan Woodbury, Kane Richmond, and Saylor. In B&W. In four 30-minute episodes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

- **672609 MANDRAKE, THE MAGICIAN.** The Wasp, head of an underworld gang, is on the hunt for a radium energy machine developed by Professor Houston. Only magician Mandrake stands in the warlord's way, thwarting his evil deeds. But is the Mandrake's magic enough to stop The Wasp? Find out in these thrilling serial chapters. Stars Warren Hull and Don West. In B&W. Over 13 hours on ten DVDs. VCI. Pub. at $29.95

- **2843426 RESCUE ME: The Complete Series, 2004-2011.** Widescreen. From the streets of New York City to the American West, this is the story of the highly acclaimed Rescue Me galvanized with its uncompromising portrayal of the New York City firefighters of 62 Truck, the highly acclaimed series event in B&W. Fifteen hours on 4 DVDs. VCI. Pub. at $29.95

- **6818212 BAT MASTERSON: Television Marathon.** Fullscreen. This popular American Western series aired on NBC from 1956 to 1961 and presented an exquisitely fictionalized account of the real-life marshal/gambler Bat Masterson. Depicted with satirical wit by the unflappable Gene Barry, Masterson roams the West, charming women and defending the unjustly accused. In B&W. Over 24 hours on eight DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $29.96

- **6883235 THE LONE RANGER: 500-540.** Fullscreen. This 1954 TV western (containing footage of the three pilot episodes) includes The Lone Ranger Story starring Clayton Moore. Also, join Lone Ranger and Tonto in 12-episode mini-series, a 1949 feature version of the “Lost” 1938 Lone Ranger serials. Over 160 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $14.95

- **4641000 THE CHISHOLMS: Complete TV Series.** Fullscreen. Swindled out of their Virginia property, the Chisholms, led by patriarch Hadley (Robert Preston) and his wife Minerva (Rosemary Harris), head westward to build a new life in the Oregon Territory. Along the trail, they encounter challenges that threaten not only the fabric of their familial bonds. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.99

- **43326X THE GAMBLER COLLECTION.** Kenny Rogers brings all of his charisma to the role of Brady Hawkes (aka The Gambler) in this Gambler, the original classic, followed by the hit song, plus two more feature-length sequels, The Gambler: The Adventure Continues and The Gambler: The Legend Continues. Also includes the highly acclaimed feature Coward of the County. Also stars Bruce Boxleiten, Linda Evans, Linda Gray, Dean Stockwell, Charles Durning, and George Kennedy. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.99

- **5919177 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season.** Inspired by John Ford’s film Wagonmaster, this well-crafted western follows Major Seth Anderson (Ward Bond), Head Scout Flint McCullough (Robert Horton), coach Charlie Wooster (Frankie Thomas), and horses D Reform and Ace, as they endure the perilous journey conestoga wagon from the banks of the Mississippi to California’s Pacific shores. Collects all 39 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 32 hours on ten DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.95

- **581626 THE GREEN HORNET SPECIALS AND THE RETURN OF THE GREEN HORNET STORIES AGAINST THE HERO CLASSICS, Pacific, Pub. in 55.** $3.95

- **6657915 SHEENA: Queen of the Jungle Collection.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

- **6870775 THE MASTER: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $49.95

- **961748 BAA BAA BLACK SHEEP: Season 1, Volume 2.** Fullscreen. Universal.

**TV Westerns**

- **6850306 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete First Season.** One of the most beloved and longest-running western programs in broadcast history, this anthology series explores fascinating stories of the American West. Introduced by “The Old Ranger” (Stanley Andrews), the story behind the story, by the hit song, plus two more feature-length sequences. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $14.95

- **5809169 THE BIG VALLEY, VOLUME ONE: Season Two.** Fullscreen. In California’s San Gabriel Valley, the Barkley family stands proud above the rest. They re back for these 15 Season Two episodes, facing more dangers and challenges of the Wild West. Stars Barbara Stanwyck, Lee Majors, and Linda Evans. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $11.95

- **6546409 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete Third Season.** Eighteen episodes continue the popular anthology western, known for its uniquely realistic, down-to-earth approach to the frontier. These stand-alone adventures feature stars like Angie Dickinson, Phyllis Coates, James Best, William Schallert, Jeanne Cooper and others. In B&W. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $17.95

- **3620239 THE DEFINITIVE TV WESTERN COLLECTION: 600 Television Episodes.** Features episodes from 40 different western series, including, The Adventures of Kit Carson; Bat Masterson; Annie Oakley; Bonanza; The Cisco Kid; The Lone Ranger; The Range Rider; The Rifleman; The Roy Rogers Show; Sky King; Stony Brooke; Sugarfoot; and Wild Bill. Over 48 hours of discovery or a truly unique brand of entertainment for the first time. 265 hours on forty-eight double-sided DVDs in a unique wooden display box. Mill Creek. Pub. at $99.98


- **671267 CENTENNIAL.** Universal. Pub. at $59.98


- **6653636 RAWHIDE, VOLUME 2: The Fourth Season.** Fullscreen. Paramount. Pub. at $17.95

**Sci-Fi and Horror TV**

- **28095116 TOM HOLLAND'S TWISTED TALES.** Widescreen. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98

- **6833005 UNDER THE DOME: Season 2.** Widescreen. Collects all 13 Season Two episodes. The people of Chester’s Mill struggle to break free of their nightmare, as a mysterious stranger and diminishing food supply threaten their very survival. Big Jim, driven by his lust for power, turns the town’s sheriff. Stars Filipa Wenström, Danielle Harris, and William Forsythe. 142 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $4.95

- **2809826 TIME TRAVEL: Star Trek-Fan Collective.** Fullscreen. Hardcover Star Trek journal book featuring fan favorite time travel episodes, and the result is this mind-bending collection. Prepare yourself for a journey across galaxies and get ready to enter the next generation of Star Trek Series; The Next Generation; Deep Space Nine; and Voyager. Twelve episodes in all!!

- **6855145 THE PRISONER.** Widescreen. AMC delivers a mesmerizing re-imagination of the original 1960s TV classic. Once a name, a job with the mysterious spy-ops outfit Surrakmak, and a life in New York. Now he’s called 6, and lives in The Village, a top-secret facility filled with conforming. Where dissent is rare and where 6 knows he has but one option: escape. Stars Jim Caviezel and Ian McKellen. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $6.95
Sci-Fi and Horror TV


587245X GHOST IN THE SHELL: Stand Alone Complex. Widescreen. A complex. This includes a 90-minute DVD along with a 148-page guide. The Official Log. The contents of the DVD show the End of the Redoutable. English SDH. Deluxe. Four hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $35.99

6871216 HELIX: Season 1. Widescreen. A team of scientists travel to a high-tech research facility in the Arctic to investigate a possible disease outbreak. They find themselves pulled into a life-or-death struggle that holds the key to mankind’s salvation—or annihilation. All 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over three hours on five DVDs. ADV Films. $11.95

5839092 FARSCAPE: Season 2. Fullscreen. Join John Chrichton and the crew of Moya on a journey to places they never knew existed and into dangers they never dreamed possible. Sizzling with brilliant characters, breathtaking John Henson effects, high-stakes action and irresistible humor, this second season has no equal. Collects all 22 Season Two episodes. Stars Ben Browder. Over 18 hours on ten DVDs. ADV Films. $9.95

5839106 FARSCAPE: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. The journey has never been more perilous or more fantastical. Join John Chrichton (Ben Browder), the escaped alien prisoners who are his friends, or their living ship, Moya, but the ride is about to get wilder than ever. With strange creatures, bizarre twists, irrevocable harm, tragic losses and great loves, all 22 Season Three episodes are collected here. CC. Over 18 hours on ten DVDs. ADV Films. $9.95

5849113 ABDUCTION: The X-Files Mythology Collection. A series of episodes from Seasons One, Two and Three come together as one piece of Chris Carter’s visionary and intricately woven “Mythology” saga. Alto. Ever since witnessing John’s abduction of his sister, Fox Mulder has been obsessed with finding the truth. The more he learns about Scully and the FBI’s X-Files, the more the abduction seems to be a part of something bigger... CC. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Fox. $11.95

2858228 STARGATE ATLANTIS: Season 4. Widescreen. Colonel Samantha Carter (Amanda Tapping) takes charge as the city’s new leader, it means daunting new challenges, including joint forces with the dangerous Wraith in order to fight a common enemy. The Replicators. Also stars Joe Flanigan and David Hewlett. CC. Over 13 hours on five DVDs. MGM. $9.95

6863781 THE DAY AFTER. When Cold War tensions reach the ultimate boiling point, the inhabitants of a small town in Kansas wake up to find less than 300 Soviet warheads begin to appear overhead. Can anyone survive this ultimate nightmare? Starring Jason Robards and John Lithgow. 122 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

2855232 THE X-FILES: The Complete Eighth Season. Widescreen. From the arrival of Agent John Doggett in Willows and穆’s mysterious, resurrected return in Deadaline to the birth of Scully’s baby in Existence, these 21 Season Eight episodes are a must for every X-Files fan. CC. Over 12 hours on six DVDs. Fullscreen. Fox. $14.95

2749254 SCIENCE FICTION THEATER: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Blending the discoveries of factual science with the limitless frontiers of fantasy, this scintillating anthology series, presented here in its entirety, offered Atomic Age viewers an intriguing look at the possibilities of the future in gripping sci-fi stories that portrayed classics like Trip to the Bottom of the Sea (1961), and The Day Of The Triffids (1963).... MGM. Pub. at $49.97

5861475 SLIDERS: The First Season. Fullscreen. Quinn (Jerry O’Connell) has created a device that opens a wormhole to an infinite number of parallel universes where history has taken different paths. His first trip goes awry, stranding his friends in parallel San Francisco. Now, they must travel through parallel universes to battle anything to set right their hope of finding their way home. Includes all 18 episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $3.95

2855224 THE X-FILES: The Complete Seventh Season. Widescreen. All 22 Season Seven episodes from David Duchovny’s last full season as Agent Fox Mulder. From Scully discovering the alien spacecraft in The Sixth Extinction to her installation of a life support system for her husband in Close Shave, to Scully’s miraculous pregnancy in Requiem, this is a must-have for X-Files fans. CC. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Fullscreen. $11.95

2867503 POINT PLEASANT: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Penn Marsh and Cindy Williams star as the hilarious female duo in this three disc set. Penny and Cindy will give you that laugh-filled moment in the first season of the wildly popular sitcom. From Penny and Cindy’s first episode to their last, Penny will have you in stitches. Fullscreen. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

5670261 DEUS EX: Mankind Divided. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

5670264 SCOURGE: THE LAST OF US. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

5669341 TALES FROM THE DARKSIDE: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Paramount. $7.95


5670260 TALES FROM THE DARKSIDE: Season Two. Widescreen. Paramount. Pub. at $69.97


5839114 FARSACE: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. ADV Films. $5.95

5670247 STARGATE SG-1: CHILDREN OF THE GODS: Final Cut. Widescreen. Paramount. $6.95

5670262 TALES FROM THE DARKSIDE: Season One. Widescreen. Paramount. $7.95


588062X STAR TREK—the Next Generation: The Complete Second Season. Paramount. $7.95

5816267 THE X-FILES—SUPER SOLDIERS: Mythology Collection. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

TV Comedy

2847299 SLEDGE HAMMER! The Complete Series. Fullscreen. David Rasche stars as John ‘Sledge’ Hammer in this hilariously dargened TV spoof of Dirty Harry. He’s a former cop, currently the sheriff of his small town. He’s the ultimate cop, with the dangerous Wraith in order to fight a common enemy. The Replicators. Also stars Joe Flanigan and David Hewlett. CC. Over 13 hours on five DVDs. MGM. $9.95

2880729 WHAT’S HAPPENING!! The Complete Series. Fullscreen. This was a hit series from 1976 to 1979, a sitcom that bridged the fun of wide-eyed childhood to the complicated social issues of early 80s. The show is a spin-off of the popular show Diff'rent Strokes. The cast included Gail Fish, Todd Bridges, Mindy Cohn, and Conrad Bain. Over 18 hours on six DVDs. Universal. $14.95

2884014 PEOPLE ARE FUNNY. Hosted by Art Linkletter, this long-running, Emmy-nominated American radio and television game show reveal the humorous side of human nature. After contestants perform to perform a task in public, the audience was let in on a secret of how the participant was being tricked. Includes 16 episodes. In B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $9.95

6678090 THE MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Stars as Mary Richards, an aspiring TV news producer in Minneapolis. The show was nominated for 24 Primetime Emmy Awards and 27 Writers Guild of America West Awards. The average audience was 24 millions. The show ran from 1970-1977. $7.95

6965383 RENO 911! The Complete Fifth Season. Fullscreen. The police officers of Reno 911! are back with their most ridiculous season yet, with 16 episodes that’ll leave you stewed, screwed, and soiled. In Season Five, Wiegels meets his real daddy, the department hires a new female cop, and the team takes on a badass bounty hunter. Stars Cedric Yarbrough and Niecy Nash. Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $14.95

4529702 LAVERNE & SHIRLEY: The Complete Fourth Season. Fullscreen. Penny Marshall and Cindy Williams star as the hilarious female duo in this three disc set. Penny and Cindy will give you that laugh-filled moment in the first season of the wildly popular sitcom. From Penny and Cindy’s first episode to their last, Penny will have you in stitches. Fullscreen. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

5929702 LAVERNE & SHIRLEY: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Penny Marshall and Cindy Williams star as the hilarious female duo in this three disc set. Penny and Cindy will give you that laugh-filled moment in the first season of the wildly popular sitcom. From Penny and Cindy’s first episode to their last, Penny will have you in stitches. Fullscreen. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

2904861 LOUIE ANDERSON: Big Baby Boom. Widescreen. Stand-up superstar Louie Anderson takes the stage in this must-see live comedy special. Hailed by Time Magazine as “One of the 100 Greatest Stand-Up Comedians of all Time.” Louie delights a sold out crowd with his hilarious insights into our mixed up world. 44 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/
TV Comedy

**2874356** TV'S FUNNIEST COMEDIANS: 14 Stars Do Classic Routines. Fullscreen. Rare TV highlights of two hilarious early performances, featuring Bob Newhart, Jack Benny, Johnny Carson, Bob Hope, Richard Pryor, Dick Van Dyke, Benny Bruce, George Carlin, Milton Berle, and more. See an avalanche of side-splitting jokes and uproarious routines that helped elevate these talents into television's super comedians. 113 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $9.98 $6.95 2874157 THE CRITIC: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. From the producers of the hilarious animated show about Jay (Jon Lovitz), a New York movie critic and cable television host. Pudgy and balding, Jay is not a well-liked man. But at least he has his 11-year-old son Marty and one very unlike friend, Jeremy Hawke, the Australian film hunk. Includes all 22 side-splitting episodes. Collects all 22 side-splitting episodes. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Paramount. $3.95 6571916 STACKED: The Complete Season One. Fullscreen. In a world where the hottest people are the most successful, Skyler (Natasha Henstridge), a transfer student at Canada's top university, يتم العثور على[P revelation proves her ample “talents,” the buxom beauty pours on the sweet-natured charm and refreshing honesty in this hilarious comedy series about a student struggling to find her place in life. Collects all 14 episodes. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95 6929842 TAXI: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Buckle up and hang on—you’re about to enter a garage filled with laughs in the premiere season of the Emmy award winning comedy series about a crew of New York City cab drivers. Enjoy all 22 Season One episodes in this dazzling three DVD collection. Stars include Danny DeVito, Tony Danza, Andy Kaufman, Judy Hirsch and Marilu Henner. Nine hours. Paramount. $5.95 6963293 CHEERS: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Love is in the air as Sam “Mayday” Malone (Ted Danson) and Diane Chambers (Shelley Long) launch their turbulent, on-off again romance. In Season Two the bittersweet comedy series about their crazy co-workers, friends, and family continues. Collects all 20 Season Two episodes. Nine hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $9.95 3651770 THE JEFF FOXWORTHY SHOW: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. If you’re a redneck then you’ll love Jeff Foxworthy's comedy series is a take on the lives of the other redneck stars as a hardworking husband and father who, alongside his loving wife Karen (Anita Barone) runs a household of double-wide laughs. Featuring Bill Engvall and Holey Joel Orment, all 41 episodes of the ‘90s favorite offer loads of Southern-style laughs. Over 15 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95 6636353 THE JEFFERSONS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. "Return to the ‘70s style delux apartment in the city" and visit dry-cleaning king George Jefferson (Sherman Hemsley), his no-nonsense wife Louise (Victoria Jackson), the elderly neighbors and more. Six seasons and 178 episodes. English SDH. Most in B&W. Over 32 hours on twelve DVDs. Universal. $29.95 288057X 227: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Get a hilarious look at life in a Washington, DC apartment building with its beloved 90s sitcom, revolving around Mary Jenkins and her circle of friends and neighbors. Collects all 22 side-splitting episodes from Season One. Stars Marla Gibbs, Hal Williams, Regina King, Helen Martin, and Jackie Hare. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95 8486306 THE BEST OF THE RED SKELTON SHOW. America’s most beloved funny man brings his cast of hilarious characters to twenty episodes from his hit television program. Featuring appearances by a wealth of movie and television stars, including Don Knotts, Cesar Romero, Charles Bronson, Jayne Meadows, and others these episodes represent the very best that The Red Skelton Show had to offer. In B&W. Eight hours on 2 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. $5.95 6990290 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE IN THE 80s. Fullscreen. A look back at a decade of turbulent times through the eyes of the show’s creator, hiring and firing of several casts and writers and ultimately the revitalization of the show with the return of Lorne Michaels and other ground breaking episodes from stories about Al Franken, Bill Murray, Dana Carvey, Conan O’Brien and many more. English SDH. 87 minutes. Universal. $3.95 6721524 PENN & TELLER-B.S.I. The Seventh Season. widescreen. A comic duo on the Other Side of the Mind have a mind of their own at all times, Penn & Teller once again tear apart the institutions, trends, and absurdities that will make you call B.S. This season focuses on the truth of Orgasms; Astrology; Video Games; Apocalypse; Lie Detectors; Organic Food, Taxes, Lawns, and Stress. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Paramount. $3.95 6721916 PENN & TELLER-B.S.I. The Complete Fifth Season. widescreen. Penn Jillette and his sidekick Teller are back for another season of hilarious and poignant truth-telling, pulling back the veil on the absurdities and lies that govern our world. This time they’re taking on topics like Breast Hysteria; De-Toxking; Exorcism; Immigration; Handicap Parking; Mt. Rushmore; and more. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Paramount. $3.95 6579140 STACKED: The Complete Season One. widescreen. With back-to-back episodes from this beloved sitcom, revolving around a student struggling to find her place in life. Collects all 14 episodes. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95 6929842 TAXI: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Buckle up and hang on—you’re about to enter a garage filled with laughs in the premiere season of the Emmy award winning comedy series about a crew of New York City cab drivers. Enjoy all 22 Season One episodes in this dazzling three DVD collection. Stars include Danny DeVito, Tony Danza, Andy Kaufman, Judy Hirsch and Marilu Henner. Nine hours. Paramount. $5.95 6963293 CHEERS: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Love is in the air as Sam “Mayday” Malone (Ted Danson) and Diane Chambers (Shelley Long) launch their turbulent, on-off again romance. In Season Two the bittersweet comedy series about their crazy co-workers, friends, and family continues. Collects all 20 Season Two episodes. Nine hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $9.95
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680008 ALF: Seasons 1-4. This 16 DVD set collects all 102 episodes of the hit show staring ALF, the Nosferlean alien who plummets from outer space into the Tanner family garage and causes all kinds of household chaos. Despite his crazy antics this furry extraterrestrial has captured the hearts of millions of viewers. Over 37 hours on sixteen DVDs. Lions Gate. $39.95

★ 265113X COMMUNITY: The Complete Series. From Dan Harmon comes a smart and hilarious comedy series about a band of misfits who attend Greendale Community College, where the college’s quirky alumni include Joel McHale, Donald Glover, Ken Jeong, John Oliver, Paget Brewster and Chevy Chase. Includes all 110 episodes of this underappreciated comedy series. Over 40 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $44.95

★ 680017 ONE DAY AT A TIME: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. From Norman Lear, the TV legend who gave us All in the Family, Maude, The Jeffersons and more, comes another 1970s/1980s sitcom hit, presented here in its entirety. It follows Ann Romano (Bonnie Franklin), an intelligent woman who transplants herself and her two daughters (Mackenzie Phillips and Valerie Bertinelli) to Indianapolis in search of a new life. Collects all 208 hilarious episodes. Over 80 hours on twenty-seven DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $129.99 $79.95

★ 694127X MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000: Season 11. Hailedby Jonathon Heston (Jonay Ray) is trapped on the dark side of the moon and forced to watch cheesy movies by the evil, profit-obsessed mad scientist King Ferroz (dog Murray, Day) and his fanatical henchman Max. With luminary guests stars Mark Hamill, Neil Patrick Harris, Joel McHale and Jerry Seinfeld, it’s sure to keep you laughing. Collects all 14 episodes of Teeny-Tiny, Eleven. Twenty-one-hour set. Includes four DVDs. Shout! Factory, Pub. at $69.97 $49.95

★ 645228O ALL IN THE FAMILY: The Complete Series. Few television shows have left as enduring a footprint on American popular culture as Norman Lear’s groundbreaking comedy series, presented here in its entirety. It looked at the state of the world through the eyes of an argumentative but loving family and gave us some of the most fully dimensioned characters in TV history, including Archie, Edith, Mike and Gloria. Stars Carroll O’Connor, Jean Stapleton, Rob Reiner, and Sally Struthers. CT: 105 hours on twenty-eight DVDs. Shout! Factory Pub. at $199.99 $149.95

★ 278801X TITAN’S QUEST: Season One. Widescreen. Mike Tyson takes the fight from the ring to the streets in this animated adult comedy. Knocking out other people’s problems is the crack Mystery Team, including iron Mike himself; his best friend, an alcoholic pigeon named Pidgeon (Norm MacDonald), his adopted daughter and the ghost of the Marques of Queensberry. Includes 10 Season One episodes. English SDH 113 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

★ 455311X MCHALE’S NAVY: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Climbing aboard the PT-72 and set for a classic television comedy with all 138 must-watch episodes of this 1960s classic. In the U.S. Navy, there are no rules and it follows the wacky exploits of veteran seaman Quinton McHale (Ernest Borgnine) and his rule-bending crew aboard the Torpedo Patrol (PT) Boat #72. Also stars Tim Conway, Joe Flynn, Carl Ballantine, and others. In Color and B&W. Sixty-one-hour set. Includes four DVDs. Shout! Factory Pub. at $119.95 $139.95

★ 183104X WKRP IN CINCINNATI: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite radio DJs—the rockin’ Dr. Johnny Fever (Howard Hesseman) and the sensual Venus LatinLove (Jan Smithers), as they weave through the inner-office antics of the crazy WKRP staff including the station’s steady program director Andy (Gary Sandy), the never-smiling head of newsroom operations Corky (George Dzundza), shy ingenue Bailey (Jan Smithers), and the lovely receptionist, Jennifer (Loni Anderson). Includes all 88 episodes and an extra disc of bonus features. CC. Over 37 hours on thirteen DVDs. Shout! Factory Pub. at $139.99 $99.95

★ 7598734 THE BOB NEWHART SHOW: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. This sitcom classic stars the incomparable Bob Newhart as Dr. Robert Hartley, a Chicago psychologist who finds himself surrounded by unusual and neurotic characters on the job, as well as at home. Includes all 142 episodes on a 40-page collectible booklet, gag reel, P-I-L-O-T #1, and more. CC: 53 hours on nineteen DVDs. Shout! Factory Pub. at $129.95 $79.95

★ 9963374 FAMILY TIES: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. This classic 1980s comedy series follows the Keatons, a unique American family as their views on politics and religion clash to give us humorous family moments. Includes a wonderful family album of photos of the Keatons and a bonus disc of special features. Stars Michael J. Fox, Justine Bateman, Michael Gross and Meredith Baxter-Birney. Over 72 hours on twenty DVDs. Paramount $59.95

★ 5704375 MAD ABOUT YOU: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Paul Reiser and Helen Hunt star as the Buchanans, an emerging neurotic couple living in New York City. Paul, a bestselling author, and his bumbling, dimwitted Alaskan journalist wife, Helen, are navigating the madness of modern marriage through romance and hilarious bickering, along with their friends, family, and dog Mr. Butler. Collects all 123 episodes of the fan-favorite ‘90s sitcom. Nearly 64 hours on fourteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 PRICE CUT to $29.95

★ 6812236 SON OF THE BEACH, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. The Western Front, 1917. There’s disorder in the ranks when that wacky extraterrestrial has stumbled onto the battlefields of WWI and discovers that people are trying to kill him! The British may defeat the Germans, but it’s unlikely they’ll survive a comic assault by Blackadder. Includes the complete fourth series. Stars Rowan Atkinson. English SDH. 174 minutes. BBC. $9.95

★ 290151X BLACKadder: Goes Forth. Fullscreen. The Fronten, 1917. There’s disorder in the ranks when that wacky extraterrestrial has stumbled onto the battlefields of WWI and discovers that people are trying to kill him! The British may defeat the Germans, but it’s unlikely they’ll survive a comic assault by Blackadder. Includes the complete second series. Stars Rowan Atkinson. English SDH. 174 minutes. BBC. $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2901536 BLACKadder: The Specials. Fullscreen. Many great dynasties, strong and brave, have played a part in shaping Britain’s heritage. The Blackadders are not one of them. Millicent Blackadder (Rowan Atkinson) stumbles onto the battlefields of WWI and discovers that people are seriously lowering the laughter of every era through which they have wielded their sword, spear and serpentine way. Includes four specials. Stars Rowan Atkinson. English SDH. 122 minutes. BBC. $9.95

★ 290187O THE SHADOW OF THE TOWER. Fullscreen. Although overshadowed in history by his son and grandmother, King Henry VII still stands proudly alongside everything accomplished by his descendants. James Maxwell stars as King Henry VII, in this remarkable series, the story of the Tudor’s rise to power and dominating Tudor histories. The Six Wives of Henry VIII and Elizabeth R. English SDH. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. BBC. $7.95

★ 2901749 FATHER brown: Season Three, Part One. Widescreen. Hop on your bicycle and travel back to the 1950s to join the priestly gentleman Father Brown (Mark Williams) for another compelling series of mysteries based on the novels of G.K. Chesterton. Father Brown faces some of his most challenging cases yet. Also stars Simon Cusack and Nancy Carroll. English SDH. $5.95

★ 290195K doctor who—the christmas specials. Widescreen. For the first time in one collection, you can own every spectacular Doctor Who Christmas Special in eleven action-packed specials, The Doctor must save the world from an array of sinister foes including the Master, the Daleks, the Cybermen, the Christmas Carol and more. Also stars David Tennant, Matt Smith and Peter Capaldi. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. BBC. $7.95

★ 2901811 LAND of the LION. Widescreen. Atlas of the Natural World. Widescreen. The story of how animals have evolved and the world they live in through two sets of eyes—the Native Americans and the European newcomers. This series is a magnificent ensemble of photographs, oral histories and traditional musical and instrumental contemporary Native Americas voicing the words of their ancestors, and glorious wildlife. Running. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2901757 FATHER brown: Season Three, Part Two. Widescreen. Join the priestly gentleman Father Brown (Mark Williams), where Father Brown (Mark Williams) uses his personal blend of intuition, psychology, compassion and intelligence to crack series of gripping terminal treacherous Edmund Duke of Edinburgh in the most gripping sitcom since 1830! Includes the complete first series. English SDH. Over three hours. BBC. $3.95

★ 2901544 BLACKadder III: The Third Time. English, 1768–1815. A golden age of travel and discovery though not for Edmund Blackadder. In a situation that could rightly be seen as something of a slump in the fortunes of the previously aristocratic Blackadder family. Edmund is now butler to the “mini-brained” Prince Regent. Includes the complete third series. Stars Rowan Atkinson. English SDH. 176 minutes. BBC. $9.95

★ 2901528 BLACKadder II. Fullscreen. designed to dig up a rich vein of history for the family of the wacky Blackadder dynasty bubble back to the surface as Lord Edmund swaggerers around town with a big head and a small beard in search of grace and favor from the stark-raving mad Blackadder family. Includes the complete second series. Stars Rowan Atkinson. English SDH. 174 minutes. BBC. $9.95

British TV

★ 2901501 THE BLACKadder I. Fullscreen. Rowan Atkinson is deliciously twisted as the comic villain Edmund Blackadder. Set during the really dark part of the Dark Ages, this series chronicles the wacky twenty funny adventures of terminally treacherous Edmund Duke of Edinburgh in the most gripping sitcom since 1830! Includes the complete first series. English SDH. Over three hours. BBC. $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com!
**British TV**

**290182X LONDON SPY.** Widescreen. Ben Whishaw delivers a career-defining performance as Danny, an underground spy in a love triangle that throws into question everything he believes in. SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. £5.95

**290171 JUDGE JOHN DEED: Season Three.** Widescreen. Good looking and fifty-something, Judge John Deed is no ordinary high court judge. And neither is his uncompromising approach to justice that finds him flying in the face of convention, combating corruption and taking on the establishment. Deed’s other challenge is to find the root of his problem with women, Stars Martin Shaw. Includes 13 episodes. SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. £6.95

**290165X DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Part Two.** Widescreen. Danger lurks everywhere as Peter Capaldi’s tenure as the twelfth Doctor hurts towards its thrilling conclusion—a 5,000-year-old pyramid appears at the centre of a war zone, Ice Warriors clash with Victorian soldiers, and an epic two-part finale. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. £7.95

**290163X A TOUCH OF FROST: Collection 2.** Widescreen. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Jack Frost, a quirky and unconventional policeman with a knack for attracting trouble, in one of the world’s best-selling author Tom Rob Smith. Also starring Charlotte Rampling. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. £6.95

**2901803 JUDGE JOHN DEED: Season Six.** Widescreen. Judge Deed is back at the bench for the first time in over 10 years, with the most gripping season of the dramatic series and the cases are as tough as ever. Can Deed’s unrelenting idealism eventually lead to ultimate justice? Or is his rebellious nature doing more harm than good? Find out in two nail-biting double episodes. Stars Martin Shaw and Jenny Seagrove. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. £5.95

**2901862 RED DWARF: Series Six.** Red Dwarf is lost and Lister can’t remember where his spaceship is. He and his fellow space slugs find themselves in a multi-dimensional maze, including 35 million-year-old dinosaurs, and a Wild West reality. Includes all six series. SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. £14.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 2901699 SHERLOCK: Series Four.** Widescreen. The hit mystery series returns with three feature length episodes, promising laughter, tears, shocks, surprises and extraordinary cases. Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin Freeman carry on their iconic roles as Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson in the hit drama. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. £7.95

**2855445 WOMBING FREE.** Widescreen. A gripping real-life gripping story about the trials and tribulations of a small and struggling community. SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. £9.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 2901675 FREUD.** Widescreen. David Suchet won a Royal Television Society Award for his portrayal of the great and influential psychoanalyst in this six-part BBC miniseries. Filmed in Austria, New York and London, it examines Freud’s complex life, his groundbreaking work, and his relationships with his patients. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. £9.95

**2901878 GREAT HUMAN ODYSSEY: NOVA.** Widescreen. Our ancient human ancestors once lived only in Africa, in tiny bands of a few thousand hunter-gathers. How did we acquire the skills, technology and social organization needed to allow a human species to thrive in every environment on Earth? With unique glimpses of today’s Kalahari hunters and Polynesian navigators, we discover amazing skills that hint at how our ancestors survived long ago. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at £24.99. £6.95

**2854432 LAURENTON LIGHTHOUSE RESCUE: NOVA.** Widescreen. The historic Gay Head Lighthouse on Martha’s Vineyard is soon to become the next victim of the persistent erosion of the island’s cliffs. As they race to save the lighthouse, the team must uncover the mystery behind these enormous and deadly war machines. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. £14.95

**2854538 A TOUCH OF FROST: Collection 1.** Widescreen, MPI. Collection of 2 episodes. £4.95

**6851798 THE CHARLES DICKENS MASTERSERIES: Collection 10.** Widescreen. It’s 1853 and the prodigious young Charles Dickens explores the mining town of Copperfield, where his life will be forever changed. The story of the immortal Victorian novelist. 180 minutes. PBS. Pub. at £24.99. £7.95

**2864002 POLDARK: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. It’s 1783 and Ross Poldark returns home from the American Revolutionary War to find England in the grip of recession. His father is dead, his family’s mining and copper mines are in ruins, and his childhood sweetheart is about to marry his cousin. Feeling betrayed by everyone he loves, Ross must rebuild his life. Collects eight episodes. Eight episodes, eight hours. £19.95. PRICE CUT to £9.95

**6851738 DAWN OF HUMANITY: NOVA.** Widescreen. NOVA and National Geographic present exclusive access to a unique discovery of ancient human fossils, located in an unexpected place in South Africa. Join NOVA on the treacherous descent into a cave of spectacular finds and discover their startling implications for the saga of what made us human. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at £24.99.

**2901893 I’M ALAN PARTRIDGE: Series 1.** Since his chat show came to a catastrophic end, Alan Partridge has been rebuilding his career as an early morning DJ on Radio Norwich. With two loyal sidekicks, two co-workers and a loyal audience, Alan prepares for his return to celebrity status. Includes all six hilarious Series One episodes. Stars Steve Coogan. English SDH. Nearly 3 hours on two DVDs. £7.95

**2855683 KNOWING ME, KNOWING YOU: Collection 1.** Widescreen. Fullscreen. Steve Coogan stars as Alan Partridge, the hilariously unprofessional host of the chat show that is married, and with an ABBA fascination. He is also heirs to a famous recording of a list of celebrities week after week with mounting frustration and antagonism. Includes all six episodes of the series. Widescreen. £7.95.

**2834642 A YOUNG DOCTOR’S NOTEBOOK.** Widescreen. It’s 1917, on the eve of the Russian Revolution, and a young doctor (Daniel Radcliffe) arrives in the remote Russian village of Verkhovyna to take up a position as the village’s only doctor. Fresh from med school, he is completely unprepared for the bizarre medical maladies that face him, so, in an unexpected twist, he turns to his older self for advice. (Jon Hamm) for advice.

**2856875 I’M ALAN PARTRIDGE: Series 1.** Since his chat show came to a catastrophic end, Alan Partridge has been rebuilding his career as an early morning DJ on Radio Norwich. With two loyal sidekicks, two co-workers and a loyal audience, Alan prepares for his return to celebrity status. Includes all six hilarious Series One episodes. Stars Steve Coogan. English SDH. Nearly 3 hours on two DVDs. £7.95

**6095944X SECRETS OF LOST EMPIRES: Collection One.** Widescreen. Unlock riddles and uncover lost history as experts use yesteryear’s thrilling technology to recreate five ancient engineering marvels. Travel around the world toträ rather than a boat. The trek is long, beyond and take a fresh, hands-on look at mankind’s greatest cultures and civilizations. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Widescreen. £39.95. PRICE CUT to £19.99

**283443X MR. SELFRIDGE: Masterpiece.** Widescreen. Brings to life the story of American entrepreneur Harry Gordon Selfridge, the colorful and visionary founder of Selfridge’s, London’s lavish department store. Pioneering and relentless, Harry Selfridge built a behemoth of retail for early 1900s Londoners where any topic or trend that was new or exciting was showcased. Stars Jeremy Piven. English SDH. 8 hours. PBS. Pub. at £39.99. £7.95

**6851542 HOW WE GOT TO NOW WITH STEVEN JOHNSON.** Widescreen. Join bestselling author Steven Johnson to discover extraordinary stories behind six remarkable ideas that made modern life possible, the untold stories about them, and the unexpected and bizarre consequences of each of these innovations triggered. Includes Clear; Time; Glass; Light; Gold; and Sound. 6 hours. £14.99. £6.95

**6958466 ZEPPELIN TERROR ATTACK: NOVA.** Widescreen. In the early days of WWI, Germany launched a new kind of terror campaign against Britain: bombing civilians from the sky. But the aircraft delivering the lethal payloads weren’t planes. They were Zeppelins. With a team of engineers, explosives experts, and military historians, NOVA investigates the secrets behind these enormous and deadly war machines. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at £24.99. £6.95

**6851592 THE ABOLITIONISTS: American Experience.** Widescreen. Bringing to life the intertwined stories of Frederick Douglass, Charles Lloyd Garrison, Angelina Grimke, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and John Brown, this documentary reveals how the abolition movement shaped history by exposing the fatal flaw of a republic founded on liberty for some and bondage for others. English SDH. 100 minutes. PBS. Pub. at £24.99. £6.95

**6851657 THE BLACK PANTHERS: Vanguard of the Revolution.** Widescreen. In the late 1960s, in the wake of the Black Panther Party’s rise to prominence, its power and political influence began to shake the wholesome American culture, and its political awakening for black people, and the painful lessons wrought when a movement that came to represent Nnamdi Chukwudiebere. English SDH. 120 minutes. £5.95

**6851916 AN ORIGINAL DUCKUMENTARY: NATURE.** Widescreen. Take to the skies with a flock of geese winged Teal. Watch Wood ducks raise a family. Learn why Goldeneyes head north earlier than expected. Meet Redhead ducklings and their foster mother. Each bird is more than the last and will you leave wanting more. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at £19.99. £7.95

**6851924 MY LIFE AS A TURKEY: NATURE.** Widescreen. For over a year, wildlife artist and naturalist Joe Hutto, lived as a turkey mother, taking on the full-time job of raising 16 turkey chicks. It was a role he would learn from scratch and leave him caught up in woe. His babies, when grown up and Hutto had to let them go on their own. It was harder than he ever imagined. £5.95

**6927449 ENDAUVOUR: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. As 1936 comes to an end, the future of change promises to disrupt the private and professional lives of Endeavour Morse and his colleagues. But in Oxford, never has it been more certain that Endeavour himself is challenged by mysterious and intriguing cases of murder, greed and deception. Stars Shaun Evans and Roger Allam. English SDH. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at £39.99. £31.95

**283148X EGYPT’S TREASURE GUARDIANS.** Widescreen. Egypt is home to many of the most famous archeological treasures on Earth. But over the past five years Egypt has suffered a turbulent series of political upheavals and tumult. This program follows a select cast of individuals determined to bring Egypt back from the brink and get tourists to visit again. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. £3.96

---
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3284184 THE BEST OF MEN. Widescreen. Arriving in England's Stonehenge hotbed of war, Dr. Ludwig Guttmann transformed the lives of his patients and staff. This heart-warming and uplifting film tells the true story of the birth of Paralympics and celebrates the achievements of the doctor that started it all. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. $5.95

6951155 MY CONGO: NATURE. Widescreen. Vianet D'ongue has lived half his life in Europe, but now he's back in his homeland, Congo. As a successful wildlife cameraman, he returns to his roots to reveal the beauty of his country and its people, discovering an even deeper connection with this place than he ever imagined. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. $5.95

2874001 MONEY, POWER AND WALL STREET: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. In this special investigation, Frontline tells the inside story of the origins of the financial meltdown and the battle to save the global economy. The episodes explore key decisions, missed opportunities, and the unprecedented moves by the government and banking leaders that have affected the fortunes of millions of people. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

6950957 BIRTH OF A MOVEMENT. Widescreen. In 1915, African American newsman and civil rights activist William Monroe Trotter waged a battle against D.W. Griffith's notoriously Ku Klux Klan friendly blockbuster The Birth of a Nation, which until then was still hanging about race relations. This film features commentary from Spike Lee, Henry Louis Gates Jr, and DJ Spooky. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6851605 CANCER: The Emperor of All Maladies. Widescreen. An intimate story of cancer, from its first description in an ancient Egyptian scroll to the gleaming laboratories of modern research institutions. This film tells the complete, intimate story of contemporary patients and an investigation into the latest breakthroughs that may have brought us, at long last, to the brink of cures. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

685172X DANCING ON THE EDGE. Widescreen. In early 1930's London, the black jazz group known as the Louis Lester Band is on the rise. Countless aristocats—including the royal family—ask the band to play at parties, catching the eye of one of an ambitious American businessman. As the band's success ballons, tragedy strikes, setting off a chain of events that may put an end to it all. Vianet D'ongue. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

6840124 BEN FRANKLIN'S BALLOONS. NOVA. Widescreen. The adventure of human flight didn't begin with the Wright brothers at Kitty Hawk but with the daring inventors and aeronauts of 17th Century Paris. To explore their extraordinary innovations, NOVA builds a highly accurate replica of one of the earliest hot air balloons and takes it to the skies. English SDH. 56 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

★ 6940083 THE BELLE OF AMHERST. This PBS production was filmed before a live audience in Los Angeles, which adds to the theatrical flavor of the performance. Julie Andrews is Emily Dickinson and her performance celeberates Dickinson's life, spirit and poetry. 90 minutes. S'more Entertainment. PBS. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 6932052 THE STORY OF NATURE. Widescreen. Join Nature on an epic two-part event, journeying across the globe to track down the origins of these diverse creatures. From Asia to Africa and then into South America, legendary warrior. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

★ 6927548 TRUE GRIT: The Real Story. Widescreen. The Hollywood western, True Grit, captured the realities of the dangerous frontier in its brutal portrayal, but real life in the West was even more shocking. This film explores a violent and unforgiving time in American history in the Wild West. English SDH. 45 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 5685818 THE WAR THAT MADE AMERICA: The Story of the French and Indian War. Widescreen. This documentary, with full-scale battles, elaborate sets and a large cast, tells the fascinating story of three world powers, England, France, and an alliance of Native American nations whose struggles planted the seeds for the American Revolution. CC. In Color and B&W. Four hours pub. at $24.99

6950981 CRAFT IN AMERICA: NATURE. Widescreen. The Peabody Award-winning documentary series is a journey to the artists, objects, techniques, and origins of American art. Nature celebrates the beauty, inspiration, and natural world. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★ 5932149 THE BATTLE OF CHOISIN. Widescreen. On Thanksgiving Day, the troops of the X Corps were pushing north through the Korean peninsula at a breakneck pace. But within days of the assault, 10,000 U.S. troops found themselves surrounded by more than 85,000 Chinese soldiers, setting the stage for a huge and bloody battle. This is the first super weapon and investigate the design of the Cold War. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

★ 5967868 1916: The Irish Rebellion. Widescreen. Narrated by acclaimed actor and Irish native Liam Neeson, this documentary commemorates the “Easter Rising” in 1916, which brought the island of Ireland to the brink of a civil war. The film also explores the relationship with the natural world. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★ 5774489 9 MONTHS THAT MADE YOU. Widescreen. This three-episode breakthrough series follows the gestation process, using state-of-the-art CGI to reveal the marvels of the biological processes that are so commonly found in nature. Using the latest scientific research and advances in medicine, the hidden world of the womb is revealed in forensic detail, zoning in on milestones along the road to creation. 180 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

★ 2853604 NEANDERTHAL. Widescreen. Ella Al-Shamahi, a rising star in Neanderthal research, enlists the skills of Andy Serkis, the master of performance capture, and a group of experts to create a scientifically accurate and dramatically convincing discovery that Neanderthals were more like us than we ever thought. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

★ 6985599 BASQUIAT: Rage to Riches. Widescreen. The definitive documentary and bloody battle. Basquiat, the controversial American artist of the 20th century. Jean-Michel Basquiat was a rock star of the early 80’s art scene in New York: he lived fast, died young and created thousands of drawings and paintings that earned him millions. Still, he remained an enigma, one of the most important artist of his generation. 75 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

★ 698567X WYETH: American Master. Widescreen. Tells the story of one of America's most popular, but least understood artists. While his exhibition of the world's most expensive works and the unprecedented access to family members, archival materials, and his work, the film presents the complete portrait of the artist. 82 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95
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★ 6865615 SPYING ON THE ROYALS. Widescreen. The secret history behind the events that stunned the world some 75 years ago, detailing the most controversial espionage operation in British history. The targets were none other than King Edward VIII and his feisty American lover Wallis Simpson. This documentary reveals the greatest royal scandal of the twentieth century.

English SDH. 100 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6860088 AFRICA’S GREAT CIVILIZATIONS. Traveling the length and breadth of Africa, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. takes a look at the history of the continent, from the birth of humankind to the dawn of the 20th century. Along the way he celebrates the individual and collective genius of Africans who impacted government, education, art and more. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

★ 6927556 SEX, LIES AND BUTTERFLIES: NATURE. Widescreen. Follows the lives from egg to caterpillar to chrysalis to the emergence of the full-blown, winged creature. Explore their astonishing survival strategies, their intricate mating dances and their life-affirming, macro-filming, look beyond the butterflies’ bright colors and fragile beauty to follow them on one of the greatest migrations on earth. £34.99

minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 625620 POLDARK: The Complete Fourth Season. With the country gripped by political uncertainty and fresh elections, Ross Poldark (Aidan Turner) finds himself facing a new kind of challenge as he is stripped of his position as MP for the constituency he has held since his early twenties. Meanwhile, Demelza (Eleanor Tomlinson) finds herself in a new and unexpected situation. English SDH. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $44.99

★ 6970346 THE GREAT WAR: American Experience. Tels the rich and complex story of World War I through the voices of nurses, journalists, aviators, and the American troops who became known as doughboys. A sweeping, multi-angled series that captures all the heroism and sacrifice that characterized a brutal conflict that changed the world forever. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $35.95

★ 6932335 VISIONS OF GERMANY & AUSTRIA. Experience the fairy tale beauty, natural wonders, and rich history of southern Germany with stunning HD footage in this two-part series. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $39.99

★ 2880326 THAI CAVE RESCUE. Widescreen. Documents the dramatic rescue of 12 boys and their soccer coach from the Tham Luang Cave in northern Thailand. This remarkable story gripped the world for 18 days. A stunning example of innovation, teamwork and human endurance in one of the most hostile environments on earth, a flooded cave.

English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 2856367 THE WOMAN IN THE IRON COFFIN. Widescreen. In 2011, construction workers were shocked to uncover the remains of a woman in an abandoned lot in Queens, New York. Buried in an elaborate iron coffin, the body belonged to a young American woman who died in the first half of the 19th century. A team of historians and scientists investigate this woman’s story and the time in which she lived.

English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 5932300 TESLA: Visionary or Madman? Widescreen. In his life, Tesla the strange wizard and mad scientist overtook Tesla the brainy inventor. He was seen as quirky and eccentric. But is the story more complicated? This series explores Tesla’s life from his childhood to his inventions, his relationship with Nikola Tesla, and his contributions to the world of science and technology.

English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

★ 6885645 NOVA WONDERS. Widescreen. A fresh, lively series that makes complicated concepts accessible while taking a big dive into the scientific process. Each episode poses a single big scientific question and takes viewers along on a journey for answers. Among the intriguing topics pondered are the secret language of animals, what’s hidden in the human body, can we build a brain, and mysteries of the universe.

English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99

★ 6297756 first FACE of AMERICA: VISIONS OF GERMANY & AUSTRIA. Experience the fairy tale beauty, natural wonders, and rich history of southern Germany with stunning HD footage in this two-part series. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $39.99

★ 6297766 THE WOMAN IN WHITE. Widescreen. Wilkie Collins’ beloved mystery novel has taken generations of readers on a thrilling ride along the corridors of English country houses, and down into the darkest corners of the Victorian madhouse.

Collins’ beloved mystery novel has taken generations of readers on a thrilling ride along the corridors of English country houses, and down into the darkest corners of the Victorian madhouse.

★ 2880930 DOCUMENTING HATE: Charlottesville. New American Wards. Widescreen. This joint investigation documents the white supremacists’ terrorist objectives, examines how civilian and military authorities have responded, and chronicles the latest developments after the 2017 Charlottesville rally. Two episodes. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.99

★ 6927432 ENDEAVOUR: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. Following the dramatic finale of Season Three, Oxford’s finest are picking up the pieces of their personal and professional lives. As Morse and his colleagues are plunged into these emotionally trying cases to date, Stars Shaun Evans and Roger Allam.

English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99

★ 6985602 CIVILIZATIONS: From the Ancient to the Modern. Art and Culture Defined. Widescreen. Explores the wealth of treasures created through the entirety of the human experience. This bold new nine part event reveals the role art and creativity have played across the multiple cultures and civilizations, introducing a new generation to works of beauty, ingenuity, and illumination created across continents. English SDH. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.99

★ 2869098 LAST B-24. Widescreen. In 1944, a smoking-battled scarred B-24 Liberator bomber crashed into the choppy Mississippi River. The film explores the lives of the crew, the loved ones of its occupants under 135 feet of water. Now NOVA joins a team of archaeologists on a dangerous mission to recover and identify their remains. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $15.99

★ 2834634 SALTING THE BATTLEFIELD, PART 3. Widescreen. MS officer Johnny Worricke (Bill Nagy) and Margot Tall (Helena Bonham Carter) are on the run together across Europe, going from town to town in Germany. But Worricke knows his only chance of resolving his problems is to turn him over and confront his nemesis—the prime Minister (Ralph Fiennes). English SDH. 95 minutes.

★ 6927487 FIRST FACE OF AMERICA: VISIONS OF GERMANY & AUSTRIA. Experience the fairy tale beauty, natural wonders, and rich history of southern Germany with stunning HD footage in this two-part series. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $39.99

★ 2855585 ANCIENT INVASIONS. Widescreen. Athens, Cairo, Istanbul. Widescreen. Roman historian and archaeologist Darius Arya explores the hidden secrets of three of the most fascinating cities of the ancient world. Ambition, death and destruction are just a few of the things explored. This series is a visual journey for answers. Among the mysteries explored is the wealth of treasures created through the entirety of the human experience. This bold new nine part event reveals the role art and creativity have played across the multiple cultures and civilizations, introducing a new generation to works of beauty, ingenuity, and illumination created across continents. English SDH. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.99

★ 2855374 ART IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY: Season Nine. Widescreen. Season Nine charts art making in three urban centers across three continents, featuring twelve artists and one non-profit art center who respond to the forces that have shaped the world and work, while pursuing their personal visions for a better future. Destinations include Berlin, Johannesburg and San Francisco. English SDH. 165 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 2855367 SACRED: Milestones of a Spiritual Life. Widescreen. Shot by more than 40 film-makers around the world, Sacred immerses the viewer in the daily life and faith practices. At a time when religious hatreds dominate the world’s headlines, this film explores faith as a universal human experience, and how people turn to ritual and prayer to invigorate the milestones and crises of private life. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $19.95
288732 POINT BLANK. Widescreen. They double-crossed Walker, took his $30,000 cut of the heist, and left him for dead. Big mistake. In this action classic from the director of Deliverance, Lee Marvin plays an antihero out for revenge, blasting his way through a long order of a crime group called “The Organization.” Also stars Angie Dickinson. English SDH. 92 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95.

289226 ROBOCOP 3. Widescreen. Robocop lays down the law one last time in this final entry in the explosive sci-fi/ action trilogy. When the ruthless corporation that runs Detroit begins kicking families out of their homes to clear the way for this new real estate project, Robocop joins with a renegade band of freedom fighters to save them. 105 minutes. Shot Factory. Pub. at $34.93 $9.95.

290837 CENTURION. Quintus, the son of a corrupt Roman patrician, is sent north with the legendary Ninth Legion, under orders to wipe the Picts from the face of the earth. However, when the legion is ambushed by the Picts, a desperate struggle to keep his small platoon alive. Stars Michael Fassbender and Dominic West. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $9.95.

291746 MI-5. Widescreen. When a terrorist escape custody during a routine handover, Will Holloway (Kit Harrington) and his team with disgraced MI5 Intelligence Chief Harry Pearce (Peter Firth) to track him down before an imminent terrorist attack on London. Also stars Jennifer Ehle. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Mongrel Media. $9.95.

287931 BACK TO THE FUTURE 30TH ANNIVERSARY TRILOGY. Widescreen. Experience the future all over again with this iconic trilogy! Join Marty McFly (Melinda Culea) and his dad’s (Christopher Lloyd) and a time traveling DeLorean for the adventure of a lifetime as they travel to the past, present and future in all three classic films. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three Blu-rays, plus an additional Blu-ray with hours of bonus features. Universal Studios. $17.95.

287079 JACK RYAN: Shadow Recruit. Widescreen. CIA recruit Jack Ryan (Chris Pine) is caught in a dangerous web of intrigue spanning between his unsuspecting fiancée (Keira Knightley), a shadowy government agent (Kevin Costner) and a ruthless Russian criminal (Kenneth Branagh). English SDH. 106 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. $19.95.

286709 FALLINGWATER. Siblings Addison (Eric Bana) and Liz (Olivia Wilde) are on the run from a casino heist gone wrong. When a car accident leaves their driver dead, they split up and make a run for the Canadian border in a new whiteout blizzard. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. $19.95.

286706 DANCES WITH WOLVES: 20th Anniversary. Widescreen. Kevin Costner stars and directs this winner of seven Academy Awards. It tells the story of Lieutenant Colonel George Custer (Kevin Costner) and his battle with a renegade band of Sioux who leaves his family and home in the Wyoming wilderness to fight a battle for his people. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Paramount. $9.95.

286264 47 RONIN. Widescreen. After a treacherous warlord kills their master and banishes their kind, 47 ronin assemble and wage a vendetta against the evil warlord to reclaim their honor. This band of ronin must seek help from Kao (Keisuke Kuwata)—an enslaved hasseki who becomes an ex-soldier’s ultimate fight for redemption. Also includes Blu-ray 3D and DVD versions. English SDH. 119 minutes. $5.95.

289507 THE COLONY/STRANDED. Widescreen. The Colony stars Laurence Fishburne as a crew member who finds himself in an alien world of alien spaceships. He’s a desperate fight for survival. English SDH. Three hours on 2 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95.

289847 NO HOLDs BARRED. Widescreen. World wrestling champion Rip Thoms (Hulk Hogan) refuses to join a contract killing and, as a result, executive creates a new program, “The Battle of the Tough Guys,” where rules don’t exist and men engage in an all-out brawl for maximum English SDH. 94 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. $5.95.

289477 BACK TO THE FUTURE 20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION Blu-ray. Widescreen. After delivering key components for the atomic weapons that would end World War II, the crew of the USS Indianapolis goes down in the shark infested Philippine Sea. Based on an incredible true story. Stars Nicolas Cage. Rated R. English SDH. 130 minutes. Paramount $19.95

2893800 USS INDIANAPOLIS. Widescreen. After delivering key components for the atomic weapons that would end World War II, the crew of the USS Indianapolis faces a horrifying nightmare as their ship goes down in the shark infested Philippine Sea. Based on an incredible true story. Stars Nicolas Cage. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. $4.95.

2893500 IN THE NAME OF THE KING COLLECTION I-II-III. In the Name of the King: A Dungeon Siege Tale Jason Statham undertakes a quest for vengeance and honor. Dolph Lundgren stars in The Name of the King: No Surrender as an ex-soldier who travels back to a mystical age of dragons and hand to hand combat. In the Name of the King 3: The Last Mission stars Dominic Purcell as a contract killer whose final job finds him transported back to the Middle Ages. Rated R. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. $9.95.

290666X HITMAN. Widescreen. The bestselling videogame explodes onto the screen in this guns-blazing action thriller starring Timothy Olyphant. A genetically engineered clone bred to battle for his creators is put on the run by a storm. When 47 finds himself becoming the prey when he’s double-crossed on a top-secret mission. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95.
ASSASSIN’S CREED: Lineage. When the Duke of Milan is brutally murdered, the Assassin Giovanni Auditiore is dispatched to investigate. What he uncovers implicates Italy’s most powerful families reaching all the way back to the Vatican itself. As Giovanni draws closer to the truth, he becomes hunted by the Assassin’s Creed II video game. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes.

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: Rogue Nation. With their elite organizations shut down by the CIA, agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his team must race against time to stop The Syndicate, a deadly network of rogue operatives turned traitors. English SDH. 132 minutes. Paramount. $7.95

ACAPULCO GOLD. Widescreen. In this rollicking adventure set on the high seas, an innocent insurance agent (Marjorie Gortler) working on the beautiful island of Kauai, is framed as a drug smuggler. He gets help from a most unlikely source—the town drunk (Robert Lansing) who knows more than anyone suspects. 91 minutes. Code Red. $7.95

DEMILO. Widescreen. Steve Ford’s (Bruce Willis) beloved dog, Buddy, is stolen three hours. Shout! Factory. Released as Code Red. $19.95

ASSASSIN’S CREED: Codex of Silence. Widescreen. This Chuck Norris favorites! He and Lee Marvin make up The Delta Force, sent to save hostages from hijackers. He’s Texas Ranger J. J. McQuade in Lone Wolf McQuade, taking on an arms-smuggling ring. And he’s Eddie in Code of Silence, a Chicago mob war against rival drug kingpins. Some Rated R. Over 5 hours on three Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: Rogue Nation. Widescreen. With their elite organizations shut down by the CIA, agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his team must race against time to stop The Syndicate, a deadly network of rogue operatives turned traitors. English SDH. 132 minutes. Paramount. $7.95

ARGO. Widescreen. As the Iranian Revolution takes over the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, six Americans escape. Now only one man can get them out from behind enemy lines, Tony Mendez, a brilliant CIA agent who specializes in impossible rescues. But this one is impossible, it is desperate. Directed by and stars Ben Affleck. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

2807827 THE MUMMY. Widescreen. Clues and his men are stationed in an Afghan province where they are trying to protect the local civilians. The soldiers are caught in heavy crossfire and in order to save his men, Clues makes a decision that has grave consequences for him—and his family back home. Stars Pituoe, Hauer, Steve Guttenberg and Peter Weller. Rated R. English SDH. 135 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain. $5.95

2801814 THE ORDER. Widescreen. Journey to a turbulent world under siege as a reformed artifact smuggler travels to Jerusalem to rescue his murder curator father who’s been kidnapped by ruthless fanatics. Jean-Claude Van Damme, Charlton Heston, Ben Cross and Sofia Milos star in this fast-paced action thriller. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

287949 ARGO. Widescreen. As the Iranian Revolution takes over the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, six Americans escape. Now only one man can get them out from behind enemy lines, Tony Mendez, a brilliant CIA agent who specializes in impossible rescues. But this one is desperate. Directed by and stars Ben Affleck. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

287557 VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. A future generation of Austria’s most notorious prison colony in I Escaped from Devil’s Island. Stars Jim Brown. An elite Special Air Service captain takes the ultimate risk in the face of fanaticism. Lloyd Batista. In the process, Jack becomes romantically involved with Maria Cardena (Julie Carmen), member of a promising colony close to the facility. But little does Jack know, Mario is also part of the resistance. 91 minutes. Code Red. $19.95

2844044 SEASON OF THE WITCH. Widescreen. Nicolas Cage and Ron Perlman star in this supernatural action adventure about a heroic crusader and his fellow soldier, tasked with transporting a woman accused of being a witch to a remote monastery. It should be a simple mission, but the warriors will soon discover that their malignancies hold a secret that could destroy the world. English SDH. 124 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $19.95

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: Rogue Nation. Widescreen. With their elite organizations shut down by the CIA, agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his team must race against time to stop The Syndicate, a deadly network of rogue operatives turned traitors. English SDH. 132 minutes. Paramount. $7.95

ASSASSIN’S CREED: Codex of Silence. Widescreen. This Chuck Norris favorites! He and Lee Marvin make up The Delta Force, sent to save hostages from hijackers. He’s Texas Ranger J. J. McQuade in Lone Wolf McQuade, taking on an arms-smuggling ring. And he’s Eddie in Code of Silence, a Chicago mob war against rival drug kingpins. Some Rated R. Over 5 hours on three Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: Rogue Nation. Widescreen. With their elite organizations shut down by the CIA, agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his team must race against time to stop The Syndicate, a deadly network of rogue operatives turned traitors. English SDH. 132 minutes. Paramount. $7.95

ARGO. Widescreen. As the Iranian Revolution takes over the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, six Americans escape. Now only one man can get them out from behind enemy lines, Tony Mendez, a brilliant CIA agent who specializes in impossible rescues. But this one is desperate. Directed by and stars Ben Affleck. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: Rogue Nation. With their elite organizations shut down by the CIA, agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his team must race against time to stop The Syndicate, a deadly network of rogue operatives turned traitors. English SDH. 132 minutes. Paramount. $7.95

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: Rogue Nation. With their elite organizations shut down by the CIA, agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his team must race against time to stop The Syndicate, a deadly network of rogue operatives turned traitors. English SDH. 132 minutes. Paramount. $7.95
**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

6970036 SHOCK WAVE. Widescreen. Before his rise through the ranks Officer Cheung (Andrey Lau) spent time undercover in a gang led by a ruthless kingpin. His efforts not only disbanded the mob, but also resulted in the arrest of the boss’s brother—and set into motion a violent quest for revenge that’s sure to have what it takes to bring down his vicious nemesis and save his city. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 118 minutes. Cinemagic. $3.95

★ 2890971 THE LEGEND OF BIG EYE JEAN. Widescreen. When local rich kid Hubie Pyatt steals and wrecks Bixx Davy’s (Christian Slater) beloved motor scooter, Bixx’s sister, Billie Jean (Helena Slater), demands the $800 he owes to fix it. Bixx shoots Mr. Pyatt by accident and he and Billie Jean flee town as fugitives. Billie Jean becomes a legend in her own time, a policewoman for teenagers everywhere. 95 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

★ 2920885 EXTERMINATORS OF THE YEAR 3000. Widescreen. In a post-apocalyptic future where the earth is a desert and water is the most precious substance of all, a band of survivors must turn to a mysterious stranger to battle a ruthless gang of motorcycle psychos for control of the wasteland and the water. Stars Robert Lannucci and Alicia Mor. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. $7.95.

2893080 BORDER RUN. Widescreen. Sharon Stone stars as reporter Sofia Talbert, a right-wing journalist who exposes illegal politicians using illegal immigration. But when her relief-worker brother goes missing in Mexico, Sofia’s own investigation of the border traps her in a deadly criminal underworld. Also stars Billy Zane. Rated R. 96 minutes. $5.95. FS Films. Pub. at $19.97.

2893657 GUN SHY. Widescreen. An agin rock star (Antonio Banderas) is forced to navigate deadly jungles and ruthless bandits to rescue his super-model wife (Olga Kurylenko) from kidnappers. Also stars Mark Valley. English SDH. 97 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

2904610 ALL SUPERHEROES MUST DIE. Widescreen. Four masked avengers find themselves stripped of their powers by the cruel arch-nemesis they defeated years earlier—or so they thought. When the sinister mastermind puts the heroes through a series of brutal challenges, they must battle the clock in a race to stop a deadly countdown that could mean total destruction. Rated R. 87 minutes. Unrated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95.

2892264 CHECKPOINT. Widescreen. When Roy, a homeless former marine (Kenny Johnson) suffering from PTSD discovers a secret son in his sleepy beach town, he goes to the local sheriff. When an insurgent attack threatens to escalate, Roy recruits a mismatched group of unlikely heroes to defend their country at all costs. Also stars Bill Goldberg. Unrated. English SDH. 79 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

2882965 X-MEN: APOCALYPSE. Widescreen. Apocalypse, the world’s most powerful mutant, has awakened to find a world led by humans. Intent on cleansing the Earth of mankind, he recruits a group of mutants to create a new world order. In a desperate attempt to stop the diabolical new X-Men leader X leads the young X-Men in an epic showdown. Stars Jennifer Lawrence and James McAvoy. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray 3D versions, English SDH. 144 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $17.95.

2890635 BUNRAKU. Widescreen. A mysterious drifter (Josh Hartnett) and a Japanese Samurai arrive in town terrorized by violent criminals. Each is obsessed with his own mission, and guided by the warden (Woody Harrelson) at the Horseless Horseman Saloon. The two eventually join forces to bring down the corrupt mayor’s brutish henchman. Rated R. 125 minutes. ARCT Entertainment. $4.95.

★ 2890039 DONNIE BRASCO. Widescreen. Posing as jeweler Donnie Brasco, FBI agent Joseph D. Pistone (Johnny Depp) is granted entrance into the violent mob family of aging hitman Lefty Ruggiero (Al Pacino). When his personal and professional lives collide, Pistone jeopardizes his marriage, his job, his life and, ultimately, the gangster mentor he has come to admire. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 125 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

2892855 DAY OF THE FALL. Widescreen. After years of bloody conflict, the leaders of two rival kingdoms reluctantly agree to end the fighting. But when oil is discovered between their territories, war is re-ignited. Now, their children—young lovers who have married in hopes of bringing their family together—to find a way to end the violence. Stars Antonio Banderas and Freida Pinto. Rated R. English SDH. 130 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95.

2879965 BATMAN V SUPERMAN: Dawn of Justice. Widescreen. Fearing the actions of a godlike super hero left unchecked, Gordon Olive and vigilante, Batman (Ben Affleck), takes on Metropolis’ revered savior, Superman (Henry Cavill), while the world wrestles with what sort of hero it really needs. Offers both the original (2016) and extended theatrical release versions (182 minutes.) Warner Bros. Enter.

2874283 THE MUMMY. Widescreen. Thought safely entombed under the desert, an ancient princess whose destiny was to rise to lead the rebellion against Panem’s tyrannical president. Now Katniss and a team of rebels from District 13 prepare for the final battle that will decide Panem’s future. Stars Jennifer Lawrence as Katniss Everdeen, who rose to lead the rebellion against Panem’s tyrannical president. Now Katniss and a team of rebels from District 13 prepare for the final battle that will decide Panem’s future. Stars Jennifer Lawrence as Katniss Everdeen, who 137 minutes. English SDH. $13.95.

★ 2894756 FREERUNNER. Widescreen. Sean Faris stars as Ryan, a free runner who will do whatever it takes to break a crooked cop, Reese (Tanner Hassman), a mobster who controls a band of street racers. They run for the rush and for the money, but now they’re running for their lives. When their online cyber-rival, Johnny is hiding out in a remote part of the desert, Johnny is reluctant to embrace the power of the Ghost Rider, but he may not have a choice. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $6.95.

2893628 THE LOCK UP/UNIVERSAL SOLDIER. Widescreen. Sylvester Stallone stars in Lock Up as a model prisoner, who six months before his release is transferred to Gateway Prison. He encounters a warden (Donald Sutherland) who will do anything to break him, he has come to admire. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Packaged in a tin case. 110 minutes. Universal.

6917216 BABY NEEDS A NEW PAIR OF SHOES. Widescreen. Jennifer Lawrence stars as Kalmiss Everdeen, who began her journey fighting to survive the brutal Hunger Games, and rose to lead the rebellion against Panem’s tyrannical president. Now Katniss and a team of rebels from District 13 prepare for the final battle that will decide Panem’s future. Stars Jennifer Lawrence as Katniss Everdeen, who 137 minutes. E One.

★ 2904756 FREERUNNER. Widescreen. Sean Faris stars as Ryan, a free runner who will do whatever it takes to break a crooked cop, Reese (Tanner Hassman), a mobster who controls a band of street racers. They run for the rush and for the money, but now they’re running for their lives. When their online cyber-rival, Johnny is hiding out in a remote part of the desert, Johnny is reluctant to embrace the power of the Ghost Rider, but he may not have a choice. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $6.95.

2875949 DOUBLE DRAGON. Widescreen. In New Angeles, a city ravaged by earthquakes and vicious gangs, the eccentric bounty hunter John is obsessed with finding a talisman known as the “Double Dragon.” Two brothers, Jimmy (Mark Dacascos) and Billy Lee (Scott Wolf) are two of the city’s best assassins to level the playing field, they set their sights on it’s a high octane action spectacular based on the video game. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95.

★ 6996420 ASSAULT ON A QUEEN. Widescreen. Frank Sinatra leads a gang of clever mercenaries in a plan to hold up the H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth using a refurbished WWII U-boat. Rod Serling (The Twilight Zone) does some of his best work in this one of a kind complex high seas caper. Also stars Virna Lisi and Tony Franciosa. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95.

★ 2856395 RAVEN. Widescreen. But tie Reynolds is the leader of the elite mercenary team “Raven,” on a deadly mission to obtain a powerful Soviet satellite decoder. But when the operation is sabotaged by U.S. officials, he and his team are forced to eliminate the enemies and render his own brand of outlaw justi ce. Matt Battaglia, Krista Allen and Richard Grant. Rated R. C.C. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. $13.95.

See more titles at erhbc.com/
The Guillotines. A secret brotherhood of assassins hired by the Emperor, now a force of terror and oppression under a new regime. Exiled to a remote village and hunted by a crew of hired guns, the Guillotines are forced to fight back to challenge their cold steel. The Guillotines must now outwit enemies from both sides. Rated R. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2929767 BADDIES OF FURY. Widescreen. When a series of eerie murders erupt across Hong Kong, two troublemaking cops are assigned to the case. Young maverick Wang (Ang Hei) is a reckless no-luker, and grizzled vet Huang (Jet Li) is fed up with cleaning up his rookie’s messes. Soon the detectives are caught in a deadly game to uncover the truth in Mandarin with English subtitles. 98 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2929766 THE KILLER. Widescreen. The brutal terror of one man with the strength of 100 to wipe out the inhabitants. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2929765 FLAT TOP. Widescreen. The year is 1942. From the Hells Angels, an epic chase to from a POW camp, Special Forces colonel James P. Clancy (Robert Mitchum), and Captain Rod Douglas (George Macready), plan a daring mission to bring back all costs. Stars Victor Mature, Keith Andes, and June Lockhart. Widescreen. When a motorcycle is stolen from the Hells Angels, an epic chase to retrieve it ensues, spreading biker terror wherever the nefarious gang rides. This epic chase thriller by Roger Corman stars Bruce Dern, Peter Fonda, and Nancy Sinatra. Rated R. 93 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

2929764 POLICE STORY: LOCKDOWN/LITTLE BIG SOLDIER. Widescreen. Set during China’s war period, Little Big Soldier is the story of a soldier (Jackie Chan) and a general who come from opposing states and have very different views on how to save China and the world. 92 minutes. Police Story: Lockdown, is the newest chapter in the Police Story crime franchise starring Jackie Chan. 107 minutes. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. Two Blu-rays. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2929775 BROTHERHOOD OF BLADES/WRATH OF VAJRA. Widescreen. In Brotherhood of Blades Three sworn brothers and deadly Jinyiwei—secret police of the Imperial Guard—become pawns in a deadly game. 12 minutes. In Vajra, a child is taken and trained as an assassin during WWII, escapes and begins a quest to protect the innocent. 111 minutes. Both films dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. Two Blu-rays. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2929773 THE GUILLOTINES. Widescreen. A secret brotherhood of assassins hired by the Emperor, now a force of terror and oppression under a new regime. Exiled to a remote village and hunted by a crew of hired guns, the Guillotines are forced to fight back to challenge their cold steel. The Guillotines must now outwit enemies from both sides. Rated R. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2929684 CANNON FOR CORDOBA. Widescreen. During the 1912 Mexican Revolution, Capt. Rod Douglas (George Macready) leads a small group of his Texas Rangers into Mexico to destroy six canons before rebel leader Hector Cordoba and his bloodthirsty revolutionaries get their hands on them, with the help of Mexican military officer Antonio (Gabriele Tinti) and the beautiful Leonora (Giovanna Ralli). 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95.

2929577 COMPANEROS. Widescreen. Yoldas, a sly swindler, has been reduced to a decaying, desolate wasteland infested with swarms of vicious street gangs and outcast scavengers. When a mega corporation tries to rebuild the land into a perfect metropolis, they unleash their secret army of sadistic death squads to wipe out the inhabitants. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2929472 ONCE UPON A TIME IN SHANGHAI. Widescreen. Ma (Philip Ng) dreams of making a life in Shanghai while his father is in jail. But when he befriends the Boss of a rival gang (Andy On), he must fight for honor or lose everything—including his neighbor (Sammo Hung), and his love (Michelle Hu). Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2929380 ESCAPE FROM THE BRONX. Widescreen. The story of a man who may be France’s only true prisoner, who may be France’s only true excess of France’s arrogant King Louis XVI. *

2929290 TAI CHI ZERO/TAI CHI HERO. Widescreen. In T'ai Chi Zero, in the legendary Chen Village, a real martial arts master, using their powerful Chen Style Tai Chi in all aspects of their lives. When trouble comes to the village, they can’t rely on their martial arts skills alone. The minutes. T'ai Chi Hero is a suspense- and tension-fueled thriller that will knock you out of your seat. 106 minutes. Both dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. Two Blu-rays. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2929134 THE ADVENTURES OF HERCULES II. Widescreen. When three thieves steal seven magic thunderbolts with unearthly power, it falls to one man with the strength of 100 to save the universe from eternal chaos and darkness. Hercules (Lou Ferrigno)! But can the diminutive hero lift up to claim his head? 88 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $29.99. $3.95.

2928848 ONCE UPON A TIME IN SHANGHAI. Widescreen. Ma (Philip Ng) dreams of making a life in Shanghai while his father is in jail. But when he befriends the Boss of a rival gang (Andy On), he must fight for honor or lose everything—including his neighbor (Sammo Hung), and his love (Michelle Hu). Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2928452 THE WILD ANGELS. Widescreen. When a motorcycle is stolen from the Hells Angels, an epic chase to retrieve it ensues, spreading biker terror wherever the nefarious gang rides. This epic chase thriller by Roger Corman stars Bruce Dern, Peter Fonda, and Nancy Sinatra. Rated R. 93 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

2928355 THE SIEGE OF FIREBASE GLORIA. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. SOLD OUT.

2928267 CIRCLE OF IRON. Widescreen. With the help of Mexican military officer Antonio (Gabriele Tinti) and the beautiful Leonora (Giovanna Ralli), 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95.


2927217 CODE 7... VICTIM 5/MOZAMBIQUE. Widescreen. The Imperial court is torn apart by the arrogance of France’s arrogant King Louis XVI. *

2927144 ICEMAN/SPECIAL ID. Widescreen. The two men team up to kidnap a professor who holds the key to a fortune when the two men team up to kidnap a professor who holds the key to a fortune. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. English subtitles. 95 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

2926936 THE DEVIL'S REJECTS. Widescreen. When a series of eerie murders erupt across Hong Kong, two troublemaking cops are assigned to the case. Young maverick Wang (Ang Hei) is a reckless no-luker, and grizzled vet Huang (Jet Li) is fed up with cleaning up his rookie’s messes. Soon the detectives are caught in a deadly game to uncover the truth in Mandarin with English subtitles. 98 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95.


2925182 NOW YOU SEE ME 2. Widescreen. After escaping a Vietnamese POW camp, Special Forces colonel James P. Clancy (Robert Mitchum), and Captain Rod Douglas (George Macready), plan a daring mission to bring back all costs. Stars Victor Mature, Keith Andes, and June Lockhart. Widescreen. When a motorcycle is stolen from the Hells Angels, an epic chase to retrieve it ensues, spreading biker terror wherever the nefarious gang rides. This epic chase thriller by Roger Corman stars Bruce Dern, Peter Fonda, and Nancy Sinatra. Rated R. 93 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

2922444 SECTOR 7. Korea’s first 3D action blockbuster has arrived, and it’s a monster! Hae-jun works at an offshore rig in Sector 7, trapped in the middle of a revolution. 115 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95.
**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

- **6991076 KISS TOMORROW GOODBYE.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. **$13.95**
- **6973386 MEN IN WAR.** Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. **$13.95**
- **6973485 THE MOUNTAIN.** Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. **$13.95**
- **6991327 THE FIGHTING SEABEES.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. **$13.95**
- **2832372 A GAME OF DEATH.** Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. **SOLD OUT**
- **6991626 HELL UP IN HARLEM.** Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. **$13.95**
- **6982749 ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN.** Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. **$9.95**
- **6991616 THE DIRTY DOZEN: DEADLY MISSION TELL.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95. **$13.95**
- **2824523 LISBON.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **SOLD OUT**

**Western Blu-ray**

- **2805618 COMIN’ AT YA!** Tragedy strikes as two ruthless brothers kidnap a bride during her wedding. Hurt and angry, H.H. Hart (Tony Anthony) begins his quest to find the love he lost and take vengeance upon the wicked in this span of blood and bullets. Directed by Ferdinando Baldi. Includes 2D and 3D versions. Rated R. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. **$2.95**
- **2887843 FORT APACHE.** The soldiers at Fort Apache come into conflict with the unorthodox tactics of their glory-seeking new commander. Nevertheless, they must obey—even if it means certain disaster. Henry Fonda, John Wayne and Shirley Temple star in John Ford’s powerful look at the darker side of the Wild West. English SDH. In B&W. 128 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$3.95**
- **2887307 SADDLE DOWN UNDER.** Widescreen. Arriving in Australia with nothing more than a saddle and his prized six-shoot Sharps rifle, American sharpshooter Matthew Quigley (Tom Selleck) thinks he’s been hired to kill off wild dogs. But when he realizes that his mission is murder, Quigley refuses. Also stars Laura San Giacomo, English SDH. 120 minutes. MGM. **$7.95**
- **5622415 A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS.** Widescreen. Clint Eastwood’s star-making role comes to Blu-ray. The Man with No Name takes on two rival bands of smugglers in Sergio Leone’soplating spaghetti western A Fistful of Dollars. Then, Eastwood joins forces with fellow screen legend Lee Van Cleef to take down a common enemy in For a Few Dollars More. Rated R. Nearly 4 hours on two Blu-ray discs. **$9.95**
- **2083990 DIABLO.** Widescreen. A young Civil War veteran named Jackson wakes up to find his beautiful wife kidnapped by ruthless bandits. With killers around every corner, he must use all his courage to track down his wife and those who the good and the bad are. Including Jackson. Stars Scott Eastwood, Walton Goggins, and Danny Glover. Rated R. 82 minutes. Orion. **$5.95**
- **6991564 THE HALLELUJAH TRAIL.** Widescreen. Under the watchful eye of its owner Frank Wallingham (Brian Keith), the Wallingham Freightling Company is bound for Denver with forty wagons of whiskey to quench the town’s thirst. But there is a host of dusty, bloodthirsty outlaws out to rip the load of libations. Also starring in this comedy western is Kurt Lancaster and Lee Remick. 155 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $22.97. **$16.95**
- **282261X A BULLET FOR THE GUNMAN.** Breaking his abode, El Indio, the Mexican revolutionary, a young American joins a gang of marauders led by El Chuko on a series of savage raids to steal the guns of the settlers. Stars Lou Castel, Gian Maria Volontere, and Klaus Kinski. English SDH. 115 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**
- **6974082 RIO GRANDE.** In this John Ford Civil War classic, John Wayne and Maureen O’Hara are embroiled in an epic battle with the Apaches and each other. This was the third and final of the John Wayne/John Ford collaborations. Included for Fort Apache and She Wore a Yellow Ribbon. The great supporting cast includes Ben Johnson, Harry Carey Jr., Victor McLaglen and Chill Wills. In B&W. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. **$9.95**
- **6991445 HIGH NOON.** Gary Cooper was offered Best Actor for his role in this tale of a lawman who stands alone to defend a town of cowards against a gang of killers. The stellar cast includes Lloyd Bridges, Thomas Mitchell, Katy Jurado, Otto Kruger, Thomas Mitchell, John Agar and others. Rated R. English. Olive Films. Fullscreen. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**
- **5622314 DJANGO KILL!.. IF YOU LIVE, SHOOT!** Widescreen. Tom’s Million stars as a half breed bandit double crossed and left for dead who rises from the grave to seek his revenge. When his quest leads to a bison reserve, he realize that the line between crime and justice. But all is not as it seems in this hard hitting second installment of director Sergio Leone’s trilogy that those who “done him wrong” in this celebratory 50th Anniversary Edition. Also stars Inger Stevens and Pat Hingle. English SDH. 115 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $34.95. **$24.95**
- **283238X SINGING GUNS.** Widescreen. Olive Films. **SOLD OUT**
- **6988065 FORT YUMA GOLD/DAMNED HOT DAY OF FIRE.** Widescreen. In Fort Yuma Gold the Civil War Complex continues to expand and plans to attack Fort Yuma, home to a gold reserve. In Damned Hot Day of Fire the creator of the Gatling gun is being held hostage by the villainous gang (Cassian El Chucho) on a series of savage raids to steal the guns of the settlers. Stars Lou Castel, Gian Maria Volontere, and Klaus Kinski. English SDH. 115 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

**Blu-ray**

- **6991725 DENVER & RIO GRANDE.** Fullscreen. Jim Vasser, a former U.S. Cavalry Officer, is now in charge of getting the Denver and Rio Grande tracks across the Rockies first to secure the right of way. Standing in his way is the ruthless McCabe, who’s trying to lay his tracks first. The conflict turns to guerrilla warfare between the two outfits. Stars Sterling Hayden and Edmond O’Brien. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. **$11.95**
- **2909758 HANG ‘EM HIGH.** Widescreen. Jed Cooper (Clint Eastwood), is mistakenly lynched by crooked lawman Captain Wilson (Ed Begly) and his vigilantes. Barely alive, Cooper is saved in the nick of time by a marshal, and sets out to bring justice to those who “done him wrong” in this celebratory 50th Anniversary Edition. Also stars Inger Stevens and Pat Hingle. English SDH. 115 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $34.95. **$24.95**

**Comedy Blu-ray**

- **2922517 TEEN WOLF DOUBLE FEATURE.** Widescreen. An ordinary high school student (Michael J. Fox) discovers that his family has unusual pedigree when he finds himself turning into a wolf. Two extraordinary hits—basketball skills in Teen Wolf, Jason Bateman stars in Teen Wolf Too as a college freshman who’s the big wolf on campus. English SDH. Over three hours. Shout Factory. **$5.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/
Drama Blu-ray

2904275 THE ROYAL WHY. Widescreen. A glamorous glamour girl story about Errol Flynn's high flying affair with an aspiring starlet and how her ambitious mother enabled it every step of the way. It's a sensational, unforgettable look at Hollywood royalty and the desire for fame and acceptance. Stars: Kevin Kline and Susan Sarandon. Rated R. EnglishSDH. 104 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95


2906627 ATLAS SHRUGGED: Part III. This third and final film completes the epic trilogy adapted from the novel written by Ayn Rand. The nation's economy is on the verge of collapse. Dagny Taggart, vice president of Taggart Transcontinental, must make a choice: preserving the nation's collapsing infrastructure or the man she has come to love. Stars: Kristoffer Polaha. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2888078 ASPEKTS. A young woman is set on a dangerous path as she attempts to expose her father's illegal activities. Stars: Kristin Davis and Paul Giamatti. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. DreamWorks. $4.95

2893175 THE SPECIALIST. A middle-aged professor is confronted with a personal crisis when his wife is diagnosed with cancer. Stars: Bill Murray and Laura Linney. Rated R. English SDH. DVD and Blu-ray versions. 95 minutes. Universal. $4.95


2893201 THE PROPHECY: COLLECTION: 4 Film Set. Widescreen. Join the epic battle between armies of fallen angels in this quartet of prophetic films: The Prophecy (Christopher Walken & Virginia Madsen); The Prophecy: Uprising (John Light & Kari Wuhrer); The Prophecy: 3. The Ascent (Christopher Walken & Kari Wuhrer); The Prophecy: Forsaken (Kari Wuhrer & Jason Scott Lee). Rated R. Over five hours. Echo Bridge. Pub. at $29.99

2814634 MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING. Widescreen. A modern retelling of Shakespeare’s classic comedy about two pairs of lovers with different takes on romance and words. Stars: Blake Bashoff and Janelle McHale. Rated PG. English SDH. 109 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

2839199 45 YEARS. Widescreen. A couple preparing to celebrate their wedding anniversary receives shattering news that threatens to change the course of their lives forever. Stars Charlotte Rampling (in an Oscar nominated performance) and Tom Courtenay. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

2892952 THE PHENOM. Widescreen. Ever since Hopper (Johnny Simmons) was a child, he has dreamed of becoming a major league pitcher. Relentlessly pushed by his abusive father (Ethan Hawke), he’s on the verge of breaking his arm which he unexpectedly breaks down on the mound. Now Hopper’s only hope lies with his unorthodox sports therapist (Paul Giamatti). Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Image Entertainment. $5.95

2819085 LEGENDS OF THE FALL/LES MISERABLES. Widescreen. In Legends of the Fall, Brad Pitt stars as Tristan, the wildest of the Ludlow sons, whose failure to protect his brother puts his entire family on a path of betrayal and destruction. Rated R. English SDH. 132 minutes. In Les Miserables, Liam Neeson stars as Jean Valjean, a heartless convict who is transformed by a single act of mercy. English SDH. 164 minutes. Sony Pictures. $7.95

2874253 HYDE PARK ON HUDSON. Widescreen. As Great Britain faces an imminent war with Germany, President Roosevelt and his wife Eleanor, invite the King and Queen of England for a weekend at their home in upstate New York. But during the first ever visit of a reigning British monarch to America, history converges as a plot hatches to conspire to make the royal trip unforgettable. Stars Bill Murray, Laura Linney and Olivia Williams. Rated R. English SDH. DVD and Blu-ray versions. 95 minutes. Universal. $4.95

2905027 THE RIVER WHY. Widescreen. Gus (Zach Galifianakis) runs away from home and the shadow of his father's iconoclastic life (William Hurt). Determined to live life like he wants it, Gus makes his new home in a secluded cabin on the banks of a river where he meets Eddie (Amber Heard), an attractive, free-spirited girl. Together they go on a journey of self-discovery. English SDH. 104 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

6990193 THE LAST OF ROBIN HOOD. Widescreen. Action at its best. A humble birth through His teachings, His crucifixion and ultimate resurrection. His life, a journey that will test Charlie's patience, force him out of his self-centered world--and unite him with his brother like never before. Rated R. English SDH. 134 minutes. MGM. $5.95

2897852 THE DEEP BLUE SEA. Widescreen. A passionate and poignant story of two lovers brought together--and brutally torn apart--by violent conflict in a war-torn country. Stars: Catherine Deneuve and Paul Scofield. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. DreamWorks. $4.95

2878925 GRACE. Widescreen. After being fired for seducing a college student, Professor David Lurie finds peace at his daughter’s modest farm in South Africa until a storm of terrain and violence forces Lurie to confront his beliefs and the racial complexities of the new South Africa. Stars: John Malkovich and Jessica Hayes. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

2819767 THE DUELIST. Returning after a long exile, a dashing retired army officer makes a comfortable living by winning other people’s duels. But when he meets a young man and his beautiful sister, the normally cold hearted mercenary is surprised by his unexpected emotions. Rated R. English SDH. In Russian with English subtitles. 109 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

2837893 THE KARATE KID PART III/ THE NEXT KARATE KID. Widescreen. Ralph Macchio and Noriyuki “Pat” Morita return with more exhilarating live-action adventures about honor, friendship and philosophy in The Karate Kid Part III. The story continues as the 17-year-old teen, who needs a little help from the wise Mr. Miyagi. Over. Pub. at $14.98

2799405 BLEED FOR THIS. Widescreen. Racer Vinny Pazienza, a boxer from Providence who was forced to stand down after winning two world title fights. After a car accident leaves Vinny with a severely spined, he is told he may never walk again. Against doctors’ advice and training, Vinny returns to the ring for the last fight of his life. 117 minutes. Universal. $4.95

2851202 GOD’S NOT DEAD 2. Widescreen. High school teacher Grace Wesley is asked a question about Jesus in class, her reasoned response lands her deep into the trouble. The ensuing epic court battle questions God from this classroom, and the public square, once and for all! Stars: Melissa Joan Hart and Jesse Metcalfe. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 120 minutes. Pure Flix. $6.95
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**Drama Blu-ray**

- **2796615** CALVARY. Widescreen. Pub. at $9.95.
- **2854841** BOY ON A DOLPHIN. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.
- **2855062** THE EXECUTIONER'S SONG. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $34.95.
- **2861210** SAMSON. Fullscreen. Pure Flix. Pub. at $6.95.
- **2863993** IN DARKNESS. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. Pub. at $5.95.
- **2871180** THE CASE FOR CHRIST. Widescreen. Pure Flix. Pub. at $5.95.
- **2823505** KILLER NUN. Widescreen. Blue Underworld. Pub. at $19.95.
- **2833747** THE INHERITORS. Widescreen. Adults only. Mundo Macabo. Pub. at $29.95.
- **2871070** THE 6 DEGREES COLLECTION. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98.
- **2876940** SHOT. Fullscreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98.
- **2800470** YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.
- **2877235** AUTUMN IN NEW YORK. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95.

**Thriller Blu-ray**

- **2922541** TWO-MINUTE WARNING. Widescreen. Charlton Heston plays a police captain trying to stop a lone gunman who has set his sights on the 91,000 people in a packed sports arena. John Cassavetes and Martin Balsam are among those risking their lives to thwart his attempts. A story of innocent spectators trying to survive both the hail of bullets and the resulting stampede. Rated R. 115 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.99.
- **6900106** THE BAD SEED. Widescreen. Rhoda (Patty McCormack) is a nine-year-old little lady and an efficient, unhinging killer. And in this spellbinding chronicle of evil, whatever Rhoda wants, she ruthlessly gets. Her mother Christine reluctantly made to see her child's moral blindness at work, is heartrendingly torn between mother love and grief for the victims. English SDH. In B&W. 129 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $7.95.

**LIMITED QUANTITY**

- **2887872** DOG DAY AFTERNOON, 40TH ANNIVERSARY. Widescreen. The true story of a 1972 bank heist gone wrong, this Oscar-winning masterwork showcases Al Pacino as one of the most unusual bank robbers to ever appear on film, with John Cazale as his inscrutable partner in crime. Rated R. 124 minutes. Also includes the bonus feature “Recovering John Cazale”. Pub. at $34.99.

- **2887940** THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE. Widescreen. When drifter Frank Chambers takes a job at a roadside diner, he finds himself drawn to his boss’s alluring young wife Cora. But his life has one focus: get Cora for his own—by any means necessary. Written by David Mamet and directed by Bob Rafelson, this cult classic stars Jack Nicholson and Jessica Lange. Available as R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $5.95.


- **281420X** CHILD 44. Widescreen. After a son’s friend is found murdered, his father (Gary Oldman) suspects his superior’s coverings up the truth. He soon discovers other mysterious deaths with similar circumstances and convinces his new boss (Gary Oldman) that a serial killer is on the loose. Rated R. English SDH. 137 minutes. EOne. Pub. at $5.95.

- **2861070** CARAVAN TO VACCARES. Widescreen. American Neil Bowman (David Birney) is traveling through France when he meets British photographer Lila (Charlotte Rampling). They are hired by a French landowner to escort a Hungarian scientist to New York. But they soon realize the job isn’t so cushy and have to deal with a group of kidnappers who will stop at nothing to get their hands on the scientist. 84 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $6.95.

- **2794101** APOCALYPSE. Widescreen. The Sun has turned the world into a baked and barren wasteland. Even the nights are dazzling bright. Stuck in this apocalyptic society are Marie, Leonie and Phillip, heading for the mountains where they hear water still exists. Along the way they recruit a mechanic, but can this stranger be trusted? Rated R. EOne. Blu-ray and DVD versions of the film. Also released as Rek. 90 minutes. Arkfilm. Pub. at $20.99.

- **2796585** TAKEN 1 & 2. Widescreen. Braces yourself for a double-barreled blast of thrill and suspense as the first two entries of Liam Neeson’s hit thriller series. In Taken, he hunts down the criminals responsible for his daughter’s abduction. In Taken 2, his wife are taken hostage by a kidnapper seeking revenge. Includes Unrated versions. English SDH. 200 minutes. EOne. Pub. at $9.95.

- **2902206** THE KILLER INSIDE ME. Widescreen. When a small town sheriff (Casey Affleck) is asked to raidline a talkative prostitute outside of town before she makes trouble, he realizes it’s easier to just get rid of her. Slowly, instead of covering up that murder means eliminating more and more people as his problems spiral out of control. Also stars Kate Hudson and Bill Pullman. EOne. Pub. at $9.95.
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Thriller Blu-ray

★ 6708717 THE DEVIL'S HONEY: Lucio Fulci, the “Godfather of Gore," takes on the erotic thriller genre and delivers an onslaught of glossy depravity in this ’80s Eurotrash essential. Brett Halsey, Corinne Clery, and Blanca Manchilla star in an insane S&M saga replete with sodomy, torture, bondage romance, and a cavalcade of kink. Not Rated. 83 minutes. $17.95

2849395 NOTES ON A SCANDAL: Widescreen. Barbara Covett (Judi Dench) is a teacher whom everyone admires, even after an iron fist, yet leads a solitary life outside it. That is, until she meets radiant new art teacher Sheba Hart (Cate Blanchett). However, Barbara discovers that Sheba is having an affair with a student, her jealous and rage spiral out of control. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $10.95

★ 2824304 STRIP NUDE FOR YOUR KILLER: Widescreen. The stunning Edwige Fenech stars in this infamous Giallo shocker. There’s succulent flesh aplenty as a mysterious killer dressed in black leather and wearing a motorcycle helmet, butchering his victims with an iron fist. Two strung-out young fashion models with no mercy and one deranged request. Directed by Andrea Bianchi. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. $19.95

2796672 UNFAITHFUL: Widescreen. Edward and Connie (Richard Gere and Diane Lane) seem to have the perfect marriage. But when Connie’s chance encounter with a handsome stranger erupts into a sexually charged affair, their love and security, become obsession, and the consequences of her betrayal take a deadly turn. Directed by Adrian Lyne. Rated R. English SDH. Widescreen. Universal. $29.99

2930360 DARK CRIMES: Widescreen. Jim Carrey stars as a detective investigating the murder of a slain businessman. The investigation turns to clues found in an author’s book about a eerily similar crime. Based on the 2008 article “True Crimes–A Postmodern Murder Mystery” by David Gann. Also stars Charlotte Gainsbourg. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $19.95

2824868 ANGELS & DEMONS: Widescreen. In Ron Howard’s thrilling follow-up to The Da Vinci Code, expert symbologist Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) pursues ancient clues on a heart-racing hunt through Rome to find the four Cardinals kidnapped by the deadly secret society, the Illuminati. Also stars Ewan McGregor. Universal. Widescreen. $24.99

★ 290201X 8MM: Widescreen. Nicolas Cage and Joaquin Phoenix star in this electrifying thriller directed by Joel Schumacher, which follows one man’s obsession as he searches for the truth about a six-year-old crime, and his ultimate discovery of the truth about himself. Rated R. 123 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub. at $21.95. $24.95

2878828 BLOOD: Widescreen. When a shocking murder is committed in their small town, the Fairburn brothers are the detectives who will do whatever it takes to catch the killer. But when a suspect’s in custody, the brother is violently out of control, the brothers must deal with the consequences. Stars Paul Bettany, Mark Strong and Brian Cox. CC. 92 minutes. Screen Media Films. $4.95

★ 2797615 THE SEVENTH SIGN: Widescreen. The time is coming. The seals are breaking. Judgement is at hand. As the signs of the apocalypse come to pass, only one woman can stop the impending supernatural doom in this taut and riveting thriller. Stars Demi Moore and Ali Larter. Rated R. 97 minutes. Screen Media Films. $21.95


★ 2905393 NOT WITHOUT MY DAUGHTER: Widescreen. Betty (Sally Field) has come to the Middle East with her daughter and native born husband for a visit, but soon the truth about their vacation surfaces. Betty’s husband does not intend to bring them back to America–ever. In a hostile country, where the slightest misstep can mean death, she makes a desperate escape with her child. 115 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. $29.95

2954761 BLACK BUTTERFLY: Widescreen. Outside a mountain town, Paul (Antonio Banderas), a reclusive writer, struggles to start what he hopes will be a career-saving screenplay. After a tense encounter with a drifter named Jack, Paul offers Jack a place to stay and soon the edgy Jack muscles his way into Paul’s work. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 93 minutes. Viva Films. $5.95

★ 2887142 BEFORE AND AFTER: Widescreen. When a small community is rocked by a shocking murder, and the only suspect is the teenage son of a respected local family, Suddenly Carolyn (Margaret Colin) and her ex (Zalman King) are faced with a gut-wrenching dilemma: whether to risk everything on their son’s innocence—or protect him from his possible guilt. 108 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $12.95

★ 2899664 MY BEST FRIEND: Widescreen. A woman on the verge of giving up on love finds unexpected compensation in an unlikely relationship. Stars Marcia Gay Harden, Matthew Broderick, and Megan Mullally. $21.95

★ 2907128 PARTY LINE: Widescreen. Brother and sister Seth and Angelina live a secluded life in their family’s beautifully Beverly Hills mansion. But these upper class siblings share a dark and violent hobby, and with the victim count rising, Detective Blake Davian is under the gun to crack the case. Newly scanned in 4K. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. $21.95

2874482 ROADHOUSE 2: Widescreen. Shane Tanner, son of the legendary “cooler” Dalton, is an undercover DEA agent with all the right moves. He’s put away his share of dealers but his biggest bust is under the gun in 4K. Not Rated. English. Widescreen. $24.95

★ 6698363 TRIP WITH THE TEACHER: Widescreen. Ms. Tenney (Brenda Fogarty) and a group of summer school students are on a camping trip in the desert. But when their bus breaks down in the middle of nowhere, a trio of bikers led by the demented Al (Zalman King) kidnaps the group for one horrifying night inside an abandoned church. Not Rated. English. Widescreen. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. $24.95

★ 2901215 OBSESSION: Widescreen. A tenth wedding anniversary celebration ends tragically (Cliff Robertson) discovers that his wife and 9-year-old daughter have been kidnapped. They are never recovered. Years later on the eve of his second wedding, Paul (Martin Sheen) is kidnapped, leaving a ransom note—a duplicate of the one found several years earlier. 98 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $34.99. $24.95

★ 2922476 the FORBIDDEN PHOTOS OF A LADY ABOVE SUSPICION: Widescreen. A perverted stranger leads a pampered but dull life with her frequently absent husband. Peter, One night, while out Minou is accosted by a blackmailer who informs her that Peter is a murderer. Driven by misplaced loyalty to her husband, she gives in to every perversion in exchange for his silence. But, as his demands increase, she struggles to hold on to what remains of her sanity. Not Rated. Italian with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. $19.95

★ 290735X PHANTOM LADY: Widescreen. After a run-in with his wife’s family, a pampered businessman heads to a bar to drown his sorrows. There he strikes up a conversation with a mysterious, despondent lady who agrees to go out with him, but withholds her name. When he is accused of killing his wife, he has a solid alibi but can’t find his mysterious companion. English. Widescreen. In B&W. 87 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95

★ 2925493 NOT WITHOUT MY DAUGHTER: Widescreen. Betty (Sally Field) has come to the Middle East with her daughter and native born husband for a visit, but soon the truth about their vacation surfaces. Betty’s husband does not intend to bring them back to America–ever. In a hostile country, where the slightest misstep can mean death, she makes a desperate escape with her child. 115 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. $13.95

2914226 KNOCK KNOCK: Widescreen. A family man’s (Keanu Reeves) kind gesture turns into a dangerous seduction and a deadly game of cat and mouse when he opens the door to two stranded young women. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. E One. $9.95

2906724 THE RIVERMAN: Widescreen. Stallone’s “Green River Killer” continues his reign of terror: forty-eight women brutally murdered, and authorities don’t have a single lead. Local officials enlist serial killer Ted Bundy as The Riverman’s profiler. Stars Bruce Greenwood and Robert Duvall. Rated R. 91 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $4.95

2880288 WAY OF THE WICKED: Widescreen. After a series of inexplicable murders across small convent town, Father Henry (Christian Slater) goes to a local Police detective with a theory on why the murders are occurring. Father Henry has secrets of his own and finds himself pitted against a demonic force must evil and twisted than anyone could have imagined. Unrated. English. SDH. 92 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

★ 6961827 THE GIFT: Widescreen. A psychological thriller that asks the question, “Can you really go through life having never wronged anyone?” A young married couple’s life is going as planned until a chance run-in with an old acquaintance sends their world into a tailspin. Stars Jason Bateman, Joel Edgerton, and Rebecca Hall. Rated R. English. Widescreen. $5.95

★ 2872989 THE NIGHT FALKER: Widescreen. An investigative journalist takes a stab at the supernatural in this unforgettable entry into the Night Stalker series, one of the top-rated TV movies of all time. Investigating a series of Las Vegas murders, Carl Kolchak (Darren McGavin) discovers that each victim has been bitten in the neck and drained of blood. 74 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

★ 6984643 THE BABYSITTER: Widescreen. Has Dolly Tippco out for an evening party and hires high school Jennifer to babysit their two kids. Jennifer finds herself the recipient of advances from her estranged boyfriend, a manipulative acquaintance and a very drunk Harvey. What begins as a quiet evening escalates to a life-shattering experience. Stars Alixica Silverstone. Rated R. 89 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $22.95. $13.95

★ 29001X1 BLACK BUTTERFLY: Widescreen. Minou (Dagmar Lassander) leads a respected local family. Suddenly Carolyn (Margaret Colin) and her ex (Zalman King) are faced with a gut-wrenching dilemma: whether to risk everything on their son’s innocence—or protect him from his possible guilt. 108 minutes. Sony Pictures.
**6976573** SOMETIMES THEY COME BACK... Widescreen. After accepting a teaching job at the local high school, Jim Norman (Tim Matheson) and his family move back to his hometown. But the town holds dark memories for Jim who moved away years earlier following the murder of his girlfriend. Now, other than the corpse, he is the only survivor. But now the restless spirits come back for revenge. Rated R. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $13.95

**2812961** BLOOD HAVEN. Widescreen. Jill has just returned home from college to the farm community where she grew up, only to discover that her parents have mysteriously vanished. She then becomes the victim of a series of strange and inexplicable depraved assaults. Stars Tiny Tim. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $17.95

**2799140** BLOOD MELT. Widescreen. Residents of the suburban town of Maple Court have received free samples of a new and experimental vitamin. However, shortly after adding it to their diets, the people begin to experience strange and increasingly macabre visions, and worse—their bodies mutate and eventually melt! Can Detective Sam Phillips uncover its origins? Stars John Cassavetes. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $17.95

**2824272** BLOODLUST. This is one of the most gruesome horror out of 1970s Europe. The film plays like a kind of grown up fairy tale, albeit one that includes bloodsucking, eyeball evisceration and voyeuristic lesbian sex scenes among a host of other activities. Cut and banned in many countries, this is the full length version. In German with English subtitles. Unrated. 92 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95

**2811610** SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION. Amateur actor Sam Cramer discovers he is cursed with the power of pyrokinesis. This unruly talent attracts the attention of sleazy New Orlean, but Sam’s fire conjuring skills grow out of control after a conspiracy relating to his ability is exposed. Stars Gary Goddard Doutit. Rated R. 97 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $17.95

**6922597** EMANUELLE AND THE LAST CANNIBALS. Widescreen. When journalist Emanuelle (Laura Gemser) discovers evidence of an extinct cannibal tribe in a Manhattan mental hospital, her investigation will take her to the Amazon jungle for an orgy of carnage. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**2897822** WACKO. Widescreen. After the unexpected escape of a prisoner from the state mental hospital, who may or may not be the infamous Lawnmower Killer, hard-nosed gumshoe Dick Harbinger must solve the case before the Lawnmower Killer, real name John Rollins, kills Poor. Stars David Tedori and David Todd Ovoo. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $21.95

**2799159** THE HOUSE ON TOMBSTONE HILL. Widescreen. A group of friends have a bonfire and renovate an old house located in the middle of nowhere and turn it into their crash pad. But an old and seemingly senile woman has other plans for them. A string of strange and murder has started, worse, as each is gruesomely killed, their corpses return, to help her finish off the rest. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $21.95

**2903687** KOLOBOS. Widescreen. A group of youngsters arrive at a snow-covered house under the guise of participating in a "ground-breaking" new experimental film. But what initially promises to be a fun foray into reality TV standards turns to horror when they are locked up in this super-sawy, super-gory, overlooked gem from filmmakers Daniel Liawitschuk for 82 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**2876116** EXORCIST II: THE HERETIC. Widescreen. Nightmarish pasts. The American Civil War has ended. Stars Regan MacNeil (Linda Blair) four years after her possession and exorcism. Has the demon returned? And if so, can the combed police and paranormal investigator (Richard Burton) and a research specialist (Louise Fletcher) free her from its grasp? Rated R. 117 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $24.95

**2902087** HOWLIN' III. Widescreen. Long ago, the non-essential marsupial wolf roamed the Australian Outback. Today, a werewolf colony that has descended from these marsupials has taken over the land. This race of human-like creatures roam the outback, preying on the unsuspecting to feed their growing numbers in this new 4K scan of the original. 98 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**289999X** SKINNERS. Psycho drifter Dennis Skinner (Ted Raimi) who wears flesh-suits he slices from deceased bodies, calls for a lonely housewife (Ricki Lake), and is himself haunted by a horribly scared survivor. This sleaze-oozing and gut-churning feature film. Not Rated. 88 minutes. English SDH. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.98 $19.95

**2887875** THE MINION. Widescreen. In this brand new 2k master, when a beautiful and ambitious archaeologist (Francoise Robertson) unearth a mythical beast under the streets of New York City, the Templar Knights of Christ send Lucas (Delph Lundenberg) to retrieve it and stop the evil Minion. A non-stop action packed horror feature film. Not Rated. 88 minutes. English SDH. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.98 $19.95

**2902095** MERMAID: LAKE OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. For years, she has lurked in the depths, waiting. Cursed to swim the waters in which she met her untimely death, the mermaid has risen once again—this time to avenge her own demise and has set her hook for Marina’s fiance, Roman. Dubbed and in English subtitles. 82 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.97 $16.95


**2885689** THERE'S NOTHING OUT THERE! Widescreen. After being invited to a remote lodge, Mike immediately begins to suspect that something’s not right. He meets a girl and they fall in love. Unfortunately their dead work and a slimy alien frog monster has indeed landed and set out to fulfill its mission of killing all human males—and mating with females. A gag and gore filled horror comedy! English SDH. 91 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $24.95

**2885670** SPLATTER UNIVERSITY. Widescreen. Determined to discover the truth behind the ongoing violence at St. Trinian’s College, new teacher Julie Parker begins her own investigation, unaware her actions are becoming the ruthless murderer’s next target. A trashy and consciously absurd 80s slashers sporting bloody kills, absurd twists, and a face smacking finale. English SDH. 78 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $24.95

**2885697** UNINVITED. Widescreen. At a seceded biochemical lab, which runs cruel tests on animals, a seemingly innocent looking cat has just escaped, but beneath its furry exterior, is a terrifying monster. A mind-boggling piece of latex商圈 horror weirdness. Mixing low-fi creature effects, explosive gore, and a fairly logical cat monster. Alex Cord and Clu Gulager. English SDH. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**2922258** THE DOCTOR AND THE DEVILS. Widescreen. Thomas Rock (Timothy Dalton) is an anatomy professor in the 1820s. At first he accepts cadavers provided him by blackmailing a group of hustlers, but he soon realizes that he has recruited two grave robbers to get a better supply. Coming to the gory conclusion that they will earn more the “freshers” the corpses. He begins committing murder and delivering women’s bodies. Also stars Patrick Stewart. Rated R. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. PRICE CUT TO $2.95

**2922193** CONTAMINATION .7. Widescreen. When a young woman returns to her hometown, she learns that a local company has been dumping radioactive waste. The result: the trees of the forest are transforming into man-eating plants! This campy cult classic is the perfect Halloween movie. The Creepers; The Crawlers; and Troll 3. Rated R. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $3.95

**2922339** THE HALLOW. Widescreen. When a London-based conservationist is sent to New York City to track a creature’s child and to survey an area of forest believed to be hallowed ground by superstitious locals, his actions unhingingly disturb a hordes of superstitious locals. He must now fight to protect his family against the ancient forces’ relentless attacks. Stars Joseph Mawie. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Scream Factory. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

**2922335** HOUSE ON WILLOW STREET. Widescreen. When a band of desperate criminals kidnap the daughter of a wealthy family, they’re certain their problems are over. What the gang doesn’t realize is that although they have the girl’s body, her soul has already been spoken for—by a demonic force that’s about to turn the tables on them. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Scream Factory. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

**2922320** THE FUNHOUSE. Widescreen. A distinctly tongue in cheek gore, and a fairly logical cat monster. Mixing low-fi creature effects, explosive gore, and a fairly logical cat monster. Alex Cord and Clu Gulager. English SDH. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**2922338** THE LESSON. Widescreen. Fin, a lone teen from a broken family gets caught up in the wrong crowd of delinquent kids in this chilling horror film. When Fin and his friend, Joel act up in class, their teacher decides to teach them a lesson they will never forget. Stars Robert Hands and Evan Bendall. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**2922347** HELLIONS. Widescreen. Strange trick or treaters plauged conflicted teenager Dora Vogel (Chloe Rose) at her isolated home on Halloween. Under siege by forces she can’t understand, Dora must defend body and soul from relentless night. A group of worms, inhuman, humanoid-type creatures live in their home. Not rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $39.95 $21.95

**2922142** ANIMAL. Widescreen. Plans for a weekend getaway hit a dead end when a group of late-nighters kilnars, dead-set on commitments. They find themselves stranded in unfamiliar territory, pursued by a bloodthirsty predator. Holed up in an isolated cabin, they investigate the territory as tension mounted and long buried secrets are revealed. But when the body count rises, differences get put aside as they fight for survival. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Scream Factory. PRICE CUT TO $3.96
THE SILENCED.

Directed by John Hodge, this film stars Oscar-nominated actress Noomi Rapace as a deaf woman who discovers she has the ability to speak.

Another film to watch is "The 13th Floor," a 1990s sci-fi classic that explores the concept of virtual reality.

"The Strain," a horror series based on the novels by Donnybrook, premiered in 2014 and is set in New York City during the outbreak of a vampire epidemic.

Also worth checking out is "The Leftovers," a show that takes place in the aftermath of an event that kills most people on Earth.

Lastly, "Lost," a show that aired from 2004 to 2010, follows a group of people who find themselves stranded on a mysterious island.

These films provide a wide range of options for those interested in exploring the genre of horror and the themes it explores.

If you have any further questions or need more information, feel free to ask.
See more titles at erhbc.com/
**Animated Blu-ray**

- **2897016** SENRAN KAGURA: Ninja Flash! The Complete Series. Includes Blu-ray and DVDs. In English, Japanese, or English subtitles. Five hours on two Blu-rays. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Fumination. Pub. at $64.98. $14.95

- **2858258** LONG WAY NORTH. Widescreen. Sacha, a young girl from the Russian aristocracy, has always been fascinated by the exciting life of her grandfather. Outlawing a renowned scientist and Arctic explorer. Defying her parents' wishes, Sacha flees her home and launches an adventure filled quest toward the Great North in search of her grandfather. 124 minutes. Disney. $7.95

- **2006937** FERGUNNY: The Last Rainforest. Widescreen. Deep in the heart of the forest awaits a paradise filled with love, longing, and true spirits who all live in joyful harmony. But when their home is threatened by humans, one courageous sprite gives her all to save it! Featuring talent of Robin Williams, Tim Curry, Cheech Marin and Tommy Chong. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 76 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

- **2006600** 101 DALMATIANS II: Patch’s London Adventure. Widescreen. Inspired by the Patch and Toto character. In the wake of a change when coldhearted Cruella De Vil and spot-obsessed artist Lars plot to round up all the dalmatians in London. As Patch and Thunderbolt embark on a quest to save the dogs from Cruella, they prove once and for all that they are real-life heroes. English SDH. 74 minutes. Disney. $7.95

- **2803968** HELL AND BACK. Widescreen. Remy, Auggie, and Curt have been best friends since birth. When they jokingly take a blood oath and break it, Curt is dragged to Hell to be sacrificed. The guys must risk everything to save their friend from a slew of misfits demons, Greek legends, and the Devil himself. Are they prepared? Stars Mila Kunis and Bob Odenkirk. R. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

- **2858320** RED SONJA: Queen of Plagues. Widescreen. Red Sonja, the She-Devil with a Sword, intends to pay back a debt to her parents’ wish. Sacha flees her home toward the Great North in search of her grandfather, Oloukine, a renowned Russian aristocracy, has always been fascinated by the exciting life of his grandfather. Outlawing a renowned scientist and Arctic explorer. Defying her parents' wishes, Sacha flees her home and launches an adventure filled quest toward the Great North in search of her grandfather. 124 minutes. Disney. $7.95

- **6581005** MAX FLEISCHER’S SUPERMAN: Collector’s Edition. Fullscreen. Revealing as some of the finest cartoons produced during the golden age of American animation, these 17 vintage Max Fleischer masterpieces (originally released between 1941 and 1943) transport us back to when the world was introduced to one of the greatest superheroes of all time. 140 minutes. Gaiman. Pub. at $32.99. $7.95

- **2857960** THE ADVENTURES OF Ichabod Crane. Fullscreen. When Mr. J. Thaddeus Toad’s passion for motorcars lands him in hot water, he must rely on his faithful friends to clear his name. Then, meet the celebrated Ichabod Crane, whose comic rivalry for the affections of the town beauty leads to a heart-pounding race with the Headless Horseman. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Disney. $9.95

- **2891930** MUPPETS MOST WANTED. Widescreen. There’s plenty of fun for the whole family as Kermit the Frog, Miss Piggy, Animal and the entire Muppets gang head out on a world tour. But mayhem follows as they find themselves unwittingly entangled in an international crime caper. Stars Ricky Gervais and Tina Fey. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. $5.95

- **2803992** THE CASTLE OF CAIGLIOSTRO: Lupin the III. Widescreen. In their latest big haul, master cat burglar Lupin the Third and his partner in crime Jigen discover the wards of cash they swiped are all counterfeit! To find the source of the bills, the duo journey to the remote European nation of Cagliostro. Directed by the legendary Hayao Miyazaki. 100 minutes. Eastern Star. $9.95

- **2807900** TOKYO RAVENS: Season One, Part One. Widescreen. This spellbinding series might just be the best kept secret in anime! Harutora agrees to fulfill a childhood vow by a company in a magical world! Includes 12 episodes. In English or Japanese with English subtitles. Five hours on two Blu-rays. Also includes DVD version. Fumination. Pub. at $64.98. $14.95

- **2804000** JIGEN’S GRAVESTONE: Lupin the III. Widescreen. Gorina Malta hoped that she could heal the rift between the two countries with her voice. Instead, her murder on stage by an unknown assassin only served to increase the tension between the two countries. Soon Lupin the Third finds himself in the crosshairs of that same assassin. Includes episodes. Eastern Star. $7.95

- **2896598** FAFNER: Heaven & Earth. Widescreen. This anime feature film is the sequel to the all-consuming sci-fi series. Determined to save his best friend and their only home, Kazuki risks the loss of both body and mind in an explosive battle over the fate of humanity. In English or Japanese with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Funimation. Pub. at $54.98 $15.95

- **2823461** STARCHASER: The Legend of Orin. Deep within a subterranean Mine-World, a tribe of humans forced into a grim life of servitude by the alien overlords. Orin knows nothing of the surface world or of hope—until a brave young boy named Orin discovers a sword with mysterious powers that only he can unlock. His enslaved people and defeat the evil mission—to free his people. Includes 3D. English SDH. 100 minutes. Fries Entertainment Group. Pub. at $34.95. $21.95

- **285550X** PENGUINS OF MADAGASCAR. Widescreen and DVD versions. $11.95

- **2804096** VAMPIRE HUNTER D: Bloodlust. Widescreen. Eastern Star. $9.95

- **2803941** HALO: The Fall of Reach. Widescreen. Microsoft Studios. $3.95

**Children’s Blu-ray**

- **2905205** THE WITCHES OF OZ. Dorothy Gale (Paige Howard) is a simple girl in rural Kansas who becomes a celebrated witch once such as bewitched on the land of Oz. But when she receives an offer from a New York agency, her life is turned upside down. In New York, Dorothy soon realizes the magical world of Oz and all of it’s inhabitants are very real and it’s up to her to stop the Wicked Witch. English SDH. 164 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

- **2818759** CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 2. 3D. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**Documentary Blu-ray**

- **2843781** EARTH FROM SPACE: NOVA. Produced in consultation with NASA scientists, NOVA takes viewers on a guided tour across the most visited parks in the United States. Discover the wonder of these parks and enjoy over 13 hours of breathtaking beauty and exciting exploration of our country’s most fascinating destinations! Includes Yosemite, Yellowstone, The Grand Canyon, Acadia, Glacier and more. Three Blu-rays, Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98. $14.95

- **2851075** AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL. Widescreen. The exquisite National Parks Exploration Series takes viewers on a guided tour across the most visited parks in the United States. Discover the wonder of these parks and enjoy over 13 hours of breathtaking beauty and exciting exploration of our country’s most fascinating destinations! Includes Yosemite, Yellowstone, The Grand Canyon, Acadia, Glacier and more. Three Blu-rays, Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98. $14.95

- **2979437** DREAM BIG: Engineering Our World. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.93. $15.95

**UFO & Conspiracy Blu-ray**

- **2898276** ALIEN ORIGIN. Widescreen. Recently discovered footage from a lost military expedition exposes a horrifying truth about the genesis of life on Earth. Unrated. 90 minutes. GT Media. $3.95
Adult Blu-ray

2851482 WIDEST COLLEGE COEDS: Girls Gone Wild. Wide screen. Jeremy Lodge (Jamie Gillis), a psychologist who handles clients victimized by incest, leaves his sexually frustrated woman trying to achieve sexual fulfillment and acceptance of his practical if unromantic marriage proposal, Emily finds solace in the company of Wallander’s nephew, Alec Osborn and his wife after James leaves to rejoin his regiment. Emily, alone with the Osborns, increasingly comes under their control and begins to fear for her life. English SDH. 96 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

689849I HER NAME WAS LISA. Widescreen. Beautiful, innocent Lisa (Samantha Fox) has been found dead in a heroin overdose. At her funeral the people in her life gather to memorialize her, reflecting on how their own deeds seem to have contributed to her death and death. English SDH. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $21.95

685141X BABYFACE II. Widescreen. A group of beautiful young ladies have a male stranger visiting their beach town and their friend’s get-together. When they find out he is a drunken slob they tease and humiliate him, unaware he possesses mystical powers to turn all of them into his sexual playthings. Not Rated. English SDH. 78 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $21.95

6814956 FEMALE CHAUVINISTS/HOT CONNECTIONS. After infiltrating a feminist training camp in Female Chauvinists, a recruit becomes fascinated with theantz. When he is discovered by the leader, the ladies take pity on him and decide to keep him as a stud. In Hot Connections a switchboard operator becomes pregnant by her married boss and the ladies of the phone company get her revenge. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions of the films. 143 minutes. Adults only. Something Weird Video. Pub. at $33.95 $24.95

680907 THE EXOTIC DANCE OF BETTIE PAGE. Fullscreen. Irving Klaw, “King of the Pin-ups,” directed these lost short films, the first to capture a young Bettie Page on celluloid. Transferred from the original 8mm, this film offers high-definition transfer, and joined by the rare “Kamera Club” films, these forgotten classics of burlesque filmmaking are revived in a 25th anniversary celebration. 60 minutes. Adults only. Cunit Pilips. Pub. at $29.98 $23.95

2887126 MONDO FREUDO/MONDO BIZARRO. In 1966 the notorious producer/director team of Leon B. Schrader and Mark Kostroff created the extremes of the Mondo genre with their own depraved aesthetic to create two shockumentaries that changed the face of exploitation forever. Both films have been scanned in 4K from the original prints and transferred to high-definition Blu-rays. DVD and Blu-ray were released in a 25th-anniversary edition. 88 minutes. Adults only. Something Weird Video. Pub. at $29.98 $19.95

6960655 BABY YAGA. Widescreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

6951228 THESE AMAZING SHADOWS. What do the films Casablanca, Blazing Saddles and West Side Story have in common? All three films have been deemed culturally, historically or aesthetically significant and listed in the National Film Registry, a roll call of cinema treasures. Go behind the scenes to meet their directors and debate that surround the creation of this cultural archive. English SDH. 88 minutes. PBS

2840038 RIVER OF NO RETURN: NATURE. Widescreen. Deep in the upper Midwest, a small town clings to a way of life that’s as long a honeymoon. But what begins as a romantic adventure becomes something of much greater consequence for both of them. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS

6807916 5 FILMS 5 YEARS, VOLUME 3: Golden Age Erotica I. Widescreen. DVD collection of hardcore rarities includes: Dracula Sucks; Corporate Assets; The Vixens of Kung Fu; Tropic of Desire; and Baby Rosemary. Not Rated. Over 4 hours on two Blu-ray discs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

2892637 THE STRAIN: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. When a freak virus kills most of the passengers on an airplane, Ephraim Goodweather (Corey Stull), head of the Center for Disease Control’s “Casanova Team,” is called to the scene. The only way to stop the disease is to face its source—a sinister supernatural creature whose evil intent seems more powerful than any force on Earth. Includes an exclusive Master’s Ball package—July 10 hours on three Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $69.99 $79.95

2892212 FREAKS AND GEEKS: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Set in 1980 at the fictional McKinley High in Detroit, this acclaimed series focused on twosolitary kids and bad girls; and the brains, nerds and geeks between them. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $24.95

2926716 HELIX: Season 2. Widescreen. After barely escaping with their lives, the surviving scientists of Season One attempt to move on from the horrors they went through to capture the new strain of the disease. Adults only. Linda Cardellini. Includes all 18 episodes. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four Blu-rays. Shout Factory!

2796708 HELIX: Season 1. Widescreen. A team of scientists travel to a high-tech research facility in the Arctic to investigate a possible disease outbreak, only to find themselves pulled into a futuristic, bizarre new world filled with strange creatures that key to mankind’s salvation—or annihilation. All 13 Season One episodes. Bills Billy Campbell. English SDH. Nearly 9 hours on three Blu-rays. PBS.

See more titles at erhbc.com/
**TV Blu-ray**

- **2861208 HAUNTED: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Two years after the kidnapping of his son, famous private cop Frank Taylor is a private investigator. When he’s shot by a suspect, he comes perilously close to death. But with his recovery comes an unexpected side effect: he’s connected to the world of the dead. Includes all 13 episodes. Stars Jeffrey Donovan and Gabrielle Anwar. English SDH. Over 17 hours on three Blu-rays. Sony Pictures. $7.95

- **2878571 BATES MOTHÉL: Season One.** Widescreen. After finding his father dead, teenager Norman, his mother, Norma, purchase a motel and move to White Pine Bay in search of a new life. But this idyllic seaside town hides secrets and deadly family secrets. Includes all Season One episodes. Rated TV-MA. English SDH. Over seven hours on three Blu-rays. Universal. $6.95

- **2878206 SOUTH PARK: The Complete Twelfth Season.** This collection includes all 14 uncensored Season Twelve episodes from creators Matt Stone and Trey Parker. The show follows the new presidencies and the newly appointed mayor attempt to lead the human and alien residents through the prejudices and politics that threaten the world of the dead. Includes all Season One episodes. Stars Grant Bowler and Julie Benz. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five Blu-rays. Paramount. $9.99

- **6811817 WORLD WITHOUT END.** Widescreen. Based on Ken Follett’s historical novel, this eight-part mini-series epic takes us back to a medieval England under threat of war with France and the spread of a terrible plague. Amidst all the war and disease, the young knights of the Black Prince’s army must face the brutal realities of war and the death of their leader. Includes all 13 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $69.98

- **2788187 JUSTIFIED: The Complete Fourth Season.** Widescreen. The Emmy Award-winning series returns with U.S. Marshals Raylan Givens (Timothy Olyphant) picking at the thread of a cold case over 30 years in the making and unearthing a riddle that echoes all the way back to his own boyhood and his father’s bad dealings. Also stars Walton Goggins. Includes all 13 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three Blu-rays. Sony Pictures. $7.95

- **2906805 BONES: Season Four.** Widescreen. Season Four finds FBI agent Booth (David Boreanaz) and forensic anthropologist Dr. Temperance Brennan (Emily Deschanel) investigating a murder while on a flight to China. Back in the States, Booth’s hard-edged technique and Brennan’s forensic insights come together with their oddball team to solve some of the most baffling murders ever. Includes all Season Four episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on live Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

- **2906833 DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Part One.** Widescreen. These thrilling six episodes see Peter Capaldi embark on his final chapter as the Twelfth Doctor as well as the introduction of brand new companion Pearl Mackie as Bill Potts and the birth of baby Rose. A Fantastic adventures and terrifying monsters await the team of heroes as they journey together through space and time. English SDH. Over 4 hours on Blu-rays. PBS. $7.95

- **2906833 DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Part One.** Widescreen. These thrilling six episodes see Peter Capaldi embark on his final chapter as the Twelfth Doctor as well as the introduction of brand new companion Pearl Mackie as Bill Potts and the birth of baby Rose. A Fantastic adventures and terrifying monsters await the team of heroes as they journey together through space and time. English SDH. Over 4 hours on Blu-rays. PBS. $7.95

- **2906833 DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Part One.** Widescreen. These thrilling six episodes see Peter Capaldi embark on his final chapter as the Twelfth Doctor as well as the introduction of brand new companion Pearl Mackie as Bill Potts and the birth of baby Rose. A Fantastic adventures and terrifying monsters await the team of heroes as they journey together through space and time. English SDH. Over 4 hours on Blu-rays. PBS. $7.95

- **2906833 DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Part One.** Widescreen. These thrilling six episodes see Peter Capaldi embark on his final chapter as the Twelfth Doctor as well as the introduction of brand new companion Pearl Mackie as Bill Potts and the birth of baby Rose. A Fantastic adventures and terrifying monsters await the team of heroes as they journey together through space and time. English SDH. Over 4 hours on Blu-rays. PBS. $7.95